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Subject: Application for Technical Specification Change Regarding Risk-Informed
Justification for the Relocation of Specific Surveillance Frequency Requirements
to a Licensee Controlled Program

In accordance with the provisions of Titlel 0 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR Part
50.90), "Application for Amendment of License, Construction Permit, or Early Site Permit,"
PSEG Nuclear LLC (PSEG) is submitting a request for an amendment to the Technical
Specifications (TS) for Salem Nuclear Generating Station (Salem), Units 1 and 2.

The proposed amendment would modify Salem Technical Specifications by relocating specific
surveillance frequencies to a licensee-controlled program with the implementation of Nuclear
Energy Institute (NEI) 04-10, "Risk-Informed Technical Specifications Initiative 5b, Risk-
Informed Method for Control of Surveillance Frequencies."

The changes are consistent with NRC-approved Industry Technical Specifications Task Force
(TSTF) Standard Technical Specifications (STS) change TSTF-425, "Relocate Surveillance
Frequencies to Licensee Control - Risk Informed Technical Specifications Task Force (RITSTF)
Initiative 5b," Revision 3, (ADAMS Accession No. ML090850642). The Federal Register notice
published on July 6, 2009 (74 FR 31996), announced the availability of this TS improvement.

Attachment 1 provides a description of the proposed change, the requested confirmation of
applicability, and plant-specific verifications. Attachment 2 provides documentation of
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) technical adequacy. Attachment 3 provides the existing
TS pages marked up to show the proposed change. Attachment 4 provides the proposed TS
Bases changes (for information only). Attachment 5 provides the proposed No Significant
Hazards Consideration.

There are no regulatory commitments contained in this letter.

PSEG requests approval of the proposed license amendment by March 30, 2011, with the
amendment being implemented within 120 days.
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These proposed changes have been reviewed by the Plant Operations Review Committee.

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.91, "Notice for Public Comment; State Consultation," a copy of
this application, with attachments, is being provided to the designated State Official.

If you have any questions or require additional information, please contact Mr. Paul Duke at
856-339-1466.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on -t Z0, , .
/ (daee)

Site Vile President - Salem

Attachments:
1. Description and Assessment
2. Documentation of PRA Technical Adequacy
3. Proposed Technical Specification Changes
4. Proposed Technical Specification Bases Changes
5. Proposed No Significant Hazards Consideration

cc: S. Collins, Administrator, Region I, NRC
R. Ennis, Project Manager - USNRC
NRC Senior Resident Inspector, Salem
P. Mulligan, Manager IV, NJBNE
H. Berrick - Commitment Tracking Coordinator - Salem
L. Marabella - Corporate Commitment Tracking Coordinator
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bcc: President and Chief Nuclear Officer
Site Vice President - Salem
Vice President - Operations Support
Plant Manager - Salem
Director - Nuclear Oversight
Director - Regulatory Affairs
Manager - Licensing
Regulatory Assurance Manager - Salem
Records Management
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ATTACHMENT 1

License Amendment Request

Salem Nuclear Generating Station - Units 1 and 2
NRC Docket Nos. 50-272 and 50-311

Description and Assessment

Subject: Application for Technical Specification Change Regarding Risk -Informed
Justification for the Relocation of Specific Surveillance Frequency Requirements
to a Licensee Controlled Program

1.0 DESCRIPTION

2.0 ASSESSMENT
2.1 Applicability of Published Safety Evaluation
2.2 Optional Changes and Variations

3.0 REGULATORY ANALYSIS
3.1 No Significant Hazards Consideration
3.2 Applicable Regulatory Requirements/Criteria
3.3 Conclusions

4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

5.0 REFERENCES
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1.0 DESCRIPTION

The proposed amendment would modify the Salem Nuclear Generating Station (Salem), Units 1
and 2, Technical Specifications (TS) by relocating specific surveillance frequencies to a
licensee-controlled program with the adoption of Technical Specifications Task Force (TSTF)-
425, Revision 3, "Relocate Surveillance Frequencies to Licensee Control - Risk Informed
Technical Specifications Task Force (RITSTF) Initiative 5b" (Reference 1). Additionally, the
change would add a new program, the Surveillance Frequency Control Program (SFCP), to TS
Section 6, Administrative Controls.

The changes are consistent with NRC approved, lndustry/TSTF Standard Technical
Specifications (STS) change TSTF-425, Revision 3, (Rev. 3) (ADAMS Accession No.
ML090850642). The Federal Register notice published on July 6, 2009 (74 FR 31996)
(Reference 2) announced the availability of this TS improvement.

2.0 ASSESSMENT

2.1 Applicability of Published Safety Evaluation

PSEG Nuclear LLC (PSEG) has reviewed the safety evaluation dated July 6, 2009. This review
included a review of the NRC staff's evaluation, TSTF-425, Revision 3, and the requirements
specified in NEI 04-10, Rev. 1, "Risk-Informed Technical Specifications Initiative 5b, Risk-
Informed Method for Control of Surveillance Frequencies" (ADAMS Accession
No. ML071360456) (Reference 3).

Attachment 2 includes PSEG's documentation with regard to Probabilistic Risk Assessment
(PRA) technical adequacy consistent with the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.200,
Revision 1, "An Approach for Determining the Technical Adequacy of Probabilistic Risk
Assessment Results for Risk-Informed Activities" (ADAMS Accession No. ML070240001)
(Reference 4), Section 4.2, and describes any PRA models without NRC-endorsed standards,
including documentation of the quality characteristics of those models in accordance with
Regulatory Guide 1.200.

PSEG has concluded that the justifications presented in the TSTF proposal and the safety
evaluation prepared by the NRC staff are applicable to Salem Units 1 and 2 and justify this
amendment to incorporate the changes to the Salem TS.

2.2 Optional Chanqes and Variations

The proposed amendment is consistent with the STS changes described in TSTF-425,
Revision 3, but PSEG proposes variations or deviations from TSTF-425, as identified below.

1. Revised (clean) TS pages are not included in this amendment request given the number
of TS pages affected, the straightforward nature of the proposed changes, and
outstanding license amendment requests affecting some of the same TS pages.
Providing only mark-ups of the proposed TS changes satisfies the requirements of
10 CFR 50.90, "Application for amendment of license, construction permit, or early site
permit," in that the mark-ups fully describe the changes desired. This is an
administrative deviation from the NRC staff's model application dated July 6, 2009
(74 FR 31996) with no impact on the NRC staff's model safety evaluation published in
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the same Federal Register Notice. As a result of this deviation, the contents and
numbering of the attachments for this amendment request differ from the attachments
specified in the NRC staff's model application.

2. The Salem Units 1 and 2 TS were based upon NUREG-0452, Standard Technical
Specifications - Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactors, July 1979. As a result, the
Salem TS Surveillance numbers differ from the Surveillance numbers in NUREG-1 431
and TSTF-425, Revision 3. In addition, the Administrative Controls section of TS is
Section 6.0 for Salem versus Section 5.0 for NUREG-1431. These differences are
administrative deviations from TSTF-425 with no impact on the NRC staff's model safety
evaluation dated July 6, 2009 (74 FR 31996).

In addition, there are Surveillances contained in NUREG-1431 that are not contained in
the Salem TS. Therefore, the NUREG-1431 mark-ups included in TSTF-425 for these
Surveillances are not applicable to Salem Units 1 and 2. This is an administrative
deviation from TSTF-425 with no impact on the NRC staff's model safety evaluation
dated July 6, 2009 (74 FR 31996).

The Salem TS include plant-specific Surveillances that are not contained in NUREG-
1431 and, therefore, are not included in the NUREG-1431 mark-ups provided in
TSTF-425. PSEG has determined that the relocation of the Frequencies for these
Salem plant-specific Surveillances is consistent with TSTF-425, Revision 3, and with the
NRC staff s model safety evaluation dated July 6, 2009 (74 FR 31996), including the
scope exclusions identified in Section 1.0, "Introduction," of the model safety evaluation,
because the plant-specific Surveillances involve fixed periodic Frequencies. Changes to
the Frequencies for these plant-specific Surveillances would be controlled under the
SFCP. The SFCP provides the necessary administrative controls to require that
Surveillances related to testing, calibration and inspection are conducted at a frequency
to assure that the necessary quality of systems and components is maintained, that
facility operation will be within safety limits, and that the Limiting Conditions for
Operation will be met. Changes to Frequencies in the SFCP would be evaluated using
the methodology and probabilistic risk guidelines contained in NEI 04-10, Revision 1,
"Risk-Informed Technical Specifications Initiative 5b, Risk-Informed Method for Control
of Surveillance Frequencies," (ADAMS Accession No. ML071360456), as approved by
NRC letter dated September 19, 2007 (ADAMS Accession No. ML072570267). The NEI
04-10, Revision 1 methodology includes qualitative considerations, risk analyses,
sensitivity studies and bounding analyses, as necessary, and recommended monitoring
of the performance of systems, structures and components (SSCs) for which
Frequencies are changed to assure that reduced testing does not adversely impact the
SSCs. In addition, the NEI 04-10, Revision 1 methodology satisfies the five key safety
principles specified in Regulatory Guide 1.177, "An Approach for Plant-Specific, Risk-
Informed Decisionmaking: Technical Specifications," dated August 1998 (ADAMS
Accession No. ML003740176) (Reference 5), relative to changes in Surveillance
Frequencies. Therefore, the proposed relocation of the Salem plant-specific
Surveillance Frequencies is consistent with TSTF-425 and with the NRC staff's model
safety evaluation dated July 6, 2009 (74 FR 31996).

3. The definition of STAGGERED TEST BASIS is being retained in Salem TS Definition
Section 1.0 since this terminology is used in Administrative TS Sections 6.18 (Unit 1)
and 6.17 (Unit 2), "Control Room Envelope Habitability Program," which is not the
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subject of this amendment request and is not proposed to be changed. This is an
administrative deviation from TSTF-425 with no impact on the NRC staff's model safety
evaluation dated July 6, 2009 (74 FR 31996).

Additionally, Salem TS has test scheduling strategies for logic trains, channels and other
components within systems that are also being relocated, consistent with the guidance
of NEI 04-10, Rev 1 (Reference 3). Revision 1 to NEI 04-10 is provided to address test
strategy (e.g. Staggered Test Basis) in addition to frequency. Under the proposed
change, the Frequencies of all Surveillance Requirements (except those that reference
other programs for the specific interval or that are event driven) are relocated. Similar to
a STAGGERED TEST BASIS requirement, these Salem SRs require at least one logic
train, channel or component to be tested within one interval, and all logic trains,
channels or components to be tested within N intervals, where N is the total number of
logic trains, channels or components subject to the test requirement. The following
Surveillance Requirements (SRs) contain test scheduling requirements proposed for
relocation:

* SR 4.3.1.1.3, Reactor Trip System Instrumentation Response Time
* SR 4.3.2.1.3, Engineered Safety Features Response Time
* SR 4.8.3.1a.1, 4.16 kV reactor coolant pump circuit breakers

Changes to these scheduling requirements would be controlled under the Surveillance
Frequency Control Program (SFCP) which provides the necessary administrative
controls for changes to testing strategies.

4. Requirements to demonstrate operability of instrument channels "during the MODES" or
"for the MODES" shown in the associated TS Tables are being deleted from SRs
4.3.1.1.1, 4.3.2.1.1 and 4.3.3.1. These requirements are not restrictions on the MODES
in which the SRs may be performed. The MODES shown in the associated Tables are
identical to the MODES for which the instrument channels are required to be
OPERABLE. SR 4.0.1 requires Surveillance Requirements to be met during the
MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability for individual Limiting
Conditions for Operation, unless otherwise stated in the Surveillance Requirement.
Therefore the references to MODES in the subject SRs are redundant to the
requirements of SR 4.0.1. Deleting the references to MODES from the subject SRs
aligns the Salem TS more closely with NUREG-1431. This is an administrative deviation
from the NRC staff's model application dated July 6, 2009 (74 FR 31996) with no impact
on the NRC staff's model safety evaluation published in the same Federal Register
Notice.

3.0 REGULATORY ANALYSIS

3.1 No Significant Hazards Consideration

PSEG has reviewed the proposed no significant hazards consideration determination (NSHC)
published in the Federal Register July 6, 2009 (74 FR 31996). PSEG has concluded that the
proposed NSHC presented in the Federal Register notice is applicable to Salem Units 1 and 2
and is provided as Attachment 5 to this amendment request which satisfies the requirements of
10 CFR 50.91(a).
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3.2 Applicable Regulatory Reg uirements/Criteria

A description of the proposed changes and their relationship to applicable regulatory
requirements is provided in TSTF-425, Revision 3 (ADAMS Accession No. ML090850642) and
the NRC staff's model safety evaluation published in the Notice of Availability dated July 6, 2009
(74 FR 31996). PSEG has concluded that the relationship of the proposed changes to the
applicable regulatory requirements presented in the Federal Register notice is applicable to
Salem Units 1 and 2.

3.3 Conclusions

In conclusion, based on the considerations discussed above, (1) there is reasonable assurance
that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered by operation in the proposed
manner, (2) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations,
and (3) the issuance of the amendment will not be inimical to the common defense and security
or to the health and safety of the public.

4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

PSEG reviewed the environmental consideration included in the NRC staff's model safety
evaluation published in the Federal Register on July 6, 2009 (74 FR 31996). PSEG concluded
that the staff's findings presented therein are applicable to Salem Units 1 and 2, and the
determination is hereby incorporated by reference for this application.

5.0 REFERENCES

1. TSTF-425, Revision 3, "Relocate Surveillance Frequencies to Licensee Control -
RITSTF Initiative 5b," March 18, 2009 (ADAMS Accession No. ML090850642).

2. NRC Notice of Availability of Technical Specification Improvement to Relocate
Surveillance Frequencies to Licensee Control - Risk-Informed Technical Specification
Task Force (RITSTF) Initiative 5b, Technical Specification Task Force - 425, Revision 3,
published on July 6, 2009 (74 FR 31996).

3. NEI 04-10, Revision 1, "Risk-Informed Technical Specifications Initiative 5b, Risk-
Informed Method for Control of Surveillance Frequencies," April 2007 (ADAMS
Accession No. ML071360456).

4. Regulatory Guide 1.200, Revision 1, "An Approach for Determining the Technical
Adequacy of Probabilistic Risk Assessment Results for Risk-Informed Activities,"
January 2007 (ADAMS Accession No. ML070240001).

5. Regulatory Guide 1.177, "An Approach for Plant-Specific, Risk-Informed
Decisionmaking: Technical Specifications," dated August 1998 (ADAMS Accession No.
ML003740176).
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2.1 Overview

The implementation of the Surveillance Frequency Control Program (also referred to as Tech
Spec Initiative 5b) at Salem will follow the guidance provided in NEI 04-10, Revision 1 [Ref. 1] in
evaluating proposed surveillance test interval (STI) changes.

The following steps of the risk-informed STI revision process are common to proposed changes
to all STIs within the proposed licensee-controlled program.

* Each STI revision is reviewed to determine whether there are any commitments
made to the NRC that may prohibit changing the interval. If there are no related
commitments, or the commitments may be changed using a commitment change
process based on NRC endorsed guidance, then evaluation of the STI revision
would proceed. If a commitment exists and the commitment change process does
not permit the change, then the STI revision would not be implemented.

* A qualitative analysis is performed for each STI revision that involves several
considerations as explained in Reference 1.

* Each STI revision is reviewed by an Expert Panel, referred to as the Integrated
Decision-making Panel (IDP), which is normally the same panel as is used for
Maintenance Rule implementation, but with the addition of specialists with
experience in surveillance tests and system or component reliability. If the IDP
approves the STI revision, the change is implemented and documented for future
audits by the NRC. If the IDP does not approve the STI revision, the STI value is left
unchanged.

" Performance monitoring is conducted as recommended by the IDP. In some cases,
no additional monitoring may be necessary beyond that already conducted under the
Maintenance Rule. The performance monitoring helps to confirm that no failure
mechanisms related to the revised test interval become important enough to alter the
information provided for the justification of the interval changes.

" The IDP is responsible for periodic review of performance monitoring results. If it is
determined that the time interval between successive performances of a surveillance
test is a factor in the unsatisfactory performances of the surveillance, the IDP returns
the STI back to the previously acceptable STI.

" In addition to the above steps, the PRA is used when possible to quantify the effect
of a proposed individual STI revision compared to acceptance criteria in Figure 2 of
NEI 04-10. Also, the cumulative impact of all risk-informed STI revisions on all PRAs
(i.e., internal events, external events and shutdown) is also compared to the risk
acceptance criteria as delineated in NEI 04-10.

For those cases where the STI can not be modeled in the plant PRA (or where a particular PRA
model does not exist for a given hazard group), a qualitative or bounding analysis is performed
to provide justification for the acceptability of the proposed test interval change.
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The NEI 04-10 methodology endorses the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.200,
Revision 1 [Ref. 2], "An Approach for Determining the Technical Adequacy of Probabilistic Risk
Assessment Results for Risk-Informed Activities." The guidance in RG-1.200 indicates that the
following steps should be followed when performing PRA assessments:

1. Identify the parts of the PRA used to support the application

SSCs, operational characteristics affected by the application and how these are
implemented in the PRA model

A definition of the acceptance criteria used for the application

2. Identify the scope of risk contributors addressed by the PRA model

If not full scope (i.e. internal and external), identify appropriate compensatory
measures or provide bounding arguments to address the risk contributors not
addressed by the model.

3. Summarize the risk assessment methodology used to assess the risk of the application

* Include how the PRA model was modified to appropriately model the risk impact
of the change request.

4. Demonstrate the Technical Adequacy of the PRA

Identify plant changes (design or operational practices) that have been
incorporated at the site, but are not yet in the PRA model and justify why the
change does not impact the PRA results used to support the application.

Document peer review findings and observations that are applicable to the parts
of the PRA required for the application, and for those that have not yet been
addressed justify why the significant contributors would not be impacted.

Document that the parts of the PRA used in the decision are consistent with
applicable standards endorsed by the Regulatory Guide (currently, RG-1.200
Revision 1 includes only internal events PRA standard). Provide justification to
show that where specific requirements in the standard are not adequately met, it
will not unduly impact the results.

Identify key assumptions and approximations relevant to the results used in the
decision-making process.

Because of the broad scope of potential Initiative 5b applications and the fact that the impact of
such assumptions differs from application to application, each of the issues encompassed in
Items 1 through 3 will be covered with the preparation of each individual PRA assessment made
in support of the individual STI interval requests. The purpose of the remaining portion of this
appendix is to address the requirements identified in item 4 above.
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2.2 Technical Adequacy of the PRA Model

The Salem 4.3 version of the Salem PRA model is the most recent evaluation of the risk profile
at Salem for internal event challenges. There is a single model used for both Salem Units 1 and
2. The Salem PRA modeling is highly detailed, including a wide variety of initiating events,
modeled systems, operator actions, and common cause events. The PRA model quantification
process used for the Salem PRA is based on the event tree / fault tree methodology, which is a
well-known methodology in the industry.

PSEG Nuclear LLC (PSEG) employs a multi-faceted approach to establishing and maintaining
the technical adequacy and plant fidelity of the PRA models for all PSEG nuclear generation
sites. This approach includes both a proceduralized PRA maintenance and update process,
and the use of self-assessments and independent peer reviews. The following information
describes this approach as it applies to the Salem PRA.

PRA Maintenance and Update

The PSEG risk management process ensures that the applicable PRA model remains an
accurate reflection of the as-built and as-operated plants. This process is defined in the PSEG
Risk Management program, which consists of a governing procedure (ER-AA-600, "Risk
Management") and subordinate implementation procedures. PSEG procedure ER-AA-600-
1015, "FPIE PRA Model Update" delineates the responsibilities and guidelines for updating the
full power internal events PRA models at PSEG nuclear generation sites. The overall PSEG
Risk Management program, including ER-AA-600-1015, defines the process for implementing
regularly scheduled and interim PRA model updates, for tracking issues identified as potentially
affecting the PRA models (e.g., due to changes in the plant, errors or limitations identified in the
model, industry operating experience), and for controlling the model and associated computer
files. To ensure that the current PRA model remains an accurate reflection of the as-built, as-
operated plants, the following activities are routinely performed:

Design changes and procedure changes are reviewed for their impact on the
PRA model.

New engineering calculations and revisions to existing calculations are reviewed

for their impact on the PRA model.

Maintenance unavailabilities are captured.

Plant specific initiating event frequencies, failure rates, and maintenance
unavailabilities are updated approximately every three years.

In addition to these activities, PSEG risk management procedures provide the guidance for
particular risk management and PRA quality and maintenance activities. This guidance
includes:

* Documentation of the PRA model, PRA products, and bases documents.
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The approach for controlling electronic storage of Risk Management (RM)
products including PRA update information, PRA models, and PRA applications.

Guidelines for updating the full power, internal events PRA models for PSEG
nuclear generation sites.

Guidance for use of quantitative and qualitative risk models in support of the On-
Line Work Control Process Program for risk evaluations for maintenance tasks
(corrective maintenance, preventive maintenance, minor maintenance,
surveillance tests and modifications) on systems, structures, and components
(SSCs) within the scope of the Maintenance Rule (10CFR50.65 (a)(4)).

In accordance with this guidance, regularly scheduled PRA model updates nominally occur on
an approximately 3-year cycle; longer intervals may be justified if it can be shown that the PRA
continues to adequately represent the as-built, as-operated plant. PSEG completed the Salem
4.3 update to the Salem PRA model in late 2009, which was the result of the incorporation of
additional significant plant changes into the prior PRA model.

As indicated previously, RG-1.200 also requires that additional information be provided as part
of the LAR submittal to demonstrate the technical adequacy of the PRA model used for the risk
assessment. Each of these items (plant changes not yet incorporated in to the PRA model,
relevant peer review findings, consistency with applicable PRA Standards, and the identification
of key assumptions) will be discussed in turn.

2.2.1 Plant Changes Not Yet Incorporated into the PRA Model

A PRA updating requirements evaluation (URE) PSEG PRA model update tracking database is
created for all issues that are identified that could impact the PRA model. The URE database
includes the identification of those plant changes that could impact the PRA model.

As part of the PRA evaluation for each STI change request, a review of open items in the URE
database for Salem will be performed and an assessment of the impact on the results of the
application will be made prior to presenting the results of the risk analysis to the IDP. If a non-
trivial impact is expected, then this may include the performance of additional sensitivity studies
or model changes to confirm the impact on the risk analysis.

2.2.2 Applicability of Peer Review Findings and Observations

Several assessments of technical capability have been made, for the Salem PRA model. These
assessments are as follows and further discussed in the paragraphs below.

An independent PRA peer review was conducted under the auspices of the PWR Owners'
Group in December 2001 following the Industry PRA Peer Review process [Ref. 3]. This peer
review included an assessment of the PRA model maintenance and update process.

During 2005 the Salem PRA model results were evaluated in the Westinghouse Owners Group
PRA cross-comparisons study performed in support of implementation of the mitigating systems
performance indicator (MSPI) process [Ref. 4].
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A PRA Peer Review of the Salem PRA against Addendum B of the PRA Standard was
performed during November 2008.

A summary of the disposition of the 2001 Industry PRA Peer Review facts and observations
(F&Os) for the Salem PRA models was documented as part of the statement of PRA capability
for MSPI in the Salem MSPI Basis Document [Ref. 5]. As noted in that document, there were
no open level A or level B F&Os from the 2001 peer review.

2.2.3 Consistency with Applicable PRA Standards

As indicated above, a formal peer review was performed in November 2008. This peer review
was against Addendum B of the PRA Standard [Ref. 6], the criteria in RG-1.200, Rev. 1 [Ref. 2]
including the NRC positions stated in Appendix A of RG-1.200, Rev. 1 and further issue
clarifications [Ref. 7]. The supporting requirements (SRs) identified from the peer review as not
meeting Capability Category II that remain open are summarized in Table 2-1 along with an
assessment of the impact on the base PRA.

All remaining gaps will be reviewed for consideration for the next periodic PRA model update,
but are judged to have low impact on the PRA model or its ability to support a full range of PRA
applications. The remaining gaps are documented in the URE database so that they can be
tracked and their potential impacts accounted for in applications where appropriate.

Each item will be reviewed as part of each STI change assessment that is performed and an
assessment of the impact on the results of the application will be made prior to presenting the
results of the risk analysis to the IDP. If a non-trivial impact is expected, then this may include
the performance of additional sensitivity studies or model changes to confirm the impact on the
risk analysis.

2.2.4 Identification of Key Assumptions

The overall Initiative 5b process is a risk-informed process with the PRA model results providing
one of the inputs to the IDP to determine if an STI change is warranted. The methodology
recognizes that a key area of uncertainty for this application is the standby failure rate utilized in
the determination of the STI extension impact. Therefore, the methodology requires the
performance of selected sensitivity studies on the standby failure rate of the component(s) of
interest for the STI assessment.

The results of the standby failure rate sensitivity study plus the results of any additional
sensitivity studies identified during the performance of the reviews as outlined in 2.2.1 and 2.2.3
above for each STI change assessment will be documented and included in the results of the
risk analysis that goes to the IDP.
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Table 2-1
Identified Gaps to Capability Category II

of the ASME PRA Standard
F&O Description Applicable Impact

SRs
IE-Al-01 A loss of an AC bus may not result in a reactor trip, but may result in a IE-Al Minimal impact, referenced event is

forced shutdown due to technical specifications. If the lost bus happens bounded by the modeled reactor trip
to be the operating bus for equipment, systems will be challenged. Loss initiator. Initiator impact is a qualitative
of an AC bus is generally modeled in most PRAs. consideration in the NEI 04-10

methodology.
This F&O is characterized as a finding based on the lack of sufficient
documentation to allow verification of SR.

Include events for loss of 4Kv bus if they require a forced shutdown
consistent with most industry PRAs.

IE-A3-01 Historical events appear to lead to somewhat more complex situations IE-A3 Negligible impact on technical
than the assigned grouping would indicate. The plant-specific history adequacy of the PRA model.
indicates that on 12/31/01 an event occurred resulting in SI. The Referenced event was binned as a trip
categorization of initiating events does not account for this or the case of with loss of Feed water, consistent with
ESFAS actuation. the classification scheme employed for

the Salem PRA.
This F&O is characterized as a finding based on the lack of sufficient
documentation to allow verification of SR.

Consider re-categorizing this event as an ESF actuation (QR9).
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F&O Description Applicable Impact
SRs

IE-A3a-01 Although sited as an input source, there appears to be no documentation IE-A3a This is judged to be a documentation
supporting a comparison of initiating events with regard to plants of similar consideration only and does not affect
design. The documentation indicates that "past probabilistic risk the technical adequacy of the PRA
assessments" were used for source and experience. However, there is model.
not documentation of such a comparison. It also does not identify that
any examination was made for Salem-like designs. A comparison to
similar designs can potentially identify those design-specific events than
may have unique consequences which may not be defined in more
generic sources. It also provides an industry basis for selection.

This F&O is characterized as a finding based on the lack of sufficient
documentation to allow verification of SR.

Utilize available industry summary documentation to define generally
appropriate initiating event list for specific design.

IE-A4-01 The requirement is to address each system, including support systems to IE-A4 This is judged to be a documentation
assess potential for initiating events. The analysis only addresses consideration only and does not affect
support systems and does not address the impact of other operating the technical adequacy of the PRA
systems with regard to events resulting in a plant upset and subsequent model.
trip signal. For charging this has the potential to impact both the initiator
and response models such that consequential failures could be possible.

This F&O is characterizing as a finding based on the lack of sufficient
documentation to allow verification of SR.

Add evaluations for frontline operating systems that in particular are part
of the PRA response model.
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SRs

IE-A5-01 SA PRA Initiating Events Notebook, SA-PRA-001, Revision 0, Section IE-A5 This is judged to be a documentation
2.1.2 describes the review of Salem Generating Station Experience and consideration only and does not affect
Trip Review. No mention is made of consideration of events that occurred the technical adequacy of the PRA
at conditions other than at-power operation. Also, events resulting in model.
controlled shutdown were excluded on the basis that they present only
mild challenges rather than being determined to be not applicable to at-
power operation.

Failure to consider non-power events and controlled shutdown events
could result in exclusion of valid initiating events.

Provide an explicit discussion of the review of non-power events. Improve
the justification for exclusion of controlled shutdown events to address
applicability to at-power operation or to provide a quantitative justification
for exclusion.

IE-A6-01 SA PRA Initiating Events Notebook, SA-PRA-001, Revision 0, Section IE-A6 This is judged to be a documentation
2.1.2 does not indicate that plant operations, maintenance, engineering, consideration only and does not affect
and safety analysis personnel were interviewed or included in the review the technical adequacy of the PRA
process for the initiating events notebook to determine if potential initiating model.
events have been overlooked.

Documentation was not available to show that the Category Il/111
requirement was satisfied. The initiating event analysis should document
a reasonably complete identification of initiating events.

Document the required interviews.
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SRs

IE-A7-01 SA PRA Initiating Events Notebook, SA-PRA-001, Revision 0, Section IE-A7 This is judged to be a documentation
2.1.2 does not indicate that a review of plant-specific or industry consideration only and does not affect
operating experience was performed for the purpose of identifying the technical adequacy of the PRA
initiating event precursors. model.

Failure to consider precursor events and controlled shutdown events
could result in exclusion of valid initiating events.

The model owner stated that precursors were considered during the
review of plant operating experience. However, because this is not
documented, the SR cannot be considered met. This should be explicitly
stated in the Initiating Events Notebook.

IE-B3-01 Initiating events are not grouped with less severe events without IE-B3, Minimal impact on the ability to assess
assuming the worst potential effects. For example, the potential for a AS-A5 impact of Surveillance interval changes.
spurious SI actuation is grouped in the general transient category with Issue only relates to development of
events such as reactor trip and considered to be no worse than the initiating events for inclusion in the PRA
reactor trip. However, unmitigated spurious SI events can challenge a model.
PORV resulting in a consequential LOCA. Spurious SI events should not
be grouped with general reactor trips. Also, the loss of AC power bus (F)
is said to result in a degraded loss of condensate/feedwater performance.
However, it is placed in the PCS available category. This presents a
problem when developing the conditional failure PCS in response to the
event.

This F&O is characterized as a finding based on the lack of sufficient
documentation to allow verification of SR.

Separate out events on basis of unique impacts to the response
sequence.
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SRs

IE-C1 b-01 The loss of SW initiating event fault tree S1 R4.Caf (gate IE-TSW) was IE-Ci b, This is judged to be a documentation
reviewed and the logic appears to capture the appropriate combinations IE-C6 consideration only and does not affect
of equipment failures that contribute to the initiator. However, the the technical adequacy of the PRA
documentation of the development of the initiator fault trees appears to be model.
lacking. Section 3.3 of the Salem SA-PRA-001, Revision 0 notebook
does not provide much detail of how the initiators modeled as fault trees
are developed. It refers to the system model notebook. For the loss of
SW initiator, the SW model notebook SA-PRA-005.13, Revision 0 was
reviewed and there was no discussion of the development of the loss of
SW initiator fault tree. For the loss of CC initiator fault tree, Section 4.2 of
notebook SA-PRA-005.12, Revision 0 provides a good description of how
that initiator fault tree is developed.

This F&O is characterized as a finding based on the lack of sufficient
documentation to allow verification of SR IE-Cl b.

Document how the loss of SW initiating event fault tree is developed.
Likewise for other system initiators as needed. Include a discussion of
the recoveries credited in the initiator. This should also be done for the
other initiators that are fault trees.

IE-C3-01 The initiators that are fault trees, such as loss of SW and loss of CC, the IE-C3 This is a conservative modeling issue
initiator frequency is not based on reactor year. For example, under gate and would not affect the ability to
IE-TSW, basic event SWS-PIP-RP-TBHDR has a mission time of 8760 assess the impact of a surveillance
hours. frequency change. If key to a specific

STI assessment, could be addressed
This F&O is characterized as a finding because it does not meet the SR. through sensitivity analyses in

accordance with the NEI 04-10
Use reactor year when quantifying the initiator frequencies. methodology.
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SRs I

AS-A7-01 Accident Sequences and Event Tree Development Notebook, SA-PRA- AS-A7 This is judged to be a documentation
002, Revision 0 delineates the possible accident sequences for each consideration only and does not affect
modeled initiating event. However, some sequences are not explicitly the technical adequacy of the PRA
modeled in the single-top fault tree (e.g., TT sequences S04 and S05 are model.
combined into a single fault tree gate). No documentation was found to
describe the basis of these combinations.

Subsuming non-minimal sequences in the single-top fault tree model
could result in loss of risk insights or masking of importance in non-
standard configurations.

Provide a description of the process used to combine non-minimal
sequences with their bounding equivalent sequence in both the Accident
Sequences and Event Tree Notebook or in the Quantification Notebook.
Discuss how it is ensured that risk insights are not impacted by the
subsuming of sequences. Provide a more complete basis for not
modeling sequences judged to have "very low frequencies" such that a
reviewer can evaluate the basis for the exclusion.

AS-A7-02 The VS ISLOCA sequence with no piping failure is assumed to be AS-A7 This is judged to be a documentation
terminated with operator isolation of the suction path using the pump consideration only and does not affect
suction isolation MOVs. However, isolation cannot be accomplished until the technical adequacy of the PRA
primary pressure is reduced. The potential for flooding of adjacent areas model.
by water lost through the RHR pump seals and/or RHR heat exchangers
prior to isolation does not appear to have been evaluated.

Flooding of adjacent areas could impact additional equipment affecting
the ability to achieve a safe, stable condition.

Evaluate the potential volume of water which can be released prior to
isolation of the VS sequence with no piping failure to determine if
additional mitigation equipment could be affected.
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SRs

AS-A8-01 Accident Sequences and Event Tree Development Notebook, SA-PRA-
002, Revision 0 and the associated CAFTA event trees define the end
state of each sequence as success or core damage. However, the SBO
sequences S08, S11, S14, and S17 are assumed to be successful based
on offsite power recovery. Operator action to restore mitigating systems
after power recovery is not addressed. In addition, given the fact that
power recovery is only credible out to 4 hours, 20 hours of mitigating
system operation and the potential failures of that equipment over a
significant portion of the 24 hour mission time is not being addressed.
This failure to address recovery of mitigating systems following power
recovery does not ensure a safe, stable end state has been reached for
some SBO sequences.

There is also concern that the application of offsite power recovery is
included twice in the modeling of the SBO event. Recovery is credited in
the application of a diesel mission time of 6 hours and again through the
application of offsite power recovery top event RBU.

Recovery of offsite power does not guarantee restoration of mitigating
systems needed to establish a safe stable condition in the plant. In some
plant models, operator action to restore required mitigating systems
following power recovery has been shown to be significant.

In addition, mitigating system operation over a significant portion of the 24
mission time is not being addressed.

Extend the event tree models to address restoration and operation of
required safety functions following offsite power recovery. Potential
events to include are decay heat removal and primary inventory makeup.

AS-A8,
AS-B6

Mission times vice recovery of off site
power are addressed in current PRA
model. Documentation to be updated to
reflect this.
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SRs

SC-B5-01 A check of the reasonableness and acceptability of the success criteria SC-B5 This is judged to be a documentation
results is not documented. consideration only and does not affect

the technical adequacy of the PRA
Comparing success criteria results with those of similar plants or model.
performed using other plant-specific codes provides greater assurance
that the results are correct.

Document a check of the reasonableness and acceptability of the success
criteria results. Supporting requirement SC-B5 provides example
methods. Note that the PWROG PSA database identifies success criteria
for its constituent plants and may be a helpful resource.

SC-C3-02 Sources of uncertainty are addressed in a draft evaluation using guidance SC-C3, This is judged to be a documentation
from draft EPRI report, "Treatment of Parameter and Model Uncertainty AS-C3, consideration only and does not affect
for Probabilistic Risk Assessments." HR-D6, the technical adequacy of the PRA

HR-G9, model. The NEI 04-10 methodology
An appropriate characterization of uncertainty is required to support risk- HR-13, explicitly addresses uncertainty.
informed decision making. DA-E3,

QU-E1,
Apply the EPRI guidance, once finalized, to identify the sources of QU-E3,
uncertainty in the analysis. QU-E4,

QU-F4,
LE-F2,
LE-G4

SY-A4-01 System walkdown documentation not included in the system notebook SY-A4 This is judged to be a documentation
documentation. consideration only and does not affect

the technical adequacy of the PRA
A review of system notebooks and available documentation does not model.
include system walkdown information. A draft document containing
photos and documentation of insights from a system walkdown was
provided to the peer review but is not finalized.

Finalize the provided notebook.
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SRs

SY-A6-01 Missing boundary definitions for system models. SY-A6, This is judged to be a documentation
SY-C2 consideration only and does not affect

The system notebooks do not clearly define the boundaries. The training the technical adequacy of the PRA
documentation is not adjusted to be specific to the PRA model. model.
Additionally some systems, such as ac power, do not include discussion
of modeled events. The diesel generator and the fuel oil transfer system
are not addressed explicitly.

Develop PRA specific illustrations and expand documentation to clearly
describe the system boundaries to ensure that no components are double
counted or missed.

SY-A8-01 Review of notebooks and data notebook did not provide a source for SY-A8 This is judged to be a documentation
inclusion or exclusion of failure modes based on data boundaries, consideration only and does not affect

the technical adequacy of the PRA
No documentation of component boundaries, model.

Expand the data discussion to provide component definitions.
SY-A10-01 Some systems do not include expected failure modes and although this SY-Al0 This is judged to be a documentation

may be correct, there is no documentation as to how the data boundaries consideration only and does not affect
encompass the expected failures. the technical adequacy of the PRA

model.
One example is the diesel generator model does not include the diesel
generator day tank and instrumentation. The response to inquiries was
that these components are part of the diesel skid package. This is usually
separate modeling to capture miscalibrations.

Define what is included within the diesel generator "box" or expand the
model.
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SRs

SY-Al 2-01 Review of system models identified some missing component failure SY-Al 2 Components are included in the PRA
modes. model either explicitly or as part of a

super-component This is judged to be a
Required components are not always addressed in the model. For documentation consideration only and
example, the diesel generator day tank and fuel oil check valves are not does not affect the technical adequacy
included. Additionally, restart of some components (such as dampers of the PRA model.
having to re-open for CAV) are absent in the model.

Define boundaries to show incorporation of failure modes by other events
or expand model.

SY-Al 3-01 The modeling excludes some required component failures without SY-Al 3 This is judged to be a documentation
justification. consideration only and does not affect

the technical adequacy of the PRA
Some failure modes listed for inclusion in the SR are not found or are model.
excluded from the model. This includes the transfer closed/plugging
failure modes for valves and the absence of some check valves and/or
tanks.

Justify the exclusion of any failure mode or model the failure mode.
SY-A16-01 The SWS fault tree includes recovery via alignment of the header SY-A16 If determined to impact a specific STI

crosstie. HFE SWS-XHE-FO-OVER2 is used for this recovery action in all analysis, a sensitivity analysis in
cases, even LOSP. However, the timing used in the HRA for this action is accordance with the NEI 04-10
based on room heatup following a loss of CAV, not on the more restrictive methodology would be performed.
timing required for recovery of cooling to a diesel following LOSP.

Application of the HFE for recovery of SW via the header crosstie in the
incorrect context may result in underestimating the importance of the HFE
and associated equipment required for the recovery.

Create a variation of the SWS-XHE-FO-OVER2 HFE accounting for
differences in timing during LOSP conditions where cooling to a diesel
generator is required.
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SRs

SY-Al 9-01 System notebooks do not include discussions on potential adverse SY-Al 9, This is judged to be a documentation
operating conditions that could impact operation. SY-A20 consideration only and does not affect

the technical adequacy of the PRA
No documentation of any potential for loss of desired system function, model.
e.g., excessive heat loads, excessive electrical loads, excessive humidity,
etc.

Add brief discussion.
SY-A21 -01 The current type code does not provide consistent nomenclature for same SY-A21, This observation is believed to relate to

failure data. QU-A2b special instances where data is lacking
for certain component/failure modes

The SR indicates that the nomenclature should use the same identifier for (e.g. diesel driven air compressor fails
the same failure mode. The type code changes by system although the to start). In these cases data from other
data is from the same source. similar components were used. This is

believed to be an appropriate
For data sources from the same reference the same type code should be approximation. A STI assessment is for
used. specific components or systems, as

such specific basic events are identified
Using type codes by system may obscure the state of knowledge in the analysis. This issue does not
information. affect the ability to perform a STI

assessment.
SY-B5-01 Documentation indicated that the heated water circulating system was SY-B5 This is judged to be a documentation

required. consideration only and does not affect
the technical adequacy of the PRA

Documentation for several system notebooks (AFW, CVCS and RWST) model.
indicated that the heated water circulating system was required to prevent
freezing, but was not modeled.

Model the heated water circulating system or justify the reason for not
modeling.
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SY-B 1-01 Some AFW signals (SI, LOSP) are not defined and no justification for SY-B1 1 This is judged to be a documentation
exclusion is provided. consideration only and does not affect

the technical adequacy of the PRA
The SR states that actuation signals must be considered or justification model.
provided. The AFW start signals are not completely modeled and
justifications for exclusion are not provided.

Provide justification for exclusion of the AFW signals or model these
signals.

HR-C3-01 There is no documentation showing that miscalibration as a mode of HR-C3, If the surveillance frequency for the
failure of initiation of standby systems was considered. An example of SY-B16 referenced instrumentation would be
this is that there is no HFE for miscalibration of bus undervoltage bus, evaluated, the NEI 04-10 methodology
RPS relays, etc. allows for modification of the PRA

model if needed to perform the STI
There is no documentation showing that miscalibration as a mode of assessment.
failure of initiation of standby systems was considered. An example of
this is that there is no HFE for miscalibration of bus undervoltage bus,
RPS relays, etc.

Consider analyzing the miscalibration of standby systems.
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SRs

DA-Ala-01 No discussion of component boundary definition is provided in either the DA-Al a, This is judged to be a documentation
data or systems analysis. Boundaries for unavailability events are not DA-C1 consideration only and does not affect
established. the technical adequacy of the PRA

model.
Boundary definitions help assure that failures are attributed to the correct
component and that calculated failure rates and unavailability values are
appropriate. Some component boundaries are discussed in the notes to
Appendix A, "Generic (Industry) Failure Data" of the Data Notebook. Note
32 states to "Assume that CCW/RHR HX failure rates apply to TDAFW
Pump Bearing and governor jacket coolers", however unless the Salem
TDAFW pump has unique features that require this to be modeled
separately, cooling to the TDAFW pump is usually included in the
component boundary to the pump.

Define the component boundary for each component consistent with the
failure data source. Establish boundaries for unavailability events
consistent with definitions in the systems analysis.

DA-Cl-01 Generic unavailability data is used for some SSCs without demonstrating DA-C1 This is judged to be a documentation
that the data is consistent with the test and maintenance philosophies for consideration only and does not affect
the subject plant. the technical adequacy of the PRA

model.
Generic unavailability data may not be applicable to Salem if its T&M
approach is different.

Review and state that any generic unavailability data used is applicable to
the Salem model.

DA-C2-01 Plant-specific data is only collected for MSPI components. The PRA DA-C2 The majority of high importance
procedure requires plant specific data to be collected for components with systems were updated with recent plant
a RAW >2 or a F-V greater than 0.005. specific data. The NEI 04-10

methodology requires failure rates
MSPI components are only a subset of the risk-significant components. sensitivities as part of the analysis

which will address this gap.
Expand collection of plant-specific data to all modeled components or
justify why the generic data is applicable.
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DA-C6-01 Documentation describing the process of evaluating the number of plant DA-C6 This is judged to be a documentation
specific demands for standby components could not be identified. consideration only and does not affect
Standby components were identified in Table 1 of the Data Analysis the technical adequacy of the PRA
Notebook and plant specific demands for some of these components model.
were listed in Appendix B, however the basis for these numbers of
demands was not provided. The draft data procedure states that plant
specific data should be estimated by actual counts of hours or demands
from logs or counters, use of surveillance procedures to estimate the
frequency of demands and run times, or estimates based upon input from
the System Engineer.

Failure rates are dependent on an accurate demand count or component
importance could be skewed.

Standby components were identified in Table 1 of the Data Analysis
Notebook and plant specific demands for some of these components
were listed in Appendix B, however the basis for the number of demands
was not provided. The draft data procedure states that plant specific data
should be estimated by actual counts of hours or demands from logs or
counters, use of surveillance procedures to estimate the frequency of
demands and run times, or estimates based upon input from the System
Engineer. Issue the data collection guidance document and
document/justify the basis for the demands used.

DA-C10-01 Compare the initiator frequencies used in the Salem model with other DA-Cl0 This is judged to be a documentation
generic data sources. consideration only and does not affect

the technical adequacy of the PRA
This F&O is characterized as a suggestion because the IE notebook does model.
include a comparison with NUREG/CR-5750. But, it is recommended for
completeness to check how the Salem set of initiators compares with
other data sources.
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SRs

DA-D4-01 No documentation exists related to the comparison between the generic DA-D4 This is judged to be a documentation
value and the plant-specific update value to ensure accurate and consideration only and does not affect
meaningful implementation of Bayes approach. The documentation only the technical adequacy of the PRA
indicates that data came from NUREG/CR-6928 and that MSPI data was model.
used to perform the update. It then references Appendix B which is only
Table B-I. The table provides limited information related to the update
and does not provide any comparisons of results or discussions with
regard to applicability of results.

The documentation only indicates that data came from NUREG/CR-6928
and that MSPI data was used to perform the update. It then references
Appendix B which is only Table B-I. The table provides limited
information related to the update and does not provide any comparisons
of results or discussions with regard to applicability of results.

Perform comparisons of results with regard to initial ranges of possible
generic values and confirmation that the updated results are within the
expected range. Also confirmation that plant data, due to relatively small
generic alpha factors is not biasing the updated value.

DA-D6-01 No documentation is present that provides any comparisons between DA-D6 This is judged to be a documentation
data sources. consideration only and does not affect

the technical adequacy of the PRA
Perform the evaluation. model.

DA-E2-01 A draft document was provided that documented how to establish DA-E2, This is judged to be a documentation
component boundaries, how to establish failure probabilities, sources of DA-C6, consideration only and does not affect
generic data, etc. This procedure needs to be formalized. DA-C7, the technical adequacy of the PRA

DA-C8, model.
The draft document discussing how to perform data analyses needs to be DA-C9
finalized to ensure quality.

Provide procedure on how to perform data analysis.
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QU-B5-01 Salem Quantification Notebook SA PRA-2008-01 Attachment E QU-B5 The convergence issue is addressed in
documents the convergence analysis performed to set an appropriate the current PRA model. The circular
truncation value. The truncation level for both CDF and LERF was set at logic issue is judged to be a
1.OE-1 1. The percentage change between 1.OE-1 0 and 1.OE-1 1 was documentation consideration only and
2.2% for CDF, but 6.1% for LERF. Therefore, this SR was not satisfied does not affect the technical adequacy
for LERF. of the PRA model.

The supporting requirement applies the same criteria for convergence to
both CDF and LERF. The criteria were satisfied for CDF, but not LERF.

Document the overall philosophy and method for breaking circular logic in
the Quantification notebook and provide sufficient documentation in the
system notebooks to provide assurance that unnecessary conservatisms
or non-conservatisms are not introduced.

QU-B9-01 Split fractions and undeveloped events are included in the model. QU-B9 This is judged to be a documentation
Examples include main feedwater availability for ATWS (MFI- consideration only and does not affect
UNAVAILABLE) and some Unit 2 systems credited for recovery of Unit 1 the technical adequacy of the PRA
CAV failure (G2SW22). The derivation of the values for these events is model.
not documented.

The derivation of split fractions and undeveloped events is not
documented sufficiently to allow identification of shared events and results
interpretation based on individual events subsumed into the split fraction.

Document the derivation of any split fractions and undeveloped events
used in the model sufficiently to allow results interpretation and to provide
assurance that the impact of any shared components is appropriately
considered.
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QU-D1 b-01 There is no discussion in the quantification notebook that indicates a QU-D1b This is judged to be a documentation
review of the results was performed for the purpose of assessing consideration only and does not affect
modeling and operational consistency. Also, since the sequences were the technical adequacy of the PRA
not quantified, it is difficult to perform this verification, model.

This F&O is characterized as a finding because there was insufficient
documentation available to verify the SR.

Review the results for modeling consistency (e.g., event sequence
models consistency with systems models and success criteria) and
operational consistency (e.g., plant configuration, procedures, and plant-
specific and industry experience) and include in the quantification
notebook.

QU-D3-01 This is a Capability Category I because there is no documentation to QU-D3 This is judged to be a documentation
indicate that the Salem results were compared to the results of a similar consideration only and does not affect
plant. the technical adequacy of the PRA

model.
No documentation was provided showing this requirement was met.

Provide a comparison of initiating event contributions and significant basic
event importances between Salem and similar plants based on
information available in the PWROG PRA Comparison Database.

QU-D4-01 There is no documentation indicating that a sampling of non-significant QU-D4 This is judged to be a documentation
accident cutsets or sequences were reviewed to determine they are consideration only and does not affect
reasonable and have physical meaning. the technical adequacy of the PRA

model.
Quantification Notebook Section 2 only requires a review of the top 100
cutsets. Review of a sampling of non-significant cutsets can also reveal
logic problems or recovery rules which are not being applied correctly.

Include a requirement for review of a sampling of non-significant
sequences in Section 2 of the Quantification Notebook and in procedures
governing the model update process.

QU-F2-01 This requirement was only partially met as described below: QU-F2, This is judged to be a documentation
(a) This requirement is met by the system and HRA notebooks. QU-F3, consideration only and does not affect
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(b) There is a cutset review process description
(c) There is no description of how the success systems are accounted

for. Since a one top tree is used the software already accounts for
this. A statement stating would be satisfactory. The truncation
values and how they were determined were documented. The
method for applying recovery and how post initiator HFE's are
applied was not described.

(d) This requirement was met.
(e) This requirement was met
(f) This requirement was not met since the cutsets per accident

sequence were not discussed.
(g) This requirement was not met since equipment or human actions

that are the key factors in causing the accidents sequences to be
are not discussed.

(h) This requirement was not met since sensitivities were not
documented.

(i) This requirement was not met since the uncertainty notebook was
not finalized.

(j) This requirement is not met since there is no discussion of
importance.

(k) This requirement is not met because there is not list of mutually
exclusive events and there justification.

(I) This requirement is not met because there is no discussion of
asymmetries in quantitative modeling to provide application users
the necessary understanding regarding why such asymmetries are
present in the model.

(m) This requirement is met since CAFTA and Forte are being used.
Both of these pieces of software are industry standards and
therefore no further testing is required.

Several documentation items called for in this supporting requirement
were not available for review. Specific items not included in the
documentation were: the process used to account for system successes,
accident sequence results, discussion of factors causing accidents to be
non-dominant, sensitivity assessments, uncertainty distribution,

QU-F6 the technical adequacy of the PRA
model.
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importance measure results, basis for elimination of mutually exclusive
events, asymmetries in the model, and a quantitative definition of
significant basic event, significant cutset, and significant accident
sequence.

Expand the documentation to address the items documented in the F&O.
LE-C8a-01 Equipment survivability and human actions under adverse environments LE-C8a, No credit is taken for equipment or

must be considered to reach Category I1. LE-C8b, actions under adverse environments.
LE-C9a, This is judged to be a documentation

No documentation provided or credit taken for equipment or operators in LE-C9b consideration only and does not affect
adverse environment. the technical adequacy of the PRA

model.
Provide discussion on environmental conditions and the effects on
operator actions.

LE-Flb-01 Other than verifying that the sum of the three end states (INTACT, LATE LE-Flb This is judged to be a documentation
and LERF) is approximately equal to the core damage frequency, no consideration only and does not affect
checks on the reasonableness of the LERF contributors is documented. the technical adequacy of the PRA

model.
A review for reasonableness is required to meet the intent of this SR.

Review contributors for reasonableness (e.g., to assure excessive
conservatisms have not skewed the results, level of plant specificity is
appropriate for significant contributors, etc.).

LE-F3-01 LERF uncertainties are not characterized consistent with the requirements LE-F3 This is judged to be a documentation
in Tables 4.5.8-2(d) and 4.5.8-2(e). consideration only and does not affect

the technical adequacy of the PRA
LERF uncertainties must be appropriately characterized to meet the intent model. The NEI 04-10 methodology
of this SR. explicitly addresses uncertainty.

Characterize the LERF uncertainties consistent with the requirements in
PRA Standard Tables 4.5.8-2(d) and 4.5.8-2(e).
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F&O Description Applicable Impact
SRs

LE-G5-01 Limitations in the LERF analysis that would impact applications are not LE-G5 This is judged to be a documentation
documented. consideration only and does not affect

the technical adequacy of the PRA
Limitations in the LERF analysis that would impact applications must be model.
discussed to meet this SR.

Document the limitations in the LERF analysis that would impact
applications.

LE-G6-01 A definition for significant accident progression sequence is not LE-G6 This is judged to be a documentation
documented. consideration only and does not affect

the technical adequacy of the PRA
A definition for significant accident progression sequence must be model.
included to meet this SR.

Include in the documentation a definition for significant accident
progression sequence.
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2.3 External Events Considerations

External hazards were evaluated in the Salem Individual Plant Examination for External Events
(IPEEE) submittal in response to the NRC IPEEE Program (Generic Letter 88-20 Supplement
4). The IPEEE Program was a one-time review of external hazard risk and was limited in its
purpose to the identification of potential plant vulnerabilities and the understanding of
associated severe accident risks.

The results of the Salem IPEEE study are documented in the Salem IPEEE [Ref. 8]. Each of
the Salem external event evaluations were reviewed as part of the submittal by the NRC and
compared to the requirements of NUREG-1407. The NRC transmitted the Staff Evaluation
Report of the Salem IPEEE Submittal to PSEG in 1999 [Ref. 9].

Consistent with Generic Letter 88-20, the Salem IPEEE Submittal does not screen out seismic
or fire hazards, but provides quantitative analyses. The seismic risk analysis provided in the
Salem Individual Plant Examination for External Events is based on a detailed Seismic
Probabilistic Risk Assessment, or Seismic PRA.

The Salem Seismic PRA study was a detailed analysis that uses quantification and model
elements (e.g., system fault trees, event tree structures, random failure rates, common cause
failures, etc.) consistent with those employed in the internal events portion of the Salem IPE
study. Salem currently does not maintain a Seismic PRA.

The internal fire events were addressed by using a combination of the Fire Induced Vulnerability
Evaluation (FIVE) methodology [Ref. 10] and Fire PRA techniques. The Salem Fire PRA study
is a detailed analysis that uses quantification and model elements (e.g., system fault trees,
event tree structures, random failure rates, common cause failures, etc.) consistent with those
employed in the internal events portion of the Salem IPE study. Salem currently does not
maintain a Fire PRA.

As such, there are no comprehensive CDF and LERF values available from the IPEEE to
support the STI risk assessment.

In addition to internal fires and seismic events, the Salem IPEEE analysis of high winds or
tornados, external floods, transportation accidents, nearby facility accidents, release of onsite
chemicals, detritus and other external hazards was accomplished by reviewing the plant
environs against regulatory requirements regarding these hazards.

2.3.1 Discussion of External Events Evaluations

Seismic PRA

The Salem IPEEE Seismic PRA was developed using a process as described in the IPEEE
submittal and summarized below:

Seismic hazard analysis

0 Seismic fragility assessment
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Seismic systems analysis

Quantification of Seismic CDF

Salem Seismic PRA methodology includes the following:

Seismic fragilities based on revised Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) seismic hazard estimates. The EPRI site specific seismic hazard study
are used as input as a sensitivity case.

A seismic event is not assumed to result in a Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP).
Seismic failure of offsite power is evaluated on a probabilistic basis according to
component fragilities.

The Salem IPEEE states that no plant unique vulnerabilities associated with the Seismic
Analysis were identified. As identified above, the seismic PRA is not currently maintained for
Salem. Thus, quantitative insights can be derived based on the seismic PRA or a qualitative
assessment can be performed.

Fire PRA

The Salem IPEEE Fire PRA was developed using a multi-step process as described in the
IPEEE submittal and summarized below:

Step 1 - Fire compartment interaction analysis

Step 2 - FIVE methodology quantitative screening

Step 3 - Develop fire PRA analysis in accordance with NUREG/CR-2300 and
NUREG/CR-4840

Some of the highlights of the Salem Fire IPEEE methodology include the following:

Fire initiation frequencies based on the FIVE methodology.

High hazard rooms (those that contain a large amount of combustibles) were
specifically analyzed.

The Salem IPEEE states that no fire induced vulnerabilities were identified as a result of the
analysis. As identified above, the fire PRA is not currently maintained for Salem. Thus,
quantitative insights can be derived based on the IPEEE fire PRA or a qualitative assessment
can be performed.

Other External Hazards

The other external hazards are assessed to be non-significant contributors to plant risk:
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* High Winds / Tornadoes: They were either screened by comparison to the
SRP criteria or by bounding probabilistic evaluation. No issues were
identified.

* Transportation and Nearby Facility Hazards: Transportation and nearby
hazards and river traffic hazards were evaluated by screening analyses

* External Floods: They were screened by bounding probabilistic
evaluation

* River detritus was evaluated via a screening analysis that included upgrades for
protection of the Circulating water system that had been made.

The NEI 04-10 methodology allows for STI change evaluations to be performed in the absence
of quantifiable PRA models for all external hazards. For those cases where the STI cannot be
modeled in the plant PRA (or where a particular PRA model does not exist for a given hazard
group), a qualitative or bounding analysis is performed to provide justification for the
acceptability of the proposed test interval change.

Therefore, in performing the assessments for the other hazard groups, the qualitative or
bounding approach will be utilized in most cases.

2.4 Summary

The Salem PRA maintenance and update processes and technical capability evaluations
described above provide a robust basis for concluding that the PRA is suitable for use in risk-
informed processes such as that proposed for the implementation of a Surveillance Frequency
Control Program. As indicated above, in addition to the standard set of sensitivity studies
required per the NEI 04-10 methodology, open items for changes at the site and remaining gaps
to specific requirements in the PRA standard will be reviewed to determine which, if any, would
merit application-specific sensitivity studies in the presentation of the application results.
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License Amendment Request

Salem Nuclear Generating Station - Units 1 and 2
NRC Docket Nos. 50-272 and 50-311

Proposed Technical Specification Changes

Unit 1 TS Pages

3/4 1-1
3/4 1-2
3/4 1-3
3/4 1-7
3/4 1-8
3/4 1-9
3/4 1-14
3/4 1-15
3/4 1-16
3/4 1-17
3/4 1-18a
3/4 1-19a
3/4 1-21
3/4 1-22
3/4 1-23
3/4 2-2
3/4 2-3
3/4 2-6

3/4 2-7
3/4 2-10
3/4 2-12
3/4 2-13
3/4 3-1
3/43-11
3/4 3-12
3/4 3-13
3/4 3-13a
3/4 3-14
3/4 3-31a
3/4 3-32
3/4 3-32a
3/4 3-33
3/4 3-34
3/4 3-35
3/4 3-38
3/4 3-38a

3/4 3-46
3/4 3-48
3/4 3-53
3/4 3-57
3/4 3-57a
3/4 3-58
3/4 3-60
3/4 3-71
3/4 4-1
3/4 4-2a
3/4 4-3a
3/4 4-3b
3/4 4-5a
3/4 4-6
3/4 4-14
3/4 4-15
3/4 4-16
3/4 4-16a

3/4 4-20
3/4 4-22
3/4 4-25
3/4 4-29
3/4 4-31
3/4 4-35
3/4 5-1
3/4 5-2
3/4 5-4
3/4 5-5
3/4 5-5a
3/4 5-6a
3/4 5-6b
3/4 5-7
3/46-1
3/4 6-5a
3/4 6-6
3/4 6-7

3/4 6-9
3/4 6-10
3/4 6-10a
3/46-11
3/4 6-11 a
3/4 6-13
3/4 7-5
3/4 7-6
3/4 7-7
3/4 7-8
3/4 7-9
3/4 7-14
3/4 7-15
3/4 7-16
3/4 7-17
3/4 7-20
3/4 7-21
3/4 7-23

3/4 7-26
3/4 7-27
3/4 7-34
3/4 7-35
3/4 8-3
3/4 8-4
3/4 8-5
3/4 8-5a
3/4 8-6
3/4 8-7
3/4 8-9
3/4 8-9a
3/4 8-9b
3/4 8-10
3/4 8-12
3/4 8-12a
3/4 8-12b
3/4 8-13

3/4 8-14
3/4 8-15
3/4 9-1
3/4 9-2
3/4 9-4
3/4 9-8
3/4 9-10
3/49-11
3/4 9-12
3/4 10-1
3/4 10-2
3/4 10-3
3/4 10-4
3/4 11-7
3/4 11-15
6-19d

Unit 2 TS Pages

3/4 1-1
3/4 1-2
3/4 1-3
3/4 1-7
3/4 1-8
3/4 1-11
3/4 1-12
3/4 1-14
3/4 1-16a
3/4 1-18
3/4 1-19
3/4 1-20
3/4 2-2
3/4 2-3
3/4 2-6
3/4 2-7
3/4 2-10
3/4 2-15

3/4 2-16
3/4 3-1
3/43-11
3/4 3-12
3/4 3-13
3/4 3-13a
3/4 3-14
3/4 3-33
3/4 3-34
3/4 3-35
3/4 3-36
3/4 3-37
3/4 3-38
3/4 3-41
3/4 3-42
3/4 3-43
3/4 3-45
3/4 3-50

3/4 3-52
3/4 3-52a
3/4 3-53
3/4 3-55
3/4 3-66
3/4 4-1
3/4 4-2a
3/4 4-4
3/4 4-4a
3/4 4-7
3/4 4-8a
3/4 4-16
3/4 4-17
3/4 4-18
3/4 4-23
3/4 4-25
3/4 4-27
3/4 4-30

3/4 4-31
3/4 4-32
3/4 4-34
3/4 5-1
3/4 5-2
3/4 5-4
3/4 5-5
3/4 5-6
3/4 5-8
3/4 5-8a
3/4 5-9
3/46-1
3/4 6-5
3/4 6-6
3/4 6-7
3/4 6-10
3/46-11
3/4 6-11 a

3/4 6-12
3/4 6-13
3/4 6-15
3/4 7-5
3/4 7-6
3/4 7-7
3/4 7-8
3/4 7-9
3/47-11
3/4 7-12
3/4 7-13
3/4 7-14
3/4 7-17
3/4 7-17a
3/4 7-19
3/4 7-21
3/4 7-22
3/4 7-29

3/4 7-30
3/4 8-3
3/4 8-4
3/4 8-5
3/4 8-6
3/4 8-8
3/4 8-9
3/48-11
3/4 8-11 a
3/4 8-11 b
3/4 8-12
3/4 8-14
3/4 8-14a
3/4 8-14b
3/4 8-15
3/4 8-16
3/4 8-17
3/4 9-1

3/4 9-2
3/4 9-4
3/4 9-8
3/49-11
3/4 9-12
3/4 9-13
3/4 10-1
3/4 10-2
3/4 10-4
3/4 10-5
3/4 11-7
3/4 11-15
6-19f
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[INSERT 1]

In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program

[INSERT 3

6.8.4.1 Surveillance Frequency Control Program
This program provides controls for Surveillance Frequencies. The program shall ensure that
Surveillance Requirements specified in the Technical Specifications are performed at intervals
sufficient to assure the associated Limiting Conditions for Operation are met.

a. The Surveillance Frequency Control Program shall contain a list of Frequencies of those
Surveillance Requirements for which the Frequency is controlled by the program.

b. Changes to the Frequencies listed in the Surveillance Frequency Control Program shall
be made in accordance with NEI 04-10, "Risk-Informed Method for Control of
Surveillance Frequencies," Revision 1.

c. The provisions of Surveillance Requirements 4.0.2 and 4.0.3 are applicable to the
Frequencies established in the Surveillance Frequency Control Program.



3/4.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.1 BORATION CONTROL

SHUTDOWN.MARGIN - Tavg > 200_F

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.1.1 The SHUTDW MARGIN shall be Z: 1.3% Ak/k.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2*, 3. and 4.

ACTION:

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN < 1.3% Ak/k, immediately initiate and continue
boration at > 33 gpm of a solution containing > 6,560 ppm boron or equivalent
until the required SHUTDOWN MARGIN is restored.

SUNVEILLANCE REQUIPMMRTS

4.1.1.1.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be determined' to be > 1.3% Ak/k:

a. Within one hour after detection of an inoperable control rod(s)and
at least once per 12 hours thereafter while the rod(s)--is
inoperable. If the inoperable control rod in iiuvb '--or
untrippable, the above required SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be increased
by. an amount at least equal to the withdrawn worth of t
immovable or untrippable control rod(s).

b. When in MODES .1 or 2 (at east nce per 12 h rs by verifying
that control banks are w - -- mits in the COLR per
Specification 3.1.3.5.

c. When in MODE 2##, within 4 hours prior to achieving reactor
criticality by verifying that the predicted critical control rod
position is within the limits in the COLR per specification
3.1.3.5.

* See Special Test Exception 3.10.1

# With K.ff > 1.0

## With K~ff < 1.0

I

SALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 1-1 Amendment No. 225
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

d. Prior to initial operation above 5V RATED THERMAL POWER after each
fuel loading, by consideration of the factors of e below, with the
control banks at the maximum insertion limit in the -- er
Specification 3.1.3.5.

e. When in MODES 3 or 4, /at east ricee 4/oursby cons 2eration

of the following factors:

1. Reactor coolant system boron concentration,

2. Control rod position,

3. Reactor coolant system average temperature,

4. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation,

5. Xenon concentration, and - . .

6. Samarium concentration. r-) ýS 27-

4.1.1.1.2 The overall core reactivity balance shall be compared o predicted
ea.s to demo 9 rte agreement within ±1%~ Ak/k a /,east 9eC per I E fect"-e

U Fu Pow 'This comparison shall con.•,er am least those factors
stated in Specification ,4..1.i.I..e, above. The predicted reactivity values
shall be adjusted (normalized) to correspond to the actual core conditions
prior to exceeding a fuel burnup of 60 Effective Full Power Days after each
fuel loading.

SALEM - UNIT I 3/4 '1-2 Amendment No. 201



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

SHUTDOWN MARGIN - T e 20 0 0 Favg

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.1.2 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be > 1.0V Ak/k.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5.

A__TIOQ :

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN < 1.0t Ak/k, immediately initiate and continue
boration at > 33 gpm of a solution containing a 6,560 ppm boron or equivalent
until the required SHUTDOWN MARGIN is restored.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRBW.NTS

4.1.1.2 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be determined to be > 1.0t Ak/k:

a. Within one hour after detection of an inoperable control rod(s)
and at least once per 12 hours thereafter while the rod(s) is
inoperable. If the inoperable control rod is inmovable or
untrippable, the SHUTDOIWN MARGIN shall be increased by an amount at
least equal to the withdrawn w t iutov or untrippablecontrol rod(s). • - ••c•-

b. p4~a~t6c ý 24 Xcurs by conua. e follow~ing

factors:

1. Reactor coolant system boron concentration,

2. Control rod position,

3. Reactor coolant system average temperature,

4. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation,

5. Xenon concentration, and

4. Samarium concentration.

SALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 1-3 Amendment No. 145



RECTIVxTY CONTrOL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.-2 lORATgIO SYSTEMS

FLOW "PATHS -,-:SlHUTDOU

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.1 An a minimu, one of the following boron" injection flow, paths shall
be OPERABLE:

a. A flow path frm the boric acid tanks via a boric-acid transfer
pump and a chargin pump to the Reactor Coolant Systma if the boric
acid storage ,ystm is OPERABLE, per Specsification. 3.1.2.6a while in
MODE 4, or per Specification 3.1.2.5a while in MODE 5 or 6, or

-b. k-Jrflow path.,from the.. refu~iling water storage tank via a
-charging pump to the Reactor Coolant System if ýLths-refueling
water storageo tank i_ -1S OPERABLE per Specification* 3.1.2.6b while in

ODE 4, or perSpscific~altion 3.1.2.5bwiihile in"MODE S or 6.

hM IGUILIl:.- MODES 4, S and 6.

With none of the above flow paths OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving
CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes until at least one injection
path is restored to OPERABLE sta"us.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2. 1 At least one of the above required flow paths shall

a. When the boric acid tank is a required water source, by 'rfying
~3~~~n~prdsthat,

(1) The flow path from the boric acid tank to the .boric acid
transfer pump, the boric acid transfer pump, and the
recirculation path from the boric acid transfer pump to the
boric aci.d tank is z 630F, and

The flow path between the boric acid transfer pump
z:..•__ation noe to the charging pump suction line is

b. (At eas~tnce Parl 31 yu by verifying that each valve (manual,
power operate-or .au omatic) in the flow path that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct
position.

SALEM - UNIT I 3/4 1-7 Amendment No. 169



mCIv!TY CONTROL SYSTZMS

rLum PATHS - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION 7CR OPERATION

3.1.2.2 At least two of the followimg threo baron injection flow paths shall.

be OPERABLE:

a. A flow path from the boric acid tanks via a boric acid transfer

pump and a charging pump to the Reactor Coolant System.

b. Two flow paths from the refueling water storage tank via charging
pumps to the Reactor Coolant System.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, .2 and 3.

With only one of the above required boron injection flow paths to the Reactor
Coolant System OPERABLE, restore at least two boron injection flow paths to
the Reactor Coolant System to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at
least HOT STANDBY and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least 1%
delta k/k at 200*F within the next 6 hours; restore at least two flow paths to
OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next
30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.2.2 Each of the above required flow paths shal•lbe-dtae st-r-&te9d OPERABLE:

. By verifying a _lea t p 7 y _that:

(1) The flow path from the boric acid tank to the boric acid
transfer pump and from the recirculation line back to the boric

,acid tank is z 63*F, and

(2) the flow path between the boric acid tank recirculation line to
the charging pump smuct1o9A~- .- 5--r,-

•----( -, -_T ,

b. At/,east/once p. 31 d as by, v 'erifying t a eac valve (mnanual,~

power operated or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked,

sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct
position.

SALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 - Amendment No. 169



1BZArETIVM CONTR-OL SYTEMIs

SBEIVF ZAW2N RZQUIRNEbNTS (Continued)

ach autouatic valve in the flow path actuates to i.ts correct
-.position-on a safety inj~ection t -. s3,U1. -

d. (•t.st ones per 18 Month1 by vari • •low path required

by specification 3 .1.2.2.a deli±ver* at least 33 gpm to the Reactor
Coolant Systm,

* A one time extension Lo this surveillance requivxeant which is
satisfied by performance of the Manual HI test is granted euring fuel
cycle thirteen allowing Unit 1 operations to contiinue to the thirteenth
refueling outage (IR13). The surveillance testing is to be completed at
the appropriate tine during the IR13 outage, prior to the unit returning
to Mode 4 upon outage coaplotion.

I

SAkLEM - UNIT 1 3/4 1-9 SALEM- UNI 1 3/ 1-9Amendment N4o. M2



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYS'TNW -

BORA0D WATER SOURCES - SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.5 As a minimum, one of the following borated water source* shall be

OPERABLE:

a. A boric. acid storage system with:

1. A minimum contained volume of 2,600 gallons,

2. Between 6,560 and 6,990 ppm of boron, and,

3. A minimum solution temperature of 6307.

b. The refueling water storage tank with:

1. A minimum contained volume of 37,000 gallons,

2. A minimum boron concentration of 2300 ppm, and

3. A minimum solution temperature of 357F.

APPLIC _ILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:-

With no borated water source OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes until at least one borated water
source is restored to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.2.5 The above required borated water source shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a. For the boric acid storage system, when it is the source of borated
wats at ast onc per 7 y' by-

Verifying the boron concentration of the water,

2. Verifying the water. level of the tank, and

3. Verifying the boric acid storage tank solution temperature

when it is the source of borated water.

SALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 1-141 Amendment No. 169



SURVRILLANCR PJI= 3MES (Continued)

b. For the re-fueling water storage tank by: SE1
1. Verifying the boron concentrationat 1 atonaper y

2. Verifying the borated water volume a "
and

3. Verifying the solution teueratur at east -e pu 24 POIuar

vjfaen it' is the 'source of 66rated aie n K ouse41r
teamerature is less than 350F.

SALEM -UNIT 1 3/4 1-15 -Amendment NO.145



ý-O -)-ýK I v
REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BORATED WATER SOURCES - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.6 As a minimum, the following berated water source(s) shall be
OPERABLE as required by specifications 3.1.2.1 and 3.1.2.2:

a. A boric acid storage system with:

1. A contained volume of borated water in accordance with figure
3.1.2,

2. A boron concentration in accordance with figure 3.1-2, and

3. A minimum solution temperature of 63'F.

b. The refueling water storage tank with:

I. A contained volume of between 364,500 and 400,000 gallons of
water,

2. A boron concentration of between 2,300 and 2,500 ppm, and

3. A minimum solution temperature of 3S*F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

I

-I

ACTION:

a. With the boric acid storage system inoperable and being used as one
of the above required boration water system , restore the storage
system to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN
equivalent to at least 1% delta K/k at 2000F; restore the boric acid
storage system to OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in
COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 30 hours.

b. With the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore the tank

to OPERABLE status within one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.2.6 Each borated water source shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

K--,)
SALEM - UNIT .13 3/4 1-16 Amendment No. 225



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

SURVEILnA CE RQUIR MR.TS (Continued)..

a. Por the boric acid stora e system, when it is the source of boraeied

vateor at east o epe/dy

1. Verifying the boron concentration in eacW t--st

2. Verifying the water level .of each water source, and

3. Verifying the boric acid storage system solution
temperature.

b. For the refueling water storage tank by:

1. Verifying the boron concentration at east ince p 7 a

2. Verifying the borated water vol :7
and

3. Verifying the solution tevperature t east once er 24 ours
when the outside air temperature is less t 350F.
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a) A reevaluation of each accident analysis of table 3.,i-I is performed
within 5 days; this reevalu ation-shall confirm that the previously
analyzed results of these accidents remain valid for the duration of
operation under,.these,4conditi.ons.

b) The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requir'ement of Specificition 3.1.1.1 is determined at
least once per 12 hours.

c) A core power distribution measurement is obtained and FQ (Z) F'are
verified to be within their limits within 72 hours.

d) Thev.THERMAL POWER level is reduced to less than or equal to 75% of RATED
THERMAL POWER within one hou4r and withihn 'tlhe" next 4 hours the high
neutron flux trip Setpoint is' reduced to less, than or equal to 85% of
RATED THERMAL POWER. THERMAL POWER shall be maintained less than or
equal to 75%;of RATED THERMAL POWER until compl-iance., with ACTIONS
3.1.3.l.c.3.a and 3.1.3.1.c.3.c above are demonstrated.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.3.1.1 The position of each full length rod shall be d
withi the:,limi.ts alished in the limi•ting condition for operatio

o t oc er ho s (allowing for one hour thermal $Oak.-after..rdiot eon
_ Js!I'r' e cwpt d ring time intervals when the Rod Position Deviation Monitor is

inoperable, then verify the group positions at least once per 4 hours,

4.1.3.1.2 Each full length rod not fully inserted in the core shall be
determined to b OPERABLE b movement of at least 10 steps in any one
d-irection aeper day

During Cycle 14, the position of Rod 1SB2 will be determined indirectly by
the movable incore detectors within 8 hours following its movement until
the repair of the indication system for this rod. During reactor startup,
the fully withdrawn position of Rod ISB2 will be determined by current
traces and subsequently vnrified by the movable incore detectors prior to
entry into Mode 1.

I)
- N T /4.18 med.u t No 3
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c. With a maximum of one group demand position indicator per bank
inoperable either:

1. Verify that all analog rod position-indicatorsefor the
affect6e 'bank are "'OPERABLE rand 'that the ýmost-withdrawn rod-and
the least withdrawn rod of the bank are within a maximum of 18
-steps when reactor power is 5 85% 'RATED THERMAL POWER or if'
reactor power is > 85% RATED THERMAL POWER, 12 steps of each
other at least once per 8 hours, or

2. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50% of -RATED THERMAL POWER
within 8 hours. -

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.3.2.1.1 Each analog rod position indicator shall be determined to be
OPERABLE by Verifying tha the demand position i-:ndication :syste.n ahd the rod
position indicatio0 n-ystem agree withirni8 -stipsý'when-reactor power is < 85ý
RATED THERMAL POWER or if reactor power is-. >85%RATED THERMAL POWER,- 12 steps
(2owing for one hour. thermal, soak ,after rod motion): at.east, c er,

<3' except during, time intervals, when,.the Rod ,Positýion Devi ion Monitor is
1TIperable, then compare the demand ,position indication, systej and throd
position indication system at least once per 4 hours.

4.1.3.2.1.2 Each'df the above required rod-position indicator(s) shalleY
dgrmied to e OPERABLE by performance of a CHANNEL calibration si el i'
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

ROD DROP TIME

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.3.3 The individual full length (shutdown and control) rod drop time from
230 steps withdrawn shall be less than or equal to 2.7 seconds from beginning
of decay of stationary gripper coil voltage to dashpot entry with:

a. Tavr greater than or equal to 541 0 F, and

b. All reactor coolant pumps operating.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 & 2.

ACTION:

a. With the drop time of any full length rod determined to exceed the
above limit, restore the rod drop time to within the above limit
prior to proceeding to MODE 1 or 2.

b. With the rod drop times within limits but determined with 3
reactor coolant pumps operating, operation may proceed provided
THERMAL POWER is restricted to !571% of RATED THERMAL POWER.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.3.3 The rod drop time of full length rods shall be demonstrated through
measurement prior to reactor criticality:

a. For all rods following each removal of the reactor vessel head,

b. For specifically affected individual rods following any
maintenance on or modification to the control rod drive system
which could affect the drop time of those specific rods, and

c. A st on
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_RLCTZIVT' CONTROL SYSTEMS

SHUTYPO2 ROD INSERTION LMT

LIMITUCN CON0I1TION FOR OPERATION

3.1.3.4 All shutdown rods shall be FULLY WITHDRAWN.

ApPLLUAjj_.T1Y: MODES I-, and 2-0@

With a maximum of one shutdown rod not ?ULLY WITHDRAWN., except ,for
surveillance testinj4pursuant to Specification 4.1.3.1.2, within one hour

either-

a. FULLY WITHDRAW the rod;,' or,

b. Declare the rod'to be inoperabie and'apply Speci:ication 3.1.3.1.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

j 4.1.3.4 Each shutdown.,rod shall be.determined to be FULLY WITHDRAWN'by use
of the group demand counters, and verified by the analog rod
position indicators*ý, ' - ' -

a..- Within 15 minutes prior to Withdrawal of any rods in co•trol
banks A, 3. C. or 0 during an approach to reactor

-criticality,-,and

b. Ates:oc~:rer1 r hratr

See Special Test Exception& 3.10.2 and 3.10.3
"*For power levels below 50% one hour thermal "soak time" is permitted.

During this soak time. the absolute value of rod motion is limited to six

steps.
S*' During Cycle 14, the position of Rod ISB2 will be determined indirectly by
the movable incore detectors within 8 hours following its movemenz until the
repair of the indication system for this rod. During reactor startup', the
fully withdrawn position of Rod ISs2 will be determined 'b- u Irent traces and
subsequently veri'fied by the movable incore detectors 'prior toenitry into Mode
2..

With Keff greater than or equal to 1.0
9 Surveillance 4 .1.3.4.a is'applicable prior to withdrawing control banks in
preparation for startup (Mode 2) .
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

CONTROL ROD INSERTION LIMITS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.3.5 The control banks shall be limited in physical insertion as
specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR).

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1*, and 2*#

ACTION:

With the control banks inserted beyond the above insertion limits, except for
surveillance testing pursuant to Specification 4.1-3.1.2, either:

a. Restore the control banks to within the limits within two hours,
or

b. Reduce THERMAL POWER within two hours to less than or equal to
that fraction of RATED THERMAL POWER which is allowed by the bank
position using the insertion limits specified in the COLR, or

c. Be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RRQtRM.NTS,

4.1.3.5 The position of each ontrol bank shall be determined to be within
the insertion )by use of the group damand

counters and verified by the analog rod position indicators*- except during

time intervals when the Rod Insertion Limit Monitor is inoperable, then
verify the individual rod positions at least once per 4 hours**.

I.

- See Special Test
-* For power levels

During this soak
six steps.
# With K., greater

SALEM - UNIT 1

Exceptions 3.10.2 and 3.10.3
below 50% one hour thermal "soak time" is permitted.

time, the absolute value of rod motion is limited to

than or equal to 1.0
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

b. THERMAL POWER shall not be increased above 90% of RATED THERMAL
POWER unless the indicated AFD is within the limits specified in
the COLR and ACTION a.2.a)l), above has been satisfied.

c. THERMAL POWER shall not be increased above 50% ýof RATED THERMAL
POWER unless the indicated AYD has not been outside of the limits
specified in the COLR for more than I hour penalty, deviation
cumulative during the previous 24 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS,

4.2.1.1 The indicated AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE shall be determined to be within
its limits during POWER OPERATION above 15% of RATED THERMAL POWER by:

a. Monitoring the indicated AFD for each OPERABLE excore channel:

At•, easoncwhen the AFD Monitor Alarm is
(,12 OPERABLE, and

2. ý(Atrh~ou for the first 24 hours after restoring
the AFD Monitor Alarm to OPERABLE a

b. Monitoring and logging the indicated I CE for each
OPERABLE excore channel at ast once p r hcur for the first 24
hours east ce r 30 'nutes thereafter, when the AXIAL

, c •- .---- VF .DIF ERENCE Monitor JAlarm is inoperable. The logged values of
the indicated AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE shall be assumed to exist
during the interval preceding each logging.

4.2.1.2 The indicated AFD shall be considered outside of its limits when at
least 2 of 4 or 2 of 3 'OPERABLE excore channels are indicating the AFD to be
outside of the target bani. Penalty deviation outside of the target band
shall be accumulated on a time basis of:

a. One minute penalty deviation for each one minute of POWER
OPERATION outside of the limits at THERMAL POWER levels equal to
or above 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER, and

b. One-half minute penalty deviation for each one minute of
POWER OPERATION outside of the limits at THERMAL POWER levels
below 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER.

SALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 2-2 Amendment No. 225
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continu

4.2.1.3 The target flux dif ence of each OPERABLE excore channel shall
be determined by measurement at east on per 92 ffectiverull Po r

The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not app

4-2.1.4" The t rmet flux difference shall be updated a ,eas once er
31 ff ýctive ull Pp er Days by either determining the target flux
difference pursuant to .4.2.1.3 above or by linear interpolation between
the most recently measured value and 0 percent at the end of the cycle
life. The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.2.1 The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.

4.2.2.2 FY shall be evaluated to determine if FQ(Z) is within its limit by:

a. Using the movable incore detectors to obtain a power
distribution map:

1. When THERMAL POWER is • 25%,, but > 5% of RATED THERMAL
POWER, or

2. When the Power Distribution Monitoring System (PDMS) is
inoperable;

and increasing the Measured FQ(Z) by the applicable
manufacturing and measurement uncertainties as specified in the
COLR.

b. Using the PDMS or the moveable incore detectors when THERMAL
POWER is > 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER, and increasing the
measured FQ(Z) by the applicable manufacturing and measurement
uncertainties as specified in the COLR.

c. Comparing the Fy computed (Fxyc) obtained in b, above to:

1. The Fxy limits for RATED THERMAL POWER (FxyRT1) for the
appropriate measured core planes given in e and f below,
and

2. The relationship:

FxyL = F.,YRTP [l+PFxy (l-P)

where - Lyis. the limit for fractional THERMAL POWER
operation expressed as a fun ction'of FX7', PFxy is the
power factor multiplier for FX} in the COLR; and P is the
fraction of RATED THERMAL POWER at which F.YUwas

-measured.

d. Remeasuring Fy according to the following schedule:

1. When Fxy' is greater than the FxyRTP limit for 'the
appropriate measured core plane but less than the FYL

relationship, additional core power distribution
measurements shall be taken and F.yc compared to FpyRTP and
FXyL:

a) Either within 24 hours after exceeding by 20% of
RATED THERMAL POWER or greater, the THERMAL POWER
at which FxYc was last determined, or

rO-i 1
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS •I

.. . . L A N C .,R E Q U I R E M E N T S ,(C o n t i n u e d ) . • . .. . ., , ,

"b) At 1 at• on pQer:3k! , 1chever occurs first.

2. WIhen ti. FCmxy 'is less than eqal to the F 'XY, limit for the
appropriate measure re plane, addi'tional core power-
distribution m urements shall be taken and F ,y compared to

F y and F'Y at east cape E

e. The FX7 limit for Rated Thermal Power (F TPcy) shall be provided for
all core planes containing bank "D" control rods and all unrodded
core planes in the COLR per specification 6.3.1.9.

f. The Fxy limits of e, above, are not applicable in the following
core plane regions as measured in percent of core height from the
bottom of the fuel:

1. Lower core region from 0 to 15% inclusive.
2. Upper core region from 95 to 100% inclusive.
3. Grid plane regions at 17.8 ± 2%, 32.1 ±2%. 46.4 *2%, 60.6 ±2%.

and 74.9 ±2% inclusive.
4. Core plane regions within t2% of core height (t2.68 inches)

about the bank demand position of the bank "D- control rods.

g. Evaluating the effects of Fxy on FQ(Z) to determine if Fg(z) is
within its limit whenever Fr 7 exceeds FL 7.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRREMENTS

4.2.3.1 FN 4 shall be determined to be within its limit by obtaining a core
power distribution measurement:

a. Prior to operation above 75% of RATED THERMAL POWER after each
fuel loading, and .. ..

Xb. Atýo_~a yfetvFull Pyk'r Da

c. The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.

4.2.3.2r The measured eý.& of 4.2. 3.1 above, shall be increased. by the
applicable FNdA uncertainties specified in the COLR.

/)
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POWER DISTRIBUTION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

reduce-THERMAL.POWER to less than,50%-of RATED THERMAL POWER
within the next 2 hours and reduce the Power Range Neutron

Flux-High-trip Setpoints to S 55% of,RATED THERMAL POWER within

the next 4 hours.

3. Identify and correct the cause of the out of limit condition
prior to increasing THERMAL POWER; subsequent POWER OPERAT:ON

above 50% of RATED TMERMAL POWER may proceed provided that the

QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO is verified within its limit a:
least once per hdur for 12 hours-or until veri:ied acceptable

at 95% or greater RATED THERMAL POWER.

c. With the QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO determined to exceed"1.09 due to
causes other than the misaligrnent of either a shutdown or control.

rod:

I. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50% ofRATED, THERMAL POWER
within 2 hours and reduce the"Power Range NeutrontoFlux-High

Trip Setpoints to S 55% of RATED THERMAL POWER within the next

4 hours.

2. Identify and correct the cause of the out of 1-imit condition.

prior to increasing THERMAL. POWER; subsequent POWER OPZRATION
above 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER may proceed provided that the
QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO is verified within- its limit, at
least once per hour for 22 hours or until verified at 95% or

greater RATED THEiMAL-POWER.' ..

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4 2.4 The QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO shall be determined to bwrt-hg

limit above 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER,

a. Calculating the ratio at 1 ast nce or 7 ayis when t

OPERABLE.

b. Calculating the ratio at; ors n per ou during scea y--9vtu-e-

operation when the alarm is ino rable.

r. Obtaining a core power distribution ea ement to e ermine the

QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO t 1 ast once p12 ou.rs when, one Power
Range Channel is inoperable and THERMAL POWER is > 75 percent o!

RATED THERMAL POWER.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

DNB PARAMETERS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.5 The following DNB related parameters shall be maintained within
the limits shown on Table 3.2-1:

a. Reactor Coolant System Tavg.

b. Pressurizer Pressure

c. Reactor Coolant System Total Flow Rate

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1

ACTION:

With any of the above parameters exceeding its limit, restore the param-
eter to within its limit within 2 hours or reduce THERMAL POWER to less
than 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER within the next 4 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.5.1 Each of the parameters of Table 3.2-1 shall be verified to be..... ~ei limits 4E t an Wpe r 1

4.2. ý The Reactor Coolant System total flow rate shall be determined
to be within the limits of Table 3,2-1 by performing a precision heat balance
within 24 hours after achieving steady state conditions z90% RATED THERMAL

ntPOWER a~t z9t once r 18 t s. The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are
not appliiBT e.
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.1 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.1.1 As a minimum, the reactor trip system instrumentation channels and
interlocks of Table 3.3-1 shall be OPERABLE.

I
APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3-1.

As shown in Table 3.3-1. s intumnato e sale. k

demonstrated OPERABLE b the performance of the CHANNEL CHEC A
CALIBRATION and CHANNE FUNCTIONAL TEST operations u_• ng e M ES/n at
the frequencies s n Table 4.3-1.

N

4.3.1.1.2 The logic for the interlocks shall be demonstrated OPERABLE prior,
to each reactor startup unless performed during the preceding 92 days.
total interlock function shall be demonstrated OPERABLEat-ast pce p9T 18)

j during CHANNEL CALIBRATION testing of _.a,--ehannel affected by
interlock operation..

4.3.1.1.3 The REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME- trip

f ction shall be verified to be within its limit t east once per 18
m • s. Neutron detectors are e em t from response time EestingEach/e erfca zon s4a inclu• at leas one loq~c tan Sc thtbthlg

•ins/t ver led at east onc per 36 onths ndne chane per nti

uch 4%atall/channel• are veri ied at )/east once veyNtes 18 •oths
w•her N is e total number o redund t channels/in a spe fic re otor rip

funtion a shown i the "To 1 No. 9v Channels" column o Table .3-1

I
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FUNCTIONAL UNIT

1. Manual Reactor Trip Switch

2. Power Range, Neutron Flux

3. Power Range,, Neutron Flux,
High Positive Rate

4. Deleted

5. Intermediate Range, Neutrc

6. Source Range, Neutron Flux

TABLE 4.3-1

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

CHANNEL
CHANNEI- CHANNEL FUNCTION

CHEC Q15)) CALI BRAT I QIýC TES k5

N.A. N.A.

N.A.

n Flux

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Overtemperature AT

Overpower AT

Pressurizer Pressure--Low

Pressurizer Pressure--High.

Pressurizer :Water Level--High

Loss of Flow - SingleJ•oop

(7)

S/U(1

a ý7~/U11
)

MODES IN WHICH
SURVEILLANCE

REQUIRED

1, 2, and *

1, 2, and 34

1, 2

1, 2 and

2, 3, 4, 5
and *

1, 2

1, 2

1, 2

1, 2

1, 2

1

I
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REACT

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

13. Loss of Flow Two Loops

14. Steam Generator Water Level-Low-Low

15. DELETED

16. Undervoltage - Reactor Coolant Pumps

17. Underfrequency - Reactor Coolant Pumps

18. Turbine Trip
a. Low Autostop Oil Pressure
b. Turbine Stop Valve Closure

19. Safety Injection Input from ESF

20. Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker
Position I i ip

21. Reactor Trip Breaker

22. Automatic Trip Logic

TABLE 4.3-1 (Continued)

'OR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

CHANNEL
CHANN " CHANNEL /-UNCTI Al
CHECJ!•! CALIBRATIO T- E TEST I

~N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N..A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

s/ut')

(4XS)

K4

MODES IN WHICH
SURVEILLANCE

REQUIRED

I

1,2

1

1,2

1,2

1,2

I

1, 2 and *

1,2 and *

I

I
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~MLLLiJ1 (Coa~tinu.d)

n ~ jth- the. :reacter trio Ussto breakesai 'alosd 'and the corntrol red
drive systes capabem of -od withdrawal.

(1) If nbt:per*orm&d in prev•ous 31 days,

(2) - Heat balance only, above 15% of RATZD THzRMAL PO ,R.

(3) - Copare incore to eScors axial offset anbove 15 Of RATIT
pouR, Reia.•ibxate if absolute difference z 3 percent./•

(4) - Manual 85PS fu.ct.onal input check!" S **

(S)-

(6) - Neutron detectors may be axe CALZBR&TION.

(7) - Below P-6 (Black of sourc Range Reacto: Trip) sotpoint.

(a) - DeletedI

(9) - The CHANEL PLICTZONAL TEST shall indepemndently verify the
OPERABILZTY of the Undervoltage and shunt Trip mechanism fox the
Manual Reactor Trip Function.

The Test shall also verify OFCRADZLZTT of the Bypass Breakur Trip
circuits.

(10) - DLEZTED

(11) - The CHARNL r CTIORIL TEST *hall indepenaently verify the
OPMRABILITY of the Reactor Trip Breaker Undervoltage and Shunt Trip
Mechanisms.

(12) - =XTXD

** A one time exteasion to this surveillance reqiemnt which is satisfied
by performance of the Manual SR test is granted during fuel cycle
thirteen allowing 3Unit- o perati.ons to continue to the thitenth
refueling out~age (lR3). The surveillance tasting is to be completed at
the appropriate time during the 1)13 outage, prior to the unit returnaing
to Moe 4 upon outage completion.
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TABU, 4. 3 -1 (Can tinued)

NOTATION

(13) -Verify operation of Bypass Breakers Shunt Trip fucti~on frTom local.
puashbutton uhil.e brsaker is in the test position prior to placing
brsmarm in service.

(1.4) Perform -a functional test of the Bypass Breakers U.V. Attachment via
the SSPS.

(15) Frequencies are specified in the Surveillance
Frequency Control Program unless otherwise
noted in the table.

K) A.~ ~

~ ~ ~ 9

Vi 47-~
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INSTRUMENTATION

31,4.3.2 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.2.1 The Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) instrumentation
channels and interlocks shown in Table 3.3-3 shall be OPERABLE with their trip
setpoints set consistent with the values shown in the Trip Setpoint column of
Table 3.3-4.

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3-3.

ACTION:

a. With an ESFAS instrumentation channel trip setpoint less conserva-
tive than the value shown in the Allowable Values column of Table
3.3-4, declare the channel inoperable and apply the applicable
ACTION requirement of Table 3.3-3 until the channel is restored
to OPERABLE status, with the. trip setpoint-adjusted consistent with
the Trip Setpoint value.

b. With an ESFAS instrumentation channel era le, take the ACTION
shown in Table 3.3-3. -,..

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS i:. ~e-..e Coor4 ro To Gr a,,,

%) ' . ... .. .. e
4.3.2.1.1 Each ESFAS instrumentation chann

- - ,K by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK CHANNEL CALIBRATION and NEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST operations u-gtth MOD anat the frequencie s in
Table 4.3-2.

4.3.2.1.2 The logic for the interlocks shall be demonstrated OPERABLE during
the automatic actuation tes The total interlock function shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE t'st once e'r I mohs ring CHANNEL CALIBRATI
testing of each channel affected by inter•ock operation. -

4.3.2.1.3 The ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES RESPONSE TIME of each ESFAS
function shall be verified to be within the limi at least once per 18
month ac cati. sh a1 i lude at le st one 1 c train ch that%bot logic rains are rified at/least once/ er 36 m ths and echnne!

Pei function such thai all chan is are verified at •east once per N ti s 18
g~nths w ere N is thV total nu ex of red dent ch nels in •specific EFA

functio• as shown h Tt• No. of •nnels' olumn of able 3--3 . The
provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not appiclable to MSIV closure time
testing. The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable to the
turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump provided the surveillance is
performed within 24 hours after the secondary steam generator pressure is
greater than 680 psig.

¾"...
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TABLE 4.3-2

ENGINEERED SAFETY FRATURR ACTUATION SYSTEK INSTReMUTATON
SUULLANI mQqUIRE36NrS

MWCTTOý UPITI

1. SAPETI lWJICICNi, TUJRBINE TRIP AMJ FUEEWATER ISOlATION

a. Manual Initiation NA.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

COWM(L

2)

3?

Maas9 IN "natC
SURVMILLANC

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

1,2,3

1,2,3

I
b. Auztoaatio Actuation Logic

c. Containment Presucre-High

d. Pressurizer Pressure--Low

e. Differential Pressure Between
Steam Lines--High

f. Steam Flow in Two Steam
Lines--High coincident with
Tavg--Low-Low or
Steam Line Preogure-Low

2. CONTINM NT SPRAT

a. Manual InItiation

b. Automatic Actuation Logic

1,2,3

1,2,3

N.A.

N.A.N.A.
(2)1

1,2,3,4

1,2,3.4

1,2,3c. Containent Fressure--fLgh-Righ

h A one time extension to this surveillance requirement which is satisfied by perFormance Of the Manual
SI test is granted during fuel cycle thirteen allowing Unit I operations to continue to the thirteenth
refueling outage (1R13). The surveillatice testing is to be completed at the appropriate time during
the lR13 outage, prior to the unit returning to Mode 4 upon outage completion-

SALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 3-31a Amendiwent NO -M2~
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TABLE 4.3-2 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATIONe'SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

3. CONTAINMENT ISOLATION

a. Phase "A" Isolation

CHANNEL CHANNEL
CALIBRATION

CHANNEL-
FUNCTIOn

TEST

MODES1 IN WHICH
SURVEILLANCE

REQUIRED

1. Manual N.A.

2. From Safety Injection. N.A.
Automatic Actuation Logic

b. Phase- "B" Isolation

1. Manual N.A.

2. Automatic Actuation Logic N.A.

3. Containment Pressure--
High-High

c. Containment Ventilation Isolation

1. Manual N.A.

2. Automatic Actuation Logic N.A.

3. Containment Atmosphere Gaseous
Radioactivity - High

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A-

N.A.

(2'

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

1,2,3

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

I

(2~
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TABLE 4.3-2 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

CHANN~Rfi-- CHANNEL (7
CHECI(('I)) CALIBRATI ON~2.FUNCTIONAL UNIT

4. STEAM LINE ISOLATION

a. Manual

b. Automatic Actuation Logic

c. Containment Pressure--
High-High

d. Steam Flow in Two Steam
Lines--High Coincident with
TV--Low-Low or Steam Line

Pressure--Low

5. TURBINE TRIP AND FEEDWATER ISOLATION

a. Steam Generator Water
Level--High-High

6. SAFEGUARDS EQUIPMENT CONTROL SYSTEM

a. Inputs

b. Logic, Timing and Outputs *

7. UNDERVOLTAGE, VITAL BUS

a. Loss of Voltage

b. SUstained Degraded Voltage

C•ANNEL
FUNCTI• -L

TES j

(2)

ZOO()

MODES IN WHICH

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIRED

1,2,3**

1,2,3

1,2,3

IN.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

1,2,3

1,2,3

SEC) LOGIC

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

NA_

,y (6)

(1)

1,2,3,4

1,2,3i4

1,2,3

1,2,3

SALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 3-32a Amendment No.18 7



Qi;

ENG

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

8. AUXILIARY FEEDWATER

a. Automatic Actuation Logic

b. NOT USED

c. Steam Generator Water

Level--Low-Low

d. Usidervoitage - RCP

e. S.I.

f. Trip of Main Feedwater Pumps

g. Station Blackout

TABLE 4.3-2 (Continued)

INEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
SURVEILLANCE REqUIREkENTS

" CHANNEL, MODES IN WHICH

CA"ANN HANNEL FUNCTI p SURVEILLANCE

CHECIJJ CALl BRATI TS~)) RQIE

N.A. N.A. (2) 1,2,3

11, 2; 3

12

See I above (All S.I. surveillance requirements)

N.A- N.A. . 1- '

See 6b and 7 above (SEC arid U/V"Vitl BuB)

SALEM - UNIT I 3/4 3-33 Amendment lo. |76



TABLE 4.3-2 (Continued)

TABLE NOTATION

* Outputs are up to, but not including, the output relays. .

** The provisions of Specification 4.0. re not applicable.

(1) Each logic chann"elmall be teste at' ast 0 a per 2da o on a
T B S The CHANNEL FUNCTION TEST of -eac ogi annE

shall ver zy that its associated diesel generator auto load
sequence timer is OPERABLE with the interval be n each load block
within 1 second of its design interval.

(2) Each train or logic channel shall be tested t3
a ST GffRED)/fST/KA

(3) The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall include exercising the transmitter
by applying either a vacuum or pressure to the appropriate side o
transmitter.

(4) NOT USED

(5) NOT USED

(6) inputs from Undervoltage, Vital Bus, shall be test Inputl
fr Sl Protection System shall be testa ev 6#Yd ay on

(7) Frequencies are specified in the Surveillance
Frequency Control Program unless otherwise
noted in the table.

Q9 SALEM -UNIT 1 3/4 3-34 Amendment No. 225



INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.3 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.1 The radiation monitoring instrumentation channels shown in:-Table 3.3-6 shall
be OPERABLE with their alarm/trip setpoints within the specified limits.

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3-6.

ACTION:

a. With a radiation monitoring channel alarm/trip setpoint exceeding the value
shown in Table 3.3-6, adjust the setpoint to within the limit within 4 hours
or declare the channel inoperable.

b. With one or more radiation monitoring channels inoperable, take
the ACTION shown in Table 3.3-6.

c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3.1 Each :radiation monitoring instrumentation channel shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, SOURCE CHEC C
CALIBRATION and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST ope ration, urB at

SALEM - UNIT I 3/4 3-35 Amendment No. 276
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INSTRUMENTATION

REMOTE SHUTDOWN INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.5 The remote shutdown monitoring instrumentation channels shown in Table

3.3-9 shall be OPERABLE with readouts displayed external to the control room.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3.

ACTION:

a, With the number of OPERABLE remote shutdown monitoring channels less
than required by Table 3.3-9, either restore the inoperable channel to
OPERABLE status within 30 days or be in HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12
hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3.5 Each remote shutdown monitoring instrumentation channel shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by perfornce of the CHANNEL CHE dCANNEL
CALIBRATION operations; a~t the equenci shown in able .- 6

UAI L L L .D / 'i D - -k 0 junenuntent No. 2 tv
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INSTRUMENTATION

ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.7 The accident monitoring instrumentation channels shown in Table 3.3-11
shall be operable.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

a. As shown in Table 3.3-11.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3.7 Each accident monitoring instrumentation channel shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the CHANNEL CHECK,
CHANNEL CALIBRA ON and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operations at the
frequencies in Table 4.3-11.

SALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 3-53 Amendment No. 276



TABLE.4.3-11
SIJRVEILLAUM REOUIRENZNTS FMR

ACCIDENT MONITORING nIStkRbNIATIcOI

CtAI1ML 7 ~HM~NEL /6? Th
INSTL1WENT O~KCKS CALIMlS C

I. Reactor Coolant Outlet Teiperature -

oTEo (Wide Range)

2. Reactor Coolant Inlet T.erature - --

TOOL 4Wide Range)

3. Reactor Coolant Pressure (Wide Range)

4. Pressurizer Water Level

5. Steam Line Pressure

6. Steam Generator Mater L•evl
(Narrow Range)

7. Steam Generator Water Level
(Voide Ran"s)

0. Refueling Water Storage Tank Water Level

9. deleted

10. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Bate S/u%, V.# T -.

1.1. Reactor Coolant System Subcooling
Ma~rgin Monitor

#Auxiliary Feedwater System is used on each startup and flow rate- indication i£s verified

Thbe instruments used to aevalop RCS subcooling margin are caliborated n va m.
be cozpareo:(~ ýta y 1itk calcualated subcoolinq atargin for known int valu~

CHANRML

N.A-

N.A.

N.A.

H. A.:

V. A

SAEaM - UWIT 1

U,i.... .

314 3-57AdO Amendment No. 220
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TABLE 4.3-11 (Continued)
SURVEILLANICE REQUIREMENTS FOR

ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

INSTRUMENT

12. PORV Position Indicator

CCHAN )

CHANNEL
CALIBRATI0t

N.A.

N.A.

CHANNEL
FUNCTIO.

TES?01ý

13. PORV Block Valve Position Indicator

14. Pressurizer Safety Valve Position
Indicator

15. Containment Pressure - Narrow Range

16. Containment Pressure - Wide Range

17. Containment Water Level - Wide Range

N.A.

N. A.

N.A.

N.A.

N. A.

N.A.

18. Core Exit Thermocouples

19. Reactor Vessel Level Instrumentation
System (RVLIS)

20. Containment High Range Accident Radiation S-.
Monitor

21. Main Steamline
Discharge (Safety
Valves and Atmospheric Table Notation
Steam Dumps) Monitor (1) Frequencies are ed in the

'Unless the block valve is closed in order to meet the Surveillance Frequency Control
requirements of Action b, or c in specification 3.4.3. Program unless otherwise noted in thetable.

• A one-time extension to this surveillance requirement is granted during fuel cycle thirteen allowing Unit I
operations to continue to the thirteenth refueling outage (]R13) . The surveillance is to be completed at the
appropriate time during the iR13 outage, prior to the unit returning to Mode 4 upon outage completion.

SALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 3-5-1a Amendment No. 280



INSTRUMENTATION

RADIOACTIVE LIQUID EFFLUENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.8 The radioactive liquid effluent monitoring instrumentation channels
shown in Table 3.3-12 shall be operable to ensure that the limits of ODCM
Control 3.11.1.1 are not exceeded.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

a. Not Used

b. With less than the minimum number of radioactive liquid effluent
monitoring instrumentation channels OPERABLE, take the ACTION shown

in Table 3.3-12. Exert best efforts to return the instrument to

OPERABLE status within 30 days and, if unsuccessful, explain in the
next annual radioactive effluent release report why the

inoperability was not corrected in a timely manner.

c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3.8 Each radioactive liquid effluent monitoring instrumentation channel

shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHAN?

CALIBRATION, and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operations at the frequencie in

Table 4.3-12.

specified in the Surveillance Frequency

Control Program unless otherwise noted

SALEM - UNIT I 3/4 3-58 Amendment No.276
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TABLE 4.3-12

RADIOACTIVE LIQUID EFFLUENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

CHANNEL
SOURCft CHANNEL FUKCTIONES
CHECK• CALIBRATIONS TESTINSTRUMENT

1. Not Used

2. Not Used

3. Not Used

4. TANK LEVEL INDICATING DEVICES**

a. Temporary Outside Storage Tanks as Required N.A.

TABLE NOTATION

* During liquid additions to the tank.

** If tank level indication is not provided, verification will be done by visual inspection.

Surveillance Frequency Control
Program unless otherwise noted in the
table.

SALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 3-60 Amendment No. 234



INSTRUMENTATION

POWER DISTRIBUTION MONITORING SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

APPLICABILTY: MODE ., above 25% RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP)

ACTION:

With any of the operability criteria listed, in 3.3.3.14.a, 3.3.3.14.b, or
3.3.3.14.c not met, either correct the deficient operability condition, or
declare the PDMS inoperable and use the incore movable detector system,
satisfying the OPERABILITY requirements listed in Specification 3.33.32, to
obtain any required core power distribution measurements. Increase the measured
core peaking factors using the values listed in the COLR for the PDMS inoperable
condition.

* The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3.14.1 The operability criteria listed in 3.3.3.14.a, 3.3.3.14.b, and
3.3.3.14.c shall be verified to be satisfied prior to accep .o--th D core
power distribution measurement results. 

-tc

4.3.3,14.2 Calibration of the PDMS is required: '
a. At eas once every 80 Effe tive F 1 Powe6 Days when the minimum

•f-- mer and c6re coverage criteria as defined in 3.3.3.14.b.1 and
(3, .3.14.b.2 are satisfied, or

b. At 1emnr on every 31 ffec fe F 1 Po r Da s when only the
minaimum nu er cr tenion as e inea in 3.3.3.14.b.3 is. satisfied.

.SALEM - UNIT 1 3 / 43-71 Amendment No. 276



3/i1.4 REACTOR COOL,"IT SY377-4

3/4.4.1 RSACTOR COOL.ANT LOOPS

HOW~L OPSA1'!ON

LLhITT?4G CON071"ON FO OPEU.71ON

3.4.1.1 All reactor caolant 'loops shall be in operation.

APPL.ICAEI-iTn: MODE3 I and 21

AC'OFN:

in at l•sar HOT STANDOBY witin I hour.

A.4 1T 7Ihe above rmqirld reactor czolant loops ShalJHkyLiýA-.-4o---jf,~
be in operation and circulating reactr oalr L

V

K>
SALIVA *- UN17 I /s.!3/1 -"-



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

HOT---STANDBY-

SURVEILLANCE REQU IREMENTS __--...

4.4.`1.2.1 At least t above requir rectr coolant pumps,
if 'no"ti , i o all-be determined to be
OPERABLE •pe d s by verifying correct
breaker a gnments and indicated Oower availability.

4.4.1.2.2 At least one cooling loop shall be verified to be in
0 ea nd circu Iati ng g, r-to.r coolant a I st

4.4.1.2.3 The required steam gener.at1a- s. s e determined
E by verifying seconda• yside water level to
•t el to 5% (narrow range)

S*All reactor coolant pumps may be de-energized for up to . hour
provided: ('1) no operations are permitted that would cause
dilution of the reactor coolant system boron concentration (2)
core outlet temperature is maintained at least 10F below
saturation temperature, and (3) the rod control system is

% 01de-energized**

"*The rod control system shall be considered de-energized when
one or -more of-'the fo-llowing conditions exist:

1) Both Rod Drj.ive MG set motor breakers-are open.

2) Both Rod Drive MG set generator breakers are open.

3) A combination of at least three of the Reactor Trip
and/or Reactor Trip Bypass Breaker~s are open.

If none of the above conditions for de-energizing the rod
control system are met; the system shall be
considered energized.

SALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 4-2a Amendment No. 69



REAC709 COOLANT SYSTEM

SURVE.ILLAmCES R.0UTREMEN7S

4.4.1.3.1 The required residual heat removal loop(s) shall be deter-
mined OPERABLE per the inservice testina schedule.

4.4.1.3.2 The required reactor coolant if not in operation,
shall be deter.mined to be OPERABLEn-eb verifyina correct
breaker alionments and indica~ted pow4r avabIIt

~2

)

4.4.1.3.3 The reouired steam aenerator(s) shall be det,
by verifyin slevel t be areater than or
narrow rance erM r

4.4.1.3.4 At-•least one coolant loop shall be verifi
am& circylatrt~ reactor cool ant<t)a st on- 5ep-l 2 ý

iined OPERA.BLE

opera ti on

d

I

K
SALEM - UN17 I VA4 A-3.a Amendment No. 34
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

COLD SHUTDOWN

0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.1.4 Two# residual heat removal loops shall be OPERABLE* and at least
one RH! loop shall be in operation.**

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5.##

ACTION:

a. With less than the above required loops operable, imumediately
initiate corrective action to return the required loops to OPERABLE
status as soon as possible.

b. With no RER loop in operation, suspend all operations involving a
reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System and
immediately initiate corrective action to return the required RHR
loop to operation.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.1.4 At least one residual heat rem-val loop shall be verified to be in
operation and circulating reactor coolantdt• st onolperahoursý

* One RHR loop may be inoperable---or-up--cý-tw-1rs for surveillance
testing, provided the other RHR loop is OPERABLE and in operation.
Additionally, four filled reactor coolant loops, with at least two
steam generators with their secondary aide water levels greater than or
equal to 5% (narrow range), may be substituted for one residual heat
removal loop.

## A reactor coolant pump shall not be started with one or more of the RCS

cold leg temperatures less than or equal to 312 *F unless 1) the
pressurizer water volume is less than 1650 cubic feet (equivalent to
approximately 93.2% of level), or 2) the secondary water temperature of

each steam generator is less than 50 0 F above each of the RCS cold leg
temperatures.

* System supporting RHR loop operability may be excepted as follows:

a. The normal or emergency power source may be inoperable.

•** The residual heat removal pumps may be de-energized for up to 2 hours

provided 1) no operations are permitted that would cause dilution of the
reactor coolant system boron concentration, and 2) core outlet temperature is

maintained at least 10 0 F below saturation temperature.

SALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 4-3b Amendment No. 225



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4.4.3 RELIEF VALVES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.3.1 In addition to the requirements of Specif on 4.0.5, each PORV
shall--be demonstrated OPERABLE at ast o e .18 ontho s by:

a. Operating the PORV throughone complete cycle of full travel during
MODES 3 or 4, and .... I t.

b, Operating solenoid valves, air control valves, and check valves :n
associated air accumulators in PORV control systems through one
complete cycle of full travel, and

c. Performing a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the actuation instrumentatio

4.4.-3.2 Each block valve shall be demonstrated OPERABLE, t1 eastonceer 99
asby operating the valve through one complete cycle of fu ,1tra-vel unless
he block valve is closed in order to meet the requirements of ACTION b, or c

in Specification 3.4.3.,

,j

J0
SAEM-UNT1 /4.aAen .ntN. 150
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RZACTOR =oAM SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.4 The pressurizer shall be OPERABLE with & water volume of less than or
equal to 1650 cubic feet (92% indicated level), and at least two groups of
pressurizer heaters each having a capacity of a 150 kw and capable of being
powered from an emergency power supply.

AMOLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

a. With the pressurizer inoperable due to an inoperable emergency power
supply to the pressurizer heaters either restore the inoperable emergency
power supply within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hourm.

b. With the pressurizer otherwise inoperable, be in at least HOT STANDBY
with the reactor trip breakers open within 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN
within the following 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

water volume shall be determined to b within its

each of the above required groupsof pressurizer
by measuring circuit curn(ý ý ý

* supply for th pressurizer heaters shall be
it ony per r ýths by manually transferring
emergancy power supply and energizing the

SALEM - UNIT 1 :3/4 4-6 Amendment No. 1 7 9 "



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4.4.6 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE

LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.6.1 The following Reactor Coolant System leakage detection systems
shall be OPERABLE:

a. The containment atmosphere particulate radioactivity monitoring
system,

b. The containment sump level monitoring system, and

c. Either the containment fan cooler condensate flow rate or the
containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitoring system.

APPLICABILITY, MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

With only two of the above required leakage detection systems OPERABLE,
operation may continue for up to 30 days provided grab samples of the
containment atmosphere are obtained and analyzed at least once per 24
hours when the required gaseous and/or particulate radioactivity
monitoring system is inoperable; otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30
hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.6.1 The leakage detection systems shall be demonstrated OPERABLE
by:

a. Containment atmosphere particulate and gaseous (if being used)
monitoring systems-performance of CHANNEL CHECK, SOURCE CHECK,
CHANNL CAIBRTION and T t

b. Containment sump level and containment fan cooler con
flow rate (if being used ce of
CHANNE3L CALIBRATION a(-. at onerp.18jnth

SALEM - UNIT I 3/4 4-14 SAmendment No. 225



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.6.2 Reactor Coolant System leakage.shall be limited to:

a. No PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE,

b. 1 GPMUNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE,

c. 150gallons per day primary-to-secondary leakage through
any one steam generator, and

d. 10 GPM IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE from theReactor Coolant System.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4

ACTION:

a. With any PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE or primary-to-secondary
leakage not within limit, be in at least HOT STANDBY
within 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours.

b.. With any Reactor Coolant System leakage greater than any
one of the above limits, excluding PRESSURE BOUNDARY
LEAKAGE and primary-to-secondary leakage, reduce the
leakage rate to within limits within 4 hours or be in at
least HOT.STANDBY within the next 6 hours -and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.6.2 Reactor Coolant System leakages shall be demonstrated to be
within each of the above limits by;

a. Monitoring the -containment atmos ere articulate
radioactivity monitor k St a per I 1our

b. Monitorinl.the containment inventory <te

(-p~eý ýrss\

SALEM - UNIT I 3/4 4-15 Amendment No. 268



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE'REQUIREMENTS (

ýifying primary-to-secondary-leakage iL
ý dwythrough any one steam generato<
Lý6'ir uring steady state operation.,

Performanc4of a Reactor st 1ystem water inventorybalance**(a- t qe per j2hrs. The water inventory

balance sha-=7ýbe performed with the plant at steady state
conditions. The Provisions of speci'fication 4.0.4 are n6t
applicable for entryihto Mode 4,' and

I

e. Moreactor head flange leakoff systemnep r 24 0r
ncep r2.4ours

*Not required to be completed until 12 hours after establishment of
steady state operation.

**Not applicable to primary-to-secondary leakage.

SALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 4-16 Amendment No. 268



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

PRIMARY COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE ISOLATION VALVES LIMITING CONDITION FOR
OPERATION

3.4.6.3 Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valves specified in Table
4.4-3 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

a. With any Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valve leakage greater
than the specified limit in Table 4.4-3, isolate the high pressure portion
of the affected system from the low pressure portion within 4 hours by use
of at least two closed manual or deactivated automatic valves, or be in at
leant HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours.

SURVEILLIANCE REQUIREMNTS

4.4.6.3 Each Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valve specified in Table
4.4-3 shall be demonstrated OPERABLE pursuant to Specification 4.0.5, except that
in lieu of any leakage testing required by Specification 4.0.5, each valve shall
be demonstrated OPERABLE by verifying aka t±hi• its limit:

a. aston per~ t. IL1B
b. Prior to entering MODE 2 whenever the plant has been in COLD SHUTDOWN for 72

hours or more and if leakage testing has not been performed in the previous
9 months.

c. Prior to returning the valve to service following maintenance repair or
replacement work on the valve.

d. For the Residual Heat Removal and Safety Injection Syste-m hot and cold leg
injection valves and accumulator valves listed in Table 4.4-3 the testing
will be done within 24 hours Eollowiug valve actuation due to automatic or
manual action or flow through the valve. For all other systems testing will
be done once per refueling.

The provisions of specification 4.0.4 are not applicable for entry into MODE
3 or 4.

SALSM - TMIT I 3/4 4-16a Amendment No. 225
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

Or') t

SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.8 The specific activity of the primary coolant shall be limited to:

a. • 1.0 jaCi/gram DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131, and

b. 1 100/EiCi/gram.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

ACTION:

MODES 1, 2 and 3*

a. With the specific activity of the primary coolant > 1.0 pCi/gram
DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 for more than 48 hours during one continuous
time interval or exceeding the limit line shown on Figure 3.4-1, be
in at least HOT STANDBY with Tavg < 500°F within 6 hours.

b. With the specific activity of the primary coolant > 100/PNCi/gram,
be in at least HOT STANDBY with Tavg < 500'F within 6 hours.

c. LCO 3.0.4.c is applicable.

MODES 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

a. With the specific activity of the primary coolant > 1.0 pCi/gram
DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 or > 100/tpCi/gram, perform the sampling and
analysis requirements of item 4a of Table 4.4-4 until the specific
activity of the primary coolant is restored to within its limits.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.8 The specific activity of the primary coolant shall be determined to
be within the limits by performance of the sampling and analysis
program of Table .4.4-4.

*With Tavg Ž 500'F.

SALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 4-20 Amendment No. 276
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TABLE 4.4-4-

TYPE OF.MEASUREiENT

AND ANALYSIS

1. Gross'Activity

!PRIMARY COOLANT SPECIFIC ACTIVITY-SAMPLE
0ANALYSISA PROGRAs

SAMPLE AND AFALYSIS
FREQUENCY

)etermination A t t onc / er 72 ur

MODES IN. WHICH SAMPLE
AND ANALYSISi- REQUIRED

1, 2,.3, 4

2. Isotopic;Analysis for, DOSE EQUI-VA_-h

-LENT 1-131F Concentration

3. Radiochemical for E Determination

4. Isotopic Analysis' for Iodine"
Including 1-131, 1-133, and 1-135

-- r-

.1 rp 14 Ph.

a) Once per '4 hours,
whernever the specjfic
activity excee;ds 1.0
jiCi/gram; DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1-131
or IOOiF pCi/gram, and

1

1# m # •,5

W

IN

b) One sample between
2 -& 6+9iurs ffo1!owing.
a TMERI'APOER
change exceeding
15 percept of the

RATED aEPRMAL
POWER within a one
hourperiod,.

1, 2, 3

NUfntil the specific activity of the primary coolant system Is restored withiq its limits.
*Sample to be taken after a minimum of 2 EFPD and 20 days of POWER OPERATION have elapsed since

reactor was last subcritical for 48 hours or longer.

I @
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

SURVLANCE1 REOUTRE14ENTS

4.4.9.1.1 The Reactor Coolant Sys temperature s ressue shala nedeterm ined to be within the 1i•iVts-. - z Q 30w nu. s durthg
system heitup, cooldown, and 'inservice ea and hydrustatic teslitirg
operations.

4.4.9.1.2 i The reactor vessel material irradiation surveillancespecimens
shall be removed and examined, todaetermine changes in material properties,
at the Intervals required bylOCFR 50, Appendix ". The results of
these examinations shall be used to update Figures 3.4-2 and 3.4-3.

A06 )

Amendment NO., 2ýSALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 4-Z5



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

PRESSURIZER

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.9.2 The pressurizer temperature shall be limited to:

a. A maximum heatup of 100.F in any one hour period,

b. A maximum cooldown of 200OF in any one hour period, and

c. A maximum spray water temperature differential of 320 0F.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

With the pressurizer temperature limits in excess of any of the above
limits, restore the temperature to within the limits within 30 minutes;
perform an engineering evaluation to determine the effects of the out-
of-limit condition on the fracture toughness properties of the pres-
surizer; determine that the pressurizer remains acceptable for continued
operation or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and
reduce the pressurizer pressure to less than 500 psig within the fol-
lowing 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.9.2 The pressurizer temperature hall be determined to be within
the limits t r m oiott e during system heatuo or c•ol:cwr.
The spray er temperature i erent al shall be determined :o ýe
within the I mit t e on r our during auxiliary spray
operation.

SALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 4-29 Amendment No. 9



RE'ACT.___OR COOLANT SYSTEM

OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION SYSTES

SURVEILLANCEh POP S

4.4.9-.1i Each POPS sh1a)2 be demonstrated OPER.ABE by:

a. Perfomance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the Pops actuation

channel, but excluding valve 'operation, Within 31 days prior to
e, in a condition in which the PoPs is required OPERABLE, anc

b. Per f oxr ance o f a 'CHA~NNEL XBRAT 1 ON n t e P p c u t o

verifying the Pops isolation valve is open t ast hacper -

(Z awhen the Pops is beinn used for overpressur ae Ion.

d. TestiLng pursuant to Spicificatin 4,-4.0.5.

I

4.4.9.3.2 The gCS vent(s) shall be verified to be

when the vents (s) is being used for overpresi

seal,
open

Pathway is provided with a valve which in locked,
secured i n the ... e. ..p'oited

r d in the open Position, then verify these valves

SALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 4-31
Amenument 
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
3/4.4.12 HEAD VENTS
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.12 Four reactor vessel head vent paths shall be operable with the vent
paths closed. A vent path consists of at least two head vent valves
in series, powered from vital sources, and associated flowpath.

APPLICABILITYt MODES 1, 2, 3 AND 4.

ACTION - a. With one, two or three reactor vessel head vent path(s)
inoperable, STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION may continue
provided the inoperable vent path(s) is maintained closed with
the valve actuators key locked in the closed position; restore
the inoperable vent path(s) to OPERABLE status within 30 days,
or, be in HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours.

b. With four reactor vessel head vent paths inoperable; maintain
the inoperable vent paths closed with power removed from the
valve actuators of all the vent valves in the inoperable vent
paths, and restore at least one of the vent paths to OPERABLE
status within 72 hours or be in HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and
in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.12 Reactor vesse hea vent system vent paths shall be demonstrated
OPERAS t a'-t oncs.4' ord b

Verifying all manual isolation valves in each vent path are
locked in the open position-.

.J '-2. Cycling each valve in the vent paths through at least one
complete cycle of full travel from the control room during COLD
SHUTDOWN or REFUELING.

3. Verifying flow through
path during venting.

the reactor vessel head vent system vent

'I.

SALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 4-35 Amendment No. 101



3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

ACCUMULATORS

LIMITING C.OND.TION .FOR OQERATION

3.5.1. Each reactor coolant system accumulator shall be OPERABLE with:

a. The isolation valve open,

b. A contained volume of between 6,223 and 6,500 gallons -of borated.
water,

c:. A boron concentration of-between 2,200 and 2,500 ppm, and,

d. A nitrogen cover-pressure of between 1595.5*and 6477.5 psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1; 2 and 3*.

ACTION:

a. With one accumulator inoperable, except as a result of a closed
isolation.. valve or boron concentration outside the required
limits, restore the inoperable accumulator to OPERABLE status._
within 24 hours or be in HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

b. With one accumulator inoperable due to the isolation valve being
closed, either immediately open the isolation valve or be in HOT
STANDBY within 24 hours and be in HOT SHUTDOWN within the next.
12 hours.

c. With ,the boron concentration of one accumulator outside the
required limits., restore the boron concentration to within the.•
required limits within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY..
within the next 6 hours and reduce pressurizer pressure to less
.than or equal to 1000 psig within the next 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.1 Each accumulator shall be. demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. cby:

1 -1. Verifying the water level and nitrogen cover-pressure in the
tanks, and

.2. Verifying -that each accumulator isolation ývalve is open.

* Pressurizer Pressure above 1000 psig.

SALEM - UNIT I 3/4 5-1 SAmendment No. 267



EMRT.CT COaZ COOLINC SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RZQUIRMENTS

b. ks within 6 hours after much solution
tank volume by ver:.fyanrg the bo-on

'C ulateo solution.

o. At see once (per I day when the RCS pressure is greater than
I ~iqby ver~ifying at the power lookout switch in ir. lockout.

d. * At I ncr 1 ths by verifying that each accumulator
inolation valve openrs automatically upon receipt of a saluty
in•ection test signal.

* A one time extension to this surv-illazee rquiruiment which is
satisfied by performance of the Manual ST test in granted during
fuel cycle thirteen allowing Unit I prations to continue tQ the
thirteenth refueling outaga (IR13). The ourvoillanco testinn is to be
completed at the appropriate time during the 1R13 outage, prior to the
unit returning to Mo*e 4 upon outage completion.

.SAIZM -- UNIT 1 3/4 5-2 Amendmant No, 77P



E•1E•RGFCY CORE C•CLING S'{s

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.2 Each ECCS subsystem shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
a. • on er ý12 urs l
I Verifying that the following valves are in the indicated positions

with power to the valve operators removed:

Valve Number Valve Finctioýn Valve Position

a. 1 SJ 69 a. RH" pump suction a. open
-b. I SJ 30 b. SI pump suction b. open
c, I SJ 40 c. SI :discharg* to c.ýclosed

hot legi
d. 12 SJ 40 d. S1 discharge to d. closed

hot legs
e. I RH 26 e. R1H: discharge to- a. closed

hot legs
f. 11 5. 49 f. RR' discharge to f. open

5 cold legs
g. 12 SJ 49 . .RHR. ischarge to g. open

cold legs
h. I CS 140 h. Spray additive h. open

tank discharge
i.1 SJ 135 i. SI discharge to i. open

cold legs
I, 1 SJ 67 j. SI recirc. line j. open

isolation
k. 1 SJ 68 k. SI recirc. line k. open

isolation
1. 11 .Sj 44 l.. Containment stump 1. closed

isolation valve
m. 12 SJ 44 m. Containment sump m. closed

isolation valve

2. Verifying that the following valves are in the indicated positions:

Valve Number Valve Function Valve Position

a. 11 RH 19 a. RHR crosstie valve a. open
'o. L2. RE 19 b. RHR crc-xstiw-'val'u" b. open

b. Aby:

1. Verifying that each valve (manual, power operated or automatic) in
the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or btherwisa secured 4.n
position, is in its correct position.

2. Verifying that the ECCS piping is full of water by venting the ECGS
pump casings and accessible discharge piping high points.

'If inoperable, the applicable Technical Specification ,is 3.6.2.2.

SALEM - U•NIT 1 3/4, 5-4 Amendment No. 94



EM!R=NMCY COPE COOLING SYSTEMS

SURVE!LLANCE RZQUIREM)NTS (Continued)

C. By a visual inspection which verifies that no loose. dubris (zags,
trash,' clothing. " et*.) isi p resent in the. containment .-whiceh could be
transported to the containment sump and cause restriction of the
pump auctions during. LOCA conditions. This visual, inspection shall
be performed:

1. For all accessible areas of the containment.prior to
establishing CONTAIZMNT INTEGRITY, and

2. ~At>.kst o a1 da~i(C4h •neui .ed) i areas

Offcted within contanment by cont~ainment.nz and during the
final entry when CONTAINMENT INTZGRITY is established.

1. A visual inspection of the containment sump and verifying that
the subsystem Suction inlets are not restricted.ky debrim and
that the sump components (trash racks, screens, etc.) show no
evidence of structural distress or corrosion.

a. A eset ceper 8 months during shutdomn, by-

i,* Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates
to its correct poaition on a safety injection test signal.

2. Verifying that each of the following pumps start automatically
upon receipt of a safety injection test sigal:

a) Centrifugal charging pump

b) Safety -nLection pump

c) P-sidual heat removal pump

* A one ti- extenslon to this surveillance reqirement which is
satisfiod by performance of ýthe Manual S1 test. is'-granted during
fuel cycle thirteen allowing Unit 1 operations to continue to the
thirteenth refueling outage (IRn3). The surveillance testing is to be
completed at the appropriate time during the IR13 outage, prior to the
unit returning to Mode 4 upon outage completion.

SALLM - UNIT I 3/4 5-5 Avandment No. 2



Z C! CORE COOLING SYST5(S

SURVEILLANCE RXM RIZlNTS (Continued)

f. By verifying that each of the following pumps dewlops the
.indicated Total Dynamic Read (TDhE) when tested at the taut flow
point pursuant to Specification 4.0.5:

1. Centrifugal charging pump k 2338 psi TDH

2. Safety Injection Pump k 1369 psi TDh

3. Rmeidual heat removal pump Z 165 psi TDN

9. By verifying the correct position of each of the following ZCCS
throttle valves:

1. Within 4 hours following completion of each valve stroking
operation or maintenance on the valve when the ECCS subsystema
are required to be OPIRABLE.

BPS! SYSTD( LPSI SYSTD(
VALVE M VALVX XM

11 S3 16 11 SJ 139
12 SJ 16 12 SJ 139
13 SJ 16 13 SJ 139
14 S3 16 14 SJ 138

11 SJ 143
12 SJ 143
13 SJ 143
14 SJ 143

h. By performing a flow balance test, during shutdown, following
completion of modifications to the ZCCS subsystems that alter the
subsystem flow characteristics and verifying that:

1. For Safety Injection pumps, with a single pump running:

a) The sum of the injection line flow rates, excluding the

highest flow rate, is > 453 q•; and

b) The total flow rate through all four injection lines is

: 647 gi, and

c) The difference betw•en any pair of injection line flow

rates is n 12.0 qpm, and

d) The total pump flow rate is 5 664 gy in the cold leg
alignment, and

e) The total pump flow rate is • 654 on in the hot leg
alignment.

SAL=M - UNIT I 3/4 5-5a NAmndnt No,Y 4h ,2 08



EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

ECCS SUBSYSTEMS - Tavg < 350OF

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.3.1 The ECCS subsystem shall be demonstrated OPERABLE per applicable
Surveillance Requirements of 4.5.2.

4.5.3.2 All safety injection pumps and centrifugal charging pumps, except
a above re uired OPERABLE pump, shall bedemonstrated to be inoperableO
eas ,-nce r,12, urs.while in MODE 4 and the temperature of one or more of

2 WI- i le gs• i-s le-ss than or equal to 312'F, MODE 5, or MODE 6 when the
head is on the reactor vessel by either of the following methods:

a. By verifying that the motor circuit breakers have been removed
from their electrical power supply circuits or,

b. For verifying that the pump is in a recirculation.flow path and
that two independent means of preventing RCS injection are
utilized.

SALEM - UNIT I 3/4 5-6a Amendment No. 273



EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

SEAL INJECTION FLOW

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.4 Reactor coolant pump seal injection flow shall be z40 gpmwith
centrifugal charging pump discharge header pressure a2430 psig and the
charging flow control valve full open.,

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3

With seal injection flow not within the limit, adjust manual seal,"injection
throttle valves to' 1ie a flow within the limit with the charging pump,.
discharge pressuri a2430 psig'and the charging flow control'valve-full poen
within 4 hours, or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in
HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

SRVEILLANCE REOTUIREMRNSA C--

-4.5.4 At ant cc per ?;-,day, verify manua seal injbction throttle valves
are adjusted to give a flow within the limit with centrifugal charging pump
discharge header pressure a2430 psig, and the charging flow control valve full
open.

The provisions of Specif1cation4 .0.4 are not applicable for entry into
Mode 3. This exemption is allowed for up to 4 hours after the Reactor Coolant
System pressure stabilizes at 2235 ± 20 psig.

SALM4 - UNIT 1 3/4 5-Gb SAL4 DNT 3/ 56bAmendment NO.- 17 8 1



EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANX

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.5 The refueling water storage tank (RWST) shall be OPERABLE with:

a. A contained volume of between 364,500 and 400,000 gallons of borated
water.

b. A boron concentration of between 2300 and 2500 ppm, and

C. A minimum water temperature of 35*F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

With the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE
status within 1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.5 The RWST shall be dim-nstrated OPERABLE:

a.. Cýt -tý -f- d y

1. Verifying the water level in tt

2. Verifying the boron con rats

b/ `

ion of the water.

ring the RWST temperature when
'F.is < 35'
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3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT

CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.1 Primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be maintained.

ýAPPLICABILITY: MODES 11 '2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

Without primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY, restore CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY within
one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4 6 1 rimary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be demonstrated:

-least nce-ý er3 3days'by verifyizng that"each containment manual valve or
*blind flange,, that is locat--ed-o-u~tsidd'contajierim anc -rqie robcoe

d naccient conditions is' closed, except for containment isolation valves
thatf•`are open under admin istrative*ýcorntrols. Valves and blind flanges inhigh- radiatýion' areas may ee -vrifiedd by use of administrative controls.

a2.Prior to entering Mode 4 from Mode 5 if not performed within the last-92 days
*by.verifying that each containment manual valve or blin flange that'iis
located inside containment and required to be closed during accident.
conditions is closed, except for containment isolation vailves that are open
under administrative controls. Valves and blind flanges in high radiation
areas may be Verified "by use of administrative 'controls.

* -- . .By verifying that each containment air lock is OPERABLE per
pecification..3•. 6.,ý-1.•3. .

At east nce per 2 hours'by verifying that the surveillance
n--• rements ,of. ,.6.2.3.a are met ,for penetrations associated with the
containment fan coil units.

d. At • - st once er 18 n6hs)by verifying that the surveillance
requirements of 4.6.2.3. are met for penetrations associated with the
containment fan coil units.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATIONS (Continued)

c. One or more containment air locks inoperable for reasons other than
condition a. or b.

1. Immediately initiate action to evaluate overall containment leakage per
LCO 3.6.1, and:

2. Verify that at least one door is closed in the affected air lock within

1 hour, and:

3. Restore the air lock to OPERABLE status.within 24 hours.

d. If the ACTIONS and associated completion times of a., b., or c. cannot be
met, be in Hot Standby within 6 hours and in Cold Shutdown within the
following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.3 Each, containment air lock shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. By verifying seal leakage rate in accordance with the Containment Leakage
Rate Testing program.

b. By conducting an overall air lock leakage test in accordance with the
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

i by verifying that only one door in-each air lock
can Fe opene at a lie.

ned :'ý- 9
S&LE -n UpeN IT 

3 4 -5 
A en me t o. 2
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

INTERNAL PRESSURE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.4 Primary containment internal pressure shall be maintained between
-1.5 and +0.3 psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

With the containment internal pressure outside of the limits above, restore
the internal pressure to within the limits within I hour or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30
hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.4 The primary containment internal ressure shall be determined to be
within the limit at •t• once!r 1,Kurs

SALE - NIT1 3/ 6- Amndmet N. 5
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS_

AIR TEMPERATURE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR'OPERATION

3. 6, 1. 5 Primary containment average air temperature shall not exceed 1200F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and A.

ACTION:

With the containment average air temperature > 120*F, reduce the average air
temperature to within the limit within 8 hours, or be in ,at <least HOT -STANDBY

within the,.next 6. hours and' in. COLD SHUTDOWN within 'the fo'llowin-3'0 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.0..15 Verify the Containment Average Air Temperature is within limi7
Ql st * on/ae peytwenty f7 r ,.

SALEM - UNIT 1 3•/4 6-7 Anamndment. 195



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4,6.2 DEPRESSURIZATION AND COOLING SYSTEZ:.$

CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.2.1 :Two independent-containment spray systems shallýbe OPERABLE with
each spray system capable of taking suction from the RWST and transferring
suction to the RHR pump discharge.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and4.,

ACTION:

With one containment spray system inoperable, restore the inoperable spray
system to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or 'be in at least HOT STANDBY
Within the next 6 hours; restore the inoperable spray system to OPERABLE
status 'within the, next: 48 -hours:-or be, in COLD SHUTDOWN within 'the following
30.•hours..•. ... °• ...-

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS. - .

4.6.2.1 Each containment spray system shall be demonstýated OPERABLE, "

a, At ast ce.pe 1-•d s by veri.fying that- each.-valve (manual,
power operate or u omaic) in the flow path that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in posit-ion, is in its-:orrect

.• position .. .. ,.

b. By verifying, that on recirculation flow, each pump'-•develops a
differential pressure of greater than or equal to -2,04 psid when
tested pursuant to Speci ication . 4 .5,

C. At a nce-. er 1 mont s during-.-shutdown,'by:

1. Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates
to its correct position on a Containment High-High pressure
test signal.

2. Verifying that each spray pump starts automatically on a
Containment High-High pressure test signal.

d. Following activities that could result in nozzle, blockage, either
evaluate the work performed to determine the impact to the
containment spray system, or perform an air.. or- smoke flow test
throughweach spray-header and verifying each-spray nozzle is
unobstructed.

SALEM - UNIT 1 3/4 6•-9 Amendment No. 252



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SPRAY ADDITIVE SYSTEM

lIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.2.2 The spray additive system shall be OPERABLE with:

a. A- spray additive tank containing a volume of between 2568 and
4000 gallons of between 30 and 32 percent by weight NaOH
solution, and

b, Two spray additive eductors each capable of adding NaOH solution
from the chemical additive tank to a containment spray system
pump flow.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

With the spray additive system inoperable, restore the system to OPERABLE
status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours;
restore the spray additive system to OPERABLE status within the next 48 hours
or be in COLD SH=TDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREbJNTS

4.6.2.2 The spray additive system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At1 st e 3 dafy by verifying that each valve (manual,
powe operated or automatic) in the flow path that is not looked,/ psinosea~led, or other-wise secured in position, is in. its correct

1. Verifying the Solution level in the tank, and

'-•2. Verifying the concentration of the N~aOH solution by

c. A t . nc r 8u~ring shutdown, by verifYing that

" \ ~ea• au oma c% valve in the flow path actuates to its correct

•\ ~~position o•. - •t~ainment High-High pressure test .signal.

1. Verifying a NaOH solution flow rate of 12 + 3 gpm from the

spray additive tank through sample valve I-CS61 with the

spray additive tank at 2.5 + 0.5 psig and

SALEM - UNIT I 3/4 6-10 Amendment No.225
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SURVEILLANCE REQUI(MENTS (Continued)

2. Verifying that-the spray additive tank: eductor flow will

be 35 ± 3.5 gpm to each containment spray system. Testing
may.be performed by measuring the flow of borated water
from the RWST through. the installed 2" test :line .and Valve
CS31; using this test line up with the spray'p"ump
operating in the::recirculation mode and the RWST level at
41 feet _ 0.5 feet, the measured flow shall be 57 gpm ±
5.7 gpm.

t4m~
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT COOLING SYSTEM

~'1~§~fr{ Acm ~
D tj -ý (

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.2.3 Five containment cooling fans shallbe OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3.

ACTION:

a. With one or two of the above required containment cooling fans
inoperable, restore the inoperable cooling fan(s) to OPERABLE
status within 7 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next
6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

b. With three or more of the above required containment cooling fans
inoperable, restore at least three cooling fans to OPERABLE status
within 1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY WITHIN the next 6 hours
and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. Restore the
remaining inoperable cooling fans to OPERABLE status within 7 days
of initial loss or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6
hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.2.3 Each containment cooling fan shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

I )\j
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

. Ao er 1 hour, by.

1. verifying the water level in each service water
accumulator vessel is greater than or equal to 226 inches
and less than or equal to 252 inches.

2. Verifying the temperature in each service water

accumulator vessel is greater than or equal to 55 0F and
less than or equal to 95 0 F.

3. Verifying the nitrogen cover pressure in each service
water accumulator vessel is greater than or equal to 135
psig and less than-or equal to 160 psig.

Atceastnlyp 31yb y:

1. Starting (unless already operating) each fan from the control
room in low speed.

2. Verifying that each fan operates for at least 15 minutes in low
speed.

3. Verifying a cooling water flow rate of greater than or equal to
1300 gpm to each cooler.

. I ast onoper 8 by verifying that on a safety
in.ec ion t st signal

1. Each fan starts automatically in low speed.

2. The automatic valves and dampers actuate to their correct
positions and that the cooling water flow rate to each cooler
is greater than or equal to 1300 gpm.

d. least nce p 18 m nt - by verifying that on a loss of offsite
powe es si a , eac service water accumulator vessel discharge
valve response time is within limits.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

4.6.3.1.2 Each containment isolation valve shall be demonstrated OPERABLE
during the COLD SHUTDOWN or REFUELING MODE a east ce

by:

a. Verifying that on a Ph nme tion test signal,
each Phase A isolation valve actuates to its isolation position.

b. Verifying that on a Phase B containment isolation test signal,
each Phase B isolation valve actuates to its isolation position.

c. Not used.

d. Verifying that on a Containment Purge and Pressure-Vacuum Relief
isolation test signal, each required Purge and each Pressure-Vacuum
Relief valve actuates to its isolation position.

e. V-- ying that the tainment Pressure-Vacuum Relief Isolation
-valves are limited to °%opening angle.

4.,6.3.1.3 Ates ce pe718 gxf6th ', verify that on a main steam isolation
tets~ga a m~ semisolation valve actuates to its

isolation position.

4.6.3.1.4 The isolation time of each power operated or automatic containment
isolation valve shall be determined to be within its limit when
tested pursuant to Specification 4.0.5.

4.6.3.1.5 Each required containment purge isolation valve shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE within 24 hours after each closing of the
valve, except when the valve is being used for multiple cyclings,
the at ea once r2 ours- by verifying that when the measured

gT • _•a age rate is added to t e leakage rates determined pursuant to
- Specification 4.6.1.2.b for all other Type B and C penetrations, the

combined leakage rate is less than or equal to 0.60La.

4.6.3.1.6 A pressure drop test to identify excessive degradation of resilient
valve seals shall be conducted on the:

a. Required Containment Purge Supply and Exhaust Isolation Valvej
lea once ,Ize r 6 ths >54

b. Deleted. S

4.6.3.1.7 The required containment p e su 1 and exhaust isolation valves
shall be determined close) tateast nce pe 31 ,av . I
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PLANT SYSTEMS

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.1.2 At least three-independent steam generator auxiliary feedwater pumps
and associated iianual actia't-ion--rwitches in -the control:room and flow paths
shall be OPERABLE with:

a. Two feedwater pumps, each capable offbeing powered from separate
vital busses, and

'b. One feedwater pump capable of being powered, from an OPERABLE steam
supply 6ystem.

APPLICABILITY: 'MODES 1, 2 and'3.

ACTION:

a. With one auxiliary feedwater puump inoperable, restore.,the required
auxiliary feedwater pumps to OPERABLE status within 72 h4ours or be
in at .least HOT STANDBY. within the next 6 hours and in HOT
SHUTDOWN within the folowlng.. ..6 hours.

b. With two •auxiliary feedwater pumps inoperable be in at least HOT
STANDBY within 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6
hours.

c. With three-:auxiliary feedwater pumps inoperable, immediately
initiate corrective action to restore at least one auxiliary
feedwater pump to OPERABLE status as soon as possible.

d. LCO 3..0.4.b is not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

-I

4.7.1.2 Each auxiliary feedwater pump shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At 1 st on per3 /aaysby:

S_1. Verifying that each non-automatic valve in the flow path
that is not locked, sealed or otherwise secured in position,

• •is in its correct position.

2. Verify the manual maintenance valves in
each steam generator are locked open.

the flow path to

-N
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

b. t tonce r92 ys on a Y]1R]PJ1 TEST ASI by:

Verify that the developed head of each motor driven pump at
the flow test point is greater than or equal to the
required developed head.

2. Verify that the developed head of the steam driven pump at
the flow test point is greater than or equal to the
required developed head when the steam generator pressure
is >680 psig. The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are
not applicable provided the surveillance is performed
'within 24 hours after secondary side pressure is greater

~J~E'.S ~ than 680 psig.

( c.~t astono er ~m~ths by:

t

Verifying that each auxiliary feedwater automatic valve that
is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position,
actuates to the correct position on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.

1
2. Verifying that each auxiliary feedwater pump starts

automatically on an actual or simulated actuation signal,

The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable to
the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump provided the
surveillance is performed within 24 hours after the
secondary steam generator pressure is greater than 680 psig.

41
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PLANT SYSTEMS

AUXILIARY FEED STORAGE TANK

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.1.3 The auxiliary feed storage tank (AFST) shall be OPERABLE with a
minimum contained volume of. 200,00 gallons of water.,

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3.

ACTION:

With the

a_.

auxiliary feed stnrage tank inoperable, within 4 hours either:

Resto're thte-AFST to OPERABLE status or be in HOT SHUTDOWN
Within tile .t Z. . ...vs,or. " ..........

b. Demonstrate the OPERABILITY of a da tin ralived water or. a f
protection/domestic water storage tank as a ac•kup' supply to'ýthe
auxiliary feedwater pumps and restore the auxiliary feed storage
tank to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in HOT SHUTDOWN
within the next 12 nours.

5.

,feed storage tank shall bedemonstrated, OPERABLE
rs by verifyi ng the water, level i.s withi n i-ts
the supply source for the auxi lTiary feedwater

4.7.1.3.22A deminer lized water storage tank 'shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE Ast ne sby verifying the tank contains

200,000 gaillons of wa er an yb verifying proper alignment of valves
Tor taking suction from this tank when it is the supply source for the

4.7.1.3.3 A.fire protecti domestic water storage tank shall be
demonstrated OPERABL. a o e our by verifying the tank
contains > 200,000 gaa ns of water an yverifying proper alignment of
valves for taking suction from this tank when it .is the supply source
ýfor the auxiliary feedwater pumps.

)
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PLANT SYSTEMS

ACTIVITY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

•3.7.1.4 The specific activity of the secondary coolant system shall be
<0.10 pCi/gram DOSE'EQUIVALENT 1-131.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the specific activity of the secondary coolant system > 0.10 uCi/
giam DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131, be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours
a4• in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.1.4 The specific activity of
determined to be within the limit
analysis program of Table 4.7-2,

the secondary coolant system shall be
by performance of the sampling and ,

'9
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TABLE 4.7-2

SECONDARY COOLANT SYSTEM SPECIFIC ACTIVITY
SAMPLE AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM

TYPE OF MEASUREMENT
AND ANALYSIS

1. Gross Activity Determination

2. Isotopic Analysis for DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1-131 Concentration

a) (_1 P6r 31 /days; when-
ever the gross activity
determination indicates
iodine concentrations
greater than 10% oithe

iodine concentrations

below 10% of the- allow-
able limit.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.2 STEAM.GENERATOR PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE LIMITATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.2.1 The temperatures of both the primary and secondary coolants in
the steam generators shall be > 70*F when the pressure of either coolant
in the steam generator is > 200 psig.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied:

a. Reduce the steam generator pressure of the applicable side to
< 200 psig within 30 minutes, and

b. Perform an engineering evaluation to determine the effect of
the overpressurization on the structural integrity of the
steam generator. Determine that the steam generator remains
acceptable for continued operation priorto increasing its
temperatures above 2000F.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.2.1 The pressure in each side of the steam generator shall be
determined to be <200 psig-- oneper rhen the temperature
of either the primary or s knary cool an s F.
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PLANT SYSTEMS
I
3/4.7.3 COMPONENT COOLING WATER SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR. OPERATION

3.7.3.1 At least two independent component cooling water loops shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2,,3 and 4.

ACTION:

With only one component cooling water loop OPERABLE,,,restore ýat l east ýtwo
loops to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

.SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.3.1 At least two corn cooling water loops shall be demonstrated
OPERABL t: st daisOby verifying that each valve (manual,

,,power' era e or au omatt c .serv ýcing -,safety related -equ ipm Ient Jthat is not
locked;•;w~sea-!.ed, orotherwise, secured in positJon, is in its correct posi-

-ton , n s-'orec

....ion-;. ..
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.4 SERVICE WATER SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.,41
OPERABLE.

At least two independent service water loops shall be

APPLICABILITY: MODES ., 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

With only one service water loop OPERABLE, restore at least two
.oops to OPERABLE status within 72 hours * or be in at least HOT

STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4. 7.4 .1
OPER.ABLaE:

At least two service water loops shall be demonstrated
'\/

a.At eastvbo*nce p~r 3Vday~ -by verifying that each valve
--. (manua , power operated or automatic) servicing safety

elated equipment that is not locked, sealed, or
t- herwise secured in position, is in its correct

position.

b. At astnce peISm ths'sduring shutdown, by
ve ifyinag that each automatic valve servicing safety
related equipment actuates to its correct position on
Safeguards Znitiation signal.

* Operation with only the 11 service water loop OPERABLE may
continue for up to 10 days. This note is applicable for one
time use during Salem Unit No.1 Cycle 15, 1.4
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4,7.5 FLOOD PROTECTION

LIMITING CONDITION-FOR OPERATION

3.7.5.1- ý Flood protedCtion shall be provided for all safety'related systems,

components and structures when the water level of the Delaware River exceeds
10.5' Mean Sea Level USGS datum, at the service water intake structure.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

a. With the water level at the service water intake structure above
elevation 10.5' Mean Sea Level USGS datum, close all watertight
doors within 2 hours.

b. With the water level at the service water intake struct:.e above
elevation 11.5' Mean Sea Level USGS datum, be in at least HOT
STANDBY within 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hburs.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.5.1 The water level at the service water intake structure2 '-shall be
determined to be within the limits by:

a. ~,Measurement at at cepr h~ours* when th~e water level is
below elevatiSn 10.5 mean SGS datum, and

Measuremen per 2s when the water ,level is
equal to or above eevation I. ean Sea Level USGS datum.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.6:.l Each control room emergency air conditioning system filtration train
shall b e notrated OPEP.ABLB1:

le o pe 1 ys by initiating flow through the HEPA filter
and charcoal adsorber train(s) and verifying that the train(s)
operates with each fan operating for at least 15 minutes.

b..ý Ateast ncepeý18 mi or prior to return to service (1) after
any structural maintenance on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber
housings, or (2) following painting, fire or chemical release in any
ventilation zone communicating with the system, by:

1. Verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove ;99% of a halogenated
hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas when they are tested in-place
while operating the ventilation system at a flow rate of 8000 cfm
± 10%.

2. verifying that the HEPA filter banks remove k99% of the DOP when
they are tested in-place while operating the ventilation system at
a flow rate of 8000 cfm ± 10%.

3.' verifying within 31 days after removal from the CREACS unit, that
a laboratory test of a sample of the charcoal adsorber, when
obtained in accordance with Regulatory Position C.ý6.b of

* Regulatory Guide 1.S2, Revision 2, March 1978, shows the methyl
iodide penetration less than 2.5% when tested in accordance with

* ASTM D3803-1989 at a temperature of 30 0C and a relative humidity
of 95%.

c. After-every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation by verifying
within 31 days after removal from the CRBACS unit, that a laboratory
analysis of a representative carbon sample, when obtainedin
accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978, shows a methyl iodide penetration less than
2.5% when tested in accordance with ASTM D3803-1989 at a temperature
of .30'C and a relative humidity of 95%.

d.. te onj 18 t by:

1. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA filter
* and charcoal adsorber bank is • 3.5 inches water gauge while

,,/-j <j c-/ operating the ventilation system at a flow rate of 8000 cfm ± 10%.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

2.* Verifying that on a safety injection test signal or control room
intake high radiation test signal, the system automatically
actuates in the pressurization mode by opening the outside air
supply and diverting air flow through the HRPA filter and charcoal
adsorber bank.

3. Deleted

4. Verifying that on a manual actuation signal, the system will
actuate to the required pressurization or recirculation
operating mode.

5. Verify each CREACS train has the capability to remove the
assumed heat load.

e. After each complete oripartial replacement of a HEPA filter bank by
verifying that the HEPA filter banks remove ; 99% of the DOP when
they are tested in-place while operating the filter system at a
flow rate of 8000 cfm ± 10%.

f. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal absorber
bank by verifying that the charcoal absorbers remove a 99% of a
halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas when they are tested
in-place while operating the filter system at a flow rate of
8000 cfm ± 10%.

4.7.6.2 Perform required CRE unfiltered air inleakage testing in accordance
with the Control Room Envelope Habitability Program (Refer to T.S.6.18).

* ,A one time extension to this surveillance-requirement which is satisfied
by performance of the Manual SI test is .granted during fuel cycle thirteen
allowing Unit 1 operations to continue to the thirteenth refueling outage
(IR13) . The surveillance testing is to be completed at the appropriate time
during the IR13 outage, prior to the unit returning to Mode 4 upon outage
completion.
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PLANT SYSTEM&

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.7,1 The above required Auxiliary Building Ventilation System shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by:

aC east : oe per;2 hourS by verifying negative pressure in
the Auxiliary Building.

___ v -7 .Alt east o/be per days by starting each fan, from the
con r i, an verifying that each fan operates for at
least 15 minutes.

c. At Aast. on per Ž8;/month by verifying that the System
w a alety Injection Test Signal.

I .i

.(jr,.
SALM NI 13/47-3 medmet o.27
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.8 SEALED SOURCE CONTAMINATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.8.1 Each sealed source containing radioactive material either in excess
of 100 microcuries of beta and/or gamma emitting material or 5 microcuries of
alpha emitting material shall be free of Ž 0.005 microcuries of removable
contamination.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

a. Each sealed source with removable contamination in excess of the
above limits shall be immediately withdrawn from use and:

I. Either decontaminated and repaired, or

2. Disposed of in accordance with Commission Regulations.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.8.1.1 Test Requirements - Each sealed source shall be tested for leakage
and/or contamination by:

a. The licensee, or

b. Other persons. specifically authorized by the Commission or an
Agreement State.

The test method shall have a detection sensitivity of at least 0.005
microcuries per test sample.

4.7.8,1.2 Test Frequencies - Each category of sealed sources shall be tested
at the frequency described below.

a. Sources in use (excludin2 startup sources aný fission detectors
previously subjected to core flux) - teett once/pr s 0 m s
for all sealed sources containing ra
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REgUIREM fITS (Continuedi

1. With a half-life greater than
and

30 days (excluding Hydrogen 3),

2. -In any form other than gas.

b. Stoed sources .oatn use- -Eac'h sealed source and fi ssion detector
shal b~tetedpro~to ~usi-or-transfer-to another llices'ee

unless testid witn the reo Ix J unth,1 Sealed sources and
fission detectors transferred without a certificate indicating
the last test date shall be tested prior to being placed into
Use.

C. Startup sources and fission detectors - Each sealed startup
source and&Wfisslonvdetector ishal -e-tasted within 31 days
prior to beingsubjected- to coreflux and -following repair or
maintenance to the source or detector.

4.7.8.1.3 Reports - A report shall be ppared and submit•e•d to the
Comiission on an annual ,ýbasis.tfý,sealed source or fissiondetector leakage
tests:reveal the presence of • 0.005 microcur4es of rovable contami nati on.
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LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

ACTION: MODES 5 and 6 or during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies ,*

With one chiller inoperable:.

1.. -Removeithe'appropriate-nonwessential'heat loads from the chilled water
System within 4hours and;:,

2. Re store the chiller o 'OPE R AB L.E stat's within 14 dayas or;

3. Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated fuelassemblies.. :..

b. With two chillers inoperable:

1. Remove the appropriate non-essential beat loads from the chilled water
system within 4 hours and;

2. Align the control room emergen9cy air conditioning system (CREACs) for
single filtration operation usingthe Salem Unit 2 train within 4 hours and;

"3 Restore at least one chillur t6o0.PER_ Eiisiatuswithin 72 hours or;

4. Suspend CORE ALTERATIONSandmovement of irradiated fuel
.usnmbliei..

c. With one chilled water pump inoperable, restore the chilled water pump to
OPERABLE status within 7 days or suspend CORE ALTERATIONS and
movement of irradiated fuel assemblles; . .

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS .

4,7310 'Thelichilled water loop whichservices the safety-related loads in the Auxiliary
Buildingý shall'be demoustrated4OPERABLE:' -

a. 1111(~i;, 111111oupr.i ,dy byverifying. that, each manual valve inthe chilled water
, -ystem pasrvin ssafetyI related ca.mponenb that is not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position, is in its correct position.

b.* t 1 5uan Fi~rifecb automatic valve actuates to its

cifec pudition on ifSafeguards Initiation signal.
c. uOn per ;o j 9"y2 verifying tbat each chiller star and runs.

" During Modes $ and 6 and during movement of irradilated fuelassemblies, chilled
water components are not considered to be inoperable solely on the basis that the
backup emergency power source, diesel generator, is inoperable.

**A one time extension to this surveillance requirement for performance of relay
time response and sequence testing of the safeguard equipment control (SEC)
system, which partially satisfies the surveillanuce requirement, is granted during fuel
-cycle' thirteen allowing Unit I operationsto-continue to the thirteenth refueliup -
outage (IR13). The surveillance testing is to be completed at the appropriate time
during the IR13 outage, prior to the unit returning to Mode 4 upon outage
completion.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.11 FUEL STORAGE POOL BORON CONCENTRATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.117 The ffu-el storage-pooi7b0orbi concentration shall-be O'800-ppm.

APPLICABILITY: When fuel assemblies are stored in the fuel stora~ge pool'
and a fuel .storage pool-verification has notbeen performed since the last
movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool.

ACTION:

With fuel storage pool boron concentration not within limit:

a. Immediately suspend movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage
pool and

b. Initiate action to:

1. immediately restore fuel storage pool boron concentration

to within limit or

2. immediately perform a fuel storage pool verification.

c. LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.11 Verify the fuel storage pool boron concentration is within limit

ev 7 y
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4,8.1.1.1 Two physically indepeii-dehnt A.C.` ciic•uits betweenhthe' offs.Lte.

transmission network and the onsite Class lE distributi yst-em (vita

system) shall be: - .

a. De"termined OPERABL ast on ep ~a by výerifyin

alignments:, power availability. and

b. Demonstrated 'OPERABLE-'at. -, st -o e-ý epe'r nm~on d; ihdudown by

transferring (manuallyýkand .automatically)"vital'1b4us'u•"spply from one

13/4 kv transformer to the other 13/4 Yv transformer.

4.8.1.1.2 Each diesel generator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE.

a. (At 1BtSonbyce e:r l:')"on .S ..ER.. T BASIS b

1. Verifyin-g -the fuel lTevel in its day tank'. '

2. -Veri-fying-'the -diesel generator starts from :sndby conditions* and

r achie-4evs > 3910 v6lis and's" 58H:8 :Hz -in < '1i3 s,:condjit•" and

subsequenit~Ly achev es staystate* ývolt~ag~e o f> 3910 and < 4400

* volltS and frequdency'of 60 "1.2 'Hz.

4 ' Subsequent2y,• verifying the geherator is syiichronized with voltage

maintained > 3910 and < 4580 volts, gradually loaded to 2340-2600

kw**, and operates at a load of 2340-2600 kw for greater than or
-equal to 60 riinutes.

Verifying the diesel`generator Is aligned to provitde standby power

Ji.~ ~to' the associated vital 'bus,.

At astO e pe ..... dayand after each oper'6n of the diesel where

the perio of operation was greater than or equal to one hour by checking

for and removing accumulated water from the day tanks. ..........

-'-,T •)seconds, and subsequently achieves steady state voltage of > 3910 and

< 4400 volts And frequency~ f 60'± 1.2 H.z-.

The generator shall be synchronized to its emergency bus with voltage

mainitained,,> 3910 and"< 4580 volts, loaded to 2340-'2600** kw in less than

or equal to 60 seconds, and operate at a load of 2340-2600 kw for at

least 60 minutes.

'This test, if it is performed so it coincides with the testing required

by Surveillance Requirement A4 8.l.i.2.a.2, may also serve to concurrently

meet those requirements.
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BMM =l=I 3ZQ=2w~s (Continued)

d.j;82 duurinq shutdown •y.:

I. DELETED

2. Veritying that, on Z•eIoto.LO of a oad 1 -oater than or equal to 920
kw, the voltage and frequiency ae restored to t 3910 and S 4400
volts and 60 t 1.2 ts withisn 4 seconds, and subsequently achieves a
steady state frequency of 2 53.3 and S 60.5 I1s.

3. Simulating a loss of offaite power by itself, end:

a) Verifying doenaergization of the vital bus and load shedding
from the 'vital ýbux.

b) Verifying the diesel starts on the auto-start signal*,
energines the vital bus with pexasanontly connected loads within
13 seconds, enaeries the ýauto-.onneat•d shutdown loads through
theload sequenc and operates for greater than oa eq-am to
S minutes while its generator is loaded with the shutdown
loads. Aft energrsation of theme Loa"a, the steady otat
voltage and frequency of the vital bus $hall be Smaintaied at
? 3910 and :S 4400 volts and a 53.9 and :1 60.5 Ks during this
teat.

4. Verifying that On an 311r actuation test sigmal without loas of
offsite power the diesel generator starts on the auto-start signal
and operates on standby foe greater than ao equal to S ainutes*.
The diesel generator shall achieve ? 3910 volt. and 2 53.8 Hs in
S 13 seconds, and subsequently ahieves steady state voltage of

3910 and 5 4400 volts and frequency of t St.I and 5 60.5 Hs.

S. N•t Used.

6. Simulating a 10es of off site POWe" in conjunction with an law

actuation teat sigmal, and:

a) Verifying do-eneggisgtion of the vital bus end load ahedding

from the 'vital ban.

b) Verifying the diesel starts on the AUtO-staet sign&'*,
enervgies the vital bus with pemanmently connected loads within
L.3 seconds, energizs the auto-connected irency (accident)
loads through the load sequencer and operates .foa grMater than
or equal to 5 mintes while its VeneaMtor is loaded with the

egi eamy loads. After energiz•atio of these loads, the steady
State Voltage and frequency Of the Vital bus *hall he 5xmaintaineid at2 k 3910 and 1 4400 volts and ? 53.3 and • 60.5

\ during -this teat.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE. REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

c Ve-ifying that all nonessential automatic dieesel• generator
trips (i.e., other than engine -overspeed, lube oil pressure
low, 4 KV bus differential and generator differential), are
automatically bypassed upon loss of voltage on the vital bus
concurrent with a safety injection actuation signal.

7. Deleted

8. Verifying that the auto-connected loads to each diesel generator
do not exceed the two hour rating of 2860 kw.

Verifying that with the diesel generator operating in a test mode
connected to its bus), a simulated safety injection signal

Sverrides the test mode by (1) returning the diesel generator to
Istandby operation and (2) automatically energizing the emergency4 loads with offsite power.

e. At east ce pe ten ars r after any modifications which could
a ct~esel generator Interdependence by starting all diesel
generators simultaneously*, during shutdown, and verifying that all
)diesel generators accelerate to at least 58.8 Hz in less than or equal
o 13 seconds.

- . As st on p$18 nth , the following test shall be performed
it in minu 0 ieseshutdown after the diesel has operated for at

) "least two hours at 2340-2600 kw**:

S ------- 9fying the diesel generator starts and achieves > 3910 volts and
>- 58 Hz in < 13 seconds, and subsequently achieves steady state voltage

\• ••. j• •_•.- .. •• I .'• 2 /-=/•• • >23910 and-< 4400 volts and frequency of 60 1.2 Hz.

g. At tr onth verifying the diesel generator operates for
a least 24 nours*. During the first 2 hours of this test, the diesel
generators shall be loaded to 2760-2860 Kw**. During the remaining 22
hours of this test, the diesel generator shall be loaded to 2500-2600
Kw*. The steady state voltage and frequency shall be maintained at _

3910 and 5 4580 volts and 60 ± 1.2 Hz during this test'.

4.8.1.1.3 The diesel fuel oil storage r-asfer systemi shal
demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. Atl 7 per 1 days by:

1. Verifying the level in each of the above required fuel
storage tanks.

2. Verifying that both fuel transfer pumps can be started and
transfer fuel from the fuel storage tanks to the day tanks.
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-R::AL ?CwrR SYSTEMS

SURVE•LLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Contiinued)
Gomm

b. ~~ by ver~fying that aý sample o' ~eefue• lrom eaac bftnh above required fuel storage tanks Ls ,
the. acceptable limits specified in Table I of ASTM D975-. wn en
checked for viscosity, water and sediment.

4,8,!,[,4 Reoorts - NOT USED

Surveillance testing may be conducted in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommendations regarding engine prelube, warm-up and
loading (unless loading times are specified in the individual
Surveillance Requirements).

This band is meant as guidance to preclude routine exceedances of the
diesel generator manufacturer's design ratings. Loads in excess of tni
band for special testing or momentary variations due to changing bus
loads shall not invalidate the test.

J
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3/4.8.2 ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

A.C.: DISTRIBUTION -• OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.2.1 The following A. C. ýelectrical busses shall be OPERABLE and energized
from sources of power Lother than the diesel generators:

4 kvolt Vital Bus # 1A
4 kvolt Vital Bus # IS
4 kvolt Vital Bus # IC
460 volt Vital Bus # IN and associated control centers
460 volt Vital Bus # IB and associated control centers
460 volt Vital Bus # IC -and associated control centers
230 volt Vital Bus # 1A and associated control centers
230 volt Vital Bus # lB and associated control centers
230 volt Vital Bus # IC and associated control centers
115 volt Vital Instrument Bus # 1A and Inverter *
115 volt Vital Instrument Bus # 1A and Iznverter *
115 volt Vital Instrument Bus # IC and Inverter *
115 volt Vital Instrument Bus # ID and inverter *

APPLICABILITY: HODES 1, -2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

a. With less than the above complement of A.C. busses OPERAB1L or energized,
restore the inoperable bus to OPERABLE and energized status within 8
hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the followin4g30 hours.

b. With one inverter inoperable, energise the associated A. C. Vital Bus
within 8 hours; restore the inoperable 1A, 1B, or IC inverter to OPERABLE
and energized status within 24 hours or be in at least-,HOT STANDBY within
the next 6 hours and in.COLD -SHUTDOWN within the following--30 -hours;
restore the inoperable ID inverter to OPERABLE and energised status
within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and
in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCZ R&QUIRZKMNTS

4. 8.2. 1 The specified A. C. busses shall be determined 0PR= and enargiz
from A.C. sources other than the diesel generatorso 7 ys
verifying correct breaker Ialignment and indicated power .avi ability.

(*) An inverter may be disconnected from its DC source for up to 24 hours for
the purpose of performing an equalizing charge on its associated- battery bank
provided (1) its vital bus is OPERABLE and energized, and (2) the vital busses
associated with the other battery banks are OPERABLE and energized.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

AC. DISTRIBUTION - SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.2,2 As a minimum, two A.C. electrical bus trains shall be OPERABLE and
energized from sources of power other than a diesel generator but aligned to
an OPERABLE diesel generator with each.: train, consisting of:

I - 4 kvolt Vital Bus

I - 460 volt Vital Bus and.associated control centers

1 - 230 volt Vital Bus and associated control centers

I - 115 volt Instrument Bus energized from its respective inverter
connected to its respective D. C. bus train.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblie s.

ACTION:

With less than the above complement-of A.C. busses and inverters OPERABLE and
energized, immediately declare the affected required features inoperable, or
suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS, positive reactivity
changes, and movement of irradiated fuel assemblies until the minimum
required A.C. electrical power sources are restored to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE -REQUIREMENTS

4.8.2,2 The specified A.C. busses and inverters shall be determined OPERABLE
and energized from A.C. sources other than the diesel generatorsq ej
g per dayD by verifying correct breaker alignment and indi ated v___otage
on t70-11usses.

SALEM -UNIT 13/4 8- AmendenNo26
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"LE:-EAL POWER SYSTEMS

4 . 82.3 Each-.DiC.-.bustrain shall be determined OPERABLE and energize
Srngcorrect-breaker alignment and power

4.8.2.•2 •Each 125-.volt.batery d--abo-rwv =a4 charger shall be

demonistrated.,OPERABLE.

a. 7 days yverying that,

f. Trhe parimet .t*r's i.n Table 4.8.2.3'1 'meet Category A limits.

ý2 he overall battery voltage i s greater than or e'q.al to 125 volts

b. At e a e p* 9 2 _Araya and once within 24 hours iater a battery
discharge < 1.10 V an once within 24 hourn afterA battery overcharge

;Ca egory 'B , l mi s I .. . " ..

-j ~ At Ie oe.e 2 ye by verifying that

1. There is no visible corrosion at terminals or connectors or the
connection,-resistance ;is:

s.SO micro.ohms .for-,inter-cell 'connections,-
s30 mfcro"ohms for inter- rack.. connect-ions , .

-.,s350 micro ohms -for, inter,;,twer-connect'ons,.
"- miO iucro ohms for..field cable t•rminal 3'connections, and

%2S500'1-micro ohms for.!thetotal battery- connection

.ressLtanc•-which :includes•,all inter-cell connections (including
busbars) _. all, in'ter-rack connect-,ons (including -cable resistance)
all inter-tier connections (including cable resistance) and all

fiel,~trmialconectonsat the. ba~ttery..

2The average electroly~oe temperature of the representative cells is
Vj- above 6S*r..,4

d. At le t once er 12 onth by verifying that;

i. The celIs,, call' p•lates and battery racks show no visual indication
of physical damage or abnormal deterioration.

2. Remove- visible teorminal corrosion and -orify cell-to-cell and
terminal connections are coated with ahti-coirrosion material.
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XUACTIUCAL PMWR u1Yf TEMS

sUIMILLANc IgOMML7P NTB (Continued)

3. The connection rxi sianoce is:
s 150 uc.zo ohms for nte*-oell connectzono,
s 350 micro oft* foz intc!-tack connections,
i 350 xiroo ohm for .nter-t.ier connections,
r. 10 a"cco chms for field ebe terminal =rtnactions, and
s 2500 mic:o okas fZo the total battery connection
resistance which inlu~des all inter-c*11 vannction
(inc~lud•ng bus bars), all inter-rack connections (including

Ncable resistance) ,al i nter.-ties connect~ions (including

*~.(J Ccable raxistano.)r and al1l field terminal connections at the

a.pl tat mnhsb verifying that the battery charger
F I~ supply at .leasnt 110 amperes at 125 volta for at least4

f. A t 1i once r ris nth' durin~g shutdowna, by verifying that
-0 t=:erT capcy is adequate to supply¥nd a ntaira in

~~ ONMJ4AB status all of the actual at si~mulated amtergency loads for
the design duty cycle when the battery is subjected to a battery
servi.ce tes~t.

V. (At III týý 11,11 per6 a:0 duriao sh~utdown, by verifying that
bat a• capacity isat least 00% of the manufacturev's rating

whn .subjeoted to a p eformance discharge test. satisfactory
completion of thias arfoxmance di.scharge test &hall &I#* -satisfy
the requ.rements of 3pacif.cation 4.6,2,3.2. if the performance
discharge test is conducted du=ing a shutdown where that test and
the ba.ttery Uservics test would both be required.

h. At least once paer 12 months, during hutdownt, if the battery shows
signs of degradation 2 has reached 85% of the service life with a
capacity less than 100% of mazufacturerus rating, by verifying that
the battery capacity in at least SO0P of the manufacturer's rating
when subjected to *. pertozzance disrhazgw test. De•radation is
indicated when the battery capacity drops more than 100 of rated
capacity fresa Lts capacity on the previous perform=ane test,. or is
below 90% of the manufacturer's rating.

i. ht lesast once per 24 sont"s, during shutdown, if the battry has
reached 954 of the serv• e life with capacity 9eater than or
qual to 100% of manufacture:s ratsing, by ver.xy.ng that the

battery capacity Is at least 90% of the manufacturer's rating when
subjected to a performance discharge test.

A one-tim exte•nion to this surveillance requirement is qganted
during fuel cycle thirteen allowing Unit I operations to continue to
the thirteenth refueling outage (1P.13). The surveillance is to be
completed at the appropriate tin durixng the IR13 outa•L, prior to the
uni.t returning to N"de 4 upon outage completion.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REOU1ERSHNTS lContinued)

Table 4.8.2.3-1

Battery Cell Parameters Reauirements

CATEGORY AK CATEGORY Bi CATEGORY C:
PARAMETER LIMITS FOR EACH LIMITS FOR EACH ALLOWABLE VALUE

DESIGNATED PILOT CONNECTED CELL FOR EACH
CELL CONNECTED CELL

Electrolyte level >Minimum level >Minimum level Above top of
indication mark, indication mark, plates, and not
and •i/4 above and 51/4 above overflowing
maximum level maximum level
indication mark indication mark
(,(a)

Float Voltage z2.13 volts >2.13 volts Ž2.07 volts

Specific Gravity ;i;195 -1.190 Not more than
(b) (c) 0.020 below

AND average of all
connected cells

Average of all
connected cells AND

?1.200
Average of all
connected cells
k1.190

(a) It is acceptable for the electrolyte level to temporarily increase
above the specified maximum level during equalizing charge provided it
is not overflowing.

(b) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level. Level correction is
not required, however, when battery charging is c 3 amps when on float
charge.

(c) Or battery charging current is < 3 amps when on float charge. This is
acceptable only during a maximum of 7 days following a battery
recharge.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

125-VOLT D.C. DISTRIBUTION - SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8,2.4 As a minimum, the following D.C. electrical equipment and bus shall
be energized and OPERABLE:

2 - 125-volt D.C, busses, and

2 - 125-volt batteries, each with at least one full capacity charger,
associated with each of the above D.C. busses.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTION:

With less than the above complement of D.C. equipment and busses OPERABLE,
immediately declare the affected required features inoperable, or suspend all
operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS, positive reactivity changes, and
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies until the minimum required 125Volt
D.C. electrical power sources are restored t.--ERAFE4-e-•-.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.2.4.1 The above required 125-volt D.C. usses shall be determined
OPERABLE and energized•"'e0'st 9ne per daysby verifying correct breaker
alignment and indicated power avai-lability.

4.8.2.4.2 The above required 125-volt batteries and chargers shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE per Surveillance Requirement 4.8.2.3.2,
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS . /

4.8.2,5.1 Each . bus train shall be determined OPERABLE and energized
Ce_ onc-er ý7y-s by verifying correct breaker 'alignment and tower
ava±L-olit y.

4.8.2.5.2 Each 28-volt battery and above required charger shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

-e. nA ast redays'by verifying that:

ij T • 1. The parameters in Table 4.8.2.5-1 meet Category A limits.

2. The overall battery voltage is greater than or equal to 27
volts on float charge.

__ .iAt 1 e a 2 days and once within 24 hours after a battery

d ag "ah once within 24 hours after a battery
overcharge .> 35 V by verifying that the parameters in Table
4.8.2.5-1 meet the Category B limits,

C c. At ast ce per 9 ays by verifying that:

4 • There is no visible corrosion at terminals or connectors or
the connection resistance is:

< 50 micro ohms for inter-cell connections,
< 200 micro ohms for inter-tier connections,
< 70 micro ohms for field cable terminal connections, and

• 500 micro ohms for the total battery connection resistance
which includes all inter-cell connections (including bus
bars), all inter-tier connections (including cable
resistance) and all field terminal connections at the
battery.

2. The average electrolyte temperature of the representative

d. At ast nce per -months by verifying that:

1. The cells, cell plates and battery racks show no visual
indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration.

2. Remove visible terminal corrosion and verify cell-to-cell
and terminal connections are coated with anti-corrosion
material.

3. The connection resistance is:

< 50 micro ohms for inter-cell connections,

< 200 micro ohms for inter-tier connections,
< 70 micro ohms for field cable terminal connections, and

-< 500 micro ohms for the tot5l battery connection resistance
which includes all inter-cell connections (including bus
bars), all inter-tier connections (including cable
resistance) and all field terminal connections at the
battery.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

e. At east o0e per month'h by verifying that the battery charger
'1j will supply a 15G amperes at > 28 volts for : 4 hours.

f. AE east ce e 18 ths, during shutdown, by verifying that
Sthe batt~ry capacity is adequate to supply and maintain in

OPERABLE status all of the actual or simulated emergency loads for
the design duty-cycle when the battery is subjected-to a battery
service test.

g. At east ce per 0 mon s during shutdown, by verifying that
e attery capacity is a least 80% of the manufacturer's rating

when subjected to a performance discharge test. Satisfactory
completion of this performance discharge test shall also satisfy
the requirements of Specification 4.8.2.5.2.f if the performance
discharge test is conducted during a shutdown where that test and
the battery service test would both be required.

h. At least once per 12 months, during shutdown, if the battery shows
signs of degradation OR has reached 85% of the service life with a
capacity less than 100% of manufacturers- rating, by' verifying that
the battery capacity is at least 80% of the manufacturer's rating
when subjected to a performance discharge test. Degradation is
indicated when the battery capacity drops more than 10% of rated
capacity from its capacity on the previous performance test, or is
below 90% of the manufacturer's rating.

i. At least once per 24 months, during shutdown, if the battery has.
reached 85% of the service life with capacity greater than or
equal to 100% of manufacturers rating, by verifying that the
battery capacity is at least 80% of the manufacturer's rating when
subjected to a performance discharge test.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

TABLE 4.8,2.5-1

BATTERY CELL PARAMETER REQUIREMENTS

CATEGORY A: CATEGORY B: CATEGORY C:
PARAMETER LIMITS FOR EACH LIMITS FOR EACH ALLOWABLE VALUE

DESIGNATED PILOT CELL CONNECTED CELL FOR EACH
CONNECTED CELL

Electrolyte >Minimum level >Minimum level Above top of
Level indication mark and indication mark plates and not

• 1/4 inch above and • 1/4 inch overflowing
maximum level above maximum
indication mark(a) level indication

mark~aý

Float Voltage Ž2.13 V Ž2.13 V Ž2.07 V

Specific >1.195 Ž a1.190 Not more than
Gravity(b (c) 0.020 below the

AND average of all
connected cells

Average of all
Connected cells AND

Ži.200
Average of all
connected cells

Ž1. 190

(a) It is acceptable for the electrolyte level to temporarily increase above
the specified maximum level during equalizing charge provided it is not
overflowing.

(b) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level. Level correction is
not required, however, when battery.charging is < 2 amps when on float
charge.

(c) Or battery charging current is < 2 amps when on float charge. This is
acceptable only during a maximum of 7 days following a battery recharge.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

28-VOLT D.C. DISTRIBUTION - SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.2.6 As ýa minimum,,-the following. D. C. electrical equipment-and bus shall
be energized and -OPERABLE: ,....,

1 - 28-volt D.C. bus, and

1 28-volt battery and at least one full capacity charger associated
with the above D.C. bus.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTION:

With,.:less, than the.-above complement. of.-D.C,-,,,equipment and busses OPERABLE,
immediately declare ;the affected required features inoperable,0 or suspend all
operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS&,:-.positive reactivity .changes,-j and
movement or irradiated fuel assemblies until the minimum required 28Volt D.C.
electrical ýpower,,:sources are restored to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

B4.82.6.1 The above required t DC. bus shall be determined OPERABLE
and energize at astice b 7/ ys by verifying.-:correct breaker,•alignment
and voltageon the bus.

4'.8,..2.,6.,2 The above required 28-volt batteries and:charger shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE per Surveillance Requirement '4.8.2.5.2.

P&•k
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ELECT~ZCAL IO~ZK STflZXS

344-it-3 MONYUCAL AMUPMUNT ?PAMMMV OV~

LZWTZMG COM!ZOU TOR OMlATION

3,.1*3.1 &ll Co tineent p stration conductor oveXcurveit protecti~ve devices requi.:Od

to provide themual Protectitoe Of peftetrati*oa shall be OPZEAMLI

AplrIIY W=35 2, 2, and 4.

with oneorna move of the visuir" contaiammt, p~eCtriotion conductor overcilrzont
protective dsvice (u ieoperablei

A. Restore the protetin*ve daivie to) to OWIARULX statusi or do-SftergiUS the
circui.t (a) by tzippirq either: the pripary oc biackup protectivie device, or

rocking out or z mving the primary or baooup. device within~ 72 hours, declare
the affected uyeta or component inoperable, and veify the prizaary or bcm
protect~ive deviea to be TziWp", or the pri.uary or backup device racked out or
removed at leasnt once per 7 days thersatter.: or

b, ]k i at least NOT STAMSTD within the meat 9 hours &azd inl CODL sRUTawO withine
the galowi.ng 30 hours.

)4.0.3.1 All required cot zinent Pon* Ca" o at protective dovioec
shall he doi oatrated OPERABLE:

a. At~ onca~ r 10,k~b

1ý'* rot t sa" an 4. 16 X7V eoW*Ar coolant ci.rcuit, such t.i 11
r cou t PMW a to str Ora at 0 per)

(in) A CRWML CALIBRBAWZOW of the sassocatted protect~tww relays, and

(b) AA iestogzattd uyate functiona.l toot whiceh includas simulated
*latmatic actuaht4on 99 the mystma and veari.fying that each relay and
masac~iated aircuit brahakaza and control circuits; fu uction an
desine.

*A One tiam .eateufiGA to this Wlrveillrance requireumet for inspectionranB1±brati@TI
and mggfaring of the 1Y 4KV Bus oworleed relaysq which partially satisfies thin
surveillance zeqtpirs-e t~, is granted during tual wycle thirteen allowing Unit I
Operation* to continue to the thirteenth refueling sistAge (2213), The
survaillawe. tootingq in to be completed at the appropriativ ties during the 1h13
outiag, pritor to the unit vaturrtog to PNods 4 upon outage complat~ian.

''A one t~inh extension to thisu surx llezce e~qUjrftWut for insfpeotiCM CM1tbrjatiQn
and uzW""axiA9 Of the lAr 1~r and IC 450 tranalorwer relays and CT'., which
paxtiallky satisfy this surveillance requiremenet, tip granted duringq fuel cycle
thirtee allowi.nq Unit I operaticam to eomi-tAus to t3t thirteenth refueli;nq
Outage (lR13). 'The surveil~lance testing is two bg cgMletad at the appropriate
tishe durintg th,, IR13 outage, prior. to the uni.t return~ing tQ blod. 4 upon) outage__
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ELECTRICAL 2OWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE R _EOUIREMEN4 S (Continued)

2. By verifying the OPERABILITY of the required molded case and
lower voltage circuit breakers, by selecting and functionally
testing a representative sample of at least 10% of all the
circuit breakers of that type. Circuit breakers selected for
functional testing shall be selected on a rotating basis. The
functional test shall consist of injecting a current input at
The specified setpoint to each selected circuit breaker and
verifying that each circuit breaker functions as designed.
Circuit breakers found inoperable during functional testing
shall be restored to OPERABLE status prior to resuming
operation. For each circuit breaker found inoperable during
the functional tests, an additional representative sample of at
least 10% of all the circuit breakers of the inoperable type
shall also be functionally tested until no more failures are
found or all circuit breakers of that type have been
functionally tested.

b. _A east oj ce per n by subjecting each circuit breaker to an
..inspectLon and preventlfve maintenance in accordance with procedures
prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's recommendations.
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3/4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

BORON CONCENTRATION

LIMITI CONDTION FOR OPERATION

3.9.1 The boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System, the fuel
storage pool`rzthe- reIfuelingcanal, and the, refueling *,c-avi'fyW shIb 1l b16
maintained within the limit specified.in the CORE OPERATING LIMITSýREPORT
(COLR),

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 (Only applicable to the refueling canal, the fuel
storage pool.and refueling cavity when connected to the Reactor Coolant
System).

ACTION:
With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immediately

a.* Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS and
b.. Suspendpositive reactivity additions and
c. Initiate action to'res-t6re boron concentration -to,-wwithin-limit
specified in,.the,.COLR..,..
d. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not appl~icablýep.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

) 4.9.1. the boron concentration is within the limfi&of the COL Be

___)

VAE f thIT 1 oo 3co-nAedmn N.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

IN5TRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION....

3,9.2, As a minimum, .two source range neutron flUX monitote nhall be
operating, each with cdiýtinuous visual indication in-the control room and one
with audible indloation in the containment and control roon.

APPLICABILITYi MODE 6.

ACTION:

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immediately
suspend all operations involvi-ag CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity
changes, The provisions of Specification 3,0.3.,are not applioabble,

SURVEILLANCE REQUI RE MTS
4,9.2 Each nource range neutron flux monitor shall be demonzstrated OPE

by pexformanve of:

a.. -A CHAN'NEL FtINCTIONAIL TESTC/' tat .aap r 7ays, an

b.. A CHANNEL CHIECK( at ' aton per ho rEq during'CORE
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

CONTAINMENT BUILDING PENETRATIONS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.4 The containment building penetrations shall be in the following status:

a. The equipment hatch inside door is capable of being closed and
held in place by a minimum of four bolts, or an equivalent closure
device installed and capable of being closed,

b. A minimum of one door in each airlock is capable of being closed

c. Each penetration providing direct access from the containment
atmosphere to the outside atmosphere shall be either:

1. closed by a manual or automatic isolation valve, blind flange,
or equivalent, or

2. capable of being closed by the Containment Purge and Pressure-
Vacuum Relief Isolation System.

Note: Penetration flow path(s) providing direct access from the
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere may be unisolated under
administrative controls.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of irradiated fuel within the containment.

ACTION:

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immediately
suspend all operations involving movement of irradiated fuel in the
containment building. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not
applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.4.lEach of the above required containment building penetrations shall be
determined to be either in its required condition or capable of being
closed by a manual or a anmt oltaton valve~i e•t

4.9.4.2 Once per refueling prior to the start of movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies within the containment building, verify the capability to
close, within I hour, the equipment hatch inside door or an equivalent

closure device. Applicable only when the equipment hatch is open
during movement of irradiated fuel in the containment building.

4.9.4.3 Verify, e p-18 1_ nths each required containment purge isolation
valve atuates to'the isolation position on a manual actuation signal.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.8 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL .AND -COOLANT 'CIRCULATION -ALL
WATER LEVELS

LIMITING CONDITION 'FOR OPERATION""

3.9.8.1 _At least one residual heat removal loop rshall-be
in operation.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6.

ACTION:

a. W.ith less than one residual- heat removal loop iný
operation, -except as-:provided,in .b. below,:-. - ,
suspend all operations involving an increase in
the reactor decay heat load or a reduction in
boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant
System. Close all containment. penetrations-
providing direct access fr m the6 c0Onta"i ...eit
atmosphere to the outside .atmosphere .within ,4
hours. .

b. The residual _heat removal loop may. be xremoved.
from operation for up to 1 hour per 8 hour period
during the performance of CORE ALTERATIONS in the
vicinity of the reactor pressure vessel hot legs.

c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not
applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.8.1 ea onc er 12 one RER loop shall be
verified Fin-operation and circulating coolant at a flow
rate of:

a. greater than or equal to 1000 gpm, and
b. sufficient to maintain the RCS temperature at

less than or equal to 140°F.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

WATER LEVEL - REACTOR VESSEL

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.10 At least 23 feet of water shall be maintained over
the top of the reactor pressure vessel flange.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of fuel assemblies or
control rods within the reactor pressure vessel while in
MODE 6.

ACTION:

With the requirements of the above specification noh
satisfied, suspend-all operations involving movement of
fuel assemblies or control rods within the pressure vessel.
The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

I

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.10 The water level shall be determined to be at least
its minimum requireddepth within 2 hours prior to the
start of and .- eas once er our-Nthereafter during
movements o0 fuel assemblies or control rods.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

STORAGE POOL WATER LEVEL

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.11 At least 23 feet of water shall be maintained over the top of
irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the storage racks.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever irradiated fuel assemblies are in the storage pool.

ACTION:

With the requirements of the specification not satisfied, suspend all movement
of fuel assemblies and crane operations with loads in the fuel storage areas
and restore water level to within its limit within 4 hours. The provisions of
Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.11 The water level in the storage pool shall be determined to be at least
its minimum required depth st e ays when irradiated fuel
assemblies are in the fuel storaae pool,

I !
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

FUEL HANDLING AREA VENTILATION SYSTEM
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9,12 The Fuel Handling Area Ventilation System shall be OPERABLE with:

a. Two exhaust fans and one supply fan OPERABLE and operating, and
b, Capable of maintaining slightly negative pressure in the Fuel

Handling Building.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of irradiated fuel within the Fuel Handling
Building

ACTION:

a. With no Fuel Handling Area Ventilation System OPERABLE, suspend all operations
involving movement of fuel within the storage pool until the Fuel Handling
Area Ventilation System is restored to OPERABLE status.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0,3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.12 The above required ventilation system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

j ttnc e pe ho s by verifying that, the Fuel Handling
---- Building' is maintained at a slightly negative pressure with respect

tatmosperic pres~sure.atmospheric pressure.

At keast s by verifying both exhaust fans and one
supply fan start and operate for at least 15 minutes, if not
operating already.

c. At 59'st .t• pe,-ýo M hs)by verifying a system flowrate of 19, 490
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3/4.10 SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

SHUTDOWN MARGIN

-LIMITING CONDITIONU FOR OPERATION .

3. 10.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement -of Specification-
3.1.1.1 may be suspended for measurement of•pontroll, rod
worth and shutdown margin provided the reactivity
equivalent to 4at least the highest estimated -control rod
worth is available for trip insertion from OPERABLE- 'control
rod(s).

APPLICABILITY: MODE 2.

ACTION:

a. With any full length control rod not fully inserted and
with less than the above reactivity equivalent
available for tr3ip insertion, immediately initiate and-
continue boration at > 33 gpm of a solution containing
> 6,560 ppm boron or its equivalent until the SHUTDOWN
MARGIN required iby Specification 3.1.1. 1, is •restored.

b. With all full length control rods inserted and the
reactor subcritical by less than the above i?`reactivity
equivalent, immediately initiate and continue boration
at > 33 gpm of a solution containing > 6,560 Ppp~n. boron
or its equivalent until the SHUTDOWN ,MARGIN. requred by
Specification 3.1.1.1 is restored.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.10.1.1 The position of each full length and part length
rod either artF Y I determined

4.10.1.2 Each full length rod ohall be
demonstrated capable of full insertion when tripped from at
least the 50% withdrawn position within 24 hours prior to
reducing the SHUTDOWN MARGIN to less than the limits of
Specification 3.1.1.1.
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SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

GROUP NEIGHT. INSERTION AND POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.10.2 The group height, insertion and power distribution limits of
Specifications 3.1.3.1, 3.1.3.4, 3.1.3.5, 3.2.1, and 3.2.4 may be suspended
during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS provided:

a. The THERMAL POWER is maintained 1 85% of RATED THERMAL POWER,
and

b. The limits of Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 are maintained and
determined at the frequencies specified in Specification 4.10.2.2
below.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1

ACTION:

With any of the limits of Specifications 3.2.2 or 3.2.3 being exceeded
while the requirements of Specifications 3.1.3.1, 3.1.3.4, 3.1.3.5,
3.2.1 and 3.2.4 are suspended, either:

a. Reduce THERMAL POWER sufficient to satisfy the ACTION
requirements of Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, or

b. Be in NOT STANDBY within 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE R•EQUIRSINTS

4.10.2.1 4Jhe 1 H O1Ef shall be determined to be S 85% of RATED THER1AL
POWER t3 aoc' e u during PHYSICS TESTS.

" -40.2.2 The below listed surveillance requirements shall be performe<,
(lea onc r 1 b during PHYSICS TESTS:

a. Surveillances 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.2.3.

b. Surveillances 4.2.3.1 and 4.2.3.2.

/.
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SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

PHYSICS TESTS

LIMITING'CONDITION FOR"OPERATION .

3.10.3 The limitations of Specifications 3.11.1.4, 3.1.3.1, 3.1.3.4, and
3.1.3.5 may be suspended during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS provided:

a. The THERMAL POWER does not exceed 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER, and

b. The reactor trip setpoints on the OPERABLE Intermediate and Power

Range Nuclear Channels are set at , 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 2.

ACTION:

With the THERMAL POWER > 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER, immediately open the
reactor trip breakers.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.10.3.1 The THERMAL POWER hall be determined to be < 5% of RATED THERMAL
POWER(! at ast --ceýp peho during PHYSICS TESTS..

4.10.3.2 Each Intermediate-and Power Range Channel shall be subjected to a
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST prior to initiating PHYSICS TESTS.
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SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTION

NO FLOW TESTS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.10.4 The limitations of Specification 3.4.1.1 may be suspended during the
performance of startup and PHYSICS TESTS, provided:

a. The THERMAL POWER does not exceed the P-7 Interlock Setpoint, and

b. The Reactor Trip Setpoints on the OPERABLE Intermediate and Power
Range Channels are set -< 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER

APPLICABILITY: During operation below the P-7 Interlock Setpoint.

ACTION:

With the THERMAL POWER greater than the P-7 Interlock Setpoint, immediately
open the reactor trip breakers.

4.10.4.1 Th HBA POWER hall be determined to be less than P-7 Interlock

Setpoin a e onc er ur during startup and PHYSICS TESTS.

4.10.4.2 Each Intermediate, Power Range Channel and P-7 Interlock shall be
subjected to a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST prior to initiating startup or PHYSICS
TESTS.
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

LIQUID HOLDUP TANKS*

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.11.1.4 The quantity of radioactive material contained in each outdoor
temporary tank shall be limited to less than or equal to 10 curies, excluding
tritium and dissolved or entrained noble gases.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

a. With the quantity of radioactive material in any of the above
listed tanks exceeding the above limit, immediately suspend all
additions of radioactive material to the tank and within 48 hours
reduce the tank contents to within the limit.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.11.1.4 The quantity of radioactive material contained in each outdoor
temporary tank shall be determined to be within the above limit by analyzing a
representative sample of the tank's contents t1 t onc er ays~when
radioactive materials are being added to the tarfk.

Tanks included in this Specification are those outdoor temporary tanks
that are not surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls capable of holding the
tank contents and that do not have tank overflows and surrounding area
drains connected to the liquid radwaste treatment system.
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FKADIC..OACTIVE EFFLUENTS

EXPLOSIVE GAS MIXTURE

LIMITING CONDITION FOP OPERATION

3.12.2.5 The concentration of oxygen in the waste gas holdup systerm shall be

limited to less than or equal to 2%i by volume.

APPLICABILITY: At all times. *

ACTION:

a. With the concentration of oxygen in the waste gas holdup system
greater than 2% by volume but less than or equal to 4% by volume,
reduce the oxygen concentration to the above limits within 48 hours.

b. With the concentration of oxygen in the waste gas holdup system
greater than 4% by volume immediately suspend all additions of waste
gases to the system and reduce the concentration of oxygen to less
than or equal to 2% by volume without delay.

c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.11.2.5 The concentration of oxygen in the waste gas holdup system shall be
determined to be within the above limits by continuously** monitoring the
waste gases in the waste gas holdup system with the oxygen monitor. If
hydrogen is not measured, the concentration of hydrogen shall be assumed to
exceed 4% by volume.

• Not applicable to portions of the Waste Gas System removed from service for

maintenance provided that, the portions removed for maintenance are
isolated, and purged of hydrogen to less than 4% by volume.

If the oxygen monitoring instrumentation is inoperable,
operation of the waste gas holdup system may nontinue provided grab
samples are collected at -s ono per ý2 ours and analyzed within
the following 4 hours.

a_----
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

In lieu of the above, the following inspection criteria are applicable
only for Refueling Outage 18 and the subsequent operating cycle:
The number and portions of the tubes inspected and methods of inspection
shall be performed with the objective of detecting flaws of any type
(e.g., volumetric flaws, axial and circumferential cracks) that may be
present along the length of the tube beginning 17 inches below the top
of the tubesheet on the tube hot leg side to 17 inches below the top of
the tubesheet on the tube cold leg side.

The tube-to-tubesheet weld is not part of the tube. In addition to
meeting the requirements of d.l, d.2, and d.3 below, the inspection
scope, inspection methods, and inspection intervals shall be such as to
ensure that SG tube integrity is maintained until the next SG
inspection. An assessment of degradation shall be performed to
determine the type and location of flaws to which the tubes may be
susceptible and, based on this assessment, to determine which inspection
methods need to be employed and at what locations.

1. Inspect 100% of the tubes in each SG during the first refueling
outage following SG replacement.

2. Inspect 100% of the tubes at sequential periods of 120, 90, and
thereafter, 60 effective full power months. The first sequential
period shall be considered to begin after the first inservice
inspection of the SGs. In addition, inspect 50% of the tubes by the
refueling outage nearest the midpoint of the period and the remaining
50% by the refueling outage nearest the end of the period. No SG
shall operate for more than 48 effective full power months or two
refueling outages (whichever is less) without being inspected.

3. If crack indications are found in any SG tube, then the next
inspection for each So for the degradation mechanism that caused the
crack indication shall not exceed 24 effective full power months or
one refueling outage (whichever is less). If definitive information,
such as from examination of a pulled tube, diagnostic non-destructive
testing, or engineering evaluation indicates that a crack-like
indication is not associated with a crack(s), then the indication
need not be treated as a crack.

e. Provisions for monitoring operational primary-to-secondary leakage.
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3/4.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.1 BORATION CONTROL

SHUTDOWN MARGIN - T. > 200OF

L IMI TING, ~CONDI TIOR" ~FOROý_PERAT'I`7N
3.1.1.1 The SHUTDOWN,,MARGIN,,,hall-be ,,greater-than or eq'ual to'1'.3% delta

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2*, 3, and 4.

ACTION-

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN less than 1.3% delta k/k, immediately initiate and
continue boration atŽ 33 gpm, of a solution: containing > 6,560 ppm boron or
equivalent until the required SHUTDOWN MARGIN is restored.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ..

4. 1. 1. 1. 1 The, SHUTDOWN MARGIN..shall :•be ,determined t6obe greater than or

equal to 1.3% delta k/k:

a. Within 1 hour after detection of an inoperable control rod(s) and
at least once per 12 hours thereafter <while the rod(s) is
inoperable. If the inoperable control rod is immovable or

tpable, the above required SHUTDOWN R s b nczeased
by an amount at. least equal to the-withdrawn owor fvable,
,or unt•tippable.-control-rod,(s).'..• .

b. When in MODE 1 or MODE.,2, with1 t o'ICgreatert-hanorer al t1

;fiý epr ho by verifying--'that control binr&s ar'e ý within-
= t ntihe COLR per Specification .3 :1.3.5.

C. When in MODE 2 with KYf less than 1.0, within 4 hours prior to
achieving reactor criticality by verifying that the predicted
critical control rod position is within the limits in the COLR per
Specification 3.1.3.5.

*See Special Test Exception 3.10.1
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PZA=TV1IT- COWMOL ýYSTXJMS

SURW=ANL1CZ RZQU=3ZMNTS (Conti.nued)

d. Prior to initial operation akbve 3% RATZD TIM1OOL PM!R after each
fuel load.ing, by coaideration of the factors of e below, w.th the
control banks at the xaxim insert.ion li inz he-iLt-per-
Specz.fi.at-on 3.1.3.5.

a. Whlen in M=h5 3 or 4, ýat 3 mm9gt a pax 24usb con~sideration of
the followizm fact-Ors:

1. Reactor coolant system boron concentrati.n,

2. Control rod position,

3. Reactor coolant system average tamperature,

4. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generatz.on,

S. Xenon concentrat.ion, and

6. SA-Ari.ua concentrat~ion.

4.1.1.1.2 The overa~ll core reactivi.ty balance shall bqgocma~redto predited.
Val t~~~~within ± It delta k/ o /~r

Efe'e oe This compaxr-son shall consi.der At leas~t
-- S4 fatOUS Sta• •n speciz- n.l.1.l.1.e, above. The prec.cted
reactivity values shall be adjusted (normalized) to correspond to the actual
core cond.itons prior to ex~eediLng a fuel burnup of 60 Effective Full Power

Days after each fuel loading.
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REACTIVITY PCO?4-ROL SYSTEMS5

SH = OWN~ MARGIN T 200°F

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

2.1.1.2 The SHO*OWN MARGINohall 6be greater than'-or equa- to ,1.0' delta k/k.

MODS 5 5.°

With-,he SHUTDOWqN MARGIN-lees than 1.o0 delta k/k, immediately initiate and
,continue boration at 2 33 gpm of a solution containing ; 6,560 ppm boron or
equivalent until the required SHUTDOWN MARGIN is restored.

.SURP.VIILLANCE -REQUI REMENTS*

4.1.1.2 The-ISHUT!DOWN MARGIN shall 'b determined ý,to be greater than or equal
to 3..0% delta k/k:

, /

a. Withih 1 hour after detection of an inoperable control
at' least once per 12 hours thereafter while the rod(s)
inoperable. If the inoperable control rod ý:s immovable
untrippable, the rSHDTDOmNI MRGIN shall be, increased by

% loan I t qual .to the witlhdr~awn'-wcr h-cf-the -mmo Is or
control rod,(s),.-

b. (At lle't o e per 24x~ur by con the fol

rod(sa) and
is
or
an amount at
untrippable

lowing

1. Reactor coolant s-yitem boron concentration,

2. Control rod position,

3. Reactor coolant system average temperature,

4. Fuel burnup based ,on gross thermal :energy generation,

5. Xenon concentration, and

6. Samarium concentration.

,, .j)
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

314.1.2 BORATION SYSTEMS

FLOW PATHS - SHUTDOWN,

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.1 Am a minimum, one of the following boron injection flow paths shall
be OPERABLE:

a. A flow~path from the boric acid tanks via a boric acid transfer
pump and a charging pumppto the Reactor'CoolantSysmif the sboric
acid storage system is OPERABLE, per SpeclificationL 3. i. 2;. 6a while in
MODE 4, or per Specification 3.1o2.Sa while in MODE 5 or 6, or

b. -- k-flow path from the refu-ling water storage tank via a
charging pump to the Reactor Coolant System if the refueling

Swater storage tank io OPERABLE per Specification 3.1.2.6b while In
MODE 4, or per Specfication 3.f,2. . while in MODE 5 or 6.,

UPLICABILMY MODES.4, 5 and 6.,

ACTION-

With none of the above flow paths OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving
CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes until at least one injection
path is restored to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.2.1 At least one of the above required flow paths shall be demonrstrated
OPERABLE:

a. When the boric acid tank is a required water source, by verifyin
once r 7 1*ys-)that:

(1) The flow patTh from the boric acid tank to the boric acid
transfer pump, the boric acid transfer pump, and the
recirculation path from the boric acid transfer pump to the
boric acid tank is u 63F, and

recirculation line to the charging pump suction line is z 50F,

b, At east o/e per'3 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
power operatec or automatic) in the flow path that is'not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct
position.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

FLOW PATHS - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.2 At least two of the following three boron injection flow paths shall
be OPERABLE:

a. A flow path from the boric acid tanks via a boric acid transfer pump

and a charging pump to the Reactor Coolant system.

b. Two flow paths from the refueling water storage tank via charging
pumps to the Reactor Coolant System.

APLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3.

With only one of the above required boron injection flow paths to the Reactor
Coolant System OPERABLE, restore at least two boron injection flow paths to
the Reactor Coolant System to OPERABLE status within 72 hourn or be in at
least HOT STANDBY and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least 1%
delta k/k at 2000? within the next 6 hour.; restore at leart two flow paths to
OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next
30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.2.2 Each of the above required flow paths shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a.. By verifyin at ast o0ce per days that:

(1) flow path from the boric acid tank to the boric acid
transfer pump and from the recirculation line back to the boric
acid tank is ? 630r, and

(2) The flow path between the boric acid tank recirculation line to
the charging pump suction line is ; S0?F,

b. At Ibxst o a per da a by verifying that each valve (manual,
power ope ated or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked,
sealed, or other-wise secured in position, is in its correct
position.

C. At Ie,4t or,,& per 1 otsduring shutdown by verifying that each

automatic valve in the flow path actuates to its correct position on

a safety injection test signal.

d. At Is at on per IS onthe by verifying that the flow path required

\by Spec cation 3.1.2.2.a delivers at least 33 gpm to the Reactor

Coolant System.
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REAMMIITY CON'TROL SYSTEMS

BORATED WATER SOURCES - SHTOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION .

3.1.2.5 As a minimum, one of the following borated water sources nshall be

OPERABLE:

a. A boric acid storage system wi .th

1. A minimum contained volume of 2,600 gallons,
2. Between 6,560 and 6,990 ppm of b6ron,"'and
3. A minimum solutiontemperature of 630F.

b. The refueling water storage tank with:

1. A minimum contained volume of 37,60o gallons,
2. A minimum boron concentration of 2,300' ppm, and
3. A minimum solution temperature of 350F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

AC71O0

With no borated water source OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving CORE
ALTERAITIONS or-positive reactivity =hanges until at 1'-Pst one": borated water
source is restored to OPERABLE status.

SURVE ILLANCE REQUIREMEETS':

4.1.2.5 The above required borated water source shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a. For the-boric-,acid storage system, when it is the source of borated
wateria- ~ast Ance P, r 7 k~yi.b

1. Verifying the baron. concentration of the water,
2. Verifying~the water level of the tank, and
3. Verifying the boric acid storage tank..'solution

temperature when ,it is the source of bar r.

b. For the, refueling water storage tank by: A

1. Verifying the boron concetontrations
2. Verifying the borated water voiume at least ?.ce.pe7day

'and
3. Verifying the solution temperature a e .per h~urs

when it is the source of borated water an outside a

temperature is less.than 350F.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BORATED WATER SOURCES - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.6 An a minimum, the following borated water source(s) shall be OPERABLE
as required by Specifications 3.1.2.1 and 3.1.2.2t

a. A boric: acid storage system with:
1. A contained volume of borated water in accordance with figure

3.1-2,
2. A Boron concentration in accordance with Figure 3.1-2, and
3. A minimum solution temperature of 630F.

b. The refueling water storage tank with:
-414- A contained volume of'between 364,500 and 400,000 gallons of

water,
2. A boron concentration of between 2,300 and 2,500 ppm, and
3. A minimum solution temperature of 350F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:
a. With the boric acid storage system inoperable and being used as one

of the above required borated water sources, restore the storage
system to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN
equivalent to at least 1% delta k/k at 2004F; restore the boric acid

storage system to OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in
COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 30 hours.

b. With the refueling water storage tank inoperable, restore the tank
to OPERABLE status within one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30

hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.2.6 Each borated water source shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. For the boric acid storage system, when it is the source of borated

wato nc q d by:

C7 4 ý- Verifying the boron concentration in each water source.
Verifying the water level of each water source, and

3. Verifying the boric acid storage system solution tempe t- r7

b. For the refueling water storage tank by: r-3 n
1. Verifying the boron concentrationa sp

2. Verifying the borated water volume a ls st o e pe day
and ------ --) 3 . Verifying the solution temperature atla or
when the outside air temperature is less than 350F.
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a) A reevaluation of each accident analysis of Table 3.1-1 is performed
within S days; this reevaluation shall to 12m.hat he.previuuly
analyzed results of these accidents remain valid for ,theduration of
operation under these conditions.'"'

b) The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.1.1 .igTdetermined
at least once per 12 hours.

c) A core power distribution measurement ,is obtained and Fd(Z) and FN, are
.y~eifie t~.be wthir th ir lmts -within J2hours

d) .The >,TH4ERJAL POWER ýlvevl,-ý,is, ' ridujcad ýto le 9's thnor 119yal 'to ,r75% ý6f
$ATED .THERMAL POW'ER',withnh bn"6houri"and wi ~tsn.the next, ,4,hours3 the
hgh neutron flux trip 49tpoint is reduced to less than or equal to 85%
of RATED THERMAL POWER. THERMAL POWER shall be maintained -less, than or
equal to 75t of RATED THgERMAL POWER unrlco aince with :A6TIO NS
3.1.3.1.c.3.a and 3,1.3..¢.c above are demonstrated.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

-. `3 , e positiono...each full -lenVti!rod- 1sa bel ,- determined to be
wii.hi 'themlitrp 2e5tlblished ixn.mthe-limiting eondi or op for .ration(]D

e onc se e b 12 ursj,(ll1owing for ~one :hour "t'hermai"al soak a'fter rod motion)
except- durng -time intervals whenorthe Rod-Positi n: fD1oDvi* tiIon "Mnitor is

operable, then verify the group positions at least once per 4 hours.

", .3e1:e2Zan fulO Ale ty no lly _inserntedin the, core nshall be
determined ,to b47eOPEWA~'vmvmn fa~es 10 '.steps. in :any one
direction' t atý epr1dy
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c. With a maximum of one group demand position indicator per bank
',noperable either:

1. Verify that all analog rod position indicators for the
affected bank are OPERABLE and that the most withdrawn r:d and
the least withdrawn rod of the bank are within a maximum of 18
steps when reactor power is - 85% RATED THERMAL POWER or if
reactor power is > 85% RATED THERMAL POWER, 12 steps of each

other at least once per 8 hours, or

2. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER
within 8 hours.

UR'.'VE LZANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.3-2.1.1 Each analog rod position indicator shall be determined t be
OPERABLE by *verifying that the demand position indication system and the rodt!
position indication system agree within 18 steps when reactor power S 85%

RATED THEPMAL POWER or if reactor power is > 85% RATED THERMAL POWE 12 steps
(allowing for one hour thermal soak after rod motion) at p!st o e pel 2
• except during time intervals when the Rod Position Deviation Monitor is

inoperable, then compare the demand position indication system and the rod
position indication system at least once per 4 hours,

4.!.3.2.1.2 Each of the above required rod position indicator(s) shall-e
determLned to be OPERABLE by performance of a CHANNEL calibration at
D n'Z:cr I c -s

SA~ - NIT2 /4 -16 ~mndentNo.18
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

ROD DROP TIME

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.3.3 The individual full length (shutdown and control) rod drop time from
230 steps withdrawn shall be less than or equal to 2.7 seconds from beginning
of decay of stationary gripper coil voltage to dashpot entry with:

a. Tavg greater than or equal to 541 0 F, and

b. All reactor coolant pumps operating.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 & 2.

ACTION:

a. With the drop time of any full length rod determined to exceed the
above limit, restore the rod drop time to within the above limit
prior to proceeding to MODE 1 or 2.

b. With the rod drop times within limits but determined with 3 reactor
coolant pumps operating, operation may proceed provided THERMAL
POWER is restricted to less than or equal to 76% of RATED THERMAL
POWER.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.3.3 The rod drop time of full length rods shall be demonstrated through
measurement prior to reactor criticality:

a. For all rods following each removal of the reactor vessel head,

b. For specifically affected individual rods following any maintenance
on or modification to the control rod drive system which could
affect the drop time of those specific rods, and

c. A 1 At st .nc/ per l6#on~ths.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

SHUTDOWN ROD INSERTION LIMIT

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION •

3.1.3. Ai. shutdown rods, shall ,be FULLY WITHDRAWN.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1*, and 2*#@ .

ACTION: _7

With a maximum of one shutdown rod not FULLY WITHDRAWN, except for-,
surveillance testing pursuant to Specification 4.1.3.1.2, within one
hour either:

a. FULLY WITHDRAW the rod, or,

b. Declare the roLd to be4-inoperable and apply "Specification 3. 1. S3. 1.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4. 1. 3.4 Each shutdown rod shall be determined to be FULLY WITHDRAWN by use of
,the group `demand Counters, and ýverifie by th e analog .rodpposIition
indicators**:

a. Within 15 minutes prior to withdrawal of any rods in control banks
A, B, C, and D during an approach to reactor critically, and

b. At, east ono7 .. 4er 1/ours 'there Iafter.

SSee Specia 6-EXc0.'2 and 3.10.3.
•* For power levels below 50% one hour thermal, "soak time" is permitted.

-'Dur~g this soak time, +the absolute, value of rod-motion is limited to six
Steps

@ Surveillance 4.1.3.4.a is applicable prior to withdrawing any control
banks in preparation for startup (Mode 2).

# With Keff greater than or equal to 1.0.

Note: This page effective prior to startup from fifth refueling outage
scheduled to begin March 1990. Letter dated Jan. 11, 1990.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

CONTROL ROD INSERTION LIMITS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.3.5 The control banks shall be limited in physical insertion as
specified in the CORE`OPERATINGLIMITS REPORT (COLR).

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1*, and 2*#

ACTION:

With the control banks inserted beyond the above insertion limits, except for
surveillance testing pursuant to Specification 4.1.3.1.2, either:

a. Restore the control banks to within the limits within two hours, or

b. Reduce THERMAL POWER within two hours to less than or equal to that
fraction of RATED THERMAL POWER which is allowed by the bank position
using the insertion limits specified in the CLOR, or

c. Be in at least HOT STANDBY in--.

4.1.3.5 The position of each trol bank shall be determined to be within
the insertion limits (a•t 1.t onc peri12 hours use of the group demand
counters and verified by týRe analog roo position indicators** except during
time intervals when the Rod Insertion Limit Monitor is inoperable, then
verify the individual rod-positions at least once per 4 hours**.

* See Special Test Exceptions 3.10.2 and 3.10.3
**For power levels below 50% one hour thermal "soak time" is permitted.

During this soak time, the absolute value of rod motion is limited to six
steps.

# With Keff greater than or equal to 1.0
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued) W

b. THERM7L POWER shall not be increased above 90% of RATED THERMAL POWER
unless the indicated AFD is within the target band as specified in the
COLR and ACTION a. 2. a) 1) , above has been satisfied.1

c. THERMAL POWER shall not be increased above 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER
unless the indicated AFD has not been outside of the target band as
specified in the COLR for" more than 1 hour penalty deviation cumulative
during the previous 24 hours. Power increases above 50% of RATED
THERMAL POWER do not require being within the target band provided the
accumulative penalty deviation is not violated.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.1.1 The indicated AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE shall be determined to be within
its limits during POWER OPERATION above 15% of RATED THERMAL POWER by:

S a.....on3ring the indicated AFD for each OPERABLE excore channel:

st 0 r days when the.AM Monitor Alarm is OPERABLE, and

2. At east~n'ce r Wiur for the first 24 hours er restoring the AFD
Monitor Alarm to OPERABLE status. -

b. Monitoring and logging the indica CE for each
OPERABLE excore channel a e t 0 e r h ur for the first 24 hours

__,.js~~" -an t east nce 0 'u s thereafter, when the AXIAL FLUX
DIFFERENCE Monitor Alarm is inoperable. The logged values of the
indicated AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE shall be assumed to exist during the
interval preceding each logging.

4.2.1.2 The indicated AFD shall be considered outside of its target band
when at least 2 or more OPERABLE excore channels are indicating the AFD to be
outside the target band. Penalty deviation outside of the target band shall
be accumulated on a time basis of:

a One minute penalty deviation for each one minute of POWEROPERATION
outside of the target band at THERMAL POWER levels equal to or above
50% of RATED THERMAL POWER, and

b. One-half minute penalty deviation for each one minute of POWER
OPERATION outside of the target band at THERMAL POWER levels below 50%
of RATED THERMAL POWER.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

W SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

determined by measurement, tf I o e ffe e4 Full er D

1-2.1j4 r et flux difference shall be updated t a c
3 ff by either determining the arge ux erence

•1an.3,above or by linear interpolation between the most recently
measured value and 0% at the end of the cycle life. The provisions of
Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.

-Th
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.2.1 The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.

4.2.2.2 Fxy shall be-evaluated to determine.. if F0 (Z) is within its- limit by:

a. Using the movable incore detectors to obtain a power distribution
map:

1. When THERMAL POWER is < 25%, but > 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER, or

2. When the Power Distribution Monitoring System (PDMS) is
inoperable;

and increasing the Measured F0 (Z) by the applicable manufacturing
and measurement uncertainties as specified in the COLR.

b. Using the PDMS or the moveable incore detectors when THERMAL

POWER is > 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER, and increasing the measured
FQ(Z) by the applicable manufacturing and measurement
uncertainties as specified in the COLR.

c. Comparing the Fy computed (F,,yc) obtained in b, above to:

1. The F,.y limits for RATED THERMAL POWER (rEyRTP) for the
appropriate measured core planes given in e. and f., below,
and

2. The relationship:

FxyL = FpyRTP [1 + PFy(l-P)]

where F,. L is the limit for fractional THERMAL POWER
operation expressed as a function of Fxy TP, PFy is the power
factor multiplier for Fy in the COLR, and P is the fraction
of RATED THERMAL POWER at which Fxy was measured.

d. Remeasuring Fy according to the following schedule:

1. When F.Yc is greater than the F. yRTP limit for the appropriate
measured core plane but less than the FL relationship,
additional core power distribution measurements shall be
taken and F. c compared to F, RTP and FxyL:

a) Either within' 24 hours after exceeding by 20% of
RATED THERMAL POWER or greater, the THERMAL POWER at
which F.vc was last determined, or

b) At-- ast ce per 1 EFPD whichever occurs first.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

21 When the F xy is less than or equal to the FTrx limit for
the appropriate measured core plane, additional core power
distribution measurements sha_ he takg nd F compared
to F x-adFx !ta once per ,"TD)

e. The Fxy limit for Rated Thermal Power shall be pro e
for all care planes containing bank "DI control rods and all
unrodded core planes in the COLR per specification 6.9.1.9.

f. The Fxy limits of a., above, are not applicable in the following
core plane region& as measured in percent of core height from the
bottom of the fuel:

1. Lower core region from 0% to 15%, inclusive.

2. Upper core region from 85% to 100%, inclusive.
3. Grid plane regions at 17.8% 1 2%, 32.1% * 2%, 46.4% ± 2V,

60.6% * 2% and 74.9% * 2%, inclusive.

4, Core plane regions within t 2% of core height (t 2.88
inches) about the bank demand position of the bank "D"
control rods.

g. Evaluating the effects of Fxy on F9(Z) to determine iZ F0 (Z) is
within its limit whenever F xy exceeds F Xy.

4,2.2.3 When FO(Z) is measured pursuant to specification 4.10.2.2, an overall
measured FOCZ) shall be obtained from a core power distribution measurement
and increased by the applicable manufacturing and measurement uncertainties"
as specified in the COLR.

For Cycle 11, when the number of available movable detector thimbles is
greater than or equal to 50% and less than 75% of the total, the 5%
measurement uncertainty shall be increased to [5% + (3-T/14.5)(1%)] where
T is the number of available thimnbles.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

4.2.3.1 F shall be determined to be within its limit by obtaining a core
power distribution measurement;

a. Prior to operation above 75% of RATED THERMAL POWER after each fuelloading, and

b. 'tle once per ~.Effe Ive ?l wrDay,)
j)i. The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.

N4.2.3.2 The measured F o 4.2.3.1 above, shall be increased by the

applicable P'uncertainties* specified in the COLR.

64

For Cycle 11, when the nwnber of available movable detector thimblew isgreater tban or equal to 50% and less than 75% of the total, the 4%measurement uncertainty shall be increased to [4% + (3-T/14.5) (1%)] whereT is the number of available thimbles,
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

1. Calculate the QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO at least once per
hour until:

(a) Either the QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO is reduced to
within its limit, or

(b) THERMAL POWER is reduced to less than 50% of RATED
THERMAL POWER, I

2. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50% of RATED THERMAL
POWER within 2 hours and reduce the Power Range Neutron Flux-High
Trip Setpoints to less than, or equal to 55% of RATED THERMAL POWER
within the next 4 hours,

3. Identify and correct the cause of the out of limit
condition prior to increasing THERMAL POWER; subsequent POWER
OPERATION above 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER may proceed provided
that the QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO is, verified within its limit at
least once per hour for 12 hours or until verified at 95% or
greater RATED THERMAL POWER.

I SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.4.1 The QUADRANT ROWER TILT RATIO shall be det im-ied-to-be-wit limit
above 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER by:

a. Calculating the ratio at' east,/ce p 7 i s when the a
OPERABLE,.

b. Calculating the ratio at 1_st 0 ce pf 12 ours during stea y-
state operation when the alarm is I era e.

4,2.4.2 The QUADRANT POWER TILT RATIO shall be determined to be within the limit
when above 75% of RATED THERMAL POWER with one Power Range Channel inoperable by
obtaining a core power distribution measurement* to confirm that the normalized
symmetric power distribtion consistent with the indicated QUADRANT POWER TILT
RATI at ast 9 <ce per -2hours\

* Using either the movable incore detectors in the four pairs of symmetric
uthimble locations or the power distribution monitoring system.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3/4.2.5 DNB PARAMETERS W

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.5 The following DNB related parameters shall be maintained within the
limits shown on Table 3.2-1:

a. Reactor Coolant System T,,.

b. Pressurizer Pressure.

c. Reactor Coolant System Total Flow Rate.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1

ACTION:

With any of the above parameters exceeding its limit, restore the parameter to
within its limit within 2 hours or reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 5% of
RATED THERMAL POWER within the next 4 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.5.1 Each of the parameters-of Table 3.2-1 s .e verified to be within
their limits ter- •aur->

4.2.5.2 The Reactor Coolant System Total ow e shall be determined to be
within the limits of Table 3.2-1 by performing a precision heat balance within
24 hol I Z_&-a-pr A'hvinr steady state conditions ?90% RATED THERMAL POWERV)

-month4. The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not
---- .. . . .p l c e................

a ~
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.1 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.1.1 As a minimum, the reactor trip system instrumentation channels and
interlocks of Table 3.3-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3-

ACTION:

As shown in Table 3.3-1. -r-X. e\ZiN cQ

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 0~~e~~-~.c

4.3.1.1.1 Each reactor rip system instrumentation channel shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE b the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL
CALIBRATION and CHANN FUNCTIONAL TEST operations •ODESn at
the frequencies o in Table 4.3-1.

4.3.1.1.2 The logic for the interlocks shall be demonstrated OPERABLE
prior to each reactor startup unless performed during the precedin 92 days.
The total interlock function shall be demonstrated OPERAB a leaofce

( 8 onths during CHANNEL CALIBRATION&_ estin of each annel-a ee
by'interlock operation.

4.3.1.1.3 The REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM RESPON of each reacto trip function
. shall be verified to be within its limit at st o pe5e 8 Mýths. Neutron

detector exempt from response time testing._ /ach verification shall
include at least onei ogc traiE suc that both logicirains are rifled at
lea oncei er 36 nths and e channel r functi such that 11 channe s
a veri ed at 1 ast once e ery N time 18 months where N is e total mber

f redu dant cha nels in a pecific r ctor trip unction as hown in t e
"TotaLl o. of C annels" c umn of Ta2e 3.3-1.
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/2..

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

1. Manual Reactor Trip Switc

2. Power Range, Neutron Flux

3. Power Range, *Neutron Flux

High Positive Rate

4. Deleted

5. Intermediate Range, Neuti

6. SourceRange, Neutron F-lu

TABLE 4.3-1

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

CHANNEL MODES IN WHICH
CHANE~(I))CHANNEL (j\FUNCTION SURVEILLANCE

CHECK D ALI BRAT IO TEST REQUIRED

h N.A. N.A. 1, 2, and *

3) 1, 2, and 3*

N.A. 1, 2

ron Flux

Jx

S

.I /

S/U€I)

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Overtemperature AT

Overpower AT

Pressurizer Pressure--Low

Pressurizer Pressure--High

Pressurizer Water Level--High

Loss of Flow - Single Loop

-9---

-

i,

2,

1,

1,

1,

1,

1,

1

2 and *

3, 4, 5 and *

2

2

2

2

2

I '_F1 "I
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V__

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

13. Loss of Flow Two Loops

14. Steam Generator Water Level---Low-Low

15. DELETED

16. Undervoltage - Reactor Coolant Pumps

17. Underfrequency - Reactor Coolant Pumps

18. Turbine Trip
a. Low Autostop Oil Pressure
b. Turbine Stop Valve Closure

19. Safety Injection Input from ESF

20. Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker
Position Trip

21. Reactor Trip Breaker

22. Automatic Trip Logic

TABLE 4.3-1 (Continued)

INSTRU4ENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

CHECK ý CALIBRATION TESO"U

N.A.

MODES IN WHICH
SURVEILLANCE

REQUIRED

1

1, 2

I

N. A.

N~.A.

N. A.
N4.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N~. A.

1

1

N.A.
N~.A.

NIA.

N. A.

N. A.

N. A.

a t114)

1,

1,

1,

1

2
2

2

I

1, 2 and *

1, 2 and *
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TABLE 4.3-. (Continued)

NOTATION

With the reactor trip system breakers closed and the control rod

drive system capable of rod withdrawal.

(1) If not performed in previous 31 days.

-(2) - Heat balance'only, above 15V of RATED THERMAL POWER.

(3) - Compare incore to excore axial offset above 15% of RATED THERMAL
POWER. Recalibrate if absolute difference k 3 percent.,

(4) - Manual SSPS functional input check ve 1

(5) - Each train or logic channel shall be tested at ast ery 62 ays on)

(6) - Neutron detectors may be excluded from CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

(7) - Below P-6 (Block of Source Range Reactor Trip) setpoint.

(8) - Deleted

(9) - The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. shall independentlyverify the
OPERABILITY of the Undervoltage and Shunt Trip mechanism for the
Manual Reactor Trip Function.

The Test shall also verify OPERABILITY of the Bypass Breaker Trip
circuits.

(10) - DELETED

(11) - The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall independently verify the
OPERABILITY of the Reactor Trip Breaker Undervoltage and Shunt Trip
mechanisms.

(12) - DELETED
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TABLE 4.3-1 (Continued)

NOTATION

I
(13) Verify operation of Bypass Breakers Shunt Trip function from local

pushbutton while breaker is in the test position prior to placing

breaker in service.

(14) - Perform a functional test of the Bypass Breakers U.V. Attachment via

the SSPS.

(15) Frequencies are specified in the SurveAflance
Frequency Control Program unless

otherwise noted in the table.

\,
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INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.2 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.2.1 The Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS)
instrumentation channels and interlocks shown in Table 3.3-3 shall be
OPERABLE with their trip setpoints set consistent with the values
shown in the Trip Setpoint column of Table 3.3-4.

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3-3.

ACTION:

a. With an ESFAS instrumentation channel trip setpoint less
conservative than the value shown in the Allowable Values
column of Table 3.3-4, declare the channel inoperable and apply
the applicable ACTION requirement of Table 3.3-3 until the
channel is restored to OPERABLE status with the trip setpoint
adjusted consistent with the Trip Setpoint value.

b. With an ESFAS instrumentation el take the
ACTION shown in Table 3.3-3./ ••± :_4•a• • [-c_

4.3.2.1. 1 Each ESFAS 'fnstrumentati a

OPERABLE by the per rmance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL CALIBRATION
and CHANNEL FUNCT NAL TEST operations fo he MODt
frequencie ig inNTableT4.3-2.

4.3.2.1.2 The logic for the interlocks shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE during the automatic actuation logic test. Th
intelocý function shall be demonstrated OPERABLE east once er

uring CHANNEL CALIBRATION testing of each c anne 4P

d onechelk operationcto. scthtal anes rveiiea

4.3.2d .3 The ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES RESPONSE TIME of ian Fe
function shall be are nowpic tohe limitc least once per
The8 ponthsionach verifi cation shal. acrue ant ap one logc train/su• th~atothllogic rains are" v fied at-east once-•=r36 mon s

turboneichned e perafunction f uedw that allp hanned t re su rifie at
peastr ce per N 2hoes 18 mont whesecndary totam number or
redureant channers in a specigic ESFAS nationa own in t eya No. of Canl"ol_ of Tal333)Teprovisions o
Specification 4.0.4 are not appli-cable to-M31V closure time testing.
The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable to the
turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump provided the surveillance is
performed within 24 hours after the secondary steam generator
pressure is greater than 680 psig.
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rn E.QI.EZRED SAFETY F'^TURE A U^TIO.YST H INSTRUMENTATION

CHANNEL MODES IN WHICH

CHANNE ? CHANNEL FUNCTIOIi~l SURVEILLANCE

t.a

(-I

I-i

I
a,

0

a-.

9-.

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

I. SAFETY INJECTIOIO JlINH TRIP
AND FZZDwATnR IOi~1

a. Manual InitiatLon

b. Automatic Actuation Logic

c. Containment Pre-sure--High

d. Pressurizer Pressure--Low

4. Differential Pressure
Betweeni"i StbeaU Lines--High

f. Steam Flow in Two Steam
Llies--High Coincident -with

Tavg--Low-Low or Steam Line

Prewssre--Low

2. &NTAIN•BNT SPRAY

a. Manual Initiation

b. Automatic Actuation Logic

c. Containment pressure--High-
High

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A. (J2)

12)

(3)

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

1,2,3

1,2,3

1,2,3

II
I

CHECK CALIBRATIQKVý_ý TEST r-

1,2,3

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

1,2,3 I

-C- C. o•



KV?1

rn

TABLE 4.31-2 t' iugd)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

SURVEILLANCE REQUI REMENTS

FU=1QTINAL 0IT

3. CONTAINMENT ISOLM9UM

a. Phage "A" Isolation

1) Manual N.A.

2) From Safety Injection N.A.

Autxmatic Actuation Logic

b. Phase "B" Isolation
f

1) Manual N.A.

2) Automatic Actuation Logic N.A.

3) Containment Pressure--

High-High

c. containment Ventilation Isolation

1) Manual N.h°

2) Automatic Actuation Logic N.A.

3) Containflnt Atmosphere
Gaseous Radioactivity-High

CHANNEL el)
CALIBRTIONN

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

CHANNEL
FUNCTION

TEST

(2)

j 13)

MODES IN WHICH
SURVEILLhNCE

REQUIRED

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

1,2,3

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

I

Lh33,(

I-..
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TABLE 4.3-2 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

C

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

4. STEAM LINE ISOLATION

a. Manual

b. Automatic Actuation Logic

c. Containment Piessure- 2

High-High

d. Steam Flow in Two Steam
Lines--High Coincident with
Tavg--Low-Low or
Steam Line Pressure--Low

5. TURBINE TRIP AND FEEDWATER ISOLATION

a. Steam Generator Water
Level--High-High

6.' SAFEGUARDS EQUiPMENT CONTROL SYSTEM

a. Inputs

b. Logic,' Timing4and Outputs

7.. UNDERVOLTAGE, VITAL BUS

a.-Loss of Voltage

b. Sustained Degraded Voltage

HANNEQ~fl CHANNEL
CHEC~(l, CAL IBRATION~j

CHANNEL
FUNCTIO

TEST•)

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

MODES IN WHICH
SURVEILLANCE

REQUIRED

1,2,3**

1,2,3

1,2,3

1,2,3

I

1,2,3

(SEC) LOGIC

N.A.

N.A.

N. A.

N. A. "

Y( 6)

;(1Z,)

1,2,3,4

1,2,3,4

1,2,3

1,2`3

3/4 3-35

/
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TABLE 4.3-2 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

C•
FUNCTIONAL UNIT C

8. AUXILIARY FEEDWATER

a. Automatic Actuation Logic

b. NOT USED

c. Steam Generator Water
Level--Low-Low

d. Undervoltage - RCP

e. S.I.

f. Trip of Main
Feedwater Pumps

g. Station Blackout

9. SEMIAUTOMATIC TRANSFER TO RECIRCULATI01

a. RWST Low Level

b. Automatic Initiation Logic

.HECK7D
CHANNEL 0

CALI.RATI2o&-J

CHANNEL
FUNCTIOV

TESTf

;(2)

MODES IN WHICH
SURVEILLANCE

REQUIRED

1,2,3N.A.

1,2,3

See 1 above

N.A.

(All S. I. surveillance requirements)

N.A. S/U(4)

1,2

1,2

See 6 and 7 above (SEC and U/V Vital Bus)

N.A. N.A. ý(2)

1,2,3

1,2,3,4 I

SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 3-36 Amendment No. 206



TABLE 4,3-2 (Continued)

TABLE NOTATION

* Outputs are up to, but not including, the Ou pu Rke-lays. j -P-

The provisions of Specification of 4 '."4 are not applicable.

(1) Each logic channel shall be Eested%'at _let onper i days on a>
TA.GERE SSTB ' The CHANNEL FUCTION T.ST of each logic. _

c~hfnonel a ver~ify that its associated diesel generator automatic
load sequence timer is OPERABLE with the interval between each load
block within I second of its design interval,

(2) Each train or logic channel shall be teste w est evry 62ays on
a GTR 7 T BS2h

(3) The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall inclu e exercising the transmitter
by applying either a vacuum or pressure to the appropriate side of the
transmitter.

(4) If not performed in the previous 92 days.

(5) NOT USED j S e 1•-k

(6) Inputs from undervoltage, Vital Bus, shall be tested m t flu5.
from Soplidl Sate P ;otection System, shall be tested 6e ys0 a

'STAG ED 7TjKST BI.

(7) Frequencies are specified in the Surveillance
Frequency Control Program unless

otherwise noted in the table.

SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 3-37 Amendment Nqo. 170



INS TRUMENTATI ON

3/4. 3 . 3 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3,1 The radiation monitoring instrumentation channels shown in Table
3.3-6 shall be OPERABLE with their alarm/trip Setpoints within the specified limits.

APPLICABILITY: As shown in Table 3.3-6.

ACTION:

a. With a radiation monitoring channel alarm/trip setpoint exceeding the
value shown in Table 3.3-6, adjust the setpoint to within the limit
within 4 hours or declare the channel inoperable.

b, With one or more radiation monitoring channels inoperable, take the

ACTION shown in Table 3.3-6.

C. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3.1 Each radiation monitoring instrumentation channel shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, SOURCE CHECK,
CHANNEL CALIBRATTON and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operation•,
and t the ~ecuenci ~shown In Tabl 4.3-3>

SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 3-38 Amendment No, 258



RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

INSTRUMENT CHECK-S CH KS CALIBRATION TES,___RE

1. AREA MONITORS

a. Fuel Storage Are NQ

2. PROCESS MONIT S

a. Containment Monitors

1) Gase s Activity

a) Purge &,Pressure MRQ1, 34 5
Vacun ýRelief
I solation

b) RCS-Leakage RQ1,2 3&4
Detection

Air Particulate tivity

b) RCS Le age RQ1,2 3&4

*With fuel in/the storage pool or buil irig.

Amendment No. 253



MODES IN WHICH
SURVEILLANCE

REQUIREDINSTRUMENT

2. PROCESS MONITORS

b. Noble Gas Effluent Moni

1) Medium Range Auxiliay
Building Exhaust qystem
(Plant Vent) /

S R Q 3 & 4

2) High Range
Building E;
(Plant Venl

S M R Q 1, 2, 3 & 4

3) Main Steý
Dis charValves 

ax
Dumps

M R Q 1, 2, 3 & 4

4) S M R Q 1, 2, 3

Level S R Q

of irradial during CORE

SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 3-42 265
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I NSTRUMENTAT I ON

""REMOTE SHUTDOWN INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.5 The remote shutdown monitoring instrumentation channels shown in

Table 3.. 3-9 shall be OPERABLE with readouts displayed external to the -control room.

APPLICABILITY::MODES 1, 2 and 3.

ACTION:

a. With the number of OPERABLE remote shutdown monitoring channels less than
required by Table 3.3-9, restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE
status within 7 days or be in HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3.5 Each remote shutdown monitoring instrumentation channel shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by er 0 e CHANNEL CHECK and CHANNEL
CALIBRATION operations at frequen le shownf Tabl .3- 6

~-Ž-i-

i K '.

SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 3-43 Amendment No. 258
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INSTRUMENTATION

,ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.7 The accident monitoring instrumentation channels shown in Table 3.3-11 shall

be operable.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

a. :As shown in Table 3.3-11.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3.7 Each accident monifring tus-trentation channel sha ll be demonstrated
OPERABLE by performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL CALIBRATION and
CHANN EL FUNCTIONAL TEST operations at the frequencies o in Table 4.3-11.

SAE"-UI 2 3/ -0 nedxtNo 5

.... i!!•, •.specified in the Surveillance Frequency • .
~Control Program unless otherwise noted

SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 3-50 Amendment.No. 258
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TABLE 4.3-11
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR

ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

CHANNEL,4 CHANNEL (
CHANNEL

FUNTIONýAA
INSTRUMENT CHECKS I~()CALIBRATION T-kZ--
1. Reactor Coolant Outlet Temperature - - N.A.

THOT (Wide Range)

2. Reactor Coolant Inlet Temperature - - - WN.A.
Tco= (Wide Range)

3. Reactor Coolant Pressure (Wide Range) 'N.A.

4. Pressurizer Water Level N.A.

5. Steam Line Pressure N.A.

6. Steam Generator Water Level N.A.
(Narrow Range)

7. Steam Generator Water Level • -- N.A.
(Wide Range)

8. Refueling Water Storage Tank Water Level N N.A.

9. deleted

10. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow Rate S/U# N.A.

11. Reactor Coolant System Subcooling j N . N.A.
Margin Monitor

#Auxiliary Feedwater System is used on each startup and flow rate indi tion is verified at that time.

*The instruments used to develop RCS subcooling margin are calibrated on 18 on c ; the monitor
will b'e comparedwith calculated subcooling', margin for known input values.

SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 3-52 Amendment No. 206
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TABLE 4.3-11 (Continued?

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR

ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION
CHANNEL

CHAINNEL .- CNOINEL FUNCTIONAt,,

INSTRUMENT CHECKS CAI, C AIB ATION - TEST

1.2. PORV Position Indicator N.A.

13. PORV Block Valve Position Indicator N.A.

14. Pressurizer Safety Valve Position --M N.A.

Indicator

15. Containment Pressure - Narrow Range N.A.

16. Containment Pressure - Wide Range - .- N.A.

17. Containment Water Level - Wide Range _-.R___- N.A.

18. Core Exit Thermocouples . • N.A.

19. Reactor Vessel Level Instrumentation N.A.

System (RVLIS)

20. Containment High Range Accident S •<-----

Radiation monitor

21. Main Steamline
Discharge (Safety ..

Valves and Atmospheric Table Notation

Steam Dumps) Monitor Frequencies are ed in the
,• Surveillance Frequency Control

Unless the block valve is closed in order to meet the Program unless otherwise noted in the
requirements of Action b, or c in specification 3.4.5.table

SAL.EM - tr•rm 2 3/4 3-52a Amendment No. 263



INSTRUMENTATION

RADIOACTIVE LIQUID EFFLUENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.3.8 The radioactive liquid effluent monitoring instrumentation channels
shown in Table 3,3-12 shall be OPERABLE to ensure that the limits of ODCM Control
3.11:,1.1 are not exceeded,

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

a. Not Used

b. With less than the'minimum number of radioactive liquid effluent
monitoring instrumentation channels OPERABLE, take the ACTION shown in
Table 3.3-12. Exert best efforts to return the instrument to OPERABLE
status within 30 days and, if unsuccessful, explain in the next annual
radioactive effluent release report why the inoperability was not
corrected in a timely manner.

c. The provisions of Specification 3.0,3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

j--4.3.3.8 Each radioactive liquid effluent monitoring instrumentation channel shall be
. demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL CALIBRATION, and

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operations at the frequenciess in Table 4.3-12.

~specified in the Surveillance Frequency-
Control Program unless otherwise noted .. )

SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 3-53 Amendment No, 258



TABLE 4.3-12
RADIOACTIVE LIQUID EFFLUENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

CH CHANNEL
CHANNE~e--) SOURCF CHANNEL ~6~) FUNCTIONP

INSTRUMENT CHECK4 CHECKC()ý CALIBRATIONS-'-- TEST Q

1. Not Used

2. Not Used

3. Not Used

4. TANK LEVEL INDICATING DEVICES**

a. Temporary Outside Storage Tanks as Required D* N.A. _ f

TABLE NOTATION

During liquid additions to the tank.

* If tank level indication is not provided, verification will be done by visual inspection.

(1) Frequencies are specified in the e
Surveillance Frequency Control
Program unless otherwise noted in the

table.

SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 3-55 Amendment No. 215



INSTRUMENTA1TION

POWER DISTRIBUTION MONITORING SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

APPLICABILTY.- MODE 1, above 251 RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP)

ACTION:

With'any of the operability criteria listed in 3.3.3.14.a, 3.3.3.14.b, or 3,3.3.14.c
not met, either correct the deficient operability condition, or declare the PDMS
inoperable and use the incore movable detector system, satisfying the OPERABILITY
requirements listed in Specification 3.3.3.2, to obtain any required core power
distribution measurements. Increase the measured core peaking factors using the
values listed in the COLR for the PDMS inoperable condition.

The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.3.14.1 The operability criteria listed in 3.3.3.14.a, 3.3.3.14,b, and 3.3.3.14.c
shall be verified to be satisfied prior to acceptance of the PDMS qrepower
distribution measurement results.

4.3.3.14.2 Calibration of the PDMS is require'd:

a.(At 1 tonee ry 180 EIy ective
numner70and cort coverage criteria
3.3.3.14.b.2 are satisfied,' or

b.e At Jets't qone everyn Ed ectivn.
.numer cýrterloTWB Uined In 3.

)

Salem - Unit 2 3/4 3-66 Amendment No, 258 I
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3/4.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4.4. 1 REACTOR COOLANT-LOOPS AND COOLANT-CIRCULATION

STARTUP AND POWER OPERATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.1.1 All reactor coolant loops shall be in.operation.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.*

ACTION:

With less than the above requiredcoolant loops in operation, be in
at least HOT STANDBY• wjithin 1 hour.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT

4.4.1.1 The above required reactor coolant loops d.• . ' dto be in
operation and circulating reactor coolaný ea _once y ]pef 1,,tours)

lSee Specl Test Exception 3.10.4.

K)
SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 4-1



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

HOT STANDBY

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4•1.2.1 At least 'the above re" fiere- e nt pumps,
if not in operation hall be determined toobe-
OPERABLE .nc er a b.y verifying correct
breaker ýailIgnmentsr and:--i'ndicated" power, avai labi l ity.

4.4.1.2.2 At least one cooling loop shall be verified to be in
operation ýand_ý-rculati~ng reactor coolTant a bei

4.4.1.2.3 >':PThe requi red steam generator(s )-shal I be- determi ned
OPERABLE-,by ver-1ifying-,secondary s~ide .water level to
be ra e al to 5% (narrow range a(r__

*All reactor coolant pumps may be de-energized for up to 1 hour

provided: (1) no operatJons-are, permitted that,-would cause
dilution of the reactor coolant system boron concentration (2)
core outlet .temperature -is .mai~ntained at., least -,_OF,.below
saturation temperature, and (3) the rod control system is
de-energized**

**The rod control system shall be considered de-energized when

one or more of the following conditions exist:,

1) Both, Rod DriveMG .set nDtor breakers are open.

2) Both•Rod DriveM. set generator breakers are.open,

3) A combination of at least three of the Reactor Trip'
and/or Reactor TripO Bypass Breakers are -open.

If none of the, above condi~tons for de-energizing the roa
control sy"stem, are_.met; the - msyt shallbe

considered energied. ... te... " be

( ) SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 4-Za Amendnmeint No. '44



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.1.3.2 The required reactor coolant pump(s), if not in operation, shal1lbedetermined to be OPERABLE o• epr7 • >ly verif cng o~r.r-=':

alignments and indicated power avaetrie tab P R B E ~ y ~ ~ ra~'

4.4.1.3.3 The required steams.generator(s), shall be determined OPERABLE by
verifying secondary side water level 'tot orqua•l t•o or% (tarrow

range at lepEVonc9per 12,peurs') I V'r- 1zT . ........

4.4,1.3.4 At least.one~coolant loop, shall -0 obe in operation and
circulating reactor coolan ,at F o paer i urs

T e- A

''p

SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 4-4



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

COLD SHUTDOWN

A1 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.1.4 Two# residual heat removal loops shall be OPERABLE* and at

least one RHR loop shall be in operation.**

APPLICABILITY: MODE 5.##

ACTION:

a. With less than the above required loops operable, immediately
initiate corrective action to return the required loops to
OPERABLE status as soon as possible.

b. With no RHR loop in operation, suspend all operations involving
a reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System and
immediately initiate corrective action to return the required RHR
loop to operation.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.1.4 At least one residual heat removal loop shall be verified_ t
be in operation and circulating reactor col.a so e hours..

# One RHR loop may be inoperable for up to _llance
testing, provided the other RHR loop is OPERABLE and in operation.
Additionally, four filled reactor coolant loops, with at least two
steam generators with their secondary side water levels greater than or
equal to 5% (narrow range), may be substituted for one residual heat
removal loop.

## A reactor coolant pump shall not be started with one or more of the
RCS cold leg temperatures less than or equal to 312*F unless 1) the
pressurizer water volume is less than 1650 cubic feet (equivalent to
approximately 92% of level), or 2) the secondary water temperature
of each steam generator is less than 50*F above each of the RCS cold leg
temperatures.

* Systems supporting R!tR loop operability may be excepted as follows:

a. The normal or emergency power source may be inoperable.

** The residual heat removal pumps may be de-energized for up to 2 hours
provided 1) no operations are permitted that would cause dilution of the
reactor coolant system boron concentration, and 2) core outlet
temperature is maintained at least 10'F below saturation temperature.

SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 4-4a Amendment No. 194



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4.4.4 PRESSURIZER

LIMITING. CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.4 The pressurizer shall be OPERABLE with a water volume of less
than or equal to 1650 cubic feet (929 indicated level), and at least two
groups of pressurizer heaters each having a capacity of a 1,50 kw and capable
of being powered from an emergency power supply.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

a. With the pressurizer inoperable due to an inoperable emergency power
supply to the pressurizer heaters either restore the inoperable
emergency power supply within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

b. With the'•pressurizer-otherwise-•inoper~ab1e, bedin atýJeast -HOT STANDBY
with the reactor trip breakers open within 6 hours and in HOT
SHUTDOWN'within the following 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.4.1 The prmaluizer water yolume s etermined to be within-
its limit

4.4.4.2 The capacity of each of the above required grou of
pre 'surizer1 he~ater9 shhall/b~e verified by. measuring. circ t current ale t
bo' eteach efueli gouta e.

4.4.4.3 The emergency ower su for he res rizer heaters shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE a ast on e er 8 mon h by manually transferring
power from the normal to the emergency power su.pply and energizing the
heaters.

SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 4-7 Amendment No. 160



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.5.1 In addition to the requuirrements of Spacific ion 4.0.5, each PORV
shell -be demifonstrated-OPER.ABLE-ýt eastý'nee".• 18" nthsiby:. • ., ... •

a. Operating the PORV through one complete cycle of full travel during
MODES 3 or 4, and

b. Operating solenoid valves, air control valves, and check valves on
associated air accumulators in PORV control systems through one
... .completeycl of full tria•el", and

c. Performing a CHANNEL'CALIBRATION of thhf cturentation.

P4 _"2 Each block valve shall be demonstrated OPERABLE t eas /once.: rj'2
(4%da by operating the valvethrOugh one aomplete' cycle of fu travel un ess-
t'ieblock valve is closed in order to meet the -- nuirements of ACTION b, or c
in Specification 3.4.5.

SALEI4 - UNIT 2 3448~Aed8~ .U 33/4 4-8z Amenda6r,, w. '30



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4.4.7 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE

LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.7.1 The following Reactor Coolant System leakage detection systems
shall be OPERABLE:

a. The containment atmosphere particulate radioactivity monitoring
system,

b. The containment pocket sump level monitoring system, and

c. Either the containment fan cooler condensate flow rate or the
containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitoring system.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

With only two of the above required leakage detection systems OPERABLE,
operation may continue for up to 30 days provided grab samples of the
containment atmosphere are obtained and analyzed at least once per 24
hours when the required gaseous and/or particulate radioactivity
monitoring system is inoperable; otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.7.1 The leakage detection systems shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by:

a. Containment atmosphere particulate and gaseous (if being used)
monitoring systems-performance of CHANNEL CHECK, SOURCE CHECK,
CoAnNEL CALIBRATION and Cl lL adcTIONAL TES a holreqroiesa

b. Containment p ket sump .level and oontainment ancolronest

flow rate (•being used) monitoring systems-performance of CHANNEL

SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 4-16 Amendment No. 206



OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.7.2 Reactor Coolant System leakage shall be limited to:

a. No PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE,

b. 1 GPM UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE,

c. 150 gallons per day primary-to-secondary leakage through any one
steam generator, and

d. 10 GPM IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE from the Reactor Coolant System, and

e. NOT USED

f. 1 GPM leakage at a Reactor Coolant System pressure of 2230 ±20 psig
from any Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valve specified in
Table 3.4-1.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4

ACTION:

a. With any PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE, or primary-to-secondary leakage
not within limit, be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and in
COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

b. With any Reactor Coolant System leakage greater than any one of the
above limits, excluding PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE and leakage from
Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valves, and primary-to-
secondary leakage, reduce the leakage rate to within limits within 4
hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in
COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

c. With any Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valve leakage
greater than the above limit, isolate the high pressure portion of
the affected system from the low pressure portion within 4 hours by
use of at least two closed manual or deactivated automatic valves, or
be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.7.2.1 Reactor Coolant System leakages shall be demonstrated to be within
each of the above limits by:

a. Monitoring the containment atmosphere particulate radioactivity
monitor at ast ce per/-12 hours

b. Monitoring the tainment sump inventor ( to epr hour.

SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 4-17



SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continu•d)_,ý,,,

c Verifying primary-to--secondary leakage is 150 qalln er day
t rough any one' s'team genera t last once pduring

•TI • eady state o,,peraýtio

Per~Pforace.f a Rea c tor Co oqantSystema water',inventory balah~_••
eas nce hour. ,The wtater inventory balanee-**l•'

e p ant ~at steacy, state. conditions. The provision

, ecification4..0_4 are. not applicable for entry into Mode 4, and

*e... t/toring the reactor head flange aem 7at t oqV•e•, e

4.4.7. 2._2 Each iReactor.,Coolant: SystemP.Rressure 'Isolation Valve specified •in
Tablew3.',4-1 shall besdemonstratýed,9OPERABLE pursuant.to Specification 4,0.5,
except that din .lieu of any leakage testingrequired by Specification 4. 0,5., each
valve shall be.demonstrated OPERABLEby., verifying leakage to be within 4i, ts
lim it : -:- ------, • . . .. : -. • - •. ,

Ca. a~st onc~epe 8onth.th

b. "Prior to .entdring 'MODE',2 whenever the.plant has been in COLD SHUTDOWN
'•for -72 hours' or more -a d if leakage 'testing ,has not been performed in

"the preVious- 9 months. "' , ' .

c. Prior to .returninf dthe 'valJve to'service following maintenance repair
or replacement' work 'on'ý the valve. -

b. 'For the Residual 'Heat Removal and Safety Inuj&ction Systems'hot and
cord legi'nj•jaction• V•'es and accumulator Valves listed in"Tabl e:3.4-

1 the testing :iil b' :don6 within 24ohurs f6ilowing valve actuation
due to automatic or iianual action'or flow thiough the valve. ''For all
other systems testing will •be done once per refueling.

The provisions of spe2if.lcation 4.0.4 are' not app~licable for entry"into
MODE 3 or 4.

*Not required to be conpleted until 12 hours after establishment of steady

state operation.

**Not applicable to primary-to-secondary leakage.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4,4,9 SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.9 The specific activity of the primary coolant shall be limited to:

a. J -. 0 pCi/gram DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131, and

b. s 100/2pCi/gram.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3'r 4 and 5.

ACTION:

MODES 1, 2 and 3*

a. With the specific activity of the primary coolant > 1.0 pCi/gram

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 for more than 48 hours during one continuous time

interval or exceeding the limit line shown on Figure 3,4-1, be in at

least HOT STANDBY with Tavg < 500OF within 6 hours.

b. With the specific activity of the primary coolant > 100/n•iCi/gram,

be in at least HOT STANDBY with Tavg < 500 0 F within 6 hours.

c. LCO 3.0.4.c is applicable.

MODES 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

a. With the specific activity of the primary coolant > 1.0 pCi/gram DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1-131 or > 100/ZpCi/gram, perform the sampling and analysis
requirements of item 4a of Table 4.4-4 until the specific activity of
the primary coolant is restored to within its limits.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.9 The specific activity of the primary coolant shall be determined to be
within the limits by performance of the sampling and analysis program
of Table 4.4-4.

*With T,,vg > 500°F.
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TABLE 4.4-4
U~)

m

I",
TYPE OF MEASUREMENT

AND ANALYSIS

1. Gross Activity Determination

2. Isotopic Analysis for DOSE EQUIVA-
LENT 1-131 Concentration

3. Radiochemical for E Determination

4. Isotopic Analysis for Iodine
Including 1-131, 1-133, and 1-135

JOLANT SPECIFIC ACTIVITY SAMPLE
AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM

SAMPLE AND ANALYSIS

FREQUENCY

At liaon r o

MODES IN WHICH SAMPLE
AND ANALYSIS REQUIRED

1, 2, 3, 4

1

6

01"

a) Once per 4 hours, whe•never
the specific activity
exceeds 1.0 pCi/gramwDOSE
EQUIVALENT 1-131 or
bOl/E pCi/gram, and

b) One sample between 2••and
6 hours following a'THERMAL
POWER change exceeding
15 percent of the RATED
THERMAL POWER within a one
hour period.

1#, 2#, 3# 4# 5#

1, 2, 3

#Until the specific activity of the primary coolant system is restored within its limits.

*Sample to be iaken after a minimum of.2 EFPD and 20 days of POWER OPERATION have elapsed since reactor
was last subyitical for 48 hours or longer.

(



REACTOR COOLANT -SYSTEM

3/4.4.1•o PRESSURE/,TEPERATURE L'IMITS

REACTOR, COOLANT.SYST.EM.

LIMrT.ING CONDITION FOR .OPERATIO ....

3.4.10;- he;n (except-thte --pressurizer) tperatue and
prisureshal be3im te i co~ac i~ ~ iimit lines shown on Figures

3.4-2 and 343drnhetp,:*cood.1a~w critical' ty., andiservico leak' and
hydrostatic 'tasti ng vih

t4a. A ma~xiusLJheatup of 1009- in any one hour period,

b.- AO maiaF-dono 09inany one. hour period in d

iC. A aximi U ire-ar.tur•e.Chingu of leis than-or equal to 5_V In any one
-'hourPeriodr•;during h-y" rstatic tasting osperation above systm n

APPLICABILMY At all ti M's.

With',`ay of the aboveliitexceded. restr the twlpoertr.u and/or pressure
to vityin aI' i• t in 3 aZnuti'upev -orm a nger ng evaluation to

!ft-. thi ,a M to

ore. *o,"g, Iai n

eter ýof hn 'outof- imit'condit io on-thestructural inntgri ty
of theaRyctor tCoo ant -yst eiid thei -that: the Reactor t Ira-t -Systnp e nialn

o.ctntl e nti'io,o vesselnor be -in -at 'loast NOT 'STANDBY- wnItin'cthe next
6 hoursa and 'educ edt•RC ".' idressuie hng S Ts .to es nthaz_ 200F pihd 500.p'i,

CAE -NI " -pro' r2 - "a

rtspeocivl, wi-thin thes fo '#ng3ho us

4. 4. JOi.'l Thi4 Reco Coat s "t 0atu d1 'etiuri '00 l be deter-
miniid'to be"ý'wlthin ýthe limits an~ In u drngiys
heatup, cooldown, and inservice-leak,'And hydrostatfE-asfing operations.

4.4.10.1.2 The reactor vessel material irradiation surveillance specimens
shall be removed and examinedý, 'to~di trnino- changes in material properties', at
the i nterval s, reuquired byd 10 -CFR_50,, Appendix H. The-resul ts of ýthese,ý
e~xa.i nations* shallI be u~seto '1a........ .- n 3..
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM4

PRESSURIZER

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.10.2 The pressurizer temperature shall belimitod .toi

a. A maximu ,heatup of 1002F in any one hour period,

b. A maximum cooldown of 200OF in any one hour period, and

c. A maximum spray water temperature differential of 3200F.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

Wi>th the pressurizer temperature limits in excess"'o any Of the above'lirits,
,.i~itc.ro theitemperature td'i••'in thi limits within 30 mi nuti•;peforamvan
engieri'ng evailuaition-to` determine •the effects of the-out-of-limit;fcondition
on the stru?-turil integrity -of t*e"pressurizer; determine that-the pressurizer
rmeains acceptable foV continued operation or be in at least HOT STANOBYwittlln
the next 6 hours and reduce the pressurizer pressure to less than 500 psig within
the <following 30 hours..

SURVEILLANCE REOU I REMENTS .

.4.4.10 2 The-rIssuriz" tUres shal1 be determined' to be within the
l 44i 4 6 1As dnc- r du4 ing systai'heatu ,,or cooldown. :The
spr ater fuj erd ental shall be determined to be within the
Ii It at astnc•per 12 iou d! during auxilliay spray operation.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

OVERPRESSURE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3,4.10,3 At least one of the following overpressure protection systems shall be

OPERABLE:

a. Two Pressurizer Overpressure Protection System relief valves (POPS) with

a lift setting of less than or equal to 375 psig, or

b. The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) depressurized with an RCS vent of

greater than or equal to 3.14 square inches.

APPLICABILITY: When the temperature of one or more of the RCS cold legs is less

than or equal to 31.20F, except when the reactor vessel head is removed.

ACTION:

a. With one POPS inoperable in MODE 4 and the temperature of one or more of

the RCS cold legs is less than or equal to 312'F, restore the inoperable

POPS to OPERABLE status within 7 days or depressurize and vent the RCS

*\through a 3.14 square inch vent(s) within the next 8 hours; maintain the

RCS in a vented condition until both POPSs have been restored to

OPERABLE status.

b. With one POPS inoperable in MODES 5 or 6 with the Reactor Vessel Head

installed, restore the inoperable POPS to OPERABLE status within 24

hours, or complete depressurization and venting of the RCS through at
least a 3.14 square inch vent(s) within the next 8 hours; maintain the

RCS in a vented condition until both POPSs have been restored to
OPERABLE status.

c. With both POPSs inoperable, depressurize and vent the RCS through a 3.14

square inch vent(s) within 8 hours; maintain the RCS in a vented
condition until both POPSs have been restored to OPERABLE status.

d. In the event either the POPS or the RCS vent(s) are used to mitigate a

RCS pressure transient, a Special Report shall be prepared and submitted

to:the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within 30 days. The

report shall describe the circumstances initiating the transient, the

effect of the POPS or vent(s) on the transient and any corrective action

necessary to prevent recurrence.

e. LC0 3.0,4.b is not applicable when entering MODE 4.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.10.3,1 Each POPS shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by:
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS, (Cona nued),, ~~( .. ..... ue d

a. Prformance of ai CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST on the POPS -actu•tion
channel, but excl~uding xvalve .;oparati on, wtý•thin n,,31 .days*%prlor.4 to

"-b..>e•tjthitle POPS is r• q•Suired 'OPERAALEn annij
)JI~es~en~g~t'1daysthe taftr when the POPS is,,requ" ed OPERBE

b~kerermue.-f-a-~iANNL-CLZRATION an the POPS act~iation channel

c. Verifying puuthetPOPS isopation-valve. ;r s ope4.. jltr or 7 o.-urs-
when the POPS is being used for overpressure1Ti"ý•rni-n.

d. Testing prantoSefcat~n 45.'~j j---

AA.2O~3.ZThe RCS vent(s) shall be veriflied-to-be 'den j~ue~
(j~1Iir' hon the ventqs) is" being0 used for 0vrriur ~~ 1~

11.0

oq~~aescus~nthe open position, thent verify these -valves aper_-ý

.1*Ad
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REA-CTOR COOLANT SYS=~

LI4INNG CONITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.12 Your reactor vessel head vent paths shall be operable with the vent
paths closed. A vent path consists of at least two head v"nt valves
in series, powered from vital sources, and associated flowpath.

APPLICABILIT: MODES Is 2, 3 AND 4.

ACTION: a. With one, two or three reactor vessel head vent path(s)
inoperable, STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION may continue
provided the inoperable vent path(s) is maintained closed with
the valve actuators key locked in the closed posittoan restore
the inoperable vent path(s) to OPERABLE status within 30 day.,
ow, be in HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOMN
within the following 30 hours.

b. With four reactor vessel head vent paths inoperablet. maintain
the inoperable vent paths closed with power removed from the
valve actuators of all the vent valve& in the inoperable vent
paths, and restore at least one of the vent paths to OPERBLI
.status within 72 hours or be in HOT STANDBY within .6 hours and
in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

LdRVIILLANCE M&MUIRDENS

4,4.12 Reactor vess4 a&yd v.ent ssten vent paths shall be demonstrated
OPERALE at st 'dce per byt

Veiifying all manual isolation vaýves. in each vent path are
locked in the open position.-

Cycling each valve in the vent paths through at least one
complete cycle of full travel from the control room during COLD
SHLTDOWN or lMUUL;NG.

3. Verifying flow through
path during venting;

the reactor vessel head vent system vent
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3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

ACCUMULATORS

LIMITING CONDITIOiN 'FOR 'OPERATION'.-'. . .. ..

3".5•.'l Each .reactor coolant -system 'ccuiiul~tor sha'll.be OPERABLE with:
-, '; .o, --.. .

a. The isolati6n" valve open,

bi, A contained volume of between 6223 and 6500 .gallons "of

borated wateri,."

-c. A boron, concentration of -between 2200 and-2500 ppm, and

d. A nitrogen cover-pressure of between 595.5 and!647.5 psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3*

ACTION:

a. With one accumulator inoperable, except as a result of a closed
isolation valve or boron concentration outside the required
limits, restore the inoperable accumulator to OPERABLE status
within 24 hours or be in HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

b. With one accumulator inoperable due to the isolation valve being
closed, either immediately open the isolation valve or be in HOT
STANDBY within 24 hours and be in HOT SHUTDOWN within the next
12 hours.

c. With the boron concentration of one accumulator outside the
required limits, restore the boron concentration to within the
required limits within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and reduce pressurizer pressure to less
than or equal to 1000 psig within the next.6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.1 Each accumulator shall be demonstr OPERABLE:

a. (:]:1ste, ,pepe r2ýou ýrsýby .

1. Verifying the water level and nitrogen cover-pressure in the
tanks, and

2. Verifying that each accumulator isolation valve is open.

• Pressurizer Pressure above 1000 psig.
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&HERGENCY CORE COOL:,NG SYSTZHS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRMENTS (Continued)

b. Ahtfl I.t onC per Y"days and wi.thin 6 hours after each sol.ution
volume .ncrease of greater than or equal to 1% of tank volume by
verifying the boron concentration of the accumulatDr solution.

; /•c. ?AE'iIa Ineer 3)e2iL when the RCS pressure is greater than
1000 psig by verifying that the power lockout switch is in lockout.

d. Ati.* once r 18&-tKO'nth '- by verifying that each accumulator

isolation valve opens automatically upon receipt of a safety
injection test signal.
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DqUCL4fCY :-zR~ Zc:o :'

SUVTWILLAHCE RIMUTIMM41rit

LaoZ ch -ECCS iubgýst~am Shall~ demwnzrst~a'A OpEWLIZ:
11 AtX 109 one1, per hourr )yI

I. eriyin tht te 4lloingvilesar, in the Indi
with, pover- to .the valve operators reaiovedz

I
cated Position~s

V41Xj Number Valve Function

a. 2 4 69 a. -pum .Uc tion
b. 2 SJ ,30 b. SI.-pup suction
C. .21 5J.40 c . Sz;ýdischtrge to

hot legs
d. 22 Sj ;40 do 1I discharge to

hot logs
s. 2 RR 26 a. RI dischargew't

hot legs
f. 21 Si 49 f. R'dischar, s t

t- cold-legA
so 2254 I'49 S. RUU.discharge to

cold Jess -- 'l
h. 2 CS 1A4# h. Spray additive

-1 tank discharge
1. 2 S4 135 1.. 51 discharge to

Cold legs
J. 2 S54 67 j. - xrecirc.- line

isolation
h. 2i.461 k. S1 ,rect. line

isolation

Valve Position

a. oe
b. open
d. closed

d. Closed

h. open

h. open

-L. open

I

2. Verifying that the f olloUwta valv,. are in te indicat ed positions:

Valve Positi-2n

a. Open
b. Opav

&. lamolsmtte• valve
b. E- Coust*e, -ave1~

31Aýyi) byt

1. Y~wlyt tbat each valve (manual. poer operatsd or aut.om.atic) in
thO fZow pth that is not locked, sealed, or amzt .- a6ered in
Position. is in its cornect position.

Z. Ve••iftyng that tM 9= piping LS •6l of water by venting the £CCS
Pump casings and ascesstble discharle piping hibgoh Ints.

#If inoperable, the applicable Technical Specification is 3.6.2.2.i K) I

Amnndment No. 70SALM, - U= 23 53/4 5-4



EMERGENCY CORZ COOLING SYSeMS

SURvILLANCE RXOUTRPgRVrS (Continued)

C, sy a visual inspection which verifies that no loose debris (rags,
trash, clothing, etc.) is present in the containment which could be
transported to the containment sump and cause restriction of the pump
suctions during LOCA conditions. This visual inspection shall be
performed:

1. For all 'accessible areas of the containment prior to
establishing CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY, and *

!A~~ t o dai. (2 4 ho cons tive periodY h ra

6 ~i affected within containent by containment entry and during the
final entry when CONTAINMENT' INTEGRITY is established.

d. At aeCon per 1 tsby;

1. A visual inspection of the containment sump and verifying that
the subsystem suction inlets are not restricted by debris and
that the sump components (trash racks, screens, etc.) show no
evidence of structural distress or corrosion.

e. At ant o per 1 nh, during shutdown, by:

1. Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates to
its correct position on a safety injection test mignal.

2. Verifying that each of the following pumps start automatically
upon receipt of a safety injection test signal:

a) Centrifugal charging pump

b) Safety injection pump

c) Residual heat removal pump
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ZbMWMCT CORZ COOLING SYSTD(S

SURVEILLANCEZ PZQU!JDd•TS (Continued)

f. by vez~i yng that each of the following PUMPO develops the
inic-ated Total Dynamic Read (TDR) when tested at "the, stt flow
point pursuanit t'& -Specification 4. .5:

1. Cntfga -Zr~ngu 2338 psi TDB

2. Safety Injection ,p ." Z 1369 ,psi TDR

3. Residual Heat Ramoval Pump 165 psi TDM

q. By verifying the correct position of each.,of the following zCCS
throttle valves:

1.- Within 4 hours following comletion of each valve stroking
operation or maintenance on the valve when the ECCS
subsystems aze required to be OPERABLZ.

Evil L1SI System
____ ____ Valve Number

S21 SJ 16 21 SJ 139
22 S9 16 22 3J 139
23 SJ 16 23 SJ 139
24 SJ 16 24 SJ 138

21 SJ 143
22 SJ 143
23 Si 143
24 SJ 143

h. By perfoarming a flow balanoe text, during shutdown, following
completion of modifications to the zCCS subsystems that alter
the subsystem flow characteristics and verifying that:,

1. ?or Safety Injection puips, with a single pw* running:

a) The sun of the injection line flow rates, excluding

the highest flow rate, is Z 453 gpa, and

b) Thrtotal flow rate through all four injection lines

is : 647 gpm, and

c) The difference between any pair of injection line flow

rates is : 12.0 gy, and

d) The total pm flow rate is 5 664 9pm in the cold leg

alignment, and I
e) The total pump flow rate is - 654 gpo in the hot leg

alignment.
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Z4ERGZCY. CORE~ COOLING SYSTEMS.

VMCS jUBSYSTSb(S - TayZ < 3.500?
'N

SURVEflL~ANCE ~E~UIE~.1~TS
1

4.5.3.1- The ZCCS subsystem~ shall be. dmnsz~ted. QPERAB=' Per- applicable-
Survai1Ianue R~equir~ements. oe 9.5..2../

4-3'-.2- A saflety ±nj ectlion punV8 antl cntrIfugal c~ha.ging Purps, t
t4 aoe - AL Pump, shall)a ~dcMonstzatad. to. beý inopamab1j

in MODE A. anfd the t c U~e of, onxe or7 '6o~ DE
ls.than. or gaual- ýo- 3=20 7, I!fE. !i, or- KODE 6 w~hen the

heaaa is- on the. xeamtor- vesoaee by either of" the. Io11owing mmthods.-:

a.. By verifying- that. the motor- airci~t breakcer= have biemm rcemoved
from their alactrical. power supply cixrcuiLts- r

b. BY Verifying, that the PUMn is' iA. a-raltn.~twpt. ~
that two iudependeit, mwans of preveriting: RCS'tin aze:
utilizeL..

•j
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mmmRiNcy CoRR COLING SYSMU4

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.4 Reactor coolant pump seal injection flow shall be s40 gpm with
centrifugal charging pump discharge header pressure A2430 psig and the
charging flow control valve full open.

APPLI;UILI : MODES 1, 2, and'3

ACTION

With seal injection flow not within the limit, adjust manual seal injection
throttle valves to give a flow within the limit with the charging pump
discharge pressure a2430 psig and the charging flow control valve full open
within 4 hours, or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in
HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6,hours. --

§MVEI LLANCE REQUIREMENTS "

4.5.4, 'ýt eartn- ncavu ýýays verif manual meal injection throttle
valves are adjusted to give a flow within the limit with centrifugal charging

. pump discharge header pressure a2430 psig, and the charging flow control valve
full open.

The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable for entry into
Mode 3. This exemption is allowed for up to 4 hours after the Reactor Coolant
System pressure stabilizes at 2235 t 20 psig.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.5 The refueling water storage tank (RWST) shall be OPERABLE with:

a. A contained volume of between 364,500 and 400,000 gallons of
borated water.

b. A boron concentration of between 2,300 and 2,500 ppm, and

c. A minimum water temperature of 356F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

With the refueling-water storage. tank inoperable, restore the tank to
OPERABLE status within 1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours
and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.5 The RWS.- shall be demonstrated OE A L---

a. (3 I st ong per days by:

1. Verifying the water level in the tank, and

2. Verifying the boron concentration of the water.

b. At -t ce pe- 4 s verifying the RWST temperature
when , th tsi e air perature is < 350F.

)~c~- L-----
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3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT

CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.1 Primary CONTAINMENT-.INTEGRITY--shall-be maintained.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

Without primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY, restore oCONTAINMENT INTEGRITY within
one hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.1 Primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall be demonstrated:

-a1 A• •st per days)by verifying that each containment manual valve or

blind flange, that is locatedoutsideý,,containment and required to be closed,

11<••_- .j..-uring accident conditions is- closed, except for containment ,lsolation valves

that are open under-;administrative control-s..:; Va-l-ves, andJ.blind flanges in

high radiation areas may be verified-by use of administrative controls.

a2.Prior to entering Mode 4 from Mode 5 if not. performed within,*the last 92 days

by verifying that each containment manual valve or blind flange that is

located inside containment and required to be closed during accident

conditions is closed, except for containment isolation valves that are open:.

under adiiinlstrative controls., Vaives ,and- blind flanges in highd'i-a~tion-
areas may -be .verifdied -by use -of -administrative-controlzs, ,

b. By verifying that each containment air lock is OPERABLE per
Specification 3.6.1.3.

c. After each closing of a penetration subject to Type B testing, except
containment 'air lo6ks, if opened ýfollowing a Type A or B test, by"' leak
rate testing in accordance with the Cofntainment Leakag• Rate Testing
Program.

-d•. tea• once er 12ý our by verifying that the surveillance
requirements of 4.6.2.3.a are met for penetrations associated with the

containment fan coil units.

e. A•tý ast ece per18 m9htjby verifying that the surveillance
r uirements of 4.6.2.33. are met for penetrations associated with the
containment fan coil units.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATIONS (Continued)

c. One or more containment air locks inoperable for reasons other than
condition a. or b.

1. Immediately initiate action to evaluate overall containment leakage per
LCO 3.6.1i' and:

2. Verify: that.at least one door is closed in the affected air lock within

I hour, and:

3. Restore the air lock to OPERABLE status within 24 hours.

d. If the ACTIONS and associated completion times of a., b., or c. cannot be
met, be in Hot Standby within 6 hours and in Cold Shutdown within the
following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.3 Each containment air lock shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. By verifying seal leakage rate in accordance with the-Containment Leakage
Rate Testing program.

b. By conducting an overall air lock leakage test in accordance with the
Containment Leakage.Rate-Testing Program. ..

C. t eas nce6 r nth .by verifying that only one door in each air lock
can e opened at a time.
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CONTAIN4ENT SYSTEMS

INTERNAL PRESSURE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1, 4 Primary containment internal pressure shall be maintained between
-1.5 and +0.3 psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

With the containment internal pressure outside of the limits above, restore
the internal pressure to within the limits within 1 hour or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30
hour..

SURVEZLLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1. 4 The primary containment internal pressure shall be determined to be
within the limits t t inc--

K )
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CONTAI1,1E-NT SYSTEMS

AIR TEMPERATURE

LIMITINGCONDITION FOR OPERATION .....

3.6.1.5 Primary containment average air temperature shall not exceed 120 0 F..

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION-:

With the containment average air temperature greater than 120'F, reduce the,,
average air temperature-to within,the limit within 8ehours, or be-in at least
HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and-in COLD SHUTDOWN within -the following
30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRE2MNTS -

-• 4.6.1.5 Verify containment average air I ,

/
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3/4.6.2 DEPRESSURIZATION AND COOLING SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.2.1 Two independent containment spray systems shall be OPERABLE with
each spray system capable of taking suction from the RWST and transferring
suction to the RHR pump discharge.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

With one containment spray system inoperable, restore the inoperable spray
system to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours; restore the inoperable spray system to OPERABLE
status within the next 48 hours or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.2.1 Each containment spray system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At 1 st once er 31 ys'by verifying that each valve (manual,
Spoer operated or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct
position.

b. By verifying, that on recirculation flow, each pump develops a
differential pressure of greater than or equal to 204 psid when
tested pursuant to Specification 4.0.5.

C. A eper 1 months during shutdown, by:

1. Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates
to its correct position on a Containment High-High pressure
test signal.

2. Verifying each spray pump starts automatically on a
Containment High-High pressure test signal.

d. Following activities that could result in nozzle blockage, either
evaluate the work performed to determine the impact to the
containment spray system, or perform an air or smoke flow test
through each spray header and verifying each spray nozzle is
unobstructed.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SPRAY ADDITIVE SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.2.2 The spray additive syste m shall be OPERABLE with:

a. A spray additive tank containing a volume of between 2568 and
4000 gailohs"6fbetwen'e 30 and"32 peice nt b' weight NaOH solution,
and

b. Two spray additive eductors each capable of adding NaOH
solution from the chemical additive tank to a containment
spray system pump flow.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

With the spray additive system inoperable, restore the system to OPERABLE
status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours;
restore the spray additive system to OPERABLE status within the next 48 hours
or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.2.2 The spray additive system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a.- d• n- by verifying that each valve (manual,
por opera e or automatic) in the flow path that is not
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct
position.

b. ~ j e 6 th b

~E1. Verifying the solution level in the tank, and

2. Verifying the concentration of the NaOH solution by
chemical analysis.

At I. st once er 18 nths during shutdown, by verifying that
eac automatic valve in the flow path actuates to its correct
position on a Containment High-High pressure test signal.

d. oAt I st on per ears by:

1. Verifying a NaOi solution flow rate of 12.0 ± 3.0 gpm
from the spray additive tank through sample valve 2CS61 with
the spray additive tank at 2.5 ± 0.5 psig and
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SPRAY ADDITIVE SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

2. Verifying that the spray additive tank eductor flow will
be 35 ± 3.5 gpm to each containment spray system. Testing
may be performed by measuring the flow of borated water
from the RWST through the installed 2" test line and Valve

CS31; using this test line up with the spray pump
operating in the recirculation mode and The RWST level at
41 feet ± 0.5 feet, the measured flow shall be 57 gpm ±
5.7 gpm.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT COOLING SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.2.3 Five containment cooling fans shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3.

ACTION:

a. With one or two of the above required containment cooling fans
inoperable, restore the inoperable cooling f an (s) to OPERABLE statu~s
within 7 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours
and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

b. With three or mo re of the above required containment cooling fans
inoperable, restore at least three cooling fans to OPERABLE status
within 1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY WITHIN the next 6 hours
and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. Restore the
remaining inoperable cooling fans to OPERABLE status within 7 days
of initial loss or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6
hours and,-in COLD SHUTDOWN within the. following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.2.3 Each containment cooling fan shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

a. t ce ous by:

I. Verifying the water level in each service water accumulator
vessel is greater than or equal to 226 inches and less than
or equal to 252 inches.

2. Verifying the temperature in each service water accumulator
vessel is greater than or equal to 55°F and less than or
equal to 95'F<?

7/ 3. Verifying the nitrogen cover pressure in each service water
accumulator vessel is greater than or equal to 135 psig and
less than or equal to 160 psig.

tX npe31ysby

Starting (unless already operating) each fan from the control
room in low speed.

Verifying that each fan operates for at least 15 minutes in low
speed.

Verifying a cooling water flow rate of greater than or equal to
1300 gpm to each cooler.

.18n m njetion
eas t n e ýp9l Rmi t-by verifying that on a safety injection

s Sji nal:

1I Each fan starts automatically in low speed.

2. The automatic valves and dampers actuate to their correct
positions and that the cooling water flow rate to each cooler
greater than or equal to 1300 gpm.

d. At, east qce pei 8 18 m h~by verifying that on a loss of ottsite
power test signal, each service water accumulator vessel discharge
valve'response time is within limits".

is

I
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

4.6.3.2 Each containment isolation valve shall be demonstrated OPERABLE
du ring the COLD SHUTD MODE at e o e -•

a. Verifying that on a -• _containment isolation test signal,
each Phase A isolation valve actuates to its isolation position.

b. Verifying that on a Phase B containment isolation test signal,
each Phase B isolation valve actuates to its isolation position.

c. NOT USED

d. Verifying that on a Containment Purge and Pressure-Vacuum Relief
isolation test signal, each required Purge and each Pressure-

- -- Vacuum Relief valve actuates to its isolation position.

* Verifying that the Containment Pressure-Vacuum Relief Isolation
valves are limited to • 60' opening angle.

4.6.3.3 At • 6aper months, verify that on a main steam isolation
test signai, eaci main steam isolation valve actuates to its
isolation position.

4.6.3.4 The isolation time of each power operated or automatic containment
isolation valve shall be determined to be within its litw
tested pursuant to Specification 4.0.5.

4.6.3.5 Each required containment purge isolation valve shall be emons Tra ed
OPERABLE within 24 hours after each closing of the valv except when
the valve is being used for multiple cyclings, then t ea ce e

by verifying that when the measured leakage rate is ad e
tgt•1eakage rates determined pursuant to Specification 4.6.1.2.b
for all other Type B and C penetrations, the combined leakage rate is
less than or equal to 0.60La.

4.6.3.6 A pressure drop test to identify excessive degradation of resilient
valve seals shall be conducted on the:

a. e ed Conta' Purge Supply and Exhaust Isolation Valves
lesonce p '6 month's.

b. Deleted.

.4.6.3.7 The required containment p e suppl adehutioainvle

shall be determined closed t ast on e pe 31 days

KU
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PLANT SYSTEMS

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.1.2 At least three indepenideht steam generator auxiliary feedwater
pumps and associated manual activation switches in the control room and flow
paths -shall be OPERABLE--.wktt:-..

a. Two feedwater pumps, each capable of being powered from separate
Vital busses, and

b. One feedwater pump,:,capable of being powered from an OPERABLE steam
supply system.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3..

ACTION:

a. With one auxiliary feedwater pump inoperable, restore the required
auxiliary feedwat~repumps to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in
at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6.hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN
within the following 6 hours.

b, With two auxiliary"feedwater pumps inoperable be in at least HOT
STANDBY within 6 h6urs-and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6
hours.

. c. With three auxiliaryfeedwater pumps inoperable, immediately initiate
corrective action to restore at least one-auxiliary feedwater pump to
OPERABLE status as soon as possible.

d. LCO 3.0.4.b is not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

417.1.2 Each auxiliary feedwater pump shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. ýso per 3ly~sb

. Verifying that each non-automatic valve in the flow path that
is not locked, sealed or otherwise secured in position, is in
its correct position.

2. Verify the manual maintenance valves in the flow path to each

steam generator are locked open.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

b. Atlea$ once per 92 ays on a ST ED TEST WSI by:

1. Verify that the developed head of each motor driven pump at
the flow test point is greater than or equal to the required
developed head.

2. Verify that the developed head of the steam driven pump at the
flow test point is greater than or equal to the required
developed head when the steam generator pressure is >680 psig.
The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable
provided the surveillance is performed within 24 hours after
secondary side pressure is greater than 680 psig.

c. Atl 1 t once isby:

- I. verifying that each auxiliary feedwater automatic valve\ K\SCW -that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, actuates to the correct position on an actual or
simulated actuation signal.

2. Verifying that each auxiliary feedwater pump starts
automatically on an actual or simulated actuation signal.

The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable to
the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump, provided the
surveillance is performed within 24 hours after the
secondary steam generator pressure is greater than 680
psig.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

AUXILIARY FEED STORAGE TANK

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. .1.3,. The auxiliary feed storage tank (AFST) shall be OPERABLE with a
corntained volume of at least 200,000 gallons of water.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3.

ACTION:

With the auxiliary feed storage tank inoperable, within 4 hours either,

a. Restore the AFST to OPERABLE status or be in HOT SHUTDOWN within the
next 12 hours, or

b. Demonstrate the OPERABILITY of a demineralized water or a fire
protection/domestic water storage tank as .a backup supply to the
auxiliary feedwater pumps and restore the auxiliary feed storage
tank to OPERABLE status within 7 days or be in HOT SHUTDOWN within
the next 12 hours.

SURVEILLANCE ,.REQUIREMENTS
- ;..~- , ( -- ' • - ,

4.7.1.3.1 The uiaryifeed storage tank shall be demonstrated-,OERABLE, a
L--i• oe 12 bu sy verifying the water level is within its- limits-w e

a is e s pp y source for the auxiliary feedwater pumps.

4.7.1.3.2 A demi ralized water storage tank shall be demonstrated OPERABLE
a e onc per rl by verifying the tank contains greater than or
equal to ga ons of water .and by verifying proper alignment of valves
for taking suction from this tank when it is the supply source for the auxiliary
fdwater

4.7.1.3.3 A e rotec estic water storage tank shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE ' eas onc er h by verifying the tank contains greater
than or equal to ,OO allons of water and by verifying proper alignment of
valves for taking suction from this tank when it is the supply source for the
auxiliary feedwater pumps.

4.7.1.3.4 The Service Water System shall-be demonstrated ca ab oviding
a water supply to the Auxiliary Feedwater System (&Ft- i ce/perl[zk mprth
by verifying that the required spool-piece is on-tite. "
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L~-~4k K~Q~ D. oo ý-V(]PLANT SYSTEMS

ACTIVITY

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7-1.4 The specific activity of the secondary coolant system shall be less
than or equal to 0.10 pCi/gram DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the specific activity of the secondary coolant system greater than
0.10 pCi/gram DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131, be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours
and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.1.4 The specific activity of the secondary coolant system sha Ibe deter-
mined to be within the limit by performance of the sampling and analysis
program of Table 4.7-2.

/
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TABLE 4.7-2

SECONDARY COOLANT SYSTEM SPECIFIC ACTIVITY
SAMPLE AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM -

TYPE OF MEASUREMENT
AND ANALYSIS'

.1, Gross Activity Determination

2. Isotopic Analysis for DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1-131 Concentration

ANALYSIS • , 5I

a. 1pe 1l ays enever the
gra ity determinatin
indicates 'iodine concenr-

, tions greater than I %of the
alloal.:ii•

b. rýý6-.onth.s whenever the

g oss c Ivity determination
indicat£es iodi•ne concentra-

tiofi-s"elow 10%-of the
allowable limit.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.2 STEAM GENERATOR PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE LIMI•TATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.2 The temperatures of both the.primary and secondaryacoolants in~the'
steam generators ihall 'be greaier thari706F When the pressure of either coolant
In the steam generator is greater than 200 psig.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

With the irequirements of the above' specification --not satisfied: .

a. Reduce the siteam generator pi•esure o f 'the'appi'fcable side to less
than or equal to 200 psig within 30 minutes, and

b. Perform an engineering evaluation to determine the,-effect lof the-..
.overpressurization on the-structuralIntegrity of the -,stba•4ghehera"tor.
D." etermine that the steam g4nei'At6r remains acceptable for continued
operation prior to increasing its temperatures above 200FF.

USURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.2 The-,pressure in.each side-of-the -steam aenerator shall be determined
to be less than 200 psig _ a ast ce phou when the temperature of either
the primary or secondary o an is ess an 700F.

SALE - UIT 3/47-1
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.3 COMPONENT COOLING WATER SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7,3 At least two independent component cooling water loops shall be
OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

With only one component cooling water loop OPERABLE, restore at least two
loops to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within
the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUI.REMENTS

4.7.3 At least two component Aingw-at1Tops-shr144e demonstrated
OPERABLE:

a. ,A st 9- er da s by verifying that each valve (manual,p or automatic) servicing safety related equipment that
is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its
correct position.

I

*The time for completion of repairs to
exchanger shall be extended from 0700
on November 23, 1982. If repairs are
shall be placed in NOT STANDBY within
within the following 30 hours.

number 22 component cooling water heat
hours onNovember 23, 1982 to 1900 hours
not completed by that time, the unit
the next 6 hours and in COLD SHU7DDOV

K>
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.4 SERVICE WATER SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.4 At least two independent service water loops shall be OPfERABLE.

APPLICABILITY:""MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4..

ACTION:

With only one service water loop OPERABLE, restore at least two loops to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next
6 hours and in COLDVSHUfDOWN"within '.the following 30 hours.•",

I

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS'

4.7.4 At least two service water loops shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
a...At. I.. -6nc er 31&ij• by verifying that each valve(manualI

. powr operated or automatic) servicing safety related equipment that
is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its
co rrect -p po sit io n.,
Ates nepr78iotiKuigshutdown, by verifying that each

automatic'valve servicingsapfety related equipment actuates to its
correct position on SaifeguardsIhitiation signal.

I

I,
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.5 FLOOD PROTECTION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.5 Flood protection shall be provided for all safety related systems,
components and structures when the water level of the Delaware River exceeds
10.51 Mean Sea Level USGS datum, at the service water intake structure.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION:

I

a. With the water level at the service
elevation 10.5' Mean Sea Level USGS
doors within 2 hours.

b. With the water level at the service
elevation 11.5' Mean Sea Level USGS
within 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN

water intake structure above
datum, close all watertight

water intake structure above
datum, be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.5 The water level at the service water intake structu-reshall be deter-
mined to be within the limits by:

a. Measurement _-4 once 5r 24 when e er leel is below

elevation 10.5, mean-Sea Level datum, -t

b. Measurement at ast on er Z ur when the wa eve is equal
to or above elevation 103.5' MeanSea Level USGS datum.

I
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
-----------------------.- == ---------------- =

4.7.6.1 The control room emergency air conditioning system shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

i/•a. AJt aast oncea by initiating flow through the HEPA filter
and charcoal adsorber train(s) and verifying that the train(s)

5 A• operates with each fan operating for at least 15 minutes.

At e one r 18 nth3ý-' or prior to return to service (1) after
any rtructurali maintenance on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber
housings, or (2) following painting, fire or chemical release in any
ventilation zone communicating with the system, by:

1. Verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove Ž99% of a
halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas when they are tested
in-place while operating the ventilation system at a flow rate of
8000 cfm ±10%.

2. Verifying that the HEPA filter banks remove Ž99% of the DOP when
they are tested in-place while operating the ventilation system at
a flow rate of 8000 cfm ±10%.

3. Verifying within 31 days after removal from the CREACS unit, that
a laboratory test of a sample of the charcoal adsorber, when
obtained in accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b of
Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978, shows the methyl
iodide penetration less than 2.5% when tested in accordance with
ASTM D3803-1989 at a temperature of 30'C and a relative humidity
of 95%,

c. After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation by verifying
within 31 days after removal from the CREACS unit, that a laboratory
analysis of a representative carbon sample, when obtained in
accordance with Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978, shows a methyl iodide penetration less than
2.5% when tested in accordance with ASTM D3803-1989 at a temperature
of 30'C and a relative humidit of 95%.

d. At east ce per months by:-

1. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA filter
and charcoal adsorber bank is •3.5 inches water gauge while
operating the ventilation system at a flow rate of 8000 cfm ± 10%.

2. Verifying that on a safety injection test signal or control room
intake high radiation test signal, the system automatically
actuates in the pressurization mode by opening the outside air
supply and diverting air flow through the HEPA filter and charcoal
adsorber bank.

3. Deleted.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

4. Verifying that on a manual actuation signal, the system will
actuate to the required pressurization or recirculation operating
mode.

5, Verify each CREACS train has the capability to remove the assumed
heat load.

e. After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank by

verifying that the HEPA filter banks remove Ž 99% of the DOP when they
are tested in-place while operating the filter system at a flow rate of
8000 cfm ± 10%.

f, After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal absorber bank

by verifying that the charcoal absorbers remove L 99% of a halogenated
hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas when they are tested in-place while
operating the filter system at a flow rate of 8000 cfm ± 10%,

4.7,6.2 Perform required CRE unfiltered air inleakage testing in accordance with
the Control Room Envelope Habitability Program (Refer to TS. 6.17).

.

-0
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PLANT SYSTEMS
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.7 The above required Auxiliary Building Ventilation System shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE:

AtIast •once: er 121A•urs by verifying negative pressure in the
Auxiliary Building,

. b) by starting each fan, from the control
room, eac or at least 15 minutes.

c) o,ýnce p '18 months by verifying that the system starts
-•ollowinga sa y e njection Test Signal.

j
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PLANT SYSTEMS. ,>,-' .

3/4.7.8 SEALED' SOURCE CONTAMINATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.8 Each sealed source containing radioactive material either in excess of 100-

micro'curies of. beta and/or gamma emitting material or 5 microcuries of alpha emitting
material shallbe free of greater than or equal to 0.005 m'icrocuries of removable
contamination.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

ACTION: . ,

a. With- a sealed;source having removable, contamination in excess of the above
limits, immediately .withdraw the sealed, source.ýfrom .use and:

1. Either decontaminate and repair the sealed source, or

2.' 'Dispose 'of the sdealed :source'gin acco~rdance-w'i.th• CommiSvsion

Regulations. .. r

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE -REQUIREMENTS .

4.7.8.1 Test Requirements.-.Each sealed source shall be tested, for leakage and/or
' ... contamination by:

a. The licensee, or

b. Other persons specifically authorized by the Commission or an Agreement
State

The test method shall have a detection sensitivity of at least 0.005 microcuries per
test sample.

4.7.-8.2 Test Frequencies - Each category of sealed sources (excluding startup
sources and fission detectors previously subjected to core flux) shall be tested at
the frequency described below.

a. Sources in use-At le once six m hs~for all sealed sources
containing radioa 5• at eria-s:- YW ,ý
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PLANT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

1. With a half-life greater than 30 days (excluding Hydrogen 3),

and

2. In any form other than gas.

b. Stored sources not in use - Each sealed source and fission detector
shall be tested prior to use or transfer to another licensee unless
tested within the previous .six months. Sealed sources and fission
detectors transferred without a certificate indicating the last test
date shall be tested prior to being placed into use.

c. Startup sources and fission detectors - Each sealed startup source
and fission detector shall be tested within 31 days prior to being
subjected to core flux and following repair or maintenance to the
source or detector.

4.7.8.3 Re orts - A report shall be prepared and submitted to the Commission
on an annual basis if sealed source or fission detector leakage tests reveal
the presence of greater than or equal to 0.005 microcuries of removable
contamination.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR ,OPERATION.

ACTION: MODES 5 and 6 or during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.*

a. With one chiller inoperable:

1.' Remove the appropriate. non-essential heat loads from the
Chilled Water System within 4 hours and;

2. Restore the chiller to OPERABLE status within 14 days or;

3. Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies.

b. With two- chillers inoperable:

1. Remove the appropriate non-essential heat loads from the
chilled water system within 4 hours and;

2. Align the control room emergency air conditioning system
(CP4ACs) for single filtration operation using the Salem Unit
1 train within 4 hours and; -

3. Restore at least one chiller to OPERABLE status within 72
hour's or;

4. Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS and movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies.

c. With one chilled water pump inoperable, restore the chilled water
pump to OPERABLE status within 7 days orý suspend CORE, ALTERATIONS
and•m-ovement of irradiated4,fuel assemblies -

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ,
4.7.10 Theýchilled water loop •which services` t-he' safety-related loads
in the Auxiliary Building shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:;

at. At a~st one per-.3 by verifying that- each man u'al valve
In he i a wa or system flow path servicing safety' related

p components that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
position, is in its correct position••.-

At as ono per 18 ontha by verifying that each automatic
valve actua es' to -its correct position on a Safeguards
initiati~on .signal. ' -

0. At 1.I t oncea by verifying that each chi'llers
s s an r-uns.

During Modes 5 and 6 and during movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies, chilled water components are not considered to be
inoperable solely on the basis that the backup emergency power
source, diesel generator, is inoperable.
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PLANT SYSTEMS

3/4.7.11 FUEL STORAGE POOL BORON CONCENTRATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.11 The fuel storage pool boron concentration shall be Ž 800 ppm

APPLICABILITY: When fuel assemblies are stored in the fuel storage pool and a fuel
storage pool verification has not been performed since the last movement of fuel
assemblies in the fuel storage pool.

ACTION:

With fuel storage pool boron concentration not within limit:

a. Immediately suspend movement of fuel assemblies in the fuel storage pool and

b. Initiate action to:

1. immediately restore fuel storage pool boron concentration to within limit
or

2. immediately perform a fuel storage pool verification.

c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 is not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4 .7.11 Veri-fy the fuel storage pool boron concentration is within limit

Salemr - Un(%t 2L 3/4 7-30 /\rý. :Jieht No. 258
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

W t SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.1.1.1 Two physically independent A-.C. circuits between'the.offsite
transmission network and the onsite Class 1E distribi t-iýo:ntem-v-3i bus
system) shall be: -

a. Determined OPERABLE at ast o per aýsby verif rrect -

• '.bri'aker- -alignments power availability, and

b. r-Demo3strated.OPERABLEl3-46z__- month\dur-h
transferring (manually ,ana automatically) 'vai. -a ,,-bus:vzsupply-from one
13/4 kv transformer to the other 13/4 kv transformer.

4.8.1.1.2 Each diesel generator shall be demonstrated '0- - -E

a. 'At le oie per days on TAGGERED3 'A býy. 1_

1. Verifying the fuel level in its day tank.

2v.- ,,.,Verifying •the diesel- generator, starts from standby.,conditions* and
achieves.> 3910-,7olts and>, ,58.8,,Hz, in.< 13..?seconds, and

ssubset ently achieves.stea a voltatge ofI> 3910 and < 4400

volts and frequency of 60+ 1.2 Hz.

Subsequently, verifying the generator is synchronized with voltage
S maintained >'3910 and`< 4,5,80 -vol't's,"gradually'.loadi'd to 2340-2600

... ' kw*, and .operates ataload of 2340-2600 ,kw, fori'.greater than or

equal to 60 minutes.

3. Verifying the, diesel- generator isoaligne ide .standby power
• !o, the" associatedVitalbu, -

b. t east nde per' das~n atr eT -of'th `>di~iel where
the perio f operation was- g'erter thain or-"equa'l-to 1 hour by checking
for and removing accumulated wa e-om - the -da, ,S.

c. At se st oc per 6 onths,"y ve ' .. .di . _nerator starts from
standby con itions an achieves > 3910 volts and > 58..8 Hz<,in, < 13
seconds, and subsequently achieves steady state voltage of > 3910 and
< 4400 volts and frequency of 6± 1.2, Hz.

The generator shall be synchronized to itsý emergency bu's"7With ývoltage
maintained > 3910 and < 4580 volts, loaded to 2340-2600** kw in less
than or equal to"60 se-onds, and operate at a load ,of 2340-2600 kw for
at least 60 minutes.

This test, ,if it is performed sq,-it coincides with thetesting required
by Sur~veillance.-.Requirement,,.4,8.1.1I,2.a.2, may also ser. e to
concurrently,,meet those requirements.
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SURVEZLLABC RQUZ.2M)NTS (Continued)

d. ce P-X-IB dinths)dux

1. DZLITED

2. Verifying that, on eJ.ction of a load greater than or equal to 820
kw, the voltage and frequency are restored to ? 3910 and S 4400
volts and 60 ± 1.2 Us within 4 seconds, and subsequently achieves a
steady state frequency of 2: 58.8 and. S 60. 5 Hz.

3. Simulating a lose of offasite power by itself, and,

a) Verifying do-energization of the vital bus and load shedding
from the vital bus.

b) Verifying the dimsel starts on the auto-start signal*,
energizes the vital bus with permanently connected loads within
13 seconds, energizes the auto-connected shutdown loads through
the load sequencer and operates foa greatex than or &q=a to
S minutes while its generator is loaded with the shutdown
loads. After ena-gisatLon of these loads, the steady stat.
voltage and frequency of the vital bus shall be maintained at

tes 3910 and < 4400 volts and 2 58.8 and . 60.5 Hm during thic

4. Verifying that on an z81 actuation test signal without loss of
off site power the diosel generator starts on the auto-start signal
and operates on standby for greater than or equal to 5 finutes*.
The diesel generator shall achiuve a 3910 volts and ? 5,6.8 Hz in

S 13 seconds, and subsequently achieves steady state voltage of
> 3,910 and : 4400 volts and frequency of Ž 58.8 and :S 60.5 Hz.

S. Deleted

6. Simulating a loss of offsite power in conjun•tion with an UPS
actuation test signal, and

a) Verifying de-energization of the .vital bus and load shedding
frcm the vital bus.

b) Verifying the diesel starts an the auto-start a1.:gnal*,
energizes the v-ital bus with permanently connected loads within

.13 seconds; energises the auto-connected emergency' (accident)
loads through the load sequencer and operates for greater than
or equal to 5 minutes while its generator is loaded with the
emergency loads. After energizsation of these loats, the steady
state voltage and frequency of the vital bus shsal be
maintained at ? 3910 and S 4400 volts and ? 58.8 and 5 60.5 Hz

duri.ng this test.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

W SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

c) Verifyingthat .all nonessential automatic .diesel .generator trips
(i.e.,..other .than engine overspeed, lube oil .pressure low, 4
KV Bus differential and generator dtifferential) :are
automatically bypassqedqup9n loss of voltage on the vital bus
concurrent with a safety injection actuation signal.

7. Deleted

8. Verifying that the auto-connected loads to each diesel generator
do not exceed the two hour rating of 2860 kw.

9. Verifying that with the diesel generator operating in a test mode
(connected to its bus), a simulated safety injection signal
overrides the test mode by (1) returning the diesel generator to

o .[ sstandby operation and (2) automatically energizing the emergency
loads with offsite power.

e. At ast on er 10 e or after any modifications which could affect
esel generator interdependence by starting all diesel generators

simultaneously*, during shutdown, and verifying that all diesel
generators acceler t-e--to--t lea-st --- -884z in less than or equal to 13
seconds. P- _

f. (A _eas~cee~ onh the following test shall be performed within
5 minutes of diesel shutdown after the diesel has operated for at least
two hours at 2340-2600 kw**;

Verifying the diesel generator starts and achieves Ž 3910 volts and
> 58.8 Hz in : 13 seconds, and subsequently achieves steady state voltage
of Ž 3910 and < 4400 volts an Fen c f 60 1 .2 Hz.

g. At 1 st o e er 18 onths vyen generator operates for
a-east 24 hours*. During the first 2 hours of this test, the diesel
generators shall be loaded to 2760-2860 Kw**. During the remaining 22
hours of this test, the diesel generator shall be loaded to 2500-2600
Kw**. The steady state voltage and frequency shall be maintained at >
3910 and < 4580 volts and 60 ± 1.2 Hz during this test.

4.8.1.1.3 The diesel fuel oil storage and t ns.fe hall be
demonstrated OPERABLE: C

a. At oce.,pe I.,.1days Iby:

l.Verifying the level in each of the above required fuel storage
tanks. .

2.Veri'fying-that both fuel ;transfer pumps can be started and
transfer fuel from the fuel storage tanks to the day tanks.
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Z;ACrmIrAL PW!R SYSTRIG

SUMZLIANKS RZU = T (Continued)

cm At d! 79pe(2,-&Vy§ by a samp1ýl, of diLesel fuel
SAOOO eR abo~ve vequred fuel -Storage tanks is withi4n the

acceptabl.e liits Specified in Table I of ASTM 0975-77 when check•d
for viscosity, water and rmedimmt.

A.8.1.1.4 B - NOT V SD

V

* SULviullanoS tee t~r& may be conducted in accordance with the
sanu:9acturev' recommendations zeqadflq ongizle Preube, maximup and
loe4JAq (unioss loading tines aze specified in the individual
Surveil1ance R.oqui.remsnt).

SThis band iLs meamt &a gui~dance to preclude routine exoeedanes5 of the
diesol gnearatoz mufaa --ctuxer $ design ratins. Load i- excsess of this
band for special tea tiW • ot Momentary variations . to changing bus
Jods" shall not invalidate the test.

I
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3/4.8.2 ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

A. C. DISTRIBUTION - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.2.1 The following A. C. electrical busses shall be OPERA= E- and energized
from sources of 1PowQr other than the diesel generators:

4 kvolt Vital Bus # 2A.
4 kvolt Vital Bus # 2B
4 kvolt Vital Bus # 2C
460 volt, Vital Bus 4 2A and associated control enters
460 volt Vital Bus 0 2B and associated control centers
460 volt Vital Bus # 2C and associated control centers
230 volt Vital Bus # 2A and associated contmol centers-
230 volt Vital Bus # 22 and associated control centers
230 volt Vital Bus # 2C and associated control centers
115 volt Vital Instruikent This, 0 2K and Inverter '

115 volt Vital Instrument Bus # 21 and Inverter *
115 volt Vital Instrument Bus I 2C and Inverter
115s volt Vital Inatrument Bus # 2D' and 2nverter

A6PPLICABII;ITY: HODES .1, 2:, 3- nd 4.

ACTiON:

a. With less thanthe above complement of A.C. busses.0P•RABLE or-energized,
restore; the, inoperable, tuse to iPERABLE and, energized tau wthn8
hoqurs, or be ýin at least HOTZ STANDBY within the .next 46 ho4usmand4 in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following ,30 hour.s.

b. With one inverter inoperable, energize the associated A.C. Vital Bus
within 8 hours; restore the inoperable 2A, 22, or'.. 2C inverter to
OPERA=L and energized Status ý'wV.thin 24 hour atb i t ~ HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours; r"store the inoperable 2D inverter to-OPERABLE. Zand
energized status within 72 hours or.be inuat leasto,,KOT STANDBwitbhin "
the next 6 hours and.in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following•'30 hours;-.

SUWJU1LLANCZ REQUIREMENTS

4.8.2.1 The specified A.C. busses and inverters shall be detemin -ed 02ZRAE
from A.C. sour.es other than the diesel generator a Lae c t

`Ipr-/qy verif•ying Correct breaker alignment •n ni,'c vol .90•••n•h

*An inverter may be disconnected from its D.C. source for up to 24 hours for

the purpose of performing an equalizing oharge on its associated battery bank 9
provided (1) its vital bus is OPERABLE and energized, and (2) the vital busses
associated with the other battery banks are OPERAB=E and energized.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

A.C. DISTRIBUTION - SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.2.2 As a minimum, two A.C. electrical biis' trains'-shall be OPERABLE and
energized from sources of power other than a diesel generator but aligned to
an OPERABLE diesel generator with each train consisting of:

1 - 4 kvolt Vital Bus

1 - 460 volt Vital Bus and associate8d control centers

1 - 230 volt Vital Bus and associated control centers

1 - 115 volt Instrument Bus energized from its respective 'inverter
connected to its respective D. C. bus train.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTION:

With less than the above complement of-.A.C. lbusses,. and inverters OPERABLE and
energized, immediately declare the6affected required features inoperable, or
suspend all operations involving'CORE ALTERATiONSV -positive reactivity
changes, and movement of irradiated fuel assemblies until the minimum
required A.C. electrical power sources are restored to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.2.2 ýTe specified A.C. busses and inverters shall be determined OPERABLE
andn di1from A.C. sources other 'than the-aiesel generators as

by verifying correct breaker alig~nment and ind ate vo tage
on te busses.ar
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
jZIFd~CP L

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.:8.2.3~2.~ '~D.C. bus train shall be doeIteiinid OPERABLE and eniergi•z6i
varifying correct breaker, alignment an

vol:tage.od ýthe bus.....

4.8.2.3.2 Each,-requi.red l.25-volt battery and cha er-7sh 11z demonstrated

.~. t eaone~r".7..days by verifyingý that:

1. ,,- The parameters in jTable,,4.8.2'.13-1 -meet Category A limits.

2. The overall battery volt.age' -'rea-t-eFnaOqual to
125 volts on float char e<-

(b. tle oeor and once vn. ours after a
1. Th oalael <1 a-, and-once within 24 hows o afvter a

nattery ove a phys -V byaver iyin ormhal -the parameters

C. (At_ 1.~r on pr da verifying that:

2. There n er or roelon t nals or connectors
or thaeconneqtionn eFsistanrosw-is:i r

mat50 micro ohms ifor ,interell connections,
5SSozmccr;ohms.. for-inter-track -connections.,

:050, microý ohms -for inter-tier,;,connections,
:570 micro ohms for field cable terminal connections,
'and''- -- ~- '-- t-M'~ 44

ýa500 micro ohms for the total ~battery connection

resistamnce 'wich 'includes all 'inter-cdell, ionzecti.ons
(including' Lbus 'bars)',- 'all inter-r"iac ' iinne&Eionx
(incl ud7ing cal xea"isatanoe 'al ne-i~ nnactions
tiniiludihg 'cable. teiiitane) jd 41l1 field terminal
connections at 'thei battery.""

2. The average electrolyte t_ , aueo 0 enatv
cells is above, 650 r..

d. At leasonce r12;;nthsbyeiyig

1. The cells, cell plates and battery racks show no visual
indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration.

2. Remove visible terminal corrosion and verify cell-to-cell

and terminal connections are coated with anti-corrosion
material.

0
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) W

3. The connection resistance is:
<150 micro ohms for inter-cell connections,
•350 micro ohms for inter-rack connections,
•350 micro ohms for inter-tier connections,
<70 micro ohms for field cable terminal connections,and
•2500 micro ohms for the total battery connection
resistance which 'includes all inter-call connections
(including bus bars), all inter-rack connections (including
cable resistaxtas) all inter-tier connections (includingJh• •q / cable resistance) and all field terminal connections at the

~battery.

At •8e t one isr 1S nth by verifying that the battery charger
/ wilXlsupply at least amperes at 125 volts for at least 4 hours.

f. At _leas onep-28 t>duing shutdown, by verifying that the
att capacity is adequate to supply and maintain in OPERABLE

duty cycle when the battery is subjected to a battery service test.
I//• • • status all of the actual or simulated emergency loads for the design

g.At leas once 60 nths during shutdown, by verifying that the
batty cacity is at east 80% of the manufacturer's .=ating when
subjected to a performance discharge test. Satisfactory completion

- of this performance discharge test shall also satisfy the
requirements of Specification 4.8.2.3.2. f if the performance
discharge test is caonduoted during a shutdown where that test and
the battery service test would both be required.

h. At least once per 12 months, during shutdown, if the battery shows
signs of dqgradation OR has reached 85% of the service life with a
capacity less than 100% of manufacturers rating, by verifying that
the battery capacity is at least 80% of the manufacturer.'s rating
when subjected to a performance -discharge test. Degradation is
indicated when the battery capacity drops more than 10% of rated
apai~oty from its capacity an the previous performance test, or is

below 90% of the manufacturer's rating.

i. At least once per 24 months, during shutdown, if the battery has
reached 05% of the service life with capacity greater than or equal
to 100% of manufacturers rating, by verifying that the battery
capacity is at least 80% of the manufacturer's rating when subjected
to a performance discharge test.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

TABLE 4.8.2.3-1

BATTERY CELL PARAMETERS REOUIREMENTS

CATEGORY A,:' CATEGORY B: CATEGORY- 'C:
PARAMETER LIMITS FOR EACH LIMITS FOR EACH ALLOWABLE VALUE

DESIGNATED PILOT CONNECTED CELL FOR EACH
CELL CONNECTED CELL

Electrolyte Level >Minimum level >Minimum level Above top of
indication mark, indication -mark, plates, and not
land -ari/4 inc and • 1/4 inch overflowing

above mim "ove maximum
level indication "level indication
imark (a) 'mark (a)

Float Voltage >2.13 V a2.13 V k2.07 V

Specific Gravity Ž1..195 .. 1.190 Not more than
(b) (a) 0.020 below

AND average of all
connaCted Celli,

Average of all
connected cells AND

. ..•1 200

Averagea of all*
connected cells
>1.190

(a) It is acceptable for the electrolyte level to temporarily increase above
the specified maximum level during equalizing charge provided it is not
overflowing.

(b) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level. Level correction is
not required, however, when battery charging is < 3 amps when on float
charge.

(c) Or battery charging current is < 3 amps when on float charge. This is
acceptable only during a maximum of 7 days following a battery recharge.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

125-VOLT D.C. DISTRIBUTION - SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.2.4 As a minimum, the following D.C. electrical equipment and bus shall
be energized and OPERABLE:

2 - 125-volt D.C. busses, and

2 - 125-volt batteries, each with at least one full capacity charger,
associated with each of the above D.C. busses.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTION:

With less than the above complement of D.C. equipment and busses OPERABLE,
immediately declare the affected required features inoperable, or suspend all
operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS, positive reactivity changes, and
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies until the minimum required 125Volt
D.C. electrical power sources are restored to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.2.4.1 The above required 125-volt D.C. usses s e etermined
OPERABLE and energized at as once r 7T/ays by verifying correct breaker
alignment and indicated power availability.

4.8.2.4.2 The above required 125-volt batteries and chargers shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE per Surveillance Requirement 4.8.2.3,2.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8 iEach D.C. bus train shall be determined OPERABLE and energized• )
o:_-nce" 7 -dsy*Ub 9rifying c'orrect breakef alignment and power ..

4.8.2.5.2 Each 28-volt battery and above required charger shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE..

a.At ast o ,e er cdays by verifying that:

1. The parameters in Table 4.8.2.5-1 meet Category A limits.

The overall battery voltage is greater than or equal to 27
olts on float charge.

At stAo e per da ysand once within 24 hours after a battery
disc arg' < 25.7 Y and once within 24 hours after a battery
overcharge >_35 V byverifying that the parameters in Table
4.8.2.5-1 meet the Category B limits.

c. ob verifying that:

here is no visible corrosion at terminals or connectors or
__ 5 & (- .L the connection resistance is:

: 50 micro ohms for inter-cell connections,

:- 200 micro ohms for inter-tier connections,
•570 micro ohms for field cable terminal connections, and
S 500 micro ohms for the total battery connection resistance
which includes all inter-cell-connections (including bus
bars), all inter-tier connections (including cable
resistance) and all field terminal connections at the

"battery. .

The average electrolyte temperature of the representative
cells is Ž 65 0 F.

At ast cper I monthý y verifying thatt

1. The cells, cell plates and battery racks show no visual
indication of physical damage or-abnormal deterioration.

2. Remo Ve visible terminal corrosion and verify cell-to-cell and
terminal connections are coated with anti-corrosion material.

3. The connection resistance is:

< 50 micro ohms for inter-cell connections,
• 200 micro ohms for inter-tier connections,
< 70 micro ohms for field cable terminal connections, and
< 500 micro ohms for the total battery connection resistance
which includes all inter-cell connections (including bus
bars), all inter-tier connections (including cable
resistance) and all field terminal connections at the
battery.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

I ~. '6P&-e. At la oce p,• 18" m0•sby verifying that the battery charger

w- supp y 50 amperes at ý 28 volts for Ž 4 hours.
_S~~aw-once a mer18 •drn

f. At 1 t once, er18 onth- , during shutdown, by verifying that the
bat ery cabat aci y is"adeqUate to supply and maintain in OPERABLE
status .all of the actual or simulated emergency loads for the
desi:gn- duty-cyclewhen-the battery is subjetted. t'•a battery'-

service.test.

g. r6 months during shutdown, by verifying that the. bA t e ry s oca ýpec m ts he
bt•..y.capacit is at leastt 80% of the manufacturer's rating,•when....

subjected to a ierformahce' discharge test. SAtitfactory completion

~ c~z- ,L~ of this'perfo~rmahce discharge test shall also satisfy the
requirements of-Specification 4.8.2.5.2.f if the p~rformance
discharge test '°s &hdiited during a shutdown'were that test and
the battery servicý test would both be required'.'

h. At least once-per -1-2--months, during shutdown, if-the-batt-ery--shows-
signs of degradation OR has reached 85% of the service•i'fe with a
capacity less than 100% of manufacturers rating, by veri:fyjnig that
the battery capacity.is at least 80% of the manufacturer's rating,
when subjected to a performance discharge test, Degradatibn is
indicated when the battery capacity drops more than-10% of rated

( ) capacity from its capacity on the previous performance test, or is
below 90% of the manufacturer's rating.

i. At least once per 24 months, during shutdown, if the battery has
reached 85% of the seivice life with capacity greater than or equal
to 100% of manufacturers rating, by verifying that the battery
capacity is at least 80% of the manufacturer's rating when
subjected to a performance discharge test.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

TABLE 4.8.2.5-1

BATTERY CELL PARAMETER REOUIREMENTS

)

CATEGORY A: CATEGORY B: CATEGORY C:
PARAMETER LIMITS FOR EACH LIMITS FOR EACH ALLOWABLE VALUE

DESIGNATED PILOT CELL CONNECTED CELL FOR EACH
CONNECTED CELL

Electrolyte >Minimum level >Minimum level Above top of
Level indication mark and indication mark plates and not

• 1/4 inch above and 5 1/4 inch overflowing
maximum level above maximum
indication markla) level indication

mark"'

Float Voltage Ž2.13 V Ž2.13 V Ž2.07 V

Specific >1.195 Žl.190 Not more than
Gravity(e (c) 0.020 below the

AND average of all
connected cells

Average of all
Connected cells AND

:1. 200 Average of all

connected cells
Ž1. 190

(a) It is acceptable for the electrolyte level to temporarily increase above
the specified maximum level during equalizing charge provided it is not
overflowing.

tb) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level. Level correction is not
required, however, when battery charging is < 2 amps when on float
charge.

(c) Or battery charging current is < 2 amps when on float charge. This is
acceptable only during a maximum of 7 days following a battery recharge.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

28-VOLT D.C. DISTRIBUTION - SHUTDOWN ..

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.2.6 As a minimum, the following D. C. electrical equiprmenftand-bus "hail'
be ediergized'aind OPERABLE:

1 -" 28-volt D.Cý. bus, and -

1 - 28-volt battery and at least one full capacity charger associated
with the above D.C. bus. -..

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTION:

With,.less than. the above complement,,of, D.C,. equipment. and,-busses OPERABLE,
immediately declare the, affectedrequired,.features inoperable ,orsusPend all
operations involving_ CORE ALTERATIONS positive repacrt a o susvityend ll

movement or irradiated fuel assemblies unti1 the minimum .required 28Vl,t D.C.
electrical power sources are restored to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.82 1The above e d 28-volt D.C. bus shall be determined OPERABLE
4.8.2.6.1Th b e ed 283&-s

and energized at oe ys by verifyin correct breaker alignment ...
and voltage on tlie bus.

4.8 .i2,6.2 .The -above, required ,28-volt-- ýis-'and charger shaill -be
demonstrated OPERABLE per Surveillance Requirement 4.8.2.5.2.
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3/4.8.3 ELECTRICAL EOUIPMENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.3.1 All containment penetration conductor overcurrent protective devices
required to provide thermal protection of penetrations shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTIONt

With one or more of the containment penetration conductor overcurrent protective
device (s) inoperable:

a. Restore the protective device(s) to OPERABLE status or de-energize the
circuit(s) by tripping either the primary or backup protective device,
or racking out or removing the primary or backup device within 72 hours,
declare the affected system or component inoperable, and verify the
primary or backup protective device to be tripped, or the primary or
backup device racked out or removed at least once per 7 days thereafter;
or

b. Be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8,3.1 All required containment penetration conducto• current protective
devices shall be demonstrated OPERAL

a. sit on pern months:

1. For ct easy'one 4.16 NV reactor coolant pump circuit, su at 11
react coto•ant pup Ciro ts aedmn ae Et a
onopr Mo ao~~_ by performance of: . .

(a) A CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the associated protective relays, and

(b) An integrated system functional test which includes simulated
automatic actuation of the system and verifying that each
relay and associated circuit breakers and control circuits
function as designed.

-,.- -. - --
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SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS -(Concnued)..

2. By verifying the OPERABtLITY of the required molded case and
lower voltage circuit breakers, by selecting and functionally
testing a represenzaaive sample of ac least 10% of All the
circuiC breakers of that cype. Circuit breakers selected for
funcetonal testing shall be selected on a rotating basis, The
functionat cest shall consist of injecting a current Input at
the specified seepotnt to each selecced circuit breaker and
verifying chat each circuit breaker functions as designed.
CLrcuiz:braakers found inoperable during functional testing

shall-b restored to OPERALE status prior to resuming
operation. For each circuit breaker found inoperable during
the functional cests, an addit•onal representacive sample of at
.least 1.0% of all the circuic breakers of the inoperable type
shall also be functionally tested until no more failures are

/' j _ V• ') £found or all circuit breakers of that type have been

functionally tested.

b Q onth0 a by subjecting *act% circuit breaker to an
insectonan provenc ve maintenance in accordance with procedures
prepared In conjunction with its manufacturer's recommendations.

Amendment No.82 1
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3/4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

BORON CONCENTRATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.1 The boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System, the fuel
storage pool, the refueling canal, and the refueling cavity shall be
maintained within the limit specified in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT
(COLR).

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 (Only applicable to the refueling canal, the fuel
storage pool and refueling cavity when connected to the Reactor Coolant
System)

ACTION:
With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immediately

a. Suspend CORE ALTERATIONS and
b. Suspend positive reactivity additions and
c. Initiate action to restore boron concentration to within limit

specified in the COLR.
d. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.1the boron concentration is within the limit of the COLr

SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 9-1 Amendment No. 261



REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.2 INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.2 As a minimum, two source range neutron flux monitors shall be
operating, each with continuous visual indication in the control room
and one with audible indication in the containment and control room.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6.

ACTION:

a. With one of the above required monitors inoperable, immediately
suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or positive
reactivity changes.

b. With both of the required monitors inoperable, determine the
boron concentration of the reactor coolant system at least once
per 12 hours.

c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.2 Each source range neutron flux monitor shall be demonstrated OPERABLE
by performance of:

a. A CHANNEL CHECK Lt I t once er12 urs and L tjs --

ib. A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at. as6t onu per 7aves
I
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

CONTAINMENT BUILDING PENETRATIONS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.4 The containment building penetrations shall be in the following status:

a. The equipment hatch inside door is capable of being closed and held
in place by a minimum of four bolts, or an equivalent closure device
installed and capable of being closed,

b. A minimum of one door in each airlock is capable of being closed

c. Each penetration providing direct access from the containment
atmosphere to the outside atmosphere shall be either:

1. closed by a manual or automatic isolation valve, blind flange,
or equivalent, or

2. capable of being closed by the Containment Purge and Pressure-
Vacuum Relief Isolation System.

Note: Penetration flow path(s) providing direct access from the
containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere may be unisolated under
administrative controls.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of irradiated fuel within the containment.

ACTION:

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immediately
suspend all operations involving movement of irradiated fuel in the containment
building. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Each of the above required containment building penetrations shall be
etermined to be either in its required condition or capable of being

___ - closed b a manual or automatic containment isolation valve 1st)
Z:ý- ý p e da ysd.

4.9.4.2 Once per refueling prior to the start of movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies within the containment building, verify the capability to
close, within I hour, the equipment hatch inside door or an equivalent
closure device. Applicable only when the equipment hatch is open during4 mo nt of irradiated fuel in the containment building.

4.9.4.3 Verify, • per_ 18 on , each required containment purge isolation
valve actuateso teisolation position on a manual actuation signal.

SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 9-4 Amendment No. 272



REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.8 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL AND COOLANT CIRCULATION

ALL WATER LEVELS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.8.1 At least one residual heat removal loop shall be in operation.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6.

ACTION:

a. With less than one residual heat removal loop in operation,
except as provided in b. below, suspend all operations
involving an increase in the reactor decay heat load or a
reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant
System. Close all containment penetrations providing direct
access from the containment atmosphere to the outside
atmosphere within 4 hours.

b. The residual heat removal loop may be removed from operation
for up to I hour per 8 hour period during the performance of
CORR ALTERATIONS in the vicinity of the reactor pressure
vessel hot legs.

c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREHMTS

RHR loop shall be verified in

a. greater than or equal to 1000 gpm, and

b. sufficient to maintain the RCS temperature at less than or

equal to 1400F. I
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0
REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.10 WATER LEVEL - REACTOR VESSEL

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.10 At least 23 feet of water shall be maintained over the top of the
reactor pressure vessel flange.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of fuel assemblies or control rods within the
reactor pressure vessel when either the fuel assemblies being moved or the
fuel assemblies seated within the reactor pressure vessel are irradiated.

ACTION:

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, suspend all
operations involving movement of fuel assemblies or control rods within the
pressure vessel. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

I

4.9.10 The water level shall be determined to be at least itsiinimumrequired
depth within 2 hours prior to the start of and a on per htotrs
thereafter during movements of fuel assemblies or controds.

ISALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 9-11



REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.11 STORAGE POOL WATER LEVEL p
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.11 At least 23 feet of water shall be maintained over the top of irradiated
fuel assemblies seated in the storage racks.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever irradiated fuel assemblies are in the storage pool.

ACTION:

With the requirements of the specification not satisfied, suspend all movement
of fuel assemblies and crane operations with loads in the fuel storage areas
and restore water level to within its limit within 4 hours. The provisions of
Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.11 The water level in the s be determined to be at least
its minimum required dept ast-n-on0per day when irradiated fuel
assemblies are in the fuel storage pool.

0
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4.9.12 FUEL:HANDLING AREA VENTILATION SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.12 The Fuel Handling Area Ventilation System shall be OPERABLE with:

a. Two exhaust fans and one supply fan OPERABLE and operating, and

b. Capable of maintaining slightly negative pressure in the Fuel Handling
Building.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of irradiated fuel within the Fuel Handling
Building

ACTION:

a. With no Fuel Handling Area Ventilation System OPERABLE, suspend all operations
involving movement of fuel within the storage pool until the Fuel Handling Area
Ventilation System is restored to OPERABLE status.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.12 The bove required ventilation system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

Atýcl per /_ hours by verifying that the Fuel Handling Building
, s~madntalnel at a slightly negative pressure with respect to atmospheric

At let on per 31 ys by verifying both exhaust fans and one supply

an s ar an opera e or at least 15 minutes, if not operating already.

At Atest oncyper 18 ihs§by verifying a system flowrate of 19,490 cfm

S±10% durin4 system dperation.
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3/4.10 SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

SHUrDOWN MARGIN

,LIMITING ýCONDITION FOR'OPERATION.

3.10.1 -The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Spec-fication 31.1.1 may .be
suspended for mea:sufiement ý6f contro`l rod 'w-rth a d'•s ht own marg'in .
provided the reactivity equivalent to at least the highest estimated control

. ,I'rod worth is available for `tfrip -1uiaerti'on fro OPE•$• control rod'(s).

APPLICABILITY: MODE 2.

ACTION : , 'a • ". . ." "" • •"

a. With any full length control rod not fully inserted and with.
less than the above reactivity equivalent-avaiilable-for- rip
insertion, immediately initiate and continue boration at
> 33 gpm of a solution containing 2 6,560 ppm boron or its,
equivalent until the SHUTDOWN MARGIN required by Specification

,3.1ý.L.I is restored. A

b. With all full length control-rods inserted and ýth'e -,reactor
subcritical by less than the above reactivity equivalent,
immediately initiateand, continue 'bogration at 2:y 3`3p'm of a solution'Icontaining a::.,60pm-boron: or' its, equiva ent uni%ýl the SHUTDOWN

MARGIN required by Spe.cification 3.1.1.1 is restored.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.10.1.1 The position of each full length rod either partiall 1Y
W1TPRAWN shall ,be determined (at 1' '~o~rice r3-r'ý --

40 s, c P

4.10.1.2 Each full length rod"not fully inserted shall be dem
capable ,f ifull 'insertion .,when:t-tripped ,from at- least- -the..50k ,withdrawn
position within 24 hours prior, tozeducing the SH3T.1WN MARGIN., to Aess-'
than the limits of Specification 3.1.1.1.

SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 10-1 Amendment No. 133



SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

GROUP HEIGHT, INSERTION AND POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.10.2 The group height, insertion and power distribution limits of
Specifications 3.1.3.1, 3.1.3.4, 3.1.3.5, 3.2.1, and 3.2.4 may be
suspended during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS provided:

a. The THERMAL POWER is maintained less than or equal to 85%# of RATED
THERMAL POWER, and

b. The limits of Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 are maintained and
determined at the frequencies specified in Specification 4.10.2.2
below.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1.

ACTION:

With any of the limits of Specifications 3.2.2 or 3.2.3 being exceeded
while the requirements of Specifications 3.1.3.1, 3.1.3.4, 3.1.3.5,
3.2.1 and 3.2.4 are suspended, either:

a. Reduce THERMAL POWER sufficient to satisfy the ACTION
requirements of Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, or

b. Be in HOT STANDBY within 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.10.2.1 The THERMAL POWER shall be determined to be less than or equal to
85% of RATED THERMAL POWER p

4.10.2.2 The below listed surveillance requirements skii1-e--p.-er- d6
• :le per_2 h ~o-r-, during PHYSICS TESTS:

a. Surveillances 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.2.3. ( 5 Ž 1L

b. Surveillances 4.2.3.1 and 4.2.3.2.

f See page 3/4 10-3
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SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

PHYSICS TESTS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.10.3 The limitations of Specifications .3.1.1.3, 3.1. i-V4,3.1..3.1, 3.1.3.4and-3.1.3-5 may be.suspended udiring the performance of PHYSICS TESTS -

provided:

a. The THERMAL POWER does not exceed 5% of RATED THERMALPOWER,

b. The reactor. trip setpoints on the, OPERABLE Intermediate and Power
RangeNuclear Channels are set at less,-,than or equal to 25% of RATED
THERMAL POWER, and

C. The Reactor Coolant System lowest operating' loop temperature (T,,,)

is greater than 'or equal to 5310 F.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 2.

ACTION: ..

a. With the"THERMAL POWER'-greaiter than 5i"of RATED THERMAL POWER,
immediately open the reactor trip breakers.

b. With a Reactor Coolant System operating loop temperature (Tavg) less

than 5310F, restore,,Tv,.. to within its limit within 15 minutes or be
in at least ,HOT STANDBY within the next ,15 minutes.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.10,3.1 The THERMAL POWER shall be ned to be less tha or equal to
5 % of -RATED THERMAL POWER Cj~jg onceý r hu , u'gPYSC ns'

4.10.3.2 Each Intermediate and Power Range Channel shall -ja to a
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST prior to initiating PHYSICS TESTS.

4.10.3.3 The Reactor Coolant System ter erature (T shall be determined to

be greater than or equal to 531OF te once r 30 nutes during PHYSICS
TESTS.

SALEM - UNIT 2 3/4 10-4 Amendment No.257



SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

NO FLOW TESTS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.10.4 The limitations of Specification 3.4.1.1 may be suspended during the
performance of startup and PHYSICS TESTS, provided;

a. The THERMAL POWER does not exceed the P-7 Interlock Setpoint, and

b. The Reactor Trip Setpoints on the OPERABLE Intermediate and Power
Range Channels are set less than or equal to 25% of RATED THERMAL
POWER

APPLICABILITY: During operation below the P-7 Interlock Setpoint.

ACTION:

With the THERMAL POWER greater than the P-7 Interlock Setpoint, immediately
open the reactor trip breakers.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.10.4.1 The THERMAL POWER shall be determined to be less than P-7 Interlock
Setpoint t < a once hour PHYSICS TESTS,

4.10.4.2 Each Intermediate, Power Channe d P-7 Interlock shall be
subjected to a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST prior to initiating startup or PHYSICS
TESTS.
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS

LIQUID HOLDUP TANKS*

LIMITING CONDITION FOR• OPERATION

3.11.1.4 The quantity of radioactive material contained in each outdoor temporary
tank shall be limited to less than or equal to 10 curies, excluding tritium and
dissolved or entrained noble gases.

APPLICABILITY: :At all times.

ACTION:

a. With the quantity of radioactive material in any of the above listed tanks
exceeding the above limit, immediately suspend all additions of
radioactive material to the tank and within 48 hours reduce the tank
contents to within the limit.

b. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.11.1.4 The quantity of radioactive material contained in each outdoor temporary
tank shall be determined to be within the above limit by analyzing a representative
sample of the tank s contents tLie-e-.- ce pe when radioactive materials are

being added to the tank. -

Tanks included in this Specification are those outdoor temporary tanks that are

not surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls capable of holding the tank contents
and that do not have tank overflows and surrounding area drains connected to
the liquid radwaste treatment system.
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PADIOACTIVE EFFLUEI'TS

EXPLOSIVE GAS MIXTURE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERP.TION

3.11,2.5 The concentration of oxygen in the waste gas holdup system shall be
limited to less than or equal to 2ý. by volume.

APPLICABILITY: At all times. *

ACTION:

a. With the concentration of oxygen in the waste gas holdup system greater
than 2% by volume but less than or equal 4% by volume, reduce the
oxygen concentration to the above limits within 48 hours,

b. With the concentration of oxygen in the waste gas holdup system greater
than 4% by volume immediately suspend all additions of waste gases to
the system and reduce the concentration of oxygen to less than or equal
to 2% by volume without delay.

c. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
)

4,11.2.5 The concentration of oxygen in the waste gas holdup system shall be
determined to be within the above limits by continuously** monitoring the waste
gases in the waste gas holdup system with the oxygen monitor. if hydrogen is not
measured, the concentration of hydrogen shall be assumed to exceed 4% by volume.

* Not applicable to portions of the Waste Gas System removed from service for
maintenance provided that, the portions removed for maintenance are isolated,
and purged of hydrogen to less than 4% by volume.

If the oxygen monitoring instrumentation is inoperable,
operation of the waste gas holdup system ma continue provided grab
samples are collected on per 24 h rs and analyzed within
the following 4 hours.

A<'-J
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

4. When the W* methodology has been implemented, inspect 100
percent of the inservice tubes for the entire hot-leg
tubesheet W* distance with the objective of detecting flaws
that may satisfy the applicable tube repair criteria of TS
6.8.4.i.c.i every 24 effective full power months or one
refueling outage (whichever is less).

*e. Provisions for monitoring operational primary-to-secondary leakage.

SALEM - UNIT 2 6-19f Amendment No. 262
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Attachment 4 LR-N10-0088
LAR S10-01

INSERT 1]

In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program

INSERT 2

The Surveillance Frequency is based on operating experience, equipment reliability, and plant
risk and is controlled under the Surveillance Frequency Control Program.



REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BASES

The ACTION-statements which permit limited variation from the basic
requirements are accompanied by additional restrictions which ensure that the
original criteria are met. Mis-alignment of a rod requires measurement of
peaking factors or a restriction in THERMAL POWER; either of these
restrictions provide assurance of fuel rod integrity during continued
operation. The reactivity worth of a mis-aligned rod is limited for the
remainder of the fuel cycle to prevent exceeding the assumption used in the
accident analysis.

The maximum rod drop time restriction is consistent with the assumed rod
drop time used in the accident analyses. Measurement with Tavg >541OF and
with all reactor coolant pumps operating ensures that the ed drop times
will be representative of insertion times experi ee&- uring a rea. or trip at
operating conditions.

Control rod positions and OPERABILITY of rod nosi ndicators are
required to be verified" a nomzJunal basis of once per 12 hour2. with more
frequent verifications required if an automatic monitoring cnannel iinoperab __hes v1.1lo frre--a-enciesýýiý: :,e adequate for assu ng that the
p •ic 2le LCO'5s/are sati ied. / _ //

The terms 'Shutdown Rod Position Indicator', lo R ition
Indicator", "Control Rod Position Indicator', and Rod Position Indicator" are
all used in this bases section or in the Technical Specifications, and all
refer to indication driven by the output of the Analog Rod Position Indication
(ARPI) system. .

One method for determining rod position are the indicators on the control
console. An alternate method of determining rod position is the plant
computer. Either the control console indicator or plant computer is
sufficient to comply with this specification. The plant computer receives the
same input from ARPI as the control console indicators and provides resolution
equivalent to or better than the control console indicators. The plant
computer also provides a digital readout of rod position which eliminates
interpolation and parallax errors inherent to analog scales.

Rod demand position is indicated on the control console and the plant
computer. The rod demand position is a digital signal, namely a pulse, and is
generated each time the Rod Control System demands a rod position step change,
one pulse for each rod step. The pulses are "counted" and displayed by the
control console group demand step counters. There are two group demand step
counters for each bank of rods with exception of shutdown banks C and D. The
plant computer also "counts" and displays the demand pulses. Only the group 1
demand position of each rod bank is displayed on the plant computer as only
the group I pulses are routed to the plant computer. The group 1 demand
position on the plant computer is, by default, called "Cont Bank A Steps" or
"S/D Bank A Steps" etc. with no reference to group 1 or group 2.

As the plant computer receives the same demand pulses from the Rod Control
System as the control console group demand step counters and provides
equivalent resolution, the plant computer "bank step" display provides an
alternate method of determining group 1 rod demand position. Either the
control console group I demand step counter or the plant computer "bank step"
display is sufficient to comply with this specification for group 1 rod demand
position. Only the control console group 2 demand counter can be used to
comply with the specification for group 2 rod demand.

SALEM - UNIT I B 3/4 1-5 Revised by letter dated 9/12/10



POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

BASES

1/.. DNR PAXAk2TES

The limits on the DNB related parameters assure that each of the
parameters are maintained.mithin the normal.steady state envelope of operation
assumed in the transient and accident analyses. The limits are consistent with
the initial FSAR asunmptions and have been analytiucally emonstratead adequate
-to maintain a minimum DNIR of the design DM value throughout each analyzed
tra nsient.

Te12 hour p" odic surveillanc of these, parameter thru instri.m
readout is suffi ent to ensure t the pavameters ar restored with their
limits follovi load changes an other expected tr ient ,operatio The 18
month pero measuremant-of a-RCS total flo:w tois -adaquata datect
flow degr tion and ensure orrelaticon of the ow indication c als with
m"asur "low such that t indicated percent low will provid sufficient
verif ation of flow ra on a 12 hour basi

I

Ajmendrnent No. 96 .2
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3/4 3 INSTRUMENTATION

BASES

3/4.3.1 and 3'/4.3.2 PROTECTIVE AND ENGINEERED SAFET-Y FEATURES. (ESF)
INSTRUMENTATION .

The OPERABILITY of the protective and ESF instrumentation systems-and
interlocks ensure that 1) the associated ESF action and/or r eactor trip will
be initiated when the ýparameter moni'tored by each channel -or- combination
thereof exceeds its setpoint, '2) tfhe- specified coincidence logic and
sufficient redundancy is maintainedto6'permit a channel to be out of service
for- testidý gor mai~ntenance consistent-wifth--maintaining.,.an appropriate;.level of
reliability of the Reactor P'rotection and Engineered Safety, Features:
instrumentation and, 3) -sufficient system functional capability is .available
from diverse parameters.

The OPERABILITY of these systems is required to provide the overall
reliability, redundance and diversity assumed available in the facility design
for the protection and mitigation of accident and transient conditions. The
int-&gr#ted 'operation of each of these systems is consistent with -the
assumptions'-used in -the accident analyses..

The Trip Setpoints "are 'thenominal- values at which the bistables are set...,Any
bi-stable;is considered to be properly adjusted when the "as-left v.yalue is
within'the band for CHANNEL CALIBRATION accuracy (i.e., ± rack calibration. +
comparator setting-accuracy).

The Trip Setpoints used in the bistables are, based on the analytical limits
stated in the.UFSAR. The selection of these Trip Setpoints is such that
adequate, protection is provided when all , ,sensor- -and pro cessing,,time delays are
taken into account. . To allow for.-calibrat-ion•tolerances, instrumentation,,
uncertainties, instrument drift, and severe environment errors for those
Reactor Protection System (RPS,). channels that must function in harsh,
environments as-defined by 40 CFR 5.0.49., the Trip Setpoints.,and Allowable
Values specified in the Technical Specification Limiting Conditions for"'
Operation (LCO's). are conservatiyely 'adj usted ,with r3espect to the.analytical
limits. The methodology usedto calculate the Trip .Setpoints' is consistent
with Instrument Society of America standard ISA-S67.04-1982, which is "endorsed
via NRC Regulatory.Guide 1.105, Rev. 2. The actual nominal Trip Setpoint
entered into the bistable is more conservative than that specified, by the
Allowable Value to account for changes in random measurement erroýs detectable
by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. One example-of such. a change in measurement
error is drift during the surveillance interval. If the- measured setpoint-
does not exceed-theAllowable Value, .the bistable is considered OPERABLE.

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowable Value ensure that the safety
analyses which demonstrate'that s'afety'limits are not violated' remain valid
(provided the unit is operated within the tCO's at' the' onset of any 'design
basis event and the equipment functions as designed).

The Trip Setpoints and Allowable Values listed in the LCO's incorporate all of
theknown uncertainties applicable for each channel.<The 'magnitudes of these
uncertainties are factored into the determination'of each Trip Setpoint. All
field sensors and signal processing equipment for these channels are assumed
to operate within the allowances of these uncertainty magnitudes.

The surveillance requirements specified for these systems ensure that the
overall system functional capability is maintained comparabl to the oricinal

dards. The periodic surveillance tests m- ed athe m ium

e sufficient to demonstrate this capa- Itiedy.
e an i rvals andurveillance and maintenance u age times have been

Swrith WCAP-10271, -"Evaluatio of Surveillancele et"mined a'ccodnewt

Frequencies and Out of Service Times for the Reacto Protection

SALEM - UNIT 1 B B 3/4 3-1 Amendment No. 260
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BASES

Instrumentation System," and Supplements to that report. il~nce)
d:ea andRu t of service times were determined based on maintaining an
app oprte level of reliabi.l - the Reactor Protection System and
Engineered Safety F es instruue tation.

The verification o me t th '5eci•ed f quenciesP provides
assurance that the reactor trip and e engineered safety features actuation

associated with e ch channel is completed within the time limit assumed in the
safety analysis. No credit is taken in the analysis for those channels with
response times indicated as not applicable (i.e., N.A.) . The FSAR tables 7.3-8
Note 8 response times for feedwater isolation are based on WCAP-16503, "Salem
Unit 1 and Unit 2 Containment Response to LOCA and MSLB for Containment Fan
Cooler Unit (CFCU) Margin Recovery Project," Revision 3, (LCR S06-10). SGFP
trip and FIV closure are credited in the containment analyses for LOCA and
MSLB in case an FRV fails open.

Response time may be verified by actual response time, tests in any series of
sequential, overlapping or total channel measurements, or by the summation of
allocated sensor response times with actual response time tests on the
remainder of the channel. Allocations for sensor response times may be
obtained from: (1) historical records based on acceptable response time tests
(hydraulic, noise, or power interrupt tests), (2) inplace, onsite, or offsite
(e.g. vendor) test measurements, or (3) utilizing vendor engineering
specifications. WCAP-13632-P-A, Revision 2, "Elimination of Pressure Sensor
Response Time Testing Requirements" provides the basis and methodology for
using allocated sensor response times in the overall verification of the
channel response time for specific sensors identified in the WCAP. Response
time verification for other sensor types must be demonstrated by test.

The allocation for sensor response times must be verified prior to placing the
component in operational service and re-verified following maintenance that
may adversely affect response time. In general, electrical repair work does
not impact response time'provided-the parts used for repair are of the same
type and value. One example where response time could be affected is
replacing the sensing assembly of a transmitter.

3/4.3.3 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.3.1 RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

The OPERABILITY of the radiation monitoring channels ensUres that 1) the
radiation levels are continually measured in the areas served by the
individual channels and 2) the alarm or automatic action is initiated when the
radiation level trip setpoint is exceeded.

In the postulated Fuel Handling Accident, the revised dose calculations,
performed using 10 CFR 50.67 and Regulatory Guide 1.183, Alternative Source
Term, do not take credit for automatic containment purge isolation thus
allowing for continuous monitoring of containment activity until containment
closure is achieved. If required, containment purge isolation can be initiated
manually from the control room.

SALEM - UNIT I B .3/4 3-1a Amendment No. 287
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BASES

3/4-.3 .3 .1 RADIATION MONITORING -INSTRUMENTATION (Continued)

.... ---4

CROSS REFERENCE - TABLE f3.3--6 • ?-

T/S Table Instrument Description AcceptableRMs
Item No. Channels

la Fuel Storage7>Area IR5 or IR9

lb DELETED

2ala Containment Gaseous Activity Purge & IR12A or IR41A,
Pressure/Vacuum Relief Isolation and DW) ()

2alb Containment Gaseous Activity RCS Leakage IR12A
Detection

2a2a (NOT USED)

2a2b Containment Air Particulate Activity RCS IRlIA
Leakage Detection

2bl Noble Gas Effluent Medium Range Auxiliary IR41B & D (3)(5)(

Building Exhaust System (Plant Vent)
2b2 Noble Gag Effluent High Range Auxiliary IR41C & D (1) W W

Building Exhaust System (Plant Vent)

2b3 Noble Gas Effluent Condenser Exhaust System IRI5

3a Unit 1 Control Room Intake Channel 1 (to Unit IRIB-I
1 Monitor)

Unit .1 Control Room Intake Channel 2 (to unit 2RIB-2
2 Monitor)

Unit .2 Control Room Intake Channel 1 (to Unit 2RIB-I
2 Monitor)

Unit 2 Control Room Intake Channel 2 (to Unit IRIB-2
I Monitor)

Immediate action(s), in accordance with the LCO Action Statements, means that
the required action should be pursued without delay and in a controlled
manner.

(1) The channels listed are required to be operable to meet a single operable
channel for the Technical Specification's "Minimum Channels Operable"
requirement.

(2) The setpoint applies to IR41D. The measurement range applies to IR41A
and B which display in uCi/cc using the appropriate channel conversion
factor from cpm to uCi/cc.

SALEM - UNIT 1 B 3/4 3-2 TSBC S2008-089*
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3/4.3.3.14 POWER DISTRIBUITION MONFTORING.SYSTE-M (PDMS)

The Power Distribution MonitoringSystem (PDMS) prpivides core monitoringlo -o

the limiting parameters. The PDMS continuous core power dist ibution
me~asurement methodology begins with the periodic d~nara~ilon f a-highly-
accurate 3-D nodal simulation oýfthe current reactor power stribucion. The
simulated reactor power distribution is then continuously a justed by nodal
and thermocouple calibration fact"rskderived from an incore power
distribution measurement obtained using the incore movable detectors to
produce a highly accurate power dist iu n measurement, /he nodae
calibration factors are updated ji7:1 ttonc every a~ ffective uIII Power)

Between calibrations' the fide ity of the measur•e• power
distribution is maintained via adjustment to the calibrated power
distribution provided by continuously input plant and core condition
information. The plant and core condition data utilized by the PDMS is cross
chocked using redundant information to provide a robust basis for continued
operation. The loop inlet temperature is generated py averaging the
respective temperatures from each of the loops, excluding any bad data. The
core exit thermocouples provide many readings across the core and by the
nature of their usage with the PDMS, smoothing of the measured data and
elimination of bad data is performed with the Surface Spline fit. PDM5 uses
the NIS Power Range excore detectors to provide information on the axial
power distribution. Hence. the PDMS averages the data from the four Power
Range excore detectors and eliminates any bad excore detector data.

*1 The bases for the operability requirements of the PDMS is to provide
assurance of the accuracy and reliability of the core parameters measured and
calculated by the POMS core power distribution monitor function. These-
requirements fall under four categories;
1. Assure an adequate number of operable critical sensors.

2. Assure sufficiently accurate calibration of these sensors.
3. Assure an adequate calibration database regarding the number of data sets.
4. Assure the overall accuracy of the calibration.

The minimum number -of required plant and core condition inputs include the
followino:

I. Control Bank Positions.

2. At least 50% of the cold leg temperatures.
3. At least 75% of the signals from the power range excore detector channels

(comprised of top and bottom detector section).
4. Reactor Power Level.
5. A minimum number and distribution of operable core exit thermocouples.
6. A minimum number and distribution of measured fuel assembly power

distribution information obtained using the inmore movable detectors is
incorporated in the nodal model calibration information.

The sensor calibration of Items 1, 2, 3. and 4 above are covered under other
specifications. Calibration of the core exit thermocouples is accomplished
in two parts. The first being a sensor specific correction to K-type
.herriocouple temperature indications based on data from a cross calibration
of the thermocouple temperature indications to the average RCS temperature
measured via the RTDs under isothermal RCS conditions. The second part of
the thermocouple calibration is the generation of thermocouplo flow mixing
SALEM - UNIT I B 3/4 3-4 Amendment No. 237



INSTRUMENTATION

BASES

factors that cause the radial power distribution measured via the

thermocouples to agree with the radial power distribution from a full, core

flux mapmeasured using the incore movable detectors. This calibration is

updated (oneo per I

The operability requirements reviously contained in Specification 3.3.3.2
have been moved to UFSAR Se -ion 7.7.2.6 as part of Amendment 282.

3/4.3.4 DELETED

SALEM - UNIT 1 B 3/4 3-5 Amendment No. 282
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

BASES

3/4.4.4 PRESSURIZER

a so ensures, a a steam bu e Is armed and thus 'the RCS is not a hydraulically

solid system. The requirement that a minimum number of pressurizer heaters be
OPERABLE assures that the plant will be able to establish natural circulation.

3/4.4.5 STEAM GEN'ERATOR (SG) TUBE INTEGRITY

The LCO requires that SG tube integrity be maintained, The LCO also requires

that all SG tubes that satisfy the repair criteria be plugged in accordance with
the Steam Generator Program.

During an SG inspection, any inspected tube that satisfuie the Steam Generator

Program repair criteria is removed from service by plugging. If a tube was
determined to satisfy the repair criteria but was not plugged, the tube may still
have tube integrity.

In the context of this Specification, a SG tube is defined as the entire
length of the tube, including the tube wall, between the tube-to-tubesheet weld at
the tube inlet and the tube-to-tubesheet weld at the tube outlet. For Refueling
Outage 18 and the subsequent operating cycle only, the following definition
applies; A SG tube is defined as the length of the tube beginning 17 inches from
the top of the tubesheet on the tube hot leg side to 17 inches below the top of
the tubesheet on the tube cold leg side as defined in LCR S07-01 (including WCAP-
16640-P) . The tube-to-tubesheet weld is not considered part of the tube.

A SG tube has tube integrity when it satisfies the SG performance criteria.
The SG performance criteria are defined in Specification 6,8.4.i, "Steam Generator
(SG) Program," and describe acceptable SG tube performance. The Steam Generator
Program also provides the evaluation process for determining conformance with the
SG performance criteria.

There are three SG performance criteria: structural integrity, accident
induced leakage, and operational leakage. Failure to meet any one of these
criteria is considered failure to meet the LCO.

The structural integrity performance criterion provides a margin of safety
against tube burst or collapse under normal and accident conditions, and ensures
structural integrity of the SG tubes under all anticipated transients included in the
design specification. Tube burst is defined as, "The gross structural failure of the
tube wall. The condition typically corresponds to an unstable opening displacement
(e.g., opening area increased in response to constant pressure) accompanied by
ductile (plastic) tearing of the tube material at the ends of the degradation." Tube
collapse is defined as, "For the load displacement curve for a given structure,
collapse occurs at the top of the load versus displacement curve where the slope of
the curve becomes zero." The structural integrity performance criterion provides
guidance on assessing loads that significantly affect burst or collapse. In that
context, the term "significant" is defined as, "An accident loading condition other
than differential pressure is considered significant when the addition of such loads
in the assessment of the structural integrity performance criterion could cause a
lower structural limit or limiting burst/collapse condition to be established."

SALEM - UNIT I B 3/4 4-2 Amendment No. 279
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

BASES

3/4.4.6.2 OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE (Continued)

its potential consequences. It should be noted that leakage past seals and
gaskets is not pressure boundary le'Akage. The reactor must be brought to HOT
STANDBY within 6 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN within 36 hours. This action reduces
the leakage and also reduces the facto'rs that tend to degrade the pressure
boundary. Th~eaction times are reasonable, based on operating experience,..to
reach the required plant conditions from full power conditions in an~orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems. In COLD SHUTDOWN, the pressure
stresses acting on the RCPB are much lower, and further deterioration is much
less likely.

Surveillances

Verifying RCS leakage to be within the LCO limits ensures the integrity of the
Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary is maintained. Pressure boundary leakage
would at first appear as unidentified leakage and can only be positively
identified by inspection. It should be noted that leakage past seals and'
gaskets is not pressure boundary leakage. Unidentified leakage and identified
leakage are determined by performance of an RCS water inventory balance. The
RCS water inventory must be met with the reactor at steady state conditions.
The surveillance is modified by a Note that the survei'llanceis mnot required
to be performed until 12 hours after establishing steady state 6peration. The
12'-hour allowance provides sufficient time to collect and process all.
necessary data after stable plan c0'oditions are established. Steady state
operation is required to perform a proper inventory balance since calculations

ing maneuvering are not useful. For RCS operational leakage determina'tion
by water inventory balance, steady state is defined as stable RCS pressure,.
t perature, power level, pressuriz'er and makeup tank levels, makeup and,
etdown, and Reactor Coolant Pu sea the

nour te•cy is a r oonable interv' to tren a ageoand rec gnize the
~~ early/eakagedetei in the pre ninda& ns

Mode ascension to MODE 1-3 is acceptable without'a current RCS Inventory
Balance, provided the asterisked note of "Not required to be completed until
12 hours after establishment of steady state operations", is complied with.

Satisfying the primary-to-secondary leakage limit ensures that the operational
leakage performance criterion in the Steam Generator Program is-met. If SR
4.4.6.2.c is not met, compliance with LCO 3.4.5, "Steam Generator Tube
Integrity, ",should be evaluated. The 150 gallons per day limit is measured at
room temperature (in accordance with EPRI PWR Primary-to-Secondary Leak
Guidelines). If it is not practical to assign the leakage to an indivvdual
steam generator, all the primary-to-secondary leakage should be conslervatively
assumed to be from one Steam Generator. The Surveillance is modified by a
Note which states that the surveillance is not required to be pekrflrme"d until
12 hours after establishment of steady state operation. For RCS primary-to-
secondary leakage determination, steady state is defined as stable RCS
pressure, temperature, power level, pressurizer and makeup tank levels, makeup
a etdown and actor Coolant Pum s in'ection and return flowsn. Th
Surv llance equency of 2 ours is 1'reasonab interval o trend imary-
to- econdary eakage an recognizes te import ,ce of earlIleakage etecfion

the resnon of acidents.he prima y- ea age is etermined
sing continuous process raa-ation monitors or radiochemical grab samplng (in

accordance with EPRI PWR Primary-to-Secondary Leak Guidelines).

3/4.4.7 A

THIS-SECTION DELETED
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BASES-

/, ;9) ST•L'¢R.A".L " '•'C ""

2<e [-spec:.on program•s for ASME Coda Class 1, 2 and 3 componenrts ensure Z=-.a:
S'e s:.-:c:raL incegrity of these oomponencs will be maintained at an

accep:able level chroughouc the .life of the plane. To the extent applicable,
.he inspec:ý.on program for these components is in compLiance with Section X:
of :he ASM" 3oiler and Pressure Vesstl Code.

3/4.4.11 THIS SECTION INTENTIONALLY BLANK

3/4.4.12 REACTOR VESSEL HEAO VENTS

Reactor Coolant System vents are provided'to exhaust noncondensible gases
and/or steam from the Reactor Coolant System that could inhibit natural
circulation core cooling. The OPERABILITf of a reactor vessel head vent path
ensures the capability exists to perform this function.

The valve redundancy of the Reactor Coolant System vent paths serves to
minimize the probability of inadvertant or irreversible actuation while ensuring
that a single failure in a vent valve power supply or control system does not
prevent isolation of the vent path.

The function, capabilities, and testing requirements of the Reactor Coolant
System Vent System are consistent -with the requirements of Item II.B.I of
NUREG-0737, "Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements,' November 1980.

Correction letter dated February 15, 1990, to Amendnent 108
dated January 29, 1990.

SALL1 LUNIT I B 3/4 4.17 Amendment No. 108



3/4,6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

BASES iI

The air lock interlock is designed to prevent simultaneous opening of,:
:both 6doois in a isingl:4 air lock.".', Sinrce-both the -inner "and- outer "doors of ,an
air lock are designed-to withstand the maximum expected post accident
containment pressure, closure of either door will support containment
OPERABILITY. Thus, the door interlock feature supports'containment
OPERABILITY while the.air lock is being used for personnel transit in and out
of the&'containment. - Periodic testing of 4this•`interlock demonstrates that the
interlock willfunctionas adesigned and'that -imult-aneous op0 ý 'n of -thi-inner
and obiter"ddors wiil not inadvertent~ -occurýi- ue to-e urelyý n ech al

n a t u r e ~2 o it -e r oc kej/ An c g iv e n i h a h e i e r l o c k m e a i s - s l 2
/ Challenge'd en 'thetcon inment af lock"'door s opened, this- test: Is. only

required t be perfor 4d upon en ring or e ting a co aininent r lock it
is not re ired more requentl than every six month . The six month
frequeno is -basedý n engineeXing judgem t and is nsidered dequate *n view
of oth , indicati ns of doo and int-er.. ck. mechani m status vailaeb.le o .o.per onsp ores n, ! I .. /- -. .. . . .

SALEM - UNIT'l B 3/4 .6-1d Amendment No, 215



BASES

In MODE 5 or 6, or during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, if
the inoperable CREACS train cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, align
CREACS for single filtration train operation within 4 hours, or suspend
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. With CREACS aligned for single
filtration train operation with one of the two remaining fans or associated
outlet damper inoperable, restore the fan or damper to OPERABLE status within
72 hours. The 72 hours completion time is based on the ability of the
remaining train components to provide the required capability.

In MODE 5 or 6, or during the movement of irradiated fuel assemblies,
with two CREACS trains inoperable or with one or more CREACS trains
inoperable due to an inoperable CRE boundary, action must be taken
immediately to suspend activities that could result in a release of
radioactivity that might require isolation of the CRE. This places the unit
in a condition that minimizes the accident risk. This does not preclude the
movement of fuel to a safe position.

Immediate action(s), in accordance with the LCO Action Statements, means
that the required action should be pursued without delay and in a controlled
manner.

SURVE ILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure th th•

miutes b initiatjing flw environmente nrmEal operating c fiditionsaon this
system are n r too sevare, testine ch tmin onceisvery mav bve es ana

Filterteo tet veifes tfrhatth-rq Freque Cy is ba d on thp _rm i

accrdlance wihtesuvilncteureet.Te s urveillance r ieet

<••p--h--~u-ment "an/•h t-train edundan•.•elac
Re uquirement veife tfoeu ani =be'f• • r at least 15
minutes by initiating flow through the HEPA filter and charcoal ad orbers
train(s) to ensure that the system is available in a standby,ý( Oa;--- . ...

Filter testing verifies that the required CREACS testing "i-g•--e' ''• ed in
accordance with the surveillance requirements. The surveillance requirements

include testing the performance of the HEPA filter, charcoal adsorber
efficiency, minimum flow rate, and the physical properties of the activated
charcoal. Specific. test Frequencies.. and additional information are discussed in
.detail in the surveillance requirements. Filter testing will be in accordance
with thelapplicable sections of ANSI N510 (1975) with the exception that
laboratory testing of activated carbon will be in accordance with ASTM D3803
(1989). The acceptance criteria for the laboratory testing of the carbon
adsorber is determined by applying a minimum safety factor of 2 to the charcoal
adsorber removal efficiency credited in the design basis dose analysis as
specified in Generic Letter 99-02.

Actuation testing verifies that each CREACS train starts and o erates
on an actual or simulated actuation signal. Freyuency -f 18-monyhsi• s

-ased o/industry op rating exp rience and ýisonsfstent Vith the Vypical

refueZ ng cycle. -. (

SALEM - UNIT I B-_L - Amendment No. 286
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PLANT SYSTEMS

BASES

3/4.7.11 FUEL STORAGE POOL BORON CONCENTRATION (continued}

;The-.Required .Actions are modified indi•ating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply..
Storage of fuel assemblies and the boron conaentration in the spen1t-felt'otage pool
are independent of reactor operation. Therefore TS 3/4 3.7.11 and TS 3/4 3.7.12
include the exception to LCO 3.0.3 to"preclude an inappropriate reactor shutdown.
When the concentration of boron in the ,fuel, storage pool is less than required,
immedia t e ac'tion must betak,~en to, p ec lude -the bccurrence of-an-I cident.ýor to
mitigate the consequences _o'f an <a.c cidebht in pr6gress. This is most effiienrtly
achieved, by, immediatel" s•sspendihg h•e movement of fuel -assemblies. The,:
concellrtion 'o"boron is restre d-s!ifiltaneously with suspending mbovemenit~of fuel
assemblies." Alternatively,i begifnningi-"-verifica.tion of the fuel storage .pool fuel
locations, to -ensure proper lodationis of the fuel, can be performed. However, ýprior
to resumihg movement of '•fuel assemb'l-e's>, the concentration of 'boron must be restored.
This does not-,preclude movement, oflV.a fuel assembly to asafe position..

If the LCO is not met while moving fuel assemblies in the spent fuel pool while
in MODE 5 or 6- LCO 3.:0.;3 would not,-be applicable. Ifmoving fuel assemblies in
spent fuel pool while in-MODE 1, 2,,, 3,.or,,4, the fuel movement is independent of
reactor operation, Therefore, inabi~lity to suspend-movement of fuie1 assemblies is
not sufficient reason to require, a reactor;-shutdown. .

This SR verifies that the concentration of boron in the fuel storage pool is
within the required limit. Aslon asthis SR is met the analyzedaccidentsare
full addressed', The ay Frequ flcyis 5apfpriate becaps e no-majl rep •eshment

pool waters expect to take ae ov~r,€c a short •,iod of /

Sae ni 1 7-1 ?mndet o .
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
BASES ('Continued)

not available. Therefore, it is required to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS,
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, and operations involving positive
reactivity additions that could result in loss of required shutdown margin or
boron concentration. Suspending positive reactivity additions that could
result in failure to meet the minimum shutdown mar in or boron concentration
limit is required to assure conti sfe operation.

The Surveillance Requirements for de _n ILITY of the diesel
generators are based upon the reco mndations of Regulatory Guide 1.9,
"Selection of Diesel Generator Set apacity for Standby Power Supplies,"
March 10, 1971, and Regulatory ui .Ib .08, "Periodic Testing of Diesel
Generator Units Used as Onsite El ctric Power Systems at Nuclear, Power
Plants," Revision 1, August 1977. Regulatory Guide 1.108 criteria for.
determining.and reporting valid tests and failures, and accelerated diesel
generator testing, have been.superseded by implementation of the Maintenance,
Rule for the diesel generators per lOCFR50.65. In addition to,,athe

.Surveillance Requirements of 4.8.1.1.2, diesel preventative-maintenance is
performed in accordance with procedures based on manufacturer's
recommendations with consideration given to operating experience.

The minimum voltage and frequency stated in the Surveillance Requirements
(SR) are those necessary to ensure the Emergency Diesel Generator (EDO) can
accept Design Basis Accident (DBA) loading.,while maintaining acceptable
voltage and frequency levels, Stable operation at the nominal voltage and
frequency values is also essential in establishing EDG OPERATILITY, but a

-. 'time constraint is not imposed. The lack of a time constraint is based on
•ii"the fact that a typical EDG will experience a period of-voltage and frequency

oscillations prior to reaching steady state operation if these oscillations
are not dampened out by load application. In lieu of a time constraint .in ,the
SR, controls will be provided to monitor and trendthe actual time to reach
stable operation within the band as a means of ensuring there is no .voltage
regulator or governor degradation. that could cause-an EDO to become
inoperable.

"Standby condition" for the purpose of defining the condition of the engine
immediately prior to starting for surveillance requirements requires that the
lube oil temperature be between 100 OF and 170 OF, The minimum lube oil
temperature for an OPERABLE diesel is 100 OF.

The thirteen second time requirement for the Emergency Diesel Generator to
reach rated voltage and frequency was originally based on a Westinghouse
assumption of fifteen seconds that included the delay time between, the,
occurrence of the incident and.the application of electrical power to.,the
first sequenced safeguards pump (BURL-3011, dated November 13, 1974) and
included an instrument response time of two seconds (BURL-1531, dated. July
27, 1970). The times specified in UFSAR Section 15.4 bound the thirteen
seconds specified in the TS.

The narrower band for frequency specified for testing performed in :steady
state isochronous operation will ensure the EDG will not be run in an
overloaded condition (steady state) during accident conditions. Steady state

pa is assumed to be achieved after one minute of operation in the isochronous
,!Imode with all required loads sequenced on the bus.

The narrower band for steady state voltage is specified for operation when

SALEM - UNIT I B 3/4 8-3 Amendment mo. 264



3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
BASES (Continued)

the EDG is not synchronized to the grid to ensure the voltage regulator will
protect driven equipment from over-voltages during accident conditions.
Procedural controls will ensure that equipment voltages are maintained within
acceptable limits during testing when paralleled to the grid.

The wider hand for frequency is appropriate for testing done with the
governor in the droop mode. Likewise ,the wider-band for voltage is
appropriate when paralleled to the grid.

All voltages and frequencies specified inSR 4.8.1,1.2 are representative of
the analytical values and do not account for postulated instrument
inaccuracy. Instrument inaccuracies for EDG voltage and frequency are
administratively controlled.

Preventive maintenance includes those activities (including pro-test
inspections, measurements, adjustments and preparations) performed to
maintain an otherwise OPERABLE EDG in an OPERABLE status. Corrective
maintenance includes those activities required to correct a condition that
would cause the EDG to be inoperable.

Surveillance requirement 4.8.1.2 is modified by a Note. The reason for the
Note is to preclude requiring the OPERABLE DG(s) from being paralleled with
the offsite power network or otherwise rendered inoperable during performance
of the surveillance requirement, and to preclude de-energizing a required ESF
bus or disconnecting a required off'site circuit during performance of
surveillance requirements. With limited AC sources available, a single event
could compromise both the required circuit and the DG. It is the intent that
these surveillance requirements~must still be capable of being met, but
actual performance is not required during periods when the DG and offsite
circuit are required to be OPERABLE, During Startup, prior to entering Mode
4, the surveillance requirements are required to be completed if the
surveillance frequency has been exceeded or will be exceeded prior to the
next scheduled, shutdown.

3/4.8.3 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

Containment electrical penetrations and penetration conductors are protected
by either deenergizing circuits not required during reactor operation or by
demonstrating the OPERABILITY of primary and backup overcurrent protection
circuit breakers during periodic surveillance.

The> vellnce eqeny p~plable tomlded ecrutb 'esa
lower voltage rcuit breaker provides assur ce of breake reliabil' by
testing at east one repre ntative sample each manufa urer's b
molded e- se and lower v=age circuit braa ers; ac manu'a ee -1
case circuit breakers and lower voltage circuit breakers are grouped into
representative samples which are then tested on a rotating basis to ensure
that all breakers are tested. If a wide variety exists within any
manufacturer's brand of molded case or lower voltage circuit breakers, it is
necessary to further divide that manufacturer's breakers into groups and
treat each group as a separate type of breaker for surveillance purposes.

Containment penetration conductor overcurrent protective device information '

is provided in the UFSAR.
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3/4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS
BASES

In addition to immediately suspending CORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity
additions, boration to restore the concentration must be initiated
immediately. In determining the required combination of boration flow rate
and concentration, no unique Design Basis Event must be satisfied. The only
requirement is to restore the boron concentration to its required value as
soon as possible. In order to raise the boron concentration as soon as
possible, the operator should begin boration with the best source available
for unit conditions. Once actions have been initiated, they must be continued
until~the boron concentration is restored. The restoration time depends on
t he amount of boron that must be injected to reach the required concentration.

The Surveillance Requirement (SR) ensures that the coolant boron concentration
in the RCS, and connected portions of the refueling canal, the fuel storage
pool and the refueling cavity, is within the COLR limits. The boron
concentration of the coolant in each required volume is determined
periodically by chemical analysis. Prior to reconnecting portions of the
refueling canal, the fuel storage pool or the refueling cavity-to the RCS,
this SR must be met per SR 4.0.4. If any dilution activity has occurred while
the cavity or canal was disconnected from the RCS, this SR e rect
boron concentration prior to communication with the RCS. A minimum frequency•A
of-"on-ce ev-d----ve F 'hours le a reasonable amount of Ume to veri the bororv-'

E concentration of rep Bentative B ples. The ;euenc is sed on op ating
experie re!' whi] s shown 72 us obe aqae

3/4.9.2 INSTRUMENTATION

The OPERABILITY of the source range neutron flux monitors ensures that
redundant monitoring capability is available to detect changes in the
reactivity condition of the core.

3/4.9.3 DECAY TIME

The minimum requirement for reactor subcriticality prior to movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies in the reactor pressure vessel ensures that
suffilcient time has elapsed to allow the radioactive decay of the short lived
fission products. The 80-hour decay time (LAR S08-01).is consistent with the
assumptions used in the fuel handling accident analyses and the resulting dose
calculations using the Alternative Source Term described in Reg. Guide 1.183.

The minimum requirement for reactor subcriticality also ensures that the decay
time is consistent with that assumed in the Spent Fuel Pool cooling analysis.
The calendar based restrictions are established for the actual movement of
irradiated fuel; i.e., movement cannot commence in the October 15th through
May 15 th window unless at least 80 hours has elapsed since subcriticality was
achieved. The 80 hour clock can start prior to October 15 but must end in the
October 15 - May 15 window for the 80 hour criteria to be applicable.

SALEM - UNIT 1 B 3/4 9-1b Amendment No. 289
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BASES

The ACTION statements which permit limited variation from the basic
requirements are accompanied by additional restrictions which ensure that the
original criteria are met. Mis-alignment of a rod requires measurement of
peaking factors or a restriction in THERMAL POWER; either of these
restrictions provide assurance of fuel rod integrity during continued
operation. The reactivity worth of a mis-aligned rod is limited for the
remainder of the fuel cycle to prevent exceeding the assumption used in the
accident analysis.

The maximum rod drop time restriction is consistent with the assumed rod drop

time used in the accident analyses. Measurement with T >>541'F and with allavg

reactor coolant pumps operating ensures that the measured drop times will be
representative of insertion times experien d--du-ring a-reaetoox trip at
operating conditions.

Control rod positions an TY the ro ion indicators are
required to be verified n ,aomia basis o once p 2 ho with more
frequent verifica M1on re -ri if an automatic monitor'
inoperable., The erificati frequencies adequate for uring tha the _

licable LC ' are sati ed.

The terms "Shutdown od Position Indicator," "Anal Rod Position
Indicator," "Control Rod Position Indicator," and "Rod Position Indicator" ar -
all used in this bases section or in Technical Specifications, and all refer
to indication driven by the output of the Analog Rod Position Indication
(ARPI) system.

One method for determining rod position are the indicators on the control
console. An alternate method of determining rod position is the plant
computer. Either the control console indicator or plant computer is
sufficient to comply with this specification. The plant computer receives the
same input from ARPI as the control console indicators and provides resolution
equivalent to or better than the control console indicators. The plant
computer also provides a digital readout of rod position which eliminates
interpolation and parallax errors inherent to analog scales.

Rod demand position is indicated on the control console and the plant
computer. The rod demand position is a digital signal, namely a pulse, and is
generated each time the Rod Control System demands a rod position step change,
one pulse for each rod step. The pulses are "counted" and displayed by the
control console group demand step counters. There are two group demand step
counters for each bank of rods with exception of shutdown banks C and D. The
plant computer also 'counts, and displays the demand pulses. Only the group 1
demand position of each rod bank is displayed on the plant computer as only
the group 1 pulses are routed to the plant computer. The group 1 demand
position on the plant computer is, by default, called "Cont Bank A Steps" or
"S/D Bank A Steps" etc. with no reference to group 1 or group 2.

As the plant computer receives the same demand pulses from the Rod Control
System as the control console group demand step counters and provides
equivalent resolution, the plant computer "bank step" display provides an
alternate method of determining group 1 rod demand position. Either the
control console group 1 demand step counter or the plant computer "bank step"
display is sufficient to comply with this specification for group 1 rod demand
position. Only the control console group 2 demand counter can be used to
comply with the specification for group 2 rod demand.
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PO•-• ::s.-:BL:oN LIMITS

B ASE7S

-The-limit. of,1.,02 at-which `corrective action is required provides DN"B and
linear heat generationrate protection-with -xy plane power t i:'ts•-.A limiting
tilt of .-. '02,5 can -be tolerati'd -bibre ;themargin for uncertainty in F-: is
depleted. The limit of 1.02"wis s"lected t6provide an allowance for tRe
uncertainty .associated with the indicated power tilt.

T ••Th2our iiite allowance for operation witha ,tilt-;condition greater
than 1.02 but less than T,*09 its •'p-rovided to allow identification and
correction of a dropped or misaligned rod. In the event such actiondoes not
correct the tilt, the..margin for uncertainty on-FQ, is reinstated by raducing
the power byý 32 froig RATEID THRMA.L -POWER for each percent of tilt In excess of
1,:0.

3/4.2.5 DNB PARAMETERS

The:limits on the DNB related parameters assure that. ach-of the
parameters are maintained iwith the normal steady stat. envelope of operation
assumed in the transient and accident analyses. The limits area consistent with
the initial FSAR assumptions and have been analytically demonstrateda-dequate
to maintain a minimum DNBR.of the design DNBR value ttiroughout ieacha..nalyzed-.t r a n s i e n t ,. - ; . .. . .. - - - ' .. . . "" ' " . . • ' " •;

readout'is • sffiC nt •to ensure that! xe parameters are 'estored within .t ir
lmis f-lows•load chantes t ndiather expected tran i nt operation. au 18/ month petio -c measuran of t hi RCS total flow ra• is adequate to, tactg

men aa "sur houri aalr i ; / ".
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3,4 . 3 INSTRUMENTATION

BASES - ..

3/4.3.1 and,3/4.3.2 PROTECTIVE AND ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES (ESF)
I NSTRUMENTAT ION

The OPERABILITY of the protective-and ESF"instrurhentat ion systerris and
interlocks ensure that 1) the associated ESF action and/or reactor trip wi-lI
be initiated when the parameter monitored by. each channel or combination
thereof exc'eeds' its setpoinit,'2)'-'he spec'idfied cblncidence logic and
sutfficient reaundancy is maintained- to permit~'a- ch~anhe :to be out of service
for testing or mdintenance-'dbnsistent-wi:th'maintainlng' an appropriate level of-.
reliabili-ftyofý'the "Reactor' Protedtion"di Efi'gineered Safety Features,
instf"nmenntatiion and, 3) sufficient system functional capability is available-
from diverse parameters.

The OPERABILITY of these systems is requi'red 'to provide the overall
reliability, redundance and diversity assumed,-available in the facility design
for the protection and mitigation of accident and transient conditions. The
integrated operation of eaich :of the'se rsystems is consistent with -the
assumptions 'dsed in the ardcident' analyses.:

The Trip Setpoints are the nominal-values at which the,,bistables are.set. Any
bistable is considered to.be properly-adjusted when the "'as-left.'• value..is
withm.n the'band for CHANNEL CALIBRATION'.accuracy (i.e., ± rack.:,calibration +
comparator setting accuracy) . ., .

The Trip Setpoints used in the bistables,.are bas ed-on. the analytical limits
stated in-.the-tUFSAR. The.'seJection of these T.rip :Setpoints is such that -
adequate protection is provided .when all, sensor and processing time,ýdelays are
taken into account. To allow for calibration tolerances, instrumentation
uncertainties, instrument drift, and severe environment errors for those
Reactor Protection. System (RPS) channels that must :-function ,in harsh
environments as defined by 10 CFR.,50.A49, the Trip Setpoints and-,Allowable
Values-.specified in the Technic al- Specification Limiting Conditions for.",.
Operation (LCO's) are conservative-lyadjusted,-wiith respect to- the,,analy,-ical
limits. The methodology-used-to calculate .-theTr•-ip Setpoints--is-.-consistent
with Instrument Society of America standard ISA-$67.04-1982, -which is-endorsed
via NRC Regulatory Guide 1.105, Rev. 2. The actual nominal Trip Setpoint
entered into the bistable is more conservative than that specified by the
Allowable Value to account for changes in random measurement errors detectable
by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. One example of such--achange in measurement
error is drift during the surveillance interval. If the measured setpoint
does not exceed the Allowable Value., the bistable is considered OPERABLE.

Setpoints in accordance with the Allowabie 'alue ensure that the sfety

analyses which demonstrate that safety limits are not violated remain va'lid
(provided the unit is operated within the LCO's at the onset of any design
basis event and the equipment functions as designed).

The Trip Setpointsand Allowable Values listed in the LCO's incorporate all of
the knownuncertainties applicable for each channel. The magnitudes of these
uncertainties are factored into0the determination of'each Trip "Setpoint. All
field sensors and signal' processing 6quipment f r these chahnnls aYe assumed
to operate within the allowances of these uncertainty magnitudes.

The surveillance requirements specified for these systems ensure that the
overall system functional capability is maintained comparable to the onriinal
des' tanddards. The periodic surveillance tests er o ed ay.the -imum

f c'e' are sufficient to demonstrate this capa T T y peci ae
u rv an e in vals an urveillance and maintenance o tage times have been

determained in accordance with WCAP-10271, "Evaluation of/Surveillance
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BASES

Frequencies and Out of Service Times for the Reactor Protection Instrumentation
System, " and Supplements to that report. 5Finan tgv7~nt vva•nd A t of
service times were determined based on maintaining an appropriate level of
reliability of the Reactor Protection System and Engineered Safety Features
instrumentation.

The verification of response time at t spec -iedf quencies provides assurance
that the reactor trip and the engineered safety features actuation associated with
each channel is completed within the time limit assumed in the safety analysis.
No credit is taken in the analysis for those channels with response times :,q 5
indicated as not applicable (i.e., N.A.). The Note 8 response times for feedwater
isolation are based on WCAP-16503, "Salem Unit 1 and Unit 2 Containment Response
to LOCA and MSLB for Containment Fan Cooler Unit (CFCU) Margin Recovery Project,"
Revision 3, (LCR S06-10). SGFP trip and FIV closure are credited in the
containment analyses for LOCA and MSLB in case an FRV fails open.

Response time may be verified by actual -response time tests in any series of
sequential, overlapping or total channel measurements, or by the summation of
allocated sensor response times with actual response time tests on the remainder
of the channel. Allocations for sensor. response times may be obtained from: (1)
historical records based on acceptable response time tests (hydraulic, noise, or
power interrupt tests), (2) inplace, onsite, or offsite (e.g. vendor) test
measurements, or (3) utilizing vendor engineering specifications. WCAP-13632-P-A,
Revision 2, "Elimination of Pressure Sensor Response Time Testing Requirements"
provides the basis and methodology for using allocated sensor response times in
the overall verification of the channel response time for specific sensors
identified in the WCAP. Response time verification for other sensor types must be
demonstrated by test.

The allocation for sensor response times must be verified prior to placing the
component in operational service and re-verified following maintenance that may
adversely affect response time. In general, electrical repair work does not
impact response time provided the parts used for repair are of the same type and
value. One example where response time could 'be affected is replacing the sensing
assembly of a transmitter.

3/4.3.3 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3 .3.1 RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

The OPERABILITY of the radiation monitoring channels ensures that 1) the radiation
levels are continually measured in the areas served by the individual channels and
2) the alarm or automatic action is initiated when the radiation level trip
setpoint is exceeded.

In the postulated Fuel Handling Accident, the revised dose calculations, performed
using 10 CFR 50.67 and Regulatory Guide 1.183, Alternative Source Term, do not take
credit for automatic containment purge isolation thus allowing for continuous
monitoring of containment activity until containment closure is achieved. If
required, containment purge isolation can be initiated manually from the control
room.

S
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INSTRUMENTATION

3/4.3.3..1 RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION (Continued)

CROSS REFERENCE - TABLE 3.3-6 Caj / •/

T/S Table Instrument Description Acceptable RMs
Item No. Channels

la Fuel Storage Area 2R5 or 2R9

lb DELETED

2ala Containment Gaseous Activity Purge & 2R12A or 2R41A,
Pressure/Vacuum Relief Isolation B and D 1() 12)

2alb Containment Gaseous Activity RCS Leakage 2R12A
Detection

2a2a (NOT USED)

.2a2b Containment Air Particulate Activity RCS 2RIIA
Leakage Detection

2bl Noble Gas Effluent Medium Range Auxiliary 2R4 5B'
Building Exhaust System (Plant Vent)

2b2 Noble Gas Effluent High Range Auxiliary 2R45CW3)

Building Exhaust System (Plant Vent)

2b3 Noble Gas Effluent Condenser Exhaust System 2R15

3a Unit 2 Control Room Intake Channel 1 (to Unit 2RIB-1
2 Monitor)
Unit .2 Control Room Intake Channel 2 (to Unit lRlB-2
1 Monitor)

.Unit 1 Control Room Intake Channel 1 (to Unit IRIB-I
1 Monitor)
Unit 1 Control Room Intake Channel 2 (to Unit 2RIB-2
2 Monitor)

(1) The channels listed are required to be operable to meet a single operable
channel for the Technical Specification's "Minimum Channels Operable"
requirement.

(2) For Modes 1, 2, 3, 4 .& 5, the setpoint applies to 2R41D per Specification
3.3.3.9. The measurement range applies to 2R41A and B which display in
uCi/cc using the appropriate channel conversion factor from cpm to uCi/cc.

(3) If 2R45 is out of service 2R41 may be used to meet the technical
specification action requirement,

SALEM UNIT 2 B 3/4 3-2 TSBC SO8O-089*
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INSTRUMENTATION
BASES-

3/4.3.4 Deleted

3/4.3.3.14 POWER DISTRIBUTION MONFTORING SYSTEM (PDMS)

The Power Distribution Monitoring System (PDMS) provides core monitoring of
the limiting parameters. The PDMS continuous core power distribution
measurement methodology begins with the periodic generation of a highly
accurate 3-D nodal simulation of the current reactor power distribution. The
simulated reactor power distribution is then continuously adjusted by nodal
and thermocouple calibration factors derived from an incore power
distribution measurement obtained using the incore movable detectors to
produce a highly accurate power distribution measurement. The nodal
g ion factors are updateda st onc every 18 Effecti FU Power'
C Eay DD. Between calibrations, the fidelity of the measured power
distribution is maintained via adjustment to the calibrated power
distribution provided by continuously input plant and core condition
information. The plant and core condition data utilized by the PDMS is cross
checked using redundant information to provide a robust basis for continued
operation. The loop inlet temperature is generated by'averaging the
respective temperatures from each of the loops, excluding any bad data. The
core exit thermocouples provide many readings across the core and by the
nature of their usage with the PDMS, smoothing of the measured data and
elimination of bad data is performed with the Surface Spline fit. PDMS uses
the NIS Power Range excore detectors to provide information on the axial
power distribution. Hence, the PDMS averages the data from the four Power
Range excore detectors and eliminates any bad excore detector data.

SALEM - UNIT 2 B 3/4 3-4 Amendment No. 215



1. H'TRIUMt1ETATION
BASES

The bases for the operability requirements of the PDMS is to provide assurance of
the accuracy and reliability of the core parameters measured and calculated by
the PDMS core power distribution monitor function. These requirements fall under
four categories:

1. Assure an adequate number of operable critical sensors.

2. Assure sufficiently accurate calibration of these sensors.

3. Assure an adequate calibration database regarding the number of data
sets,

4. Assure the overall accuracy of the calibration.

The minimum number of required plant and core condition inputs include the
following:

1. Control Bank Positi.ons.

2. At least 50% of the cold leg temperatures.

3. At least 75% of the signals from the power range excore detector
channels (comprised of top and bottom detector section)

4o Reactor Power Level.

5. A minimum number and distribution of operable core exit
thermocouples.

6. A minimum number and distribution of measured fuel assembly power
distribution information obtained using the incore movable detectors
is incorporated in the nodal model calibration information.

The sensor calibration of Items 1, 2, 3, and 4 above are covered under other
specifications. Calibration of the core exit thermocouples is accomplished in
two parts. The first being a sensor specific correction to K-type thermocouple
temperature indications based on data from a cross calibration of the
thermocouple temperature indications to the average RCS temperature measured via
the RTDs under isothermal RCS conditions. The second part of the thermocouple
calibration is the generation of thermocouple flow mixing factors that cause the
radial power distribution measured via the thermocouples to agree with the radial
power distribution from a full core flux map measured using the incore movable
detectors. This calibration is updated(a I s on every 0 EFPD.

The operability requirements previously cont ined in Specification 3.3.3.2 have
been moved to UFSAR Section 7.7.2.8 as par of Amendment 265.

3J.5SE -T &-
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RZA7TOR CZ_`%LN- .3YSTEFM

3/4.4.2 and 3/4.4.3 SAFETY VALV-ES '...

The pressurizer code s4fe.t y val~ve$-ioperate ,to •pr•,7ee-t•):•:he•RCS:•from-beirý '
pressurized above its'. Safety - t7J35, ps-ig, . Each safeLy Vad"ve is
designed to relieve 420,000 pounas per hour of saturated-.steam at. the v "lve
setpoint. •Therelief capaaciy ;of °a, single -safety valveis :adequate to- relieve
any •overp essure condition, mwhich_-ould odcur during 'shutdown. ,In,, t•heevenftý
that .,,no-Safety-ý'avives 'are "OERABLE, an ,operating'RHR Iooop 'co•nnected to the,
RCSE,:,.,provides- overprejssure Irell it apabilt-y.,,and-w.il 1•-.reventv i CS7 .verpressurization. tIn-addi on the Overpressure Protection .Syst`*m0provides
a diverse means of protection against RCS overpressurization at low
temperature. While in Mode 5 the safety valve requirement may be me:: •y
establisning a, vent path. of, equivalerit .relievingi' capaci-t rywhen_ r.o code safety,
-valves are-7PERAtBlE.' _. 4. ,. ..

DuringIoperatzion,ý -all £ 'code safety valves must ,be-"OPERABLE tc
prevent the RC$S, f, rom,,•being -pressurized'a ove its safety limit of 2735 psig.T.e cozrbined relief capacity of all of these valves is greater than..the
maximum surge rate result, ng ,rom. conmplete 'ds'ofload ~ss~m n no•"reactor,
.tri0 ~until thi' firs't ltea,,t or Protective Sys tem ,trip, sitdit ra o.
no crecilt.--s -taken foi .a-irect 1 ; actor tr-ip on the- loss.' of -- ThladY: and_ alsio
assumingn,•.o operation 1,of -t he- •pwq F op.ex.-ed relief valxves.,_or steam.'1dUm ký-"
valves,. - -

Demonstration of the. safety.,valves ,lift. settings 'will •6' -ccr only during,
shutdown-and w1Il be per'fo reinec accordance,;.with:!,the,-rovisi n6s 6of`Section XT

-cf the ASME Boil-er: and ýPre6ss'ure Codoe. ,.

.,Suveilane te~stingý'a~llows*,4 ± I% T'ft setpoin't to'ler~ance. howeveri .to
allow to0r 'drift during subsequen& ,,operation , •the 'vad'ves "must 'be rese•t o -....
within 'tf he lif.- seipoint folliow-iing tesving-h-

T~he limit-.on the,.maximum• water V61ume: in"':heQr e ,s tat, t:ne .

assu.med in the SAR. The lim~it _,_s-.,,cons~i~s~ent,-.with•' isupon.G.

ý.3 re ,-ored to w4hI n isiimit fol e•q"{xpected/transient o, eratio .f 7-a

.X Ru.n waater vo ume a so ensures .h~t a steam bub le is forme ;,and hus the
RCS •s -tot a hydraulically-,,sdl;-4&systtm.m <Thie--reiirertent that a minimum .. .....
na.uer: of press•rizer,heatersb OPERAELE.,enhances the cap•'i`'_iy the pla-nt

r.- nt rl-. RCS spr 's ire and eas tablish., natural c ,rculati on,:-. -. tj

-. -,-, . ) -. CRF•i.,.r..F -,, VLA.V a ,",r .

Tne OPEFABILITY of the PORVs and block valves is determ±ned on the basis
tneir being capablef.,- performing--,theýfollowing fur.cti•ons: 2.- " "

A. ýManual,-control of PORVsrLo contr6o reactor coolant system pressure.
This ista function that is used for the"steai generator tube rupture
accident., and, for-plant shutdowr..

.:.5.- UN~ -2 -:•, 'B3/4 4-2 Amendmen:t.c,. 225



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

BASES

3/4.4.7,2 OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE (Continued)

Actions
Unidentified leakage or identified leakage in excess of th(iLCO' limits must be
reduced to within limits within 4 hours. This action, time •a4Iows, ,time-,0o verify
leakage rates and either identify unidentified leakage or reddce leak'age'to within
limits before -the :reactor must :be shut idown. This action is necessary to prevent
further deterioration of the reactor- coolant pressure boundary (.ýRCPB) . If any
pressure boundary leakage exists,, or.,primary-to-secondary leakage is. not within
limit, or if unidentified or identified eakage cannot be reduced to within limits
within 4 hours, the reactor must be brought to lower pressure conditions to reduce
the severity of the leakage and its potential consequences. It should be noted
that leakage past seals and gaskets is not pressure boundary leakage. -. The.reactor
must be brought to HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN within 36 hours.
This action reduces the leakage.. and, als.o reduces the factorsý that- tend to degrade
the pressure boundary. The action times are reasonable, based on operating
experience., to reach the.required plant conditions from full ,power conditions in an
orderly manner and without challenging plant.,systems. In COLD-,SHUTDOWN,, the
pressure stresses acting on the RCPB are much lower, and further deterioration is
much less likely.

Surveillances ,.

Verifying RCS leakage to be within the LCO limits ensures the integrity of the
Reactor,,.Coolant Pressure Bounda-ry is maintained. Pressure boundary leakage~would
at first appear as unidentified leakage and can only-be positively identified by
inspection. It should 'be 'noted that- leakage past seals and gaskets.,is not pressure
boundary.2 leakage. Unidentified leakage and identified 1eakage are determined by
performance of an RCS water inventory balance. The RCS water inventory must be met
with the reactor at steady state operating conditions. The surveillance is modified
by a Note that the surveillance is not required to be performed until,12, hours
after establishing steady state operation. The. 12 hour allowance provides
sufficient time to collect and process all necessary. data 'after stable plant
conditions are established. Steady state operation is required to perform a proper
inventory balance since calculations during maneuvering are not useful. For RCS
operational, leakage determination by water inventory balance, steady state is
defined as stable RCS pressure, temperature, power level; pressurix-zer and makeup'
tank levels,. makeup and letdown, and Reactor Coolant Pump seal-injection and return
fl0 72hot freque. y is a re, I erva to end leak e an

gni s the ortanc 7of early akage de ction in e preven on of

Satisfying the primary-to-secondary leakage limit ensures that the operationa
leakage performance criterion in the Steam- Generator Program is met. If SR
4.4.7.2.1.c is not met, compliance with LCO 3.4.6, "Steam GeneratorX Tube
Integrity," should be evaluated, The 150 gallons per day limit is measured at room
temperature (in accordance with EPRI PWR Primary-to-Secondary Leak Guidelines). If.
it is not practical to assign the leakage to an individual steam generator, all the
primary-to-secondary leakage should be conservatively assumed t6 be from one Steam
Generator. The Surveillance is modified by a Note that states that the
surveillance is not required to be performed until 12 hours after establishment of
steady state operation. For RCS primary-to-secondary leakage determination, steady

SALEM - UNIT 2 B 3/4 4-4a Amendment No. 262
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

BAS ES'

3/4.4.7.2 OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE (Continued)

state is defined as stable RCS pressure, temperature, power level, pressurizer and
makeup tank level• ma~keup and letdown, and Reactor Coolant Pump seal injiection andreturn fl'ojs'i •/Th• Surveilld ~e Frequency of 72 ho-u-rs/ls a -reasonabl6-ý Aterva~l o
re ayto /ssecondar ýaaea/eonzs tie importance o~f e/rly liealX-ce9

(detn in th 're'.Venti , of-accidynts.f"l'ne pr-imary-to-seconda-ry leakaige is A

e ermine usi' g continuous process radiation monitors or-radi6cheinical grab''
sampling (in ac6ordance with EPRI PWR Primary-to-Secondary Leak Guidelines

3/4.4.8

THIS SECTION DELETED

SALEM - UNIT 2 B 3/4 4-5 Amendment No. 262
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P2.AC17OR 0OLAN7 SYSTL-4

BAS ES--. -

-SUC U-n~L NECRI-

7he tnservice inspection and testing pcograms for ASME Code Class 1. 2 and 3
components ensure that the stru•ctural integrity and operational readiness of
these components vill be maintained at an acceptable level through the life of
the plant. These programs are in accordance with Section X1 of the ASMI
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addendda as required by 10 C•R
Part 50.55a(&) except vhere specific written relief has bean granted by the
Commission pursuant to 10 CYR Part 05ag)6()

3/4.4.12 REACTOR VESSEL HEAD VENTS

Reactor Coolant System vents are provided to exhaust noncondensible gases
and/or steam from the Reactor Coolant System that could inhibit natural
circulation core cooling. The OPERABILITY of a reactor vessel head vent path
ensures the capability exists to perform this function.

The valve redundancy of the Reactor Coolant System vent paths serves to
minimize the probability of inadvertant or irreversible actuation while ensuring
that a single failure vent in a valve power supply or control system does not
prevent isolation of the vent path.

The function, capabilities, and testing requirements of the Reactor Coolant
System vent Systems are consistent with the requirements of Item II.S.1 of
NUREG-0737, "Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements," November 1980.

Correction letter dated February
dated January 29, 1990.

15, 1990, to Amendment 86

B 3,. 4-'3 Amendment No.56



3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

BASES

Maintaining containment airlo6ks OPERABLE requires compliance with the leakage
rate test requirement~s of 10CFR50, Appendix J, as modified by approved
exemptions, This Surveillance Requiremen re ects 'th'e' ile'kag' '-rare"t-tsý'ng
requirements with regard to air lock leakage (Type B leak-age tests'). The
acceptance criteria were established during initial aftrlock and-containment
OPERABILITY testing.. The periodic testing requirements verify that the air
lock leakage doest.not exceed the allow4ed fracti6h'6f.'the'overall containmrnt
leakage rate. The frequency. is required by Appen dix J, as m6d ified•' y by'
approved e!emptiohs- Thus, -ie.provisiori of Specification 4.O.2'(which-
allows frequency extensions') dIes riot' apply.

The air lock interlock is designed to prevent simultaieouý-'opening of both
doors in a single air lock. Since both the inner and outer doors of an air lock
are designed to withstandthe'maximum expected post -accident containment
pressure, closure of either ddbor will. support containmentoOPERABILITY1. Thus,
the door interlock feature supports containment OPERABILITY while the air lock
is being used for personnel transit in and out of~the.containment, j•Periodic
testing of this interlock demonstrates that the interlock will.function, as..
designed and that simultaneous opening of the inner and'outer doors will1 not
inadvertently occur. ue to the purely mechan 1al natule .of thi .cinterlok, and
given at the in lock mecha sm is only c llenged when-the-'onta'ihment-air'
lock oor is op ed, this te is only req red to be perfor d upon entering r
exi ng a con inment air ckbUt is not required m6re fr e uentlythin e'v•
Ss• months. ' he s ixi-moiht requency is asedon engineer g -judgeiient_ and' s

onsideredi dequate in v ew 'of 'other dications of d6or and iuiterl Dckinmha m nism
status av/ilab'ld to op 'ations persnel. / -
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PLANT:SYSTEMS

BASES

•In MODE 5 or 6, or during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, if
the inoperable CREACS train cannot be restored to OPERABLE status, align
CRRACS for single filtration train operation within 4 hours, or suspend
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. With CREACS aligned for single
filtration train operation with one of the two remaining fans or associated
outlet damper inoperable, restore the fan or damper to OPHRABLE status within
72 hours. The 72 hours completion time is based on the ability of the
remaining train components to provide the required capability.

In MODE 5 or 6, or during the movement of irradiated fuel assemblies,
with two CREACS trains inoperable or with one or more CREACS trains
inoperable due to an inoperable CRE boundary, action must be taken
immediately to suspend activities that could result in a release of
radioactivity that might require isolation of the CRE. This places the unit
in a condition that minimizes the accident risk. This does not preclude the
movement of fuel to a safe position.

Immediate action(s), in accordance with the LCO Action Statements, means
that the required action should be pursued without delay and in a controlled
manner.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMEWTS

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure that they_-
fmionu by i an the f nviroume and noHEPa operatind conaditionbn ths
t to e nto srvere, tes_ ng each tisn once evenmonth pro n des

adeq re checks this systeh. The 31-daFrequency iC based on ise per-
are dability the equipme and the tr -trae n redurancy.vcTS Surveillancere•iment verifies tat each fan as c-ap-a-ble of opýerating 'for at least 15
minutes by initiating flow through the HERA filter and charcoal adsorbers
train (a) to ensure that the system is available in a atanýýbdyde.__4_1

!Filter testing verifies that the required CRVACS te`94.9_9performedýu
accordance with the surveillance requirements. The surveillance reaq= ns
include testing the performance of the HZPA filter, charcoal adsorber
efficiency, minimum flow rate, and the -physical properties of the activated
charcoal. Specific test Frequencies and additional information are discussed in
detail in the surveillance requirements. Filter testing will be in accordance
withtthe applicable sections of ANSI NI50 (1975) with the exception that
laboratory testing of activated carbon will be in accordance with ASTM D3803-
(1989). The acceptance criteria for the laboratory testing of the carbon
adsoiber is .determined by applying a minimum safety factor-of .2 tothe charcoal
adsorber removal efficiency credited in the design basis dose analysis as
specified in Generic Letter 99-02.

Actuation testing verifies that each CREACS train starts and operateson an actual or simulated actuation signal. /T~e: rqu~envy •f 18-month

•r: ueingaqsed on indus~ae op experienead is consiste with, the typical
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PLANT SYSTEMS

BASES

3/4.7.11 FUEL STORAGE POOL BORON CONCENTRATION (continued)

The Required Actions are modified indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply,
Storage of fuel assemblies and the boron concentration in the spent fuel storage pool
are indep~endent of reactor'operation. 'Therfor TS 3/ 3.7.1i and TS3/ 4 3.7.12
include the exception Zo LCO 3.0.3 to preclude an inappropriate reactor shutdown.
When the concentration of boron in the fuel. stsorage poo 'is' less-than required..
immed'iate action must b6 taken to0 preclude .theobdtrrence of an accident or to-
mitigate the consequences of an accidefit in,.progress. This is- mos't efficiently
achieved by immediately suspending the movement, of fuel' asgemblies;' The-
concentration of boron is restored simultaneousIy with susp'ndingmovement of fuel
assem61i'es. -Alt6rnative1y, beginnihg a verification of t1e fl st~rag. pool feUel
locations, to ensure proper locations of the fuel, can be performed. However, prior
to resuming movement of fuel assemblies, the concentration of boron must be restored.
This. does inot preclude-movement of a fuel-as'eemblD~to aS'sfe positih'&.

rf -th6e-dCO -is not n.twhile moving fu'eaa`ssemblies in the-spent fuel pool while
in MODE 5" or 6, LCO 3.`.3 would -not hbe- applicable.' -. .f.moving f• .. ssemblis..-in the
spent fuel pool while in MODE 1,-2, :3:-or 4 i "th6 fuel movement, is independ ent of

reactor operation'. Tý therefore, inability to:'suspenid movement of fuel assemblies is
not sufficient :reison"t6`require`a reactbr shutdown.

This SR verifies that-,the concentratior dof boron- in the fuel storage pool is
within -the requxired limit. As long ab'."thLiS SRP'is•;met,"'the"analyzeýd accidents are.
fully address T day - Frequ• yi-appropriate ecaused no major, epl~nishme o
pool water s expe ed t6 take ace; over such, a ort pe'riod ýof,, e.-'" `

ae uno e7:M
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3/4,8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
BASES (Continued)

The Surveillance Requirements ford monstrating the OPERABILITY of the diesel
generators are based upon the reco endations of Regulatory Guide 1.9,
'Selection of Diesel Generator Set Capacity for Standby Power Supplies,
March 10, 197.1, and Regulatory, Gude 1.108, "Periodic Testing of Diesel
Generator Units Used as,,Onsite El tric Power Systems at.Nucl~ar Power
Plants," Revision 1, August 1977. Regulatory Gulde 1.108 criteria for
determining and' r~eporting validýtestspand failures, and accelerated diesel
generator .testing,. have.;been superseded,, by, implementation of the.Maiintenance
Rule for the diesel :generat'ors :peri1CER50.65. ,Inn~addition to the
Surveillance Requirements of 4.8.1_..2; diesel preventative maintenance is
performed In- accordance withl procedures based:•on .manufacturer s.
recommendations wilth -consideration given to. operating -experience,,

The minimum voltagEi'and frequency stated in-'the Surveillance Requirements
(SR) ari th66e necessary to' ensure the Emergency: Diesel-',Generator (EDG)-,can-
accept Design Basis Accident ('DBA)' loading'whi'1e maintainirig'adceptable
voltage 'Bnd 'frequency levels. "St'ahle bperatiof at -Ehe"'nomihal -voltiage and
frequency values i Isalsode'Sssntial: in'bstablihifng EDO"OPERATILITY, but .a
time constraint is not' "imposed. -The ladk of a time'constraint is-based on
the fact that a typical EDG will experience a period of voltage and frequency
oscillations, prior'-to reaching.,stdeady state operation"if:"these osillations
are not dampened out by load application. In i'eu of a time- constraint in
the SR, controls 'will be provided' to monitor and trend the actual time to
reach stable operation within the band as a means of ensuring there is no
voltage regulator or gqv.rnor degradation that could cause an .EDG to become

* inoperable.

"Standby condition" for the purpose. of~definding thecondition of the.engine,.
immediately prior to starting for surveillance re quirements,-requires that the
lube oil temperature be between 100 OF and 170 OF. The minimum lube oil
temperature--for an OPERABLE diesel -is 100 OF.

The thirteen second'time 'requirement for the Emergency Diesel Generator-to
reach rated Voltage and frequency-was originally basedon a Westinghouse.
assumption of fifteen seconds that included the delay time between the
occurrence of the incident and the application~of elecf.rical power to the
first sequenced safeguards 'pump ('BORL-3011; dated-Novermber 13, 197,4) afi•' •
included an instrument rýsponse time of tW-0 s econds '(BURL-1531, dated July
27, 1970). The times sp'e6ified in UFSAR-Section 15.4'bound 'the thirteen
seconds specified in the:TS. '

The narrower band for frequency specified for testing,performed in steady
state isochronous operation will ensure the EDG will not be run in an
overloaded condition (steady st'ate), during accident conditions,. Steady state
is assumed to be achieved after one minute-of operation in the isochr:onous
mode with all required loads sequenced on the~bus,

The narrower band. for steady state voltage is specified for operation when
the EDG is not synchronizedito the grid to ensure -.the voltage regulator-will
protect driven equipmeht* from.ýover-voltages during iaccident conditions . .
Procedural-'controls wi'll ensure that equipment ývoltages are mainta'ined within
acceptableLlimits'durding testing when paralleled to theegrid. -.. The wider band for frequency is. appropriate for testing 'done with -the
governor in the droop mode. Likewise the wider band for voltage is
appropriate when paralleled to the grid.
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
BASES (Continued)

All voltages and frequencies specified in SR 4,8.1.1.2 are representative of
the analytical values and do not account for postulated instrument
inaccuracy. Instrument inaccuracies for EDG voltage and frequency are
administratively controlled.

Preventive maintenance includes those activities (including pro-test
inspections, measurements, adjustments and preparations) performed to
maintain an otherwise OPERABLE EDG in an OPERABLE status. Corrective
maintenance includes those activities required to correct a condition that
would cause the EDG to be inoperable.

Surveillance requirement 4.8.1.2 is modified by a Note. The reason for the
Note is to preclude requiring the OPERABLE DG(s) from being paralleled with
the offsite power network or otherwise rendered inoperable during performance
of the surveillance requirement, and to preclude de-energizing a required ESF
bus or disconnecting a required offsite circuit during performance of
surveillance requirements. With limited AC sources available, a single event
could compromise both the required circuit and the DG. It is the intent that
these surveillance requirements must still be capable of being met, but
actual performance is not required during periods when the DG and offsite
circuit are required to be OPERABLE. During Startup, prior to entering Mode
4, the surveillance requirements are required to be completed if the
surveillance frequency has been exceeded or will be exceeded prior to the
next scheduled shutdown,

3/4.8.3 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES•_=_J

Containment electrical penetrations and penetration conductors are protected
by either deenergizing circuits not required during reactor operation or by
demonstrating the OPERABILITY of primary and backup overcurrent protection
circuit breakers during periodic surveillance. Zy -

I he su. eillance •requency appl' ale to mol dcas.e ci cuit ýbreake and I•/

Slow voltage Qrcuit breaker •provides as ~rance of j~eaker reliability byI

eca-crit breakers and lower votage circut breakers are grouped into

representative samples which are then tested on a rotating basis to ensure

that all, breakers are tested. If a wide variety exists within any
manufacturers brand of molded case or lower voltage circuit breakers, it is

necessary to further divide that manufacturer's breakers into groups and
treat each group as a separate type of breaker for surveillance purposes.

Containment penetration conductor overcurrent protective device information
is provided in the UFSAR.

. _)J S0
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3/4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS
BASES

In addition to.ýimmediately suspending;,CORE ALTERATIONS,-and positive-..
reactivity-additions, boration to-restore the concentrationmust be initiated

immediately. In determining the required combination.:;of boration flow--rate

and concentration, no unique Design Basis Event must be-satisfied. The only
requirement is to restore the boron concentration to its required value as
soon as p•ssible* In order'to'raýis&S6 the-boron concentra-tien-a'sobn-as. .
possible, the operator should beg~in 5b'ration with the best storce - available

for unit c~onditions. Once actions'have been initiated, they t~beconti i-'ed
until the boron concentration is restored. The.restoration time depends on

the ,amountof boron that must be injected to reach the required
concentration.

The Surveillance Requirement (SR) ensures that the coolant boron,
concentration in the RCS, and connected,,portions of the refueling, canal, the
fuel storage pool and the refueling cavity, is'-within the COLR-IiLmits. The
boron concentration of the coolant in each required volume is determined
periodically by chemical analysis. Prior to reconnecting portions o •the,
refueling -canal, the fuel storage pool or. the refueling cavity.to the.-RCS,;,.
this SR,.must be met per SR 4.0.4. If any dilution activity has: occurred, while
the cavity~or canal was disconnected from~the, RCS, this. SR ensures, he
correct-,boron concentration .prior to communication with .the RCS. mA mum .

boron conc ration of repr ntatiye sample The trequencyi aeed on
operat experience, w has shown 72 urs to be adequae.

3/4.9.2 INSTRUMENTATION
/4. -

The OPERABILITY of the source range -neutron flux monitors -ensures
redundant monitoring capability is available to detect changes 'in the
reactivity condition ..of'the core. .

3/4f'.'9.3 DlECAY TIME f

The minimum requirement for reactor- subcriticality prior to -m6V&fmnt of
ir~radiated 'fuel assemblies-iln t~hireac to~r-pre Bsure vessel ensluires-thdt
suffitcient time has elapsed to allow the radioactive decasy of t•e short--lived
fission products. The 80-hour decay time (LAR $08-01)Y is coisist~n:t!with the'
assumptions used in the fuel handling accident analyses and the resulting
d6'se calculations using the Alternative Source Term described in Reg. Guide

The iIinimum requirement for reactor subcriticality :also ensur6s' that the'.
deccaY time is consistent with that assumed in the Spent Fuel Pb6 cooling
anxiaysis. The calendar based restri'ctions are establilhed for thectua-' '
movement of irradiated fuel; i.e., movement cannot commence in the October
lS•" through May 1 5th window unlessat.-least 80 hours has elapsed since .
subcriticality was achieved. The 80 hour clock can start prior to October 15
but must end in the October 15th - May 15th window for the 80 hour criteria to
be applicable. Similarly, fuel movement between May 16th and October 14th

cannot commence unless at least 168 hours has elapsed since subcriticality
was-achieved.
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ATTACHMENT 5

License Amendment Request

Salem Nuclear Generating Station - Units 1 and 2
NRC Docket Nos. 50-272 and 50-311

Proposed No Significant Hazards Consideration

Description of Amendment Request: The change requests the adoption of an approved
change to the standard technical specifications (STS) for Westinghouse Plants (NUREG-1431),
to allow relocation of specific TS surveillance frequencies to a licensee-controlled program. The
proposed change is described in Technical Specifications Task Force (TSTF) Traveler,
TSTF-425, Revision 3 (Rev. 3) (ADAMS Accession No. ML090850642) related to the Relocation
of Surveillance Frequencies to Licensee Control-RITSTF Initiative 5b and was described in the
Notice of Availability published in the Federal Register on July 6, 2009 (74 FR 31996).

The proposed changes are consistent with NRC-approved Industry/Technical Specifications
Task Force (TSTF) Traveler, TSTF-425, Rev. 3, "Relocate Surveillance Frequencies to
Licensee Control-RITSTF Initiative 5b." The proposed change relocates surveillance
frequencies to a licensee-controlled program, the SFCP. This change is applicable to licensees
using probabilistic risk guidelines contained in NRC-approved NEI 04-10, "Risk-Informed
Technical Specifications Initiative 5b, Risk-Informed Method for Control of Surveillance
Frequencies," (ADAMS Accession No. ML071360456).

Basis for proposed no significant hazards consideration: As required by 10 CFR 50.91(a),
the PSEG analysis of the issue of no significant hazards consideration is presented below:

1. Does the proposed change involve a significant increase in the probability or

consequences of any accident previously evaluated?

Response: No

The proposed change relocates the specified frequencies for periodic surveillance
requirements to licensee control under a new Surveillance Frequency Control Program.
Surveillance frequencies are not an initiator to any accident previously evaluated. As a
result, the probability of any accident previously evaluated is not significantly increased.
The systems and components required by the technical specifications for which the
surveillance frequencies are relocated are still required to be operable, meet the
acceptance criteria for the surveillance requirements, and be capable of performing any
mitigation function assumed in the accident analysis. As a result, the consequences of
any accident previously evaluated are not significantly increased.

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
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2. Does the proposed change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any previously evaluated?

Response: No

No new or different accidents result from utilizing the proposed change. The changes do
not involve a physical alteration of the plant (i.e., no new or different type of equipment
will be installed) or a change in the methods governing normal plant operation. In
addition, the changes do not impose any new or different requirements. The changes do
not alter assumptions made in the safety analysis. The proposed changes are
consistent with the safety analysis assumptions and current plant operating practice.

Therefore, the proposed changes do not create the possibility of a new or different kind

of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the proposed change involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety?

Response: No

The design, operation, testing methods, and acceptance criteria for systems, structures,
and components (SSCs), specified in applicable codes and standards (or alternatives
approved for use by the NRC) will continue to be met as described in the plant licensing
basis (including the final safety analysis report and bases to TS), since these are not
affected by changes to the surveillance frequencies. Similarly, there is no impact to
safety analysis acceptance criteria as described in the plant licensing basis. To evaluate
a change in the relocated surveillance frequency, PSEG will perform a probabilistic risk
evaluation using the guidance contained in NRC approved NEI 04-10, Rev. 1 in
accordance with the TS SFCP. NEI 04-10, Rev. 1, methodology provides reasonable
acceptance guidelines and methods for evaluating the risk increase of proposed
changes to surveillance frequencies consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.177.

Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

Based upon the reasoning presented above, PSEG concludes that, the requested change does
not involve a significant hazards consideration as set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c), "Issuance of
Amendment."


